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ABSTRACT
The last 10 years have seen an accelerating increase in the interest towards quantum tech-
nologies. Such interest has multifaceted motivations.
The miniaturisation of components and devices has achieved a level whereby quantum effects
are not negligible, such that testing and measurement tasks require enhanced resolution and
accuracies. In another context, we are observing a surge in the need for computational power,
driven by the development of novel automated technologies. These are but two examples of areas
where what can be achieved by mere incremental advances in classical protocols and toolsets
might soon incur in physical as well as information theoretical limitations. Research efforts were
thus driven towards the realm of quantum sensing and computation, respectively. However, such
efforts are often frustrated by the important role played by noise against a successful deployment
of quantum technologies, at a time when the scale of quantum devices does not satisfy the
requirements for full error correction mechanisms (i.e. a pre–threshold regime).
This Thesis puts forward several methods, especially based on machine learning protocols,
to mitigate the effects of noise in. We begin our work by reviewing fundamental concepts in
quantum information, as well as in integrated photonics and solid-state atomic defects, here
adopted as experimental platforms. Using quantum photonic chips, a novel proposal for a funda-
mental building block of quantum computers is here demonstrated. Moreover, we propose and
demonstrate a quantum protocol for the efficient characterisation of untrusted quantum devices,
automated via machine learning, and a variational algorithm for solving important instances
of the eigenproblem, which is of fundamental importance to quantum chemistry. These novel
protocols, and their efficiency, leverage upon the known principles of quantum simulation. We
also apply machine learning methods to demonstrate efficient quantum sensing with a solid-state
defect. Throughout these investigations, we deal with real–world pre–threshold devices, intended
to be deployed in applications of crucial importance: this makes them practical regardless of
achieving fundamentally superior performances over their classical counterparts.
Our approaches contribute towards a positive answer to a crucial research question: whether
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Recent years have witnessed an increasing interest in quantum computation and information
technologies, both from a theoretical as well as a technological perspective. The motivations
behind this surge are rather various, but for the scope of this Thesis we will mention but two:
the augmenting miniaturisation and integration of technological devices, and the race towards
computing facilities of better performances. We believe that in the first case, mainly technological
challenges triggered theoretical speculations, whereas in the second scenario, the latter ones
stimulated the investigation of technological possibilities. The establishing of a virtuous cycle
between these research lines has possibly acted as the main drive behind the development of
quantum technologies: it is hence worthy of a more detailed discussion.
Computational and simulation capacity installed worldwide relies mostly on the extraordinary
development of digital, semiconductor–based technologies developed since mid 20–th century.
Leveraging upon such technologies, enhancements in hardware computing performances have
been mostly achieved by moving towards progressively higher integration of components in
monolithic devices, thus allowing for higher speed as well as reduced consumption capabilities.
This development has led to the famous Moore’s law, an empirical statement that, formulated
more than 50 years ago, has predicted accurately an exponential integration trend for decades [1].
Since the early 1990s, semiconductor manufacturing technologies have achieved miniaturisation
levels whereby quantum effects cannot be neglected anymore3, and need to be explicitly modelled
in the design of e.g. novel chip architectures and components. Such impressive achievements also
testify the effort and investment in the fabrication of complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) devices, estimated to total above 1 trillion USD along a few decades [5]. Nevertheless,
very large scale integration is nowadays reaching intrinsic limits, with FinFET technologies
achieving 5 nm in lateral dimension of gate features [6, 7]: this is approximately 20 times the
distance between two Si atoms in the host lattice composing the silicon wafer.
Notwithstanding the approach of these technological challenges, it might be argued that the
installed capacity is nowhere close to saturate the current needs. To quote but a few examples,
historically important fields in the usage of supercomputing facilities have been climate science,
3 E.g. the behaviour of transistors at the single electron level [2], or when tunnelling currents are present [3, 4]
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fluid engineering, high energy physics and atomic–level simulations4 of chemical systems and
dynamics [8, 9]. For all these fields, an increase in computational power can at least provide
higher accuracy, by making accessible better approximations to the physical systems available.
Simultaneously, one can reasonably expect the rise of new fields demanding additional com-
putational resources. This has been the case for recent developments in cryptocurrencies, and
blockchain technologies more in general, which require substantial computational power for the
validation of transactions [10]. An even more compelling case, as closely connected to one of the
main topics in this Thesis, is provided by a renovated interest towards Artificial Intelligence
(AI) or Machine Learning (ML) [11, 12]. The latest developments in this field were triggered by
advances in memory availability and distributed computing that rendered feasible the exploration
of new algorithms and applications for ML approaches, with the latter ones pushing in turn for
further hardware developments [12].
Therefore, if further enhancements in the computational and simulation power of novel
devices are needed to proceed at the current rate, a substantial paradigm shift might soon be
required. Along this Thesis, we advocate for the adoption of quantum information technologies as
a viable option to address the limits of current approaches, at least in some instances of interest.
We do so by presenting several examples where the performance of state–of–art quantum devices
can be greatly enhanced, by employing appropriately classical co–processing power.
To this purpose, we provide in Chap. 1 a brief introduction of the main conceptual and techno-
logical tools adopted in the research chapters, and related to quantum computing, simulation
and sensing: the areas of quantum technologies that are of interest for this work. More in detail,
we will describe how information is stored and processed in quantum devices, discussing why
noise -and its propagation into errors5- plays a fundamental role against quantum computing
platforms. As it is likely to think that quantum devices will augment, but not replace, their
classical counterparts, a dedicated section6 discusses a particular case of this interplay: machine
learning methods and the processing of quantum data. In this way, we introduce a fundamental
argument of this Thesis: how enhanced data processing techniques might substantially eradi-
cate limitations that would be intricate, if not impossible, to solve via hardware. We conclude
Chap. 1 with an overview of the different platforms for quantum technologies, discussing their
(dis)advantages and focusing in particular upon the cases of photonic devices and atomic defects
in solid state. Indeed, these two will be the implementations of our choice to perform all the
experiments discussed in the research chapters.
Chap. 2 introduces a routine algorithm (QPE) of fundamental importance for a quantum
computer, discussing and comparing alternative schemes suggested so far for its implementation.
4 This specific case will be discussed at length in Chap. 4.
5 In this work, we shall often refer to a scenario described by the following epistemic nomenclature. Experimental
stochastic and systematic noises inevitably affect any realistic device, and hence any measurement protocol. Such
noise translates into uncertainty of measurement outcomes (data), and if this is not properly mitigated or handled, it




Such comparison is performed also experimentally for a small system, where we employed a
photonic device that accomplishes for the first time a recently proposed QPE scheme (RFPE),
based upon machine learning ideas. The exquisite control over the photonic chip also allowed us
to experimentally investigate different noise regimes, demonstrating the superiority of RFPE in
many instances of interest. Chap. 2 provides a first evidence of the advantageous performances
enabled by optimal classical processing of quantum data (thus a hybrid approach), particularly
in terms of noise robustness.
Chap. 3 moves from the analysis of standard building blocks of a quantum computer to the
more generic problem of characterising, verifying and validating (CVV) an unknown quantum
device. The problem is particularly relevant, as a trusted classical device is assumed impractical
to provide the characterisation of a classical counterpart7. Ideas from both machine learning and
quantum simulation are employed to propose a solution to the CVV problem. At first, we adopt
a recently proposed method (QHL) to address instances where a relevant amount of aprioristic
information is available. We test QHL experimentally using atomic defects in diamond (NV
centres), demonstrating a quantum sensing protocol that achieves record sensitivities without
the need for demanding setup characteristics, as further evidence of how expensive hardware
resources can be sometimes efficiently replaced by software improvements. We then extend QHL
ideas, introducing a novel scheme (QMLA) to approach characterisation problems with very
limited aprioristic information. QMLA leverages again on hybrid quantum platforms, and we
demonstrate it for the complete characterisation of an NV–centre and its environment, either with
the only aid of classical simulators, or by employing a quantum photonic chip as an additional,
potentially scalable quantum simulator.
Chap. 4 is dedicated to investigating the realm of applications, choosing as a study case the
experimental study of quantum chemistry systems with a digital quantum simulator. Again, we
observe how application instances, which would be beyond the capabilities of current quantum
devices alone, become feasible when classical co–processing power is introduced. In particular,
we expand on known variational algorithms to propose a protocol (WAVES) capable of finding not
only the ground state of a quantum system (and its energy), but also its excited states. At the
same time, WAVES enhances noise–robustness properties intrinsic of variational approaches,
making it amenable for the implementation in near term quantum devices. WAVES is tested in
this Thesis not only in simulations, but also in a photonic platform, reporting for the first time a
successful retrieval of excited states in an experiment.
We believe that a widespread application of said approaches might focus the research attention
towards those limitations that represent instead bottlenecks hard to address in post–processing.
Within the space of this work, we thus systematically address and remove obstacles preventing
the practicality of quantum devices and techniques, ranging from logical and physical components,
to device characterisation and application.





1.1 Quantum Computing and Information
When considering the scenario mentioned in the Introduction, it is perhaps unsurprising that
quantum computing represents one of the most pursued paradigm shifts in computing, along
the last decades [5]. However, the reason behind this choice lies not only in technological de-
velopments approaching dimensions were the quantum nature of the objects can be exploited.
A more compelling vision is rather provided by the conjecture that, because of their intrinsic
features, quantum computers provide a broader computational model, compared to their classical
counterparts. Famously,
Definition 1.1. The extended Church–Turing thesis states that any physically realisable device1
can be efficiently simulated by a (probabilistic2) Turing machine [5, 13].
This statement is rather ambitious. Probabilistic Turing machines (PTM) naturally define
the complexity class BPP [13], including all problems solvable in polynomial time by non–
deterministic algorithms3, with a success rate strictly higher than 1/2. As the PTM ensemble
admits a universal4 machine [14], then if the hypothesis in Def. 1.1 is true, it implies that a single
universal probabilistic Turing machine provides the most general computational model that can
be efficiently deployed.
1 The original version of the statement targeted the simulation of an arbitrary algorithmic process, however we
report here the version as in [5], which in turn reflects the approach later taken by Wolfram and Deutsch [13].
2 Also here, the original formulation is adapted to take into account the challenge already posed by randomised
algorithms [5].
3 We remind how there is increasing evidence that BPP=P, the class of problems solvable in polynomial time by a
deterministic Turing machine, however this is yet to be proven [5, 14].
4 I.e. a Turing machine capable of simulating exactly all other machine instances of the same class.
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Now much of the expectations for the computational model offered by a universal quan-
tum computer5 (UQC), as formulated in [15], comes from the widely believed conjecture that
BPP⊂BQP, the class of problems that can be solved in polynomial time, within a bounded
error, by a quantum computer [5]. Well–known instances support this conjecture. For example,
order–finding algorithms implemented on a quantum computer offer a O (n2 logn loglogn) solu-
tion to the factorisation in prime numbers of a generic integer n [16]. This is an exponential





log1/3 n log2/3 logn
))
[17]. Other examples do not even require a univer-
sal quantum computer, but more specialised devices known as analogue quantum simulators.
These devices are not universal, but nevertheless they could offer solutions to problems that are
classically intractable. One such example is the simulation of systems derived from quantum
chemistry, a case discussed in detail in Chap. 4. Other examples are offered by even more special–
purpose devices: it has been shown that sampling from the output of a network of linear–optical
elements is unlikely6 to be efficient on a generic classical device [18], whereas recent claims
for accomplished quantum supremacy7 involved sampling the output from randomly generated
quantum circuits [19, 20].
Finally, a separate remark is required to cover the field of quantum sensing. In this case,
computational and simulation performances are not the focus, but enhancements in sensitivity
and/or noise–robustness of sensors and measurement protocols, for a wide variety of physical
quantities. Classically, one expects to reduce the measurement uncertainty for an unknown
parameter x, at a rate proportional to 1/
p
N , when using N physical resources8. E.g. these might
be N independent probes, and measurements thereafter, used to test the phenomenon depending
upon x. This scaling is known as the shot–noise limit (SNS) [21].
The definition of a quantum sensor encompasses a broad range of properties that might
be exploited in order to gain quadratically9 advantageous usage of measurement resources,
thus overcoming the SNS. The speedup is thus intrinsically related to optimally extracting the
quantum information provided by probe states interacting (and thus being manipulated) by the
system or phenomenon under study [22]. According to [23], the properties identifying a quantum
sensor might be (not mutually exclusive):
i the availability of quantised stable energy levels, because the sensor is a quantum object;
ii quantum coherence among the probe states employed for the sensing;
5 Note how a gate–based quantum computer is universal under a weaker definition than Turing’s, as the
requirement for exact simulation of all other machines in the same class is replaced by the arbitrary precision
simulation condition, as in Thm. 1.1.
6Here intended, that it implies a multiple–level collapse in computational classes, an occurrence that in the
community is regarded as a reductio ad absurdum [13].
7Refer to Def. 1.2 below.
8 This scaling can be formally deduced from the central limit theorem if x estimates the mean of a random
distribution, as e.g. generated by stochastic noise affecting each measurement.
9 This will be detailed in Chap. 3.
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iii entangled10 or squeezed11 quantum probe states.
When the third case holds, the literature usually refers to quantum metrology [25]. In some cases,
the availability and addressability of systems as in (i) is made possible by exquisite manufactur-
ing and control at the nanoscale, as it will be shown in Sect. 1.5, so that extreme spatial resolution
might be possible simultaneously with sensitivity beyond what classically achievable [23]. How-
ever, this need not be the case, with macroscopic setups providing flamboyant demonstrations of
the possibilities offered by quantum metrology, e.g. in the detection of gravitational waves [26].
Therefore, quantum sensing is often regarded along with quantum communication as one of the
most promising areas, where commercial applications will be made available via the so called
“2nd quantum revolution” [27].
In conclusion, if fully developed and deployed, quantum devices would make tractable in-
stances of problems, or offer new generations of sensors and sensing protocols, that are well–
beyond mere technological improvements in their classical counterparts. In our opinion, this
justifies the efforts in attempting the development of either a UQC, or specialised instances of
quantum devices.
1.1.1 Ideal scenarios
It is well–known how bits are the fundamental units for digital classical information. Qubits are
their counterparts in the realm of quantum information, and describe the state of a quantum
system represented by a 2–dimensional Hilbert space H . Therefore, each qubit is a vector in H
and thus admits a decomposition in terms of any orthonormal basis {|bi〉} of H . A particularly
convenient choice is known as the computational basis, given by the states |0〉 = (10) and |1〉 = (01).
A generic pure qubit state










whose normalisation is ensured by cos2(θ/2)+ e2iφ sin2(θ/2)= 1. The parameters describing the
state are known as azimuthal (θ) and polar (φ) angles [5], because they can be immediately
visualised as the angles of a unitary–radius sphere, the Bloch sphere (Fig. 1.1). It is crucial to
stress that digital classical systems do not admit any superposition like Eq. 1.1, as the only states
allowed are {0,1}.
Quantum states need not be pure, as they might be an incoherent statistical mixture of pure





11A quantum state represented by an ellipse in the quadrature phase space, see [24] for details, as squeezing will
not be used in the following of this Thesis.
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FIGURE 1.1. Bloch–sphere representation for a single qubit. Pure states have norm |r| = 1
thus lying on the surface of the Bloch sphere, whereas mixed states have norm |r| < 1.
Angles θ and φ are reported for a generic pure state.
where the terms pi are the probability of occupation for each basis state |bi〉, satisfying ∑i pi = 1.
ρ is thus a Hermitian, positive operator of trace 1. The norm of the state vector |r| is used to
convey information about the quantum state’s purity P , as (1+|r|2)/2=Tr(ρ2)≡P . Therefore,
pure states have norm |r| = 1, whereas for mixed states |r| < 1 (see Fig. 1.1).
Quantum operations describe the process of evolution of a generic input state ρ injected in
the quantum device. Their most general representation is given by trace–preserving, completely
positive linear maps U (ρ) [5]. U (ρ) provides a valid description also for an open quantum
system12, whereby the input and output Hilbert spaces are not necessarily identical. Therefore,
it is also an effective way to represent the evolution of states through a noisy quantum channel.
However, in several cases of interest the quantum device is approximated as an isolated
system. In other words, the evolution of states injected in the system is similar to the evolution of
bits through a noiseless classical channel. Within this approximation, the generic manipulation
of a qubit state is given by a unitary operator Û of H [5]. The evolution of a generic quantum
state under Û :




piÛ |bi〉〈bi|Û† = ÛρÛ†, (1.4)
with Eq. 1.4 descending immediately from Eq. 1.3 and the definition 1.2. Within the context of
quantum computing, a Û operating on a qubit state is also known as a quantum gate, being the
equivalent of gates in the classical computing realm.
12 The U (ρ) formalism holds under general assumptions for any open quantum system [28], starting from an
initial factorised state, i.e. the same case assumed later in Eq. 3.26.
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General purpose quantum computations intuitively require the arbitrary manipulation of
qubits. Implementing a dedicated physical gate for any Û would evidently undermine the very
feasibility of the approach. Fortunately, physical implementability is ensured by the:
Theorem 1.1. (Solovay–Kitaev) theorem. A finite sequence of quantum gates, selected from a
finite universal set of gates, is sufficient to approximate any other quantum gate operation13, with
arbitrary precision.















1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
 . (1.5)
H is known as the Hadamard gate, whereas the T gate is also named the π/8 gate. The controlled–
NOT (CNOT) gate is a two–qubit gate, and its name can be easily inferred from the action upon
qubits prepared in the computational basis. Indeed, it can be described in words as a logical
not operation on the second qubit, conditional upon the state of the first qubit (which remains
unaffected by the operation). E.g. for two qubits: |00〉 CNOT−−−−−→ |00〉, but |10〉 CNOT−−−−−→ |11〉. More
generally, with the first qubit in a superposition of the computational basis states:
(a |0〉+b |1〉)⊗|0〉 = a |00〉+b |10〉 CNOT−−−−−→ a |00〉+b |11〉 (1.6)
Eq. 1.6 shows why controlled operations are rather central in quantum computation: we
started from a separable state14 and evolved it into a non–separable one, i.e. an entangled state.
The generalisation of a CNOT gate is formalised by the introduction of controlled unitaries (CÛ),
where the NOT operation is replaced by an arbitrary unitary operation Û , acting upon all (target)
qubits other than the first, that acts again as a control qubit.
In the simpler case of a single qubit, its arbitrary manipulation requires complete access to
the states as described by the Bloch sphere in Fig. 1.1. This case can thus be mapped on the
problem of controlling the two angles θ,φ describing a generic qubit state. Therefore, a complete














It must be emphasised how the practicality in the implementation of quantum computing
is not ensured by Thm. 1.1 alone. Indeed, a generic Û for an n–dimensional system involves
13 The original formulation of the Solovay–Kitaev theorem approximates any single–qubit gate operation, yet this
result was readily extended to multiple qubit gates [29]. Therefore, we adopted here a comprehensive definition.




22n free parameters, so that the number of gates decomposing it, if finite, might still scale
exponentially with the system’s size [30]. A solution to the conundrum is offered by making
additional hypotheses about the nature of Û. For example, a typical unitary of interest is
offered by the equation of motion for an isolated quantum system, governed by its Hamiltonian
Ĥ: in this case, one is interested in the implementation of Û = e−iĤτ, with τ the evolution
time. As we will detail in Chap. 4, for many systems of interest the global Hamiltonian can be
written as Ĥ =∑Mi ĥi, with M scaling sub–exponentially, and the primitives ĥi are two–body15












where already low–order (in L) approximations provide reasonable results. In particular, it has
been estimated that to encode the evolution of an N-orbitals system, less than N8+o(1) exponential
operations are required [33]. In turn, approximating the latter ones using a universal gates set
accrues an overhead that scales logarithmically with the targeted accuracy [34]. Hence Eq. 1.8
leads to an efficient protocol for decomposing a unitary evolution in a practical number of gates.
As a quantum device admits as input a generic superposition state, say
∑
i bi |x〉i, and quantum
operations are linear, the device will also prepare a superposition of the outputs, e.g.
∑
i biÛ |x〉i,
that encodes the evolution outcome for each input |x〉i. This property is known as quantum
parallelism [5].
Finally, after the intended evolution of the qubit has been performed, one needs to extract
information from the outcome. This is typically achieved by projective measurements, i.e. once
chosen a measurement basis |b〉i , the generic output ρ from the quantum evolution can be






for each basis state. Measurement is a crucial operation to achieve quantum advantages over
classical counterparts. In fact, from Eq. 1.9 it is evident how trivial measurements of the com-
putational output would invalidate any advantage provided by the aforementioned quantum
parallelism, as the classical information extracted collapses the overall information carried by ρ.
Therefore, to retain a quantum advantage, algorithms must be envisioned, capable of extracting
information from a “superposed processing” efficiently [5]. In the next Chapters we will encounter
and discuss some examplary algorithms.
1.1.2 Noise in realistic quantum devices
In Sect. 1.1.1, we have provided a brief outline of how state preparation, evolution and mea-
surement occur in a quantum device, with a particular focus dedicated to gate–based devices,
15 The fact that two–body contributions might suffice to render the dynamics generated by Ĥ can be thought as
loosely connected to the N–representability problem [31], checking where an N–body hamiltonian problem can be
reduced to a corresponding two–body problem.
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as they are to provide the basis for most of the results in this Thesis. However, insofar we
implicitly assumed a perfect implementation of any component. Evidently, this is far from true,
and imperfections driven by the physical limitation of realistic devices can influence greatly what
can be achieved, or not. Quantum devices suffer from a wide variety of noise sources, which might
be either generic or peculiar to a specific implementation. A non–exhaustive list helps to depict a
broad scenario for mechanisms that alter ideal behaviour:




The noise leading to (1) describes the ultimate unavoidable inaccuracies of a realistic device,
when implementing gate–based operations such as those described in Sect. 1.1.1. In order to













respectively valid for pure and mixed states [35], where the ideally targeted state is labelled
∣∣ψ∗〉
(ρ∗), and the one actually prepared in the device
∣∣ψ〉 (ρ).
In order to quantify instead the fidelity for a quantum operation U ∗, the usual approach
is not direct, as it would be to characterise e.g. the matrix describing the unitary evolution
Û for the system, and then compute a distance against the targeted unitary Û∗. Instead, one






where each term Fρin is computed as in Eq. 1.11, with ρ
∗ ≡ U ∗(ρin), whilst ρ ≡ U (ρin) is the
state actually prepared by the real quantum channel U . The reason behind this approach is
pragmatic16, as a subset of input states might be of special interest, rendering the overhead of a
complete process characterisation pointless17, whilst providing a simple metric also in the generic
case of a quantum channel U . However, it was pointed out that the approach in Eq. 1.12 does
not highlight the readiness for fault–tolerant quantum computation [37], as this is bound to the
error rate ε ∈ [0,1], with which the correct output is extracted from the quantum device. However,
also in [37] is claimed that a tight upper bound for the error rate can be inferred from F̄:
ε≤ d
√(
1+d−1) (1− F̄) (1.13)
16 For example, it can be easily evaluated via the randomised–benchmarking mentioned in Sect. 3.1.
17 See also Sect. 3.1.
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with d the dimension of the Hilbert space involved.
Decoherence is intrinsic to many realistic quantum devices, capturing the high sensitivity
of most quantum states, to contributions from an external environment. It is an exclusively
quantum effect, that has no parallel in the theory of classical noisy channels [5]. If we assume to
start with a 1–qubit pure superposition state
∣∣ψ〉in = a |0〉+b |1〉, decoherence can be modelled via







where the crucial parameter is the dephasing rate λ, dictating the exponential decay in the
off–diagonal elements of ρ, which in turn describe the relative phase between the system’s
eigenstates. In many quantum devices of interest (see below), λ∝ τ, the evolution time, so that
a (de)coherence time18 T2 is introduced, defined by e−t/T2 ≡ (1−λ). Decoherence phenomena can
also be modelled via a series of discretised phase–flip processes [5].
Another typically quantum noise effect is the depolarisation of a qubit, i.e. its transformation,
with probability 1− p, in the corresponding maximally mixed state, ρ̃ ≡∑b∈{|0〉,|1〉} |b〉〈b| /2. Depo-
larising channels can also be understood in terms of decoherence phenomena. E.g. taking λ=+∞
in Eq. 1.14 and
∣∣ψ〉in = |+〉, we obtain from D a depolarising channel with p = 0.
Losses have an immediate parallelism with the theory of classical noisy channels, where they
intuitively describe the loss of the physical carrier of information. Also losses in quantum devices
require the interaction with an environment, being dissipative phenomena. Their role in altering
quantum information can be interpreted via some of the famous Di Vincenzo’s criteria for an
ideal qubit, requiring that no energy levels other than the two defining the qubit are accessible,
and the latter are stable for times much longer than those required by the computation [38]. As
no real qubit can be thought as perfectly isolated from the environment, the system will naturally
decay at a certain rate to its ground state. Now, this is often used to represent the |0〉 in the
computational basis, so that the system will tend to collapse in it. This phenomenon is known as












Eq. 1.15 describes an energy loss to a dissipative environment with rate γ ∈ [0,1], however the
extreme case γ= 1 can also be used to build a circuit–model where the information carrier leaks
to a level that is not embedded in the qubit description. For example, this could be the case for
additional energy levels in a spin–qubit, or photonic qubits scattered away from the quantum
channel by the optical medium, as we will detail later.
Amplitude damping is a purely dissipative process. However, some environments might
interact reversibly with the system upon short timescales [28], so that preserving our simple
18 Also named the dephasing time.
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example of |0〉 representing the ground state, environment–induced transitions |0〉→ |1〉 become















so that the probabilities of occupancy of the eigenstates are left untouched with probability
p, or flipped with probability 1− p. Amplitude damping or, more in general, bit–flip provide a
description for relaxation phenomena that occur with inelastic spin–flip [39]. We will return to
this later on.
Even if the evolution of each qubit was ideal, errors might still occur (or be amplified) when
extracting classical information from the evolved quantum state. Projective measurements are
the most common way to extract information about a quantum output ρ, as it will be discussed in
details throughout this Thesis. Restricting again for simplicity to a single qubit case, it is well–
known how the variance of a projective measurement with the operator P̂b ≡ |b〉〈b| is σ2(P̂b)=
Pr[b](1−Pr[b]), with Pr[b] the probability of the output state to be projected onto |b〉 [40]. This
quantum projection noise19 leads to binomially distributed outcomes, which play a fundamental
contribution to the ultimate uncertainty that can be achieved via a single measurement. Such
uncertainty is maximal when the output is a superposition state in the measurement basis
chosen.
To this fundamental limit adds also the non–ideal behaviour of the measurement appara-
tus. Ultimately, measurements upon qubits for all the platforms described in Sect. 1.3 rely on
recovering a signal from a noisy background, be it originally electronic or converted e.g. from an
optical signal. Therefore, established techniques from signal recovery apply, and in particular
the receiver operating characteristics for binary classification tasks20 [41]. With this approach, a
unit processing signals can be characterised by its false–positive and false–negative rates. These
might be low, but not null for a realistic device21
The usual way to overcome the difficulties of probabilistically distributed outcomes from
the final measurement is to repeat the complete computation and measurement, in order to
accrue outcome statistics and thus estimate more accurately each Pr[b] [5], by improving the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, it must be born in mind how many repeated measurement
imply overheads that might impact heavily upon the performances of the protocol22, but in
contrast insufficient statistics might lead to ambiguous results. These will require appropriate
post–processing, not to affect the final outcome.
19 We here retain the traditional noise nomenclature used in [40], even if here the noise affecting the measurement
is readily modelled into an outcome uncertainty.
20 Which are routinely performed in qubits–operated architecture, as projective measurements will e.g. occur upon
the binary computational basis.
21 For example, the optical, electronically read–out detectors that are introduced in Sect. 1.4, trigger unwanted
detection events because of thermal and electronic noise. At the same time, dissipative mechanisms or photon losses
within the detection device might lead to undetected genuine events.
22 See in particular Sect. 3.3.2 for an exemplification regarding quantum sensing.
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1.1.3 Error correction strategies for realistic implementations
Reducing the impact of noise has involved considerable research efforts already in the fields of
communication and storage of classical information. The additional fragility of its quantum coun-
terpart makes error correction strategies even more crucial. The basic idea of all error–correcting
protocols is to encode quantum information in a redundant way23, thus adding resilience against
its degradation due to noise [5]. A final decoding allows to recover the original information, when
needed.
An important logical step in the development of error–correcting codes for quantum com-
putation is that a general modelling of the noise occurring in a realistic quantum device can
be made, e.g. following Sect. 1.1.2. In this way, robustness can be achieved making but a few
generic assumptions about the physical mechanisms introducing errors in the targeted evolution
of the qubit states [5]. Several strategies have been developed to detect errors as they occur in
the quantum circuit, and correcting them on–the–fly to achieve fault–tolerant quantum computa-
tion [5, 42, 43] and interesting small–scale demonstrations were already achieved [44, 45]. We
will not list nor discuss error–correcting protocols, as they are no necessary background for the
rest of this Thesis. However, the general idea of concatenating the encodings adopted to cope with
noisy devices leads us to a central result [5]:
Theorem 1.2. (Threshold for fault–tolerance) Given a quantum circuit of n qubits and Gn
gates, using noisy hardware whose gates have all an upper–bounded error probability εg < εth,
O (poly[logGn/ε]Gn) (1.17)
gates suffice for the overall circuit error probability to be at most ε.
The scalable overhead provided by Eq. 1.17 is among the strongest arguments that advocate
in favour of the feasibility of a UQC. Nevertheless, a favourable scaling is not enough to ensure
optimism for near–term, large–scale fault tolerant quantum computations. Further analysis
of Thm. 1.2 has unveiled important practical consequences. First, in order to avoid excessive
resource overheads, εg should be well below 10−2, possibly in the range of 10−4 [5, 42, 46, 47],
which is already beyond the limits of many experimental platforms (Sect. 1.3). Moreover, these
results often make the assumption of available parallelisation of the encoded states evolution,
i.e. also overheads in the number of qubits must be imposed. It is currently estimated that
∼ 103 physical qubits are required to obtain a generic, error–protected logical qubit in current
platforms [48], even if proof–of–concept encodings might be much less demanding [43].
These results led to an interesting research question [48], that is at the core of Chaps. 2–4
in this Thesis. Once chosen a particular experimental platform, we are bound by its physical
23 We remind that the parallelism with classical error correction codes, and the redundant enconding of information,
must not be intended in a strict way, as the famous no–cloning theorem proves the impossibility to clone an arbitrary
quantum state [5].
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limitations to a certain maximum overhead in the number of gates, and this in turn dictates the
necessary εth to achieve fault tolerance. Now, can we use a noisy quantum device with εg > εth
(i.e. pre–threshold24), to perform useful quantum algorithms, and to what extent?
We will start answering this question in the following sections.
1.1.4 Potential and limitations of pre-threshold quantum devices
At the time of writing, it is still unclear whether the limitations outlined in Sect. 1.1.2 might
represent a fundamental obstacle to the development of a fully error–corrected quantum computer.
If confirmed, such a noise–related backstop would be similar to analogue classical computing
(ACC) failing to provide a computational model, more general than PTM machines’. Indeed, the
speculated capability of analogue computers to invalidate the extended Church–Turing thesis, as
in Def. 1.1, was almost completely dismissed after analyses considering reasonable noise levels
proved such computational advantage to be unfeasible [5, 49].
It must be noted that a major difference between quantum computers and classical analogue
computers, is the development of error correction methods25, ideally capable to counteracting
noise sources, and not available in ACC architectures. Nevertheless, in recent years some works
were published, criticising the very feasibility of handling the overheads, especially in terms
of ancillary qubits to achieve threshold gates’ fidelities, that error–corrected QC architectures
require [50, 51]. Nevertheless, the conjectural nature of these works does not provide definitive
evidence against the ideas in Sect. 1.1.3.
We will not address further this dispute, as a full error–corrected quantum computing
platform is well beyond the scope of this Thesis, that instead exploits in different directions the
capabilities of Noisy Intermediate–Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices [48]. This broadly defined
class is intended to describe those quantum devices embedding a few tens to hundreds of qubits.
Their general behaviour is already impossible to classically simulate and thus predict, within
reasonable timings, even adopting the best supercomputers available [13, 48]. Therefore, even if
no perfect control over each qubit is granted (i.e. they are noisy), so that they do not satisfy the
threshold theorem (i.e. they are pre–threshold), such platforms are ideal candidates to falsify the
extended Church–Turing thesis. The route towards this scientific milestone is to address specific
computational tasks, by running instances of problems for which efficient quantum protocols are
known, but simultaneously believed to be hard for classical computers [52].
Definition 1.2. A (NISQ) device would demonstrate quantum supremacy26, if capable of running
successfully a problem instance large enough to be intractable for the best classical device within
24In some cases, it can be expected that εg À εth.
25 An outline has been provided in Sect. 1.1.3.
26 We observe that the wording quantum advantage is sometimes preferred for various reasons. We keep here the
original word from [53], to avoid confusion with quantum advantage in the meaning exploited by [54], and used in the
following also for quantum sensors.
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a reasonable allotted run–time, even when allowing for near future technological or algorithmic
enhancements [53, 54].
Notably, quantum supremacy does not imply any practical utility of the task being per-
formed [52], nor it implies the achievement of a universal computational model27, encompassing
PTM’s. A few candidate experiments have been suggested along the years, the most promising
being: boson–sampling28, Arthur–Merlin games on constant depth quantum circuits and random
quantum circuits [52]. However, since Def. 1.2 embeds several qualitative statements, it has
been so far elusive of being bound to the success of a specific experiment. For example, dramatic
improvements in the classical algorithmic toolsets for some of these problems have often rede-
fined the size of the task instance that would demonstrate quantum supremacy, see e.g. [55] for
quantum annealers, or [54] for boson sampling.
One might argue how working with instances whereby likely non–optimal quantum protocols
prove significative advantages over possibly non–optimal classical protocols, signifies that NISQ
devices are operating close to the so–called entanglement–frontier [53]. As the tasks afforded
become increasingly hard, it is perhaps not surprising how very recent announcements of proven
quantum supremacy have sparked not only interest, but confidence [19].
Finally, we observe how quantum sensors can also be considered members of the NISQ class.
All quantum sensing demonstrations so far, indeed, have been performed using pre–threshold
devices, and many sensing protocols do not explicitly require QEC, even if scenarios have been
considered, where QEC could provide enhancements [23]. Also in sensing, ensembles of sensors
– where each can be thought of as a qubit – might exploit purely quantum advantages in
the (scaling of) the device sensitivity. Therefore, the realisation of intermediate–scale devices
might enable performances out of reach for classical sensors. Nevertheless, as aforementioned
and demonstrated in detail in Sect. 3.3, the scale of quantum sensors is not as crucial as in
the computational case. Indeed, single qubit sensors can already enable the demonstration of
quantum protocols like phase–estimation [56, 57], beating the SMS limit. The reason why a
single qubit here suffices to observe advantages, beside pragmatic improvements due to the
sensor’s nanoscopic size, is that parts of a multiple qubit quantum circuit can be replaced by
measurement and classical feedback (see Chap. 2 for detailed examples) [23, 58]. Clearly, however,
no demonstrations of said sensing advantages can invalidate any version of the Church–Turing
thesis, as measurements of physical quantities do not represent per–se a computational model,
nor a protocol for the simulation of a system29.
27 Therefore, quantum supremacy invalidates the extended Church–Turing thesis, but not its strong form. The
latter indeed states that any universal model of computation can be simulated on a PTM with at most a polynomial
overhead. I.e. PTMs would be the most general efficient universal simulators that can be designed.
28I.e. the simulation of linear-optical networks.
29 Which is instead the case behind e.g. recent claims in [19].
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1.2 Machine learning and quantum data processing
The interplay between machine learning (ML) and quantum technologies can occur at several
levels. Each instance advocates for advantages estimated according to general hypotheses about
the intricacies in implementing specific computing components (or, more broadly, architectures).
Drawing upon similar nomenclatures, proposed in the literature provided below, we propose here
the following partition in order to provide a framework for our findings in this and later chapters:
1. Quantum (Enhanced) Machine Learning (QML): the application of quantum algorithms
and hardware to machine learning tasks;
2. Quantum-inspired machine learning (QIML): the development of algorithms designed for
running on classical hardware, yet inspired by the realm of quantum mechanics;
3. Machine Learning Enhanced Quantum Algorithms (MLEQA): the application of classical
machine-learning methods, and computational resources, to enhance the performance of
algorithms run on quantum hardware.
The key distinctive feature of QML is the usage of a quantum device for processing the data.
Data, in turn, need not be natively quantum data, as they might be mapped on the quantum
architecture starting from a classical dataset [59, 60]. The main interest in QML derives from its
applications in basic linear algebra subroutines (BLAS), classifying data either via Support Vector
Machines (SVM, [61]) or Principal Component Analysis (PCA, [62]), and least-square fitting [63].
In particular, the possibility for QML to provide exponential speedups over best-known BLAS
classical routines has been shown for solving linear systems of equations [64]. QML is also
expectedly advantageous for supervised labelling tasks [65, 66], recommendation systems [67]
and even Natural Language Processing (NLP) [68]. Finally, quantum extensions of classical
Neural Networks (NN) models have been proposed using a variety of mappings [69–71]. This
opens a plethora of particular applications to traditional classical machine learning tasks [59].
On the contrast, QIML does not rely at all on quantum hardware [72], but rather on the
application of concepts and methods originally quantum–mechanical. This approach originated
from proposed improvements of classical genetic algorithms [73], and has since evolved to provide
a toolset adopted for a variety of tasks. Exemplary applications are more efficient classical
algorithms for the (approximate) estimation of matrix permanents [54, 74] originating from
intuition in quantum optics experiments or in sampling schemes, or for the training of NN’s [75]
inspired by its QML counterpart. Interestingly, quantum inspired algorithms have even led
recently to unexpected outcomes in the realm of QML’s quantum advantage itself. By exploring
in particular the state–preparation assumptions, it has been observed how exponential speed-ups
for some QML protocols30 can indeed be reduced to polynomial, when they are compared against
30This is the case for the recommendation algorithm in [67], as well as low–rank instances of QML algorithms for
linear algebra applications [62, 64].
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randomised QIML counterparts [76, 77].
Finally, MLEQA completely reverses the research question from the possible advantages of
using quantum (inspired) processing techniques to advance machine learning protocols, to the
performance enhancement in quantum devices when coupled with classical ML computational
resources. MLEQA approaches can target both the design as well as the operation of a quantum
device. In the first instance, ML is applied to identify robust gate decompositions [78, 79] or
actively decouple the system from the environment in an optimal control scenario [80]. Alterna-
tively, ML algorithms can provide feedback during the run-time of a quantum device, to minimise
the impact of noise [81, 82], as it will be shown further in this chapter. Crucially, ML can be
applied to the open–problem of the characterisation of increasingly complex quantum devices, as
detailed in Chap. 3, or to the reliable preparation of specific quantum states of interest, detailed
in Chap. 4.
To a limited extent, proof–of–principle experiments in the QML realm have been recently
performed (e.g. see [83] for SVMs and [84] for supervised learning), but the implementation using
NISQ quantum devices imposes severe limitations on the addressable size of such experiments.
This observation, along with the ongoing pioneering efforts in providing a quantum RAM (QRAM),
an essential component for several QML protocols [72], points towards the amenability (if not
necessity) of MLEQA experimental implementations over QML protocols in the short to mid–term.
In this Thesis, we will consider exemplary cases exposing a basic principle: in some instances,
quantum resources can be advantageously traded for classical post-processing of quantum data.
Most crucially, expensive device upgrades (e.g. providing some degree of quantum error-correction)
might be replaced by employing inexpensive classical computational power.
1.3 Platforms for quantum technologies
After more than 25 years since the first proof–of–concept experiments in this realm [5, 27],
much has been understood about the potential and limitations of each platform, yet no single
technology so far has emerged as capable of addressing simultaneously all challenges. The very
problem of a meaningful, simple benchmark among architectures that are radically different
has been the subject of recent proposals, see e.g. the idea of quantum volume [85]. Indeed, the
need for hybrid devices combining the advantages of different quantum technologies has been
increasingly advocated31. In this section we do not aim to perform a thorough review of all
experimental platforms attempted to date, but to provide the reader with some essential context,
before discussing in detail the two systems of our interest in Sect. 1.4 & 1.5.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) has been used for some of the very first experimental
demonstrations of quantum algorithms, shedding light on the problems of realistic noise sources,
whilst partially circumventing the fundamental issues of dealing with mixed states [5]. Neverthe-
31 A recent review of efforts in this direction appeared as [86].
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less, the distillation techniques used to prepare pure fiducial states have afflicted its scalability
to bigger instances, so that NMR is often neglected as a candidate for next generations of devices
targeting computers. As NMR relies on ensembles of molecules, also its properties as a quantum
sensor left space for systems with an even smaller footprint32
Ion traps have been proposed as a suitable platform since the dawn of quantum information
processing [5, 87], and remained a strong candidate. Ion traps satisfy the DiVincenzo criteria for
optimal qubits [38], all the fundamental components to build a UQC have been demonstrated, and
they exhibit the highest single and two–qubit gate fidelities [87]. Additionally, the physics of the
device allows for arbitrary, eventually reconfigurable connectivity33 among the physical qubits.
Nevertheless, a path towards a scalable architecture needs to clear issues related to both stably
trapping and addressing more than few tens of ions simultaneously [87], along with a slower gate
implementation compared with other platforms. A similar technology, optical lattices of ultracold
atoms, has instead provided some of the most striking simulations of quantum many–body
systems [89], due to the degree of controllability of vast ensembles of quantum systems. In terms
of sensing, these technologies have a major drawback from requiring cryogenic temperatures
along with a vacuum environment in order to operate [5, 87, 89].
Systems relying upon technologies compatible with CMOS fabrication have the intrinsic
advantage of leveraging upon decades of development and investment in micro and nano fabrica-
tion34. The most immediate examples belonging to this realm are Quantum Dots35 (QDs) and
Superconducting Qubits (SQs). In both technologies, the operational qubits are defined within
a condensed matter environment. If this avoids limitations connected with an isolated system
like ion traps, it also renders the qubit states fragile, because of long–range undesired charge
motion, interactions with phonons in the lattice, nuclear spin interactions [5]. In order to reduce
the mechanisms leading to these noise sources, both technologies operate in cryogenic conditions,
posing a major technological challenge.
Even if all the basic components for a UQC have been demonstrated in QDs [90], the noise con-
tributions quoted above sum up leading to decoherence times hardly exceeding the µs range [90].
This leads to relatively poor two–qubit fidelities (below 90%), even when adopting optimised
control techniques, and challenges in scaling the number of controllable qubits. Finally, SQs have
so far provided the devices with the highest number of individually addressable physical qubits,
72 at the time of writing [91]. The main reason for the advantageous scalability of SQs compared
to QDs is that qubits are usually not represented by single charge carriers in this platform.
The magnetic flux in superconducting loops is used instead [5], greatly adding to robustness
32 And in particular NV–centres, explained in detail in Sect. 1.5.
33 Considered a system of n qubits, its connectivity ηC is typically defined as proportional to the number nE of
direct qubit–qubit interactions addressable [88]. One might normalise this against the size of the system, visualising




as the ratio of existing
edges, versus the number of edges required by a complete graph, or by the connectivity of the graph itself.
34Briefly mentioned at the start of this Chapter
35 We will hereby consider Si electron spin qubits as part of this category, a choice based upon necessary brevity as
well as similarities between the two platforms.
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against a noisy background. The small parasitic capacities of the superconducting devices also
contribute to very high gate speeds [5, 88]. The appeal of CMOS–compatibility36 and immediate
scalability in the near term has persuaded a few companies37 to pursue a superconducting route
to UQC. Nevertheless, significant challenges remain ahead. Let alone the required operation
at cryogenic temperatures38, the average two–qubit gate fidelities have been so far limited to
about 95% [45], in absence of any error correcting codes39. Additionally, SQs are also afflicted by
limited, non–reconfigurable connectivity [88]. This is an issue common to all technologies based
upon fabrication on a planar substrate, which makes long range interactions difficult to achieve.
Circumventing this limitation, in the scenario of dialling arbitrary quantum algorithms on the
SQ device, requires mappings that play a crucial role in the final fidelity achievable, and add
classical overhead to the overall computational time [85, 88].
1.4 Integrated quantum photonics
Among the possible platforms suggested along the years to build and operate quantum devices,
this Thesis will make extensive usage of integrated quantum photonics. This implementation
builds on a long tradition of experiments in bulk optics, where photons had already been em-
ployed as the carriers of quantum information. Therefore, quantum photonics inherits both
advantages and disadvantages of photons as information carriers: their limited interaction with
the surrounding environment (inclusive of other photons) makes them stable against decoherence
phenomena, but at the same time renders entangling gates harder to implement.
The main peculiarity of integrated quantum photonics is that photons do not travel in free
space, but are confined in waveguides (WG). The working principle of a WG is total internal reflec-
tion: a channel of a higher refractive index (the core, nin) is embedded in a medium characterised
by a lower refractive index (the cladding, nout). The channel is often rectangular in section, like
in the WG displayed in Fig. 1.2. The description of a WG can be provided by solving Maxwell’s
vectorial equations for a medium of 0–conductivity, which leads to the simple [93]:
E(x, y, z,τ)=E(x, y)eiωτ−neffz/c
H(x, y, z,τ)=H(x, y)eiωτ−neffz/c (1.18)
36 CMOS–compatible devices are those that can be readily embedded within a typical CMOS fabrication process,
without being affected by subsequent manufacturing steps, nor affecting components realised in preliminary steps.
E.g. devices requiring annealing at high–temperatures might provoke unwanted oxidation phenomena, or diffusion of
atomic species in the fabricated wafer. Also specific materials might introduce tensile stress in the layers of the wafer,
and are thus to be considered incompatible. A detailed discussion can be found in [6].
37 Among the most renown, we can quote Google®, IBM® and Rigetti®..
38Which includes the related difficulties of embedding auxiliary standard CMOS components in a cryogenic
environment [92].
39Modest versions of such code might boost the fidelity to 99% [45], but the same might well be advocated for other
platforms.
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FIGURE 1.2. a Pictorial representation of a strip waveguide structure. b Lumerical MODE
simulations of the Si in SiO2 waveguide structure, seen transversely for the quasi-TE mode,
in log-scale. c Normalised energy intensity for the same structure as in (b).
i.e. a travelling plane wave set of equations along the z direction (i.e. the axis, where c is the
velocity of light, and neff the effective refractive index40. The quantity ωneff/c = β is called the
propagation constant. A fundamental design parameter for a WG is given by the contrast in





an indication of the strength of the confinement of the electromagnetic field within the WG.
According to several factors, such as the WG’s dimension along with ∆n, the waveguide can
support several propagating modes satisfying Eq. 1.18, and it is normally designed to support only
the first two, namely the transverse electric (TE) and the transverse magnetic (TM) modes [94].
The naming is due to having no electric (TE) or magnetic (TM) field respectively in the propagation
direction. Designing WGs and verifying supported modes is usually performed numerically, and
a number of software packages are available, such as FIMMwave® or Lumerical®. The choice
of the materials for the WG plays therefore an important role, influencing directly ∆n, and in
turn the compactness of the overall circuit design [92]. All chips used in this Thesis used a
Silicon–on–Insulator (SOI) architecture, whereby Si waveguides are nanofabricated on top of a
buried oxide (BOX) layer. An additional SiO2 layer is then added, obtaining a strip waveguide41
as in Fig. 1.2. In this case, nin = 3.48 and nout = 1.45. Confinement of the modes is of course not
perfect, as emphasised by the simulation reported in Fig. 1.2, and the field profile decays with










where d is the distance from the core–cladding interface, and λ the wavelength of the propagating
wave. The material partially dictates the latter as well, because to avoid losses, the core material
needs to be transparent at λ (and within an interval around λ, for reasons that will appear clear
in the following). For example, in the SOI architecture adopted for experiments in this Thesis, a
40 Defined as the refractive index for a particular mode m, polarisation p and direction z in a medium, neff = c/vmpz.
41 They are also known as buried WGs. Other possible configurations of WGs are possible, like rib and ridge WGs.
The interested reader can find additional details e.g. in [94].
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typically used wavelength is λ= 1550 nm, the so–called C–band for telecommunications. Beside
Si transparency at this wavelength, another valid reason for choosing this value is the ready
availability of commercial components when building experimental setups, as described later on.
Several degrees of freedom of a photon can be used to encode quantum information. In quan-
tum photonics, the most common encodings use either the path of the photon, its polarisation, or
time–bins [95, 96], even if hybrid approaches have also appeared in recent years (i.e. using hyper-
entangled photon states [97]). The path–encoding for a single qubit relies on two spatial optical
modes (often corresponding to two WGs in integrated quantum photonics). The configuration is
exemplified in Fig. 1.3, and can be written in terms of photon occupation number for each WG:
|1〉 = |10〉
|0〉 = |01〉 . (1.20)
The states on the right are in a Fock state representation, with the k–th bit referring to the
k–th WG (usually counted from the top). Eq. 1.20 is named a dual–rail encoding [5]. A generic
superposition state is thus
∣∣ψ〉= c0 |01〉+ c1 |10〉. Following from the Fock state formalism, this
encoding can be readily expanded to qudits, by adding additional optical modes (and their corre-
sponding occupation numbers). The dual–rail representation has some relevant advantages[96].






with â† the creation operator (and equivalently a the destruction operator). Now, the free space
evolution for such a mode can be obtained from the Hamiltonian Ĥfree =ω aa†, with ω= 2πc/λ.
We can thus write the evolution for the generic
∣∣ψ〉 as:
∣∣ψ〉 exp(−iĤfreeτ)−−−−−−−−−→ e−iωτ (c0 |01〉+ c1 |10〉) (1.22)
so that free evolution only adds an undetectable global phase [5]. Second, it implements an
intrinsic error–detection code against amplitude damping channels (see Eq. 1.15). Indeed, it can
be verified how c0 |01〉+ c1 |10〉 A (γ)−−−→ |00〉 with probability γ. Now, the encoding does not admit a
|00〉 state, so that the effect of A can be immediately detected. Finally, a path encoding allows
easy reconfigurability, which is less straightforward with e.g. polarisation encoded qubits [99].
Therefore, throughout experiments in this Thesis, we will keep adopting dual–rail encoded qubits
(or multiple–rail encoded qudits where necessary).
1.4.1 Quantum photonic gates
Initialising a dual–rail qubit is immediate, as it is possible to control in which WG the photon
is initially injected. Manipulation of the fiducial state, e.g. |10〉, requires instead additional
components. Let us start with single–qubit gates (see Eq. 1.7).
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a b c d e
FIGURE 1.3. Schematics of some physical components of a quantum photonic chip. a Non–
interacting modes confined in waveguides (at distance dsep), used for the dual–rail qubit
representation, exemplified by the Fock states reported. b A phase shifting element on
the top waveguide. c A directional coupler, locally reducing the inter–waveguide distance
to d. d An 2×2 multimode interferometer. e A (reconfigurable) integrated Mach–Zender
interferometer assembly. The picture represents a balanced MZI (L1 = L2), as long as no
phase shift is applied. However in principle, unbalanced designs are possible with L1 6= L2
lengths of the arms.
Rz(φ) can be obtained42 by implementing a phase shift on the photons travelling on only one
of the two rails (see Fig. 1.3). There are several routes to achieve this, and in particular here we
quote:
i thermal phase shifters, i.e. localised heaters,
ii MEMS–based devices,
iii electro–optic (EO) modulators.
As all components (i–iii) require electrical connection and power, they are considered active ele-
ments of the photonic chip. Each of these phase shifting technologies has peculiar (dis)advantages.
In particular, (i–ii) are highly versatile and compact, but are limited to operating up to the
MHz regime [92]. (i) moreover are simple to fabricate and robust, whereas the fabrication of (ii)
is more involved, and they are more prone to failure. Typical EO modulators based upon χ(2)
nonlinearities can operate up to tens of GB/s, however, when choosing silicon as a WG material,
χ(2) = 0 and components need to rely on the weaker χ(3) nonlinearity43. Integrated EO modulators
investigated for Si platforms include: carrier modulation in doped Si, strain–induced phase
shifting, reverse–biased PIN junctions in high–field, or the integration of high–χ(2) materials in
the SOI architecture44.
In the experiments performed in Chaps. 2–4 we will make exclusive use of heaters to achieve
phase shifting. Their working principle is simply based upon the Joule effect: each heater is a
resistive metallic element, usually manufactured by Thin Film Deposition (TFD) on top of the
waveguide, and buried45 within the cap oxide cladding layer. The heat dissipated by the heater
42 Up to an unimportant global phase.
43 Refer to Eq. 1.35 and the related paragraph.
44This discussion will be extended in Appendix D.3.
45 Electrical connectivity to the heating element is thus provided by vias from the surface of the chip.
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with dnin/dT the thermo–optic coefficient for the core material46, which in general depends from
T, ∆T the temperature raise, LPS the length of the locally heated waveguide. The resulting
component performs Rz(∆φ), up to a negligible global phase factor.
Ry(θ) requires the introduction of additional components. Intuitively, because Ry alters
the balance of the two eigenstates of the dual–rail configuration, a mechanism is required, to
distribute photons (i.e. ultimately optical power) across the waveguides composing a qubit or
qudit. Photonic technologies offer two different passive technologies to achieve this47:
i directional couplers (DC) and
ii multi–mode interferometers (MMI)
DCs make use of the evanescent field, as defined in Eq. 1.19. Waveguides for non–interacting
modes are usually separated by a distance dsep (see also Fig. 1.3), at which the evanescent
field is negligible, i.e. E ∼ 0. However, when the distance is reduced 48 to be d ¿ dsep, then a
significant portion of the energy in one waveguide mode overlaps with the core of the other, and
will increasingly excite the corresponding mode as long as the distance is kept well below the
dsep threshold. The modelling of the DC is usually performed via a system of coupled differential
equations, that when no phase mismatch occurs, can be written [93]:
dE1
dz
=−iκE2(z), dE2dz =−iκE1(z) (1.24)
where the parameter κ captures the amount of overlap occurring between the two WGs (supposed





















where we introduced the reflectivity r of the DC. A DC is said to be balanced when r = 1/2, because
the energy in a waveguide becomes equally splitted after ÛDC(r = 1/2) is applied. The photonic
gate as in Eq. 1.25 is fundamental, because we can decompose the Hadamard gate in Eq. 1.5 as
H = ÛDC(1/2)Rz(π).
MMIs achieve a similar outcome, but leveraging upon a very different phenomenon. If in DCs
the WGs to couple are taken closer, but preserve their original shape (and hence supported modes),
46 E.g. dn(Si)/dT = 1.8×10−4 K−1 at 300 K, [100].
47 Which are the integrated equivalent of beam splitters in bulk optics [5].
48 In the SOI platform, usually dsep ∼ 10µm is enough to achieve absence of coupling between WGs. Typical DCs
have d < 2µm.
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in MMIs N in input waveguides49 are merged into a single central multimode WG. The latter
then splits again into Mout output (single mode) waveguides (see Fig. 1.3, also for nomenclature).
The resulting device is usually labelled as an N ×M MMI, and its modes as supermodes. The
physics of an MMI can be understood better with a simpler 2D model in (x, z). If we name ψm(x)
the generic m–th mode, with propagation constant βm, the propagation of the field in the central




i.e. a sum of the contributions from each mode. The expansions coefficients Cm depend on the
shape of the input field E(x,0). As power must be preserved, if losses are negligible, Cm can be
engineered so that the total power injected by one or more input WGs is distributed to modes of
choice. The usual strategy to achieve this is the mode matching: the power profile of the input
mode(s)50 at z = 0 is decomposed into the supermodes [94]. The method is accurate when a large
number of supermodes is considered, and is often implemented in commercial software51. Since,
once a parametrised model for the modes in terms of the waveguide structure is known, the
targeted Cm are a suitable objective function for optimisation method, automated optimal design
of MMI components has also been actively investigated [102].
Within the center waveguide, the propagation constant for each mode is approximated as:
βm ∼β− m(m+2)π3Lb
(1.27)
where β holds for the fundamental mode, and Lb ∼ 4ninW2e /3λ depends upon the effective width









where σ = 0 (1) for TE (TM) modes. If all other parameters are held constant, the behaviour
of the MMI is thus dictated by the ratio Lph/Lb between the actual length of the central WG
and the beat length. Let us consider for simplicity the 2×2 MMI in Fig. 1.3. Here, at z = 6Lb,
the input field will be reproduced and light will be coupled in the bar output port of the device,
because then β−βm ∝ 2π. On the contrary, z = 3Lb has β−βm ∝π. the output field is then the
mirrored image of the input, respect to the symmetry axis of the central slab. For z < 3Lb one
observes instead a split of the optical power in both output ports [101]. In general, therefore, the
unitary ÛMMI(z) describing the output of an MMI is a function of the length of the central WG.
For symmetric N ×N MMI devices, with nout = 1 and assuming single–mode inputs, it is possible
49 Which are usually single mode.
50Eventually modified after introducing scattering parameters, to take into account the interface between different
sections of the device.
51 E.g. the Lumerical’s MODE package.
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Using Eq. 1.29, we obtain for example that for a 2×2 MMI, ÛMMI(Lb) = ÛDC(1/2) , up to a
negligible global factor. This shows that indeed MMIs and DCs are interchangeable components
in composing a complete set of photonic gates.
A brief digression is noteworthy. The behaviour of DCs and MMIs in quantum photonics52
when irradiated by single photons is rather non trivial [98]. Labelling the two input channels
of the SC as 0,1 (top, bottom respectively), and the two outputs as 0′,1′ we can express the DC
matrix in Eq. 1.25 for r = 1/2 in terms of creation and destruction operators, and by moving to the
Schröedinger picture obtain the following evolution53:










( |2〉0′ |0〉1′ +|0〉0′ |2〉1′ ) (1.30)
for an input state having one photon impinging in each of the DC (MMI) input modes |1〉0 |1〉1.
The final outcome in Eq. 1.30 describes the bunching of both photons in either output modes,
cancelling the probability of detecting one photon at each output port (named a coincidence
event) from such experiment. This lack of coincidences from the interference of indistinguishable
photons is named the Hong–Ou–Mendel (HOM) effect demonstrated experimentally for the first
time54 in [107].
In order to achieve full control on a single photonic qubit, we need the ability to perform Ry(φ)
operations. This can be achieved adopting a (reconfigurable) Mach–Zender interferometer (MZI),
which combines structures already introduced: two balanced DCs (or MMIs) and a phase shifter,
positioned as in Fig. 1.3. A simple analytical model for the MZI can be provided starting from the
modelling of a 50/50 DC [94], and ignoring the heater to model first a passive MZI. When light
is injected in just one input port of the DC with intensity I i, the intensities at the two output
branches are expected to be I1 = I2 = I i/2. Therefore, the electric field propagation through the
MZI waveguides (as a planar wave) reads:
E1 = E ip
2
e−(α1/2+iβ1)L1
E2 = E ip
2
e−(α2/2+iβ2)L2 (1.31)
where E i is the input electric field, α1,2 phenomenologically represents losses in the two output
waveguides (i.e. the arms of the interferometer), while β1,2 is the usual propagation constant.
52 As well as their counterparts in bulk optics, beam splitters.
53 We skip here details of the derivation for brevity, but these can be found e.g. in [104].
54 Later on, a generalisation of the effect was observed using a MZI [105], paving the way to HOM fringe
experiments [106], reported here as a preliminary characterisation task e.g. in Sect. 1.4.4.2.
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FIGURE 1.4. Auxiliary components of a quantum photonic chip. For each, on the left
the symbol adopted in schematics, on the right the same component seen in an optical
microscope (a–b), or a 3D rendering of the structure (c). a A non–resonant photon pair
source, here designed as a spiralling WG. b A grating couplers (along with test waveguides
in the optical microscope picture). c Single photons detector. The rendering refers to a
simple SNSPD design, with the nanowire manufactured on top of the waveguide (contact
pads omitted from the figure).
The two arms are recombined at the end of the MZI-interferometer. Here the two fields are mixed
again and therefore we can derive for the output intensity:
Io = I i/4




If we now assume no losses for simplicity (α1 = α2 = 0) and additionally suppose the material
to be the same for the two branches of the interferometer (β1 = β2 = β) we can simplify the
expression as the transfer function (TMZI ) for the MZI: Io = I i/2
(
1+cos(β∆L))= I iTMZI , with
∆L = L1 −L2 the length unbalance between the two arms of the interferometer. The behaviour of
such a passive MZI is captured by its Free Spectral Range (FSR):
FSR =λ2/(ng∆L), (1.33)
where ng is the group refractive index in the WG, for the central wavelength λ0. An exemplary
modelling of a passive MZI is reported in Appendix D.1, using the Lumerical® software.
The unitary transformation implemented by the generic reconfigurable MZI in Fig. 1.3 can
instead be easily obtained by combining the gates already known:












The equation shows how a reconfigurable MZI satisfies the requirement, because ÛMZI(π−φ)=
Ry(φ), completing the set of gates required for arbitrary single–qubit operations [104].
1.4.2 Other photonic components
In this Section we have so far discussed some key quantum photonic components, focusing upon
those that are strictly required to build a (single qubit) linear optical quantum computer (LOQC)
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upon a photonic chip [95]. However, there are several additional components that are required
in order to properly manage the quantum information carried by the photons in a photonic
architecture, and in particular:





Components (ii-iv) do not strictly need to be integrated monolithically in the photonic chip.
However, as discussed further below, this might be advantageous (if challenging). Interestingly, a
fully integrated architecture might in principle55 remove the need for (i), as the detectors usually
transduce the optical signal from photons in electrical pulses. The scope of this section is not to
provide a thorough analysis of each component (we refer the interested reader to the literature
cited within), but rather to introduce key concepts that will be recalled in other sections of this
Thesis.
Photons propagate easily in free space, a property that has made them an appealing choice
to transfer information over long distances, and led to a plethora of key experiments in the
realm of quantum optics, from the observation of the Hong–Ou–Mandel effect [98] and the first
quantum teleportation experiment [108], up to very recent demonstration of the capabilities of
existing infrastructure to develop a quantum communication network [109, 110]. Even if the
rate of quantum information transmission across geographic distances available via satellite
communication might be otherwise unachievable [110], the losses and noise introduced by scat-
tering in an inhomogeneous medium like the atmosphere render free–space photon transmission
unfeasible for more delicate quantum experiments.
Optical fibres, based upon the total internal reflection principle, have sustained the growth of
the current classical communication infrastructure. They are therefore a natural option when
hypothesising quantum communication networks. It is thus unsurprising that the very recent
loophole–free Bell test was achieved in a fibre network [111], and experiments in bulk optics
have often relied to fibres. E.g. fibres are the technology of choice for delay lines with reasonable
losses [112], as attenuation of less than 1 dB/km is nowadays commercially available [113].
Therefore, even if at the start of this Section we advocated for integrated devices to process
quantum information, it is still highly plausible that they must be interfaced with fibre–based
components for remote transmission of the outcome. This is highly non trivial. E.g., in typical
Si on–chip WGs, the mode is confined in a section of ∼ 500×200 nm (Sect. 1.4). The core of
a single–mode fibre is usually ∼10µm in diameter, therefore the huge mode profile mismatch
imposes the adoption of a dedicated light coupling structure, in order to keep insertion losses
55 Some caveats will be made clear in the following.
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low [94]. The strategies to achieve this are essentially two: side coupling and vertical coupling. In
the first case, tapered fibres are used to “compress” the guided mode and then inject the light in
the integrated WG, that reach out to the edge of the chip [114]. In this Thesis, this solution was
adopted for the device in Fig. 1.5. In vertical coupling, the light is injected from the top of the chip.
In order to guide the light into horizontally propagating in the WG mode(s), a diffraction–based
component is used: grating couplers (GC), added to the surface of the chip. These are adopted for
the device in Fig. 3.20, in this Thesis. The engineering of a GC aims to reduce scattering losses
at the air–interface, as well as the light transmitted vertically across the GC and into the BOX
layer [94]. Several designs are possible, according to the number of fabrication steps available56
as well as their resolution57, with insertion losses in the range of 4 to less than 1 dB (per GC,
[94, 115]).
The generation of single photons with high purity and on–demand is often deemed as a crucial
requirement for quantum information tasks [98]. In quantum optics, a considerable fraction
of experiments uses non–linear photon–pair generation processes to tackle this task [104]. In
brief, a laser pulse impinges on a non–linear medium, such as non–linear crystals or waveguides.
This approach has a few drawbacks, the most important being that it is a probabilistic process.
Therefore, non–linear photon generation might lead to failure, a photon–pair or multiple pairs
generation [92]. Named E(t) the electric field from the input laser at time t (the pump), we can
write the polarisation field in the medium as [101]:
P(t)= ε0χ(1)E(t)+ε0χ(2)E2(t)+ε0χ(3)E3(t)+ . . . (1.35)
where χ(n) is the n–th order susceptibility of the medium. The χ(2) and χ(3) terms are respectively
responsible for the Spontaneous Parametric DownConversion (SPDC) and Spontaneous Four
Wave Mixing (SFWM) non–linear processes. As SOI is the platform of choice for all photonic
experiments in this Thesis, and χ(2) = 0 in Si due to the centrosymmetric structure of the
crystal [104], on–chip sources will be all based on SFWM. In SFWM, two pump photons of
frequency ωp are annihilated, to generate a signal and an idler photons (with frequencies ωs and
ωi), with wavelengths respectively smaller and bigger than the pump’s. This is because the phase
matching conditions for SFWM read [116]:
∆ω= 2ωp −ωi −ωs = 0 (1.36)
∆k = 2kp −ks −ki = 0 (1.37)
using for the wavenumbers k the same notation as for ω. Analysing the detail of the process in
second quantisation formalism [104], it is possible to estimate the probability of a photon–pair
generation:
ξ2 ∼ γ2L2effW2sinc (∆kL), (1.38)
56 In particular, the number of etching steps, as well as the availability of an additional fabrication step dedicated
to the insertion of a metallic, highly reflective bottom layer.
57 E.g. the enhanced resolution of e–beam lithography over optical lithography might render photonic crystal
structures available, improving the flexibility in the design of the diffraction and reflective elements.
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where γ is the nonlinear parameter for the medium58, L (Leff) describes the (effective59) length of
interaction with the non–linear medium, and W is the pump optical power [92]. Therefore, the
highest photon–pair generation occurs when Eq. 1.37 holds60. It must be noted that Eq. 1.38 does
not take into account multiple pair generation, and therefore for the approximation to be valid,
W must be relatively low. If efficient, SFWM is ultimately non–scalable. First, as a probabilistic
process ξ2 < 1, and a successful photon–pair generation for m events scales as ξ2m m→∞−−−−→ 0.
Additionally, for Si waveguides employed at λ∼1550 nm, a photon of frequency ∼ 2ω does not
fall in the transparency band of the material. The consequent phenomenon is the simultaneous
absorption of a pump and a single photon (two–photon absorprion, TPA), which saturates quickly
the maximum ξ2 achievable when increasing W [92]. If TPA is absent for different materials, or
operating at different wavelengths, still multiple photon–pairs generation ultimately caps the
maximum W that can be adopted.
The most immediate way to leverage upon Eq. 1.38 to increase the par generation rate, given
a material of choice, is thus to increase L [99, 117]. This can be achieved in a compact fashion in
an integrated device, e.g. by designing spiral WGs (see Figs. 1.5 and 3.20). These structures are
named non–resonant SFWM sources. An alternative is provided by employing ring resonators,
i.e. resonant sources: as this structure is unused in this Thesis, we refer e.g. to [94, 101, 104] for
details.
A certain number of different technologies have been proposed along the years to detect single
photons, exhibiting the key properties required for quantum photonic technologies at different
wavelengths [118]. In particular, we remind the following key performance indicators. The dead
(recovery) time τdd indicates the minimum time interval possible between successive, successfully
detected photons. The physics of the detecting mechanism as well as the physical design of the
device can influence heavily τdd, that spans 4 orders of magnitude across the devices fabricated
so far. τdd is a important contribution to the maximum photon countrate at which a detector can
operate [118]. The dark count rate νdk can be understood as the background noise of the detector,
as it describes the rate of false positive events recorded. Higher νdk impoverishes the SNR of
the detector, imposing many detection repetitions to distinguish the signal. The timing jitter τ jt
captures the time interval between the photon absorption by the detector, and the generation
of the readout signal (usually an electrical pulse). Not only τ jt contributes to the maximum
countrate, but in the realm of quantum optics, the resulting uncertainty in the time of arrival of
the photon might render photons indistinguishable61. Perhaps the most quoted figure of merit of
58 Defined as γ= nink0/A, with k0 the vacuum wavenumber, ad A the mode area transverse to the direction of
propagation.
59 Leff = (1−exp[−αL])/α, so that in an ideal lossless medium, L = Leff.
60 Eq. 1.36 must hold for the process to occur.
61 E.g. a key capability in a quantum optical device is the detection of photon coincidences, see pg. 26. As no physical
detector is capable of an infinitesimal detection time slice, coincident events are operationally defined so, if they
occur within the same (synchronised) coincidence window of two detectors. τ jt imposes the minimum duration of such
window, and a poor τ jt increases the detection of false coincidence events. Currently, detectors with τ jt < 100ps are
routinely available.
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a detector is its efficiency, usually provided in terms of the system detection ηsd. The latter is the
rate of true positive events detected, once all losses within the detecting device are taken into
account [119]. There are different protocols that can be used to estimate ηsd indirectly [118]. A
high ηsd improves both the countrate and the SNR of the detector. Finally, the spectral range of
operation62 is crucial in identifying the possible applications of a detector.
If Avalanche Photo-Detectors (APD) provide a cheap, reliable and effective solution for work-
ing in the ∼800 nm range, the Si good light absorption properties in such bandwidth themselves
prevent using this wavelength in C–band photonics [92]. A solution to the challenging problem of
detecting lower energy infrared photons has been offered by the recent development of Supercon-
ducting Nanowire Single Photon Detectors (SNSPD). The basics of their detection mechanism is
simple. A nanowire of a superconducting material63 with critical temperature Tc is fabricated on
top of a WG. When a photon is absorbed by the superconducting strip, the thermally released
energy triggers a resistive hotspot, because Tc is overcome locally [120]. Now we assume to
operate the nanowire close to its critical current density64. Given that the nanowire has usual
width below 100 nm, the hotspot generation forces the flowing current to circumvent the resistive
area: if this overcomes the critical current density, the non–superconducting section expands in a
reinforcing feedback, until the current is strongly shunt. This phenomenon can be easily detected
by a voltage spike. As the current now falls below its critical density again, the normal super-
conductive behaviour is spontaneously restored. Since their proof–of–principle demonstration
in the early 2000s [120], a considerable research and design effort has taken the ηsd of SNSPD
from ∼ 20% to well above 90% [121]. This and other favourable performance indicators render
SNSPDs by far the most promising technology to detect photons in the mid-infrared spectral
range [92, 119, 121], and they are the technology of choice for all the photonic experiments
reported in this Thesis.
Leveraging upon a superconducting technology, however, introduces limitations in the range
of their operating temperatures. For the current state-of-art, SNSPDs must be hosted in a
cryostat, as they require Tc < 5K . There have been two main strategies to cope with such a
severe requirement. The most pursued so far is to keep photon detectors off–chip. The main
reason behind this choice is to avoid excessive heat load on the limited cooling power of a cryostat,
due especially to the active components of a photonic chip65, seen in Sect. 1.4, whilst relying on
well–established techniques for hosting compact clusters of SNSPDs within the same cryostat66.
Clearly, there are drawbacks to this approach. First, the bulky fibre connections from the photonic
chip to the cyostat–hosted SNSPD weaken one of the most favourable arguments advocating for
quantum photonics: the development of compact, monolythic quantum devices. Perhaps more
62In other words, the WL range wherein the detector is responsive to irradiation.
63 Common choices in current designs are NbN, TiNbN and WSi.
64 In practice, this is usually controlled by applying and adjusting a bias voltage of few V’s across the SNSPD.
65 A detailed exemplary analysis is provided in Fig D.3.




importantly, having off–chip detectors introduces additional coupling and propagation losses to
the weak signal at the end of the processing within the photonic chip. The alternate strategy is
then to embed the detectors on–chip, leveraging upon the CMOS compatibility of SNSPD devices.
As aforementioned, this solution is not free of challenges either, as it requires ultra–low–power
active components to prevent insurmountable scalability issues (see Appendix D.3 for further
details). Beside this, the integration of SNSPDs requires the availability of on–chip effective
filters.
Optical filters are a stringent requirement for quantum photonic experiments, as well as
any other scenario operating in the low–photon regime with sources pumped optically67. This
is because the extreme sensitivity of single photon detectors, designed to deal with counts not
exceeding the GHz regime68, makes them unsuitable to contamination of the single photons
carrying actual information, with the bright light originated from the pump. Experiments in
this Thesis adopt bulk filters (see Sect. 1.4.4) with extinction–ratios69 beyond 90 dB for the pump,
and negligible (less than 1 dB) for the signal/idler photons. Even if high–extincion integrated
filters are an active topic of research, the current state of art is about 30 dB off the level required,
mostly because of light scattered across the chip substrate [122].
1.4.3 A scheme for arbitrary photonic controlled-unitaries
Optical platforms for UQC could count upon well–established components for single–qubit
operations [5], capable of implementing gates with high fidelity, and photonic technologies added
to the stability and practicality of the devices [92]. Nevertheless, the lack of photon–photon
interactions enabling multiple qubits gates mined its credibility to accomplish a UQC. The
difficulty to achieve CÛ could have confined its applicability to the simulation of particular
classes of problems (e.g. [115, 123]). The very implementation of several logical quantum circuits
investigated in this Thesis70 requires the ability to perform arbitrary CÛ between at least two
qubits.
Such limitations were removed by the proposal to exploit ancillary photons and feedforward
schemes to achieve the required interactions, without relying on the weak nonlinear coupling
among optical modes [92, 124], paving the way to LOQC. With feedforward, the signal from
detected ancillary photons is processed and used to control switches in the optical circuit ahead
of the final measurement operations. The proposal was soon perfected into obtaining all–optical
CNOT gates with εopt = 8/9 error probability based upon photon–pair sources, with the possibility
to post–select successful operations by observing the final measurement outcomes [95, 125].
67As described in the beginning of Sect. 1.4.2.
68 And often operating in the kHz regime, as for the experiments in Chaps. 2-4, with state–of–art experiments for
single photon counts achieving MHz rates [115].
69 Simply defined as the ratio between input and output optical power, Win/Wout.
70 In particular, IPEA (Sect. 2.1.5), RFPE (Sect. 2.1.6), and WAVES (Sect. 4.4). The necessity for CÛ operations is
evident observing the various quantum circuits e.g. in Fig. 2.1 & 4.2.
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Clearly, non–deterministic gates with low success probability are not sufficient to achieve a
realistic UQC, as concatenation of G independent gates naturally leads to an exponentially
decreasing success rate, (1−εopt)G [95], so that even if all errors can be detected, the clock rate of
such a LOQC would become too low to be usable. Post–selected implementations can nevertheless
serve as a useful testbed ahead of achieving feedforward operations. The latter are possible in
principle, but have proven technologically challenging [92].
We will skip for brevity a detailed description of the CÛ schemes presented in [124, 125].
This is because in this Thesis we adopted instead a (post–selected) entanglement–based scheme
to implement arbitrary CÛ gates in quantum photonics [126, 127]. Referring to Fig. 1.5, this
section describes in more details such scheme, adopted for the first time in an integrated device
with the experiments in Chap. 2.
We start from an initial state described by the superposition between the pairs of photons after
two coherently pumped sources, that within Fock representation reads (|0200〉+|0020〉)/p2 . After
the two MMIs beam-splitters and the crossing element, the photons are split probabilistically so
that the full state becomes (|2000〉+ |0200〉+ |0020〉+ |0002〉+2|1010〉+2|0101〉)/p8 . According
to the post–selection scheme [99, 127, 128], we use for computational purposes only the cases




i.e. where the signal photon is collected from the two upper modes and the idler from the four
bottom modes. This state is pictorially represented in Fig. 1.5 by the solid and faint coloured
dots. We adopt the dual–rail representation of logic states as in Eq. 1.20. Within this convention,
the maximally-entangled Bell state obtained at the start of the circuit is (|0〉C|0〉P +|1〉C|1〉P )/
p
2 ,
where we introduced the C (P) subscript to label the control and path subspaces.
Two additional modes then extend the bottom paths, expanding correspondingly the Hilbert
space. This can be thought of as the extension to an additional (target, T) qubit, so that we have
(|0〉C|0〉T |0〉P +|1〉C|1〉T |1〉P )/
p
2 . The input state |ψ〉T is prepared for both target states, using
one Rz and one Ry gate (see also Sect. 1.4.1). The target state in the upper path is then evolved
under 1̂ (the identity) and the lower one according to Û , obtaining an entangled state of the
form:
|0〉C|ψ〉T |0〉P +|1〉C(Û |ψ〉T )|1〉Pp
2
. (1.40)
To obtain a superposition of these two different operations, we erase the path information between
the two components of the target state. This is obtained employing a waveguide crossing71 and
combining the modes in two MMI beam-splitters:
(|0〉C|ψ〉T +|1〉CÛ |ψ〉T )|0〉P + (|0〉C|ψ〉T −|1〉CÛ |ψ〉T )|1〉P
2
. (1.41)
71 The final crossing in the chip represented in Fig. 1.5 mixes the two paths encoding the target registry.
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FIGURE 1.5. CW laser light is injected via lensed fibres in the photonic chip, where photon
pairs (blye and red dots) are generated via spiralling integrated photon sources. Target
states |Ψ〉T are prepared and evolved via a controlled unitary via the reconfigurable phase
shifters (golden rods). The control register allows for tomographic measurements via addi-
tional phase shifters. A final crossing element erases information about the path. SNSPDs
are represented as black paraboloids, with the two measurement configurations for post–
selection colour–coded. An external computer elaborates the outcomes and controls the
experiment. (see also Sect. 1.4.2)




which is equivalent to apply the desired arbitrary control-unitary operation. In principle, one can
cascade in a non–compiled fashion other Û, for example obtaining a trotterisation for the time
evolution (see Eq. 1.8). We remark that the probabilistic nature of any post-selected scheme makes
it not scalable. Nevertheless, also this entangled scheme enabled a wide range of experiment
previously inaccessible to integrated quantum photonics, like the ones presented in the following
chapters.
1.4.4 The CU(2) quantum photonic chip
In this section we leverage upon components discussed in Sect. 1.4.1–1.4.2 to provide a thorough
description of the experimental photonic device72 used as testbed for systematic investigation of
phase estimation (Chap. 2) as well as variational algorithms (Chap. 4) performances in a noisy
scenario.
The device is a silicon-on-insulator (Si–SiO2) chip, fabricated via a mass manufacturable
approach using 248 nm deep-UV photolithography and dry etching at Toshiba® facilities73. Inside
72 Hereafter in brief referenced as the “CU(2) device”.
73See also the contribution box at the end of the chapter
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the chip, photons propagate in integrated single-mode waveguides, having a width of 450 nm
and thickness of 220 nm, covered with a 1µm silicon dioxide upper cladding. A −40 dB crosstalk
between crossing waveguides was observed, substantially negligible for all purposes within this
Thesis. The device integrates key functionalities for photonic quantum information processing,
such as sources to generate an entangled photon-pair and arbitrary single- and two-qubit gates.
The photons are generated via SFWM in two spiral waveguide sources (Sect. 1.4.2), with an
overall 1.2 cm length to enhance the photon-pair generation. Considering a non–resonant SFWM
source and a continuous–wave (CW) laser pump74, the generation probability of multi-photon-
pair events is negligible [99]. This is experimentally confirmed by the high visibility of HOM
fringes [106], as shown in Fig. 1.8.
Multi-mode interferometers (MMIs) with a footprint of 2.8µm x 28µm were used to realise
integrated beam-splitters with near 50% reflectivity. The active and reconfigurable quantum
operations inside the silicon device rely on thermo-optical phase shifters, which are formed by
metal resistive elements (R ∼ 100Ω), on top of the silicon WGs and isolated by the cladding. The
heaters are depicted as golden rods in Fig. 1.5. A classical computer controls the heaters via
Qontrol® commercial electronic drivers.
Light is side–coupled into and out of the chip via spot-size converters with 300µm long
inverse taper with a 200 nm wide tip beneath a 4×4µm2 polyimide WG. The loss per facet is
about 8 dB, coupling single-mode lensed fibers with a 3µm mode-diameter to the chip.
1.4.4.1 Details on the experimental setup
After describing a typical photonic chip, we enlarge our attention to include the non–integrated
components used in the experiments: the setup schematic is described in Fig. 1.6. The on-chip
sources were pumped using a CW bright laser at 1551.9 nm, amplified by an erbium doped
fiber amplifier (EDFA), with an emerging power of ∼ 10 mW. Due to vibrations, the input/output
optical fibers are prone to a spontaneous drift in the coupling efficiency. This was recovered
by automatically recoupling the fibres via micro–actuators, to maximize the coupling efficiency
between waveguides and fibers.
To stabilise the temperature of the silicon device, prone to fluctuations due to the adoption
of thermo–optical components, the chip was mounted and wire-bonded on a printed circuit
board (PCB) that was glued by thermal epoxy on a Peltier device connected to a heat-sink. The
temperature was controlled by a PID algorithm. Electrical cross-talk was reduced by driving
the heaters in current, via a 12 bits amplified DAC driver board, controlled through RS-232
interface. A precision of approximately 0.01 rad was achieved, as reported in more details later on.
Heaters have isolated voltage supply connections, but share a common ground connector, causing
electrical cross-talk among them. Thermal cross-talk effects, due to heat dissipation across the
SOI substrate, were partially compensated by calibrating for different chip configurations.



















FIGURE 1.6. The CU(2) chip schematics. A CW laser light source goes through an amplifying
EDFA. An AWG filter and a manual polarisation controller are used to control the laser
light before using lensed–fibres to focus it inside the chip. Equivalent lensed–fibres are
used to extract the light. The emerging light is again frequency–filtered to separate single
photons from the pump. Standard photo-diodes monitor the filtered CW light and hence
the coupling, whereas SNSPDs detect the single photons, with the pulses analysed by a
coincidence counter interfaced with a classical computer. The latter controls the on-chip TO
phase shifters.
The output photons, after evolving through the integrated device, were coupled into single-
mode fibers, separated apart from the pump light by off-chip AWG with a 0.9 nm bandwidth and
> 90 dB extinction. In particular, the wavelengths of the signal and idler photons were selected
at 1545.5 nm and 1558.3 nm, respectively. Photons were finally detected using PhotonSpotTM
SNSPDs, with ηSD > 85%, sub-100 Hz dark counts, approximately 70 ps FWHM timing jitter and
τdd ∼50 ns. The coincidence counts were recorded by the use of a time interval analyser (Picoharp
300 by PicoQuantTM) with an integration time of 10 s per data point and a coincidence window of
approximately 400 ps. A maximal photon-pair rate of approximately (200 Hz) was observed.
1.4.4.2 Preliminary chip characterisation
The single-qubit gates composing the state preparation, CÛ, and quantum state tomography
are characterised both with classical light and single photons. In the first case, we recorded
the injected current and dissipated electrical power, and then the mapping between electrical
and optical power. In this way, a mapping between current and phase for each TO element was
found. Data were fitted with a constrained Least Squares Fit (LSF). In order to compensate for
thermal cross-talk, each heater was characterised across different configurations of the remaining
elements. Good device performance and low residual cross–talk are confirmed by λ-classical
interference and λ/2-quantum interference, shown in Fig. 1.8.
The latter was obtained for the control qubit by setting the top reconfigurable MZI to im-
plement a Hadamard gate (i.e relative phase shift of π/2) and collecting photon coincidences in
the top two modes. By altering the phase of the other heater on the control register, we changed
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FIGURE 1.7. Characterisation for the implemented phase on three exemplary phase shifters
on the device, chosen as a worst case (A y0) and a typical case (By0). For each phase shifter,
we report in column, from top to bottom: i) the nonlinear fit of raw experimental data,
collected applying electrical power to the phase shifter, while measuring the optical power
outputted at the corresponding optical port (vertical axis). The fitting is performed using
the nonlinear Eq. 1.43. The value of R2 is reported in the plot for each separate case. ii) A
plot of the residuals corresponding to the nonlinear fits mentioned before. iii) A table of the
parameters obtained in the same nonlinear fit is displayed. For each free parameter in the
nonlinear model, we report an estimate of both the fitted value, as well as its statistical
uncertainty (Standard Error), and a test of its significance (t-Statistic and P-value). iv) For
clarity, we report also the linear dependence of the phase shift implemented by each heater
against the corresponding electrical power applied.
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FIGURE 1.8. a Quantum (blue) and classical (green) interference fringes, along with their
respective visibilities νQua and νCla. The fringes reported here were obtained in the device
using the photon sources part and configuring the final interferometer of the control reg-
istry. The vertical axis shows the renormalised optical power, recorded via a photodetector
(classical), or as photon coincidences from the SNSPD (quantum). Normalisation of the
optical signal is against the peak value from the LSF: this choice allows for some exper-
imental datapoints with optical power > 1.0. The high visibility is essential to verify the
high-performance and correct characterisation of the device. b Simulation of the quantum
photonic device performances in terms of the average state preparation fidelity (violet)
and CU-gate fidelity (green) for different levels of Gaussian noise in the phase shifters, as
described by σphase spanning the full interval of values tested in the experiments reported
in the main paper. The behaviour for the simulated fidelity of the two operations is very
similar, with small discrepancies.
continuously a gate R̂z(θ), obtaining quantum interference with high visibility (1.00± 0.02,
Fig. 1.8).
1.4.4.3 Estimating and simulating phase errors in the integrated photonic device
The quantum photonic experimental setups used in this Thesis adopt thermo-optical phase
shifters to implement both the quantum state preparation and unitary evolution of the qubits.
When supplied with DC current, the phase shifters act as non-Ohmic resistive heaters, thus
changing locally the refractive index of the waveguide [129]. Each of the heaters is driven and
controlled independently using multi-channel current drivers, in order to reduce electrical cross-
talk among the heaters. Cross-talk is expected because of a shared ground connection in the
quantum photonic circuit. Each driver was hosted in a board featuring 12 bits DAC, controlled by
the experiment software via RS-232 interface.
Thermal cross-talk among the phase shifters may also occur in a thermo-optically controlled
device, because of heat flowing across the dioxide layer and the electrical connections to waveg-
uides other than the targeted one. Thermally induced, unwanted changes in the refractive index
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of other optical paths alter the implemented phase shifts in a non-controllable way, introducing
systematic errors in the setup. In order to compensate for this effect, different calibrations
for different chip configurations were preliminary run. For each configuration, all the heaters
are constantly driven at a certain current, set to implement an appropriate state preparation
and/or gate operation, except the heater to be calibrated. This heater is supplied with a range
of currents (and thus electrical power, Pel), as oscillations in optical power Pop at the output of
the corresponding optical path are recorded. The collected data can be fitted according to the
non-linear function







where B is a background, A is the maximum amplitude of the signal, T its period, and PΦ is the
offset power value for the heater in such a configuration, all obtained from the model fit. Detailed
calibrations are reported in Fig.1.7 for three exemplary phase shifters, where we also report the
relevant statistical parameters of each fit. The fits were performed using the built-in functions
from Mathematica ®, that estimate the parameters using a (non-linear) LSF approach, where
the optimisation is performed using a numerical global optimisation method (“RandomSearch”).
All fits show R2 values close to one, thus suggesting that the model can adequately reproduce
the data observed from the measurements. Also, we report high t-statistics and low p-values for
most of the parameters, testing the significance of all the parameters adopted in the model, with
the exception of the aforementioned background B parameter in those cases where the fringe
visibility is particularly high (i.e. no significant background is present). In conclusion, the data
analysis gives evidence of the suitability of the model in Eq. 1.43 to describe the physics of our
device.





and therefore, propagation of stochastic errors in Pel ,T,PΦ affects ϕ̄. From experimental non
linear fits, relative statistical uncertainties are σPΦ /Pmax ' 0.2% and σT /T ' 1.1%. Therefore,
inaccuracies in the current supplied by the driver to each heater (±0.005 mA), affecting the actual
value of Pel , can be neglected as they are less than 0.04% for all the heaters, in the standard
configuration used for phase estimation experiments in this paper.
Confining the propagation of errors to only T,PΦ, and averaging over the full interval of Pel
adopted in the experiment (appr. 5−80 mW, slightly different for each heater due to calibration),
an average precision σexp ' 0.01 rad. can be estimated for the phases, as experimentally imple-
mented by the heaters. In conclusion, systematic errors in the setup can be drastically reduced
via an accurate calibration procedure. Nevertheless, in our experiment the effective phase ϕ
implemented by each of the phase shifters is affected intrinsically by a stochastic noise. This
can be estimated from the fits of experimental data, into an uncertainty σexp. A natural way to
investigate the role of imperfect calibration in our device is then to synthetically replace each of
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FIGURE 1.9. a Rendering of the Nitrogen–Vacancy (gold, grey respectively) defect in the
lattice of diamond Carbon atoms (black). b Discrete energy levels of the NV–centre. The
main levels used in the main text are as black lines, further excited states are as grey
shadowing. Curve arrows indicate optical pumping (green) or radiative decay processes
(red, orange). Straight arrows indicate non–radiative decay, with strong (weak) decay paths
as solid (dotted) lines. c Zeeman splitting of the ms =±1 ground and excited levels in an
external magnetic field of intensity B (along the NV–centre z–axis). We also highlight the
transition addressed via microwave control (in blue). Further labels are explained in the
main text.
the ϕ̄, implementing the correct state and unitary preparation, with a phase value sampled from
a Gaussian distribution characterised by a variance σphase > σexp. An increase in the stochas-
tic phase uncertainty introduced (σphase) corresponds to a decrease in the fidelities for state
preparation and gate implementation. A simulation of this dependency is reported in Fig. 1.8b.
1.5 NV–centres in diamond
In the lattice of diamond, naturally occurring point–defects are the substitution of a C with a N
atom, and formation of a paired lattice vacancy (Fig. 1.9a). The 6 electrons bound to this defect
form an effective spin–1 electron, that interacts with the closest O (10) lattice sites, before nuclear
dipolar interactions become negligible [130]. In high–purity diamond samples, the species present
at said sites are, beside the native nitrogen, 13C isotopes, which have a natural75 abundance
of 1.1% [131]. Usually, the nitrogen–vacancy pair so formed is negatively charged (NV−). First
observed only in clusters, once detected as single defects they raised a huge interest, due to the
plethora of applications that they enabled, ranging from single–photon or plasmon generation
to bio–compatible sensing and quantum registers [132]. Even if NV–centres are nowadays not
primarily targeted as potential qubits for quantum information processing, still NV–NV coupling
and long coherence times have been demonstrated, whereas coupling to photonic waveguide is
actively investigated. Additionally, NV–centres are sensitive to electric and magnetic fields, as
75 Isotopically purified diamond samples might have about 10–fold enhancement or deprivation in the 13C relative
abundance.
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well as strain and temperature changes in the environment, making them ideally suitable as
quantum sensors [130, 133].
NV–centres occur naturally in the structure of diamond, however their random localisation
would not offer a practical platform. Therefore, their (almost) deterministic fabrication has been
successfully demonstrated adopting either Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) grown diamond
thin–films, radiation damage or ion implantation in bulk diamond [132]. A crucial property of
NV–centres is the sharp Zero Phonon Line (ZPL) exhibited in their absorption (emission) spectra.
This property signifies that they behave as atomic defects, whose discrete levels’ transitions
can be addressed optically, already at room–temperature [134]. Room–temperature operation
is a major advantage, when compared against other solid state platforms, e.g. quantum dots.
The atomic levels of the NV–centre are illustrated in Fig. 1.9b. In particular, the ground state
is the triplet 3 A2, separated by an energy of 1.945 eV from the excited state triplet 3E2 [132].
Usually, two of the ground spin energy levels are picked to define a qubit, e.g. in the basis
{|0〉 ≡ ∣∣3 A2,ms = 0〉 , |1〉 ≡ ∣∣3 A2,ms =−1〉}. We stress the presence of an additional doublet, 1 A1,
that plays a fundamental role in the electron spin addressing [130, 132].
A fundamental property of the NV–centre is the possibility to manipulate the electron spin
state optically. This is achieved via a confocal microscope, delivering light within an optical volume
of approximately 1 µm3 , so that a single NV–centre can be addressed [133]. The initialisation
in a fiducial, well–defined state occurs because of the electronic structure of the NV–centre, as
detailed via a Lindbladian formalism in [130]. For brevity, we summarise here a qualitative
picture. The steady–state for a given temperature is approximately given by the corresponding
Boltzmann distribution, so that we can simply expect Pr
(∣∣3 A2,ms = 0〉)∼Pr(∣∣3 A2,ms =±1〉)∼ 1/3,
and negligible probabilities of occupation for all other states. If we now pump the NV–centre
with visible, 532 nm green light, the populated ground spin states are non–selectively excited.
At low–temperature, the excitation is resonant, within the ZPL, to the excited states 3E2, and
the process is spin–preserving [135]. At room temperature instead, due to phononic spectral
broadening, the excitation is non–resonant to states above 3E2 (shown as a grey shadowing in
Fig. 1.9b), from which the electron quickly decays back to 3E2, but the transitions do not strictly
preserve the spin anymore. Further energetic decay can follow essentially two paths. One is the
radiative,
∣∣3E2,ms = 0〉→ ∣∣3 A2,ms = 0〉, with emission of a 637 nm photon (photoluminescence,
PL), which is spin–selective. The alternative path is the decay mediated by the 1 A1 level, thus
called an inter system crossing, which is the preferential decay path for
∣∣3E2,ms =±1〉 [130]. In
this case, photons emitted are in the infrared, and the decay is not spin-preserving. Therefore, the
overall effect of the optical pumping is to enrich mostly the population of the ms = 0 ground and
excited triplets, at the expense of the
∣∣3 A2,ms =±1〉 state population, achieving a new steady–
state in a few µs. Once the laser is switched off, the occupancy of
∣∣3E2,ms = 0〉 will quickly decay
radiatively, along with the residual 1 A1 population, that will decay to the ground triplet. In this
way, Pr
(∣∣3 A2,ms = 0〉)> 0.9 can be obtained.
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Also optical–readout is possible, by invoking a protocol based upon the same physical mecha-
nisms. In fact, we observed how the optical pumping is spin–preserving, and excited states with
ms = 0 (ms =±1) decay preferentially via a (non–)radiative process, in the visible wavelengths
range. Therefore, by optically pumping the NV–centre, the qubit state ρ(τ) at any given moment
can be estimated via the extracted PL. More in detail, named µ0 and µ1 the rates of photon
emission for the states |0〉 and |1〉 respectively, the number of emitted photons nγ expected is








[|0〉〈0|ρ(τ)] is the probability of occupation of the state |0〉. Therefore, states |0〉 and
|1〉 can be distinguished via their PL contrast C = (µ0 −µ1)/(µ0 +µ1). At cryogenic temperatures,
the resonant optical excitation ensures that a single–shot measurement has C ∼ 1, and a selective
spin–readout is made possible [135]. At higher temperatures, the thermal broadening reduces









Then, from the difference in PL one can infer the initial P0,P1. In typical setups, the PL signal is
enhanced and detected via an APD. Notably, if recorded the time of arrival of the photons at the
APD bears additional information, as the spin difference in PL tends to smear out after ∼ 700
ns [136]. Finally, we note how the recent demonstration of electrical readout might pave the way
to setups more compact than those embedding confocal microscopes [137, 138].
As aforementioned, the NV–centre is not an isolated system, because it interacts with
the surrounding environment of nuclear spins, each of atom species X , at lattice site χ. The
corresponding Hamiltonian thus includes also terms referred to the environment, and reads77
[131, 133]:




AX ,χ · ÎX ,χ





The zero–field splitting ∆gs ' 2.87 GHz represents the ground–state energy splitting in ab-
sence of external fields. The second term in Eq. 1.47 is instead the precession of the NV electron
spin in the external magnetic field B, incorporating the Bohr magneton µB and the free electron
g = 2.0023 factor78. A foruth term captures the nuclear Zeeman splitting in the same exter-
nal magnetic field79, with µn the nuclear magneton and gn the nuclear gyromagnetic factor.
76 We anticipate that repeated measurements need not be the most efficient way to retrieve such information as
shown in [136] and in Sect. 3.3.
77 Note that for ease of reference with the NV literature, we have kept the shortened notation Ŝi ≡ σ̂i,e− for the
Pauli matrices referred to the NV electron spin system, and Î i ≡ σ̂i,n for those referred to the generic nuclear site n.
78Simplifying the effective g–factor tensor [133].
79 Considering that lattice distances are O (nm ), we assume the same magnetic field intensity across all the sites,
included the electron’s.
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FIGURE 1.10. Exemplified coherent control of the electron state in an NV–centre. A typical:
a Rabi sequence, b Ramsey sequence, c Hahn sequence are displayed. For each, on the
left the sequence of control optical (‘Laser’) and microwave electrical (‘MW’) pulses, and
the photoluminescence response from the NV–centre (‘PL’). On the right, a Bloch sphere
representation of the evolution of the state, following the control sequence displayed. In (c)
we have omitted for clarity the last π/2 pulse.
Hyperfine terms of the form Ŝ ·A · Î describe instead the interaction between the electron and








is approximately diagonal, and the elements A⊥ (A∥) are the (non)axial hyperfine parameters.
Finally, the quadrupole splitting PÎ2z only applies to the
14N nuclear spin (hence we drop the X ,χ
notation), and has P =−4.945 MHz.
Eq. 1.47 also hints at how coherent manipulation of the initialised |0〉 state can be achieved.
Indeed, applying a continuous–wave field in the microwave (MW) range, it is possible to lift the
80This term will be discussed further in Sect. 3.4.
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degeneracy of the |ms =±1〉 ground states. The MW field is often locally applied via nanofabricated
metallic striplines upon the diamond sample [134] (a pictorial representation is offered in
Fig. 3.5). When the MW field is resonant with ∆gs, Rabi oscillations between |0〉↔ |1〉 occur [133,
139]. Therefore, by adjusting the duration of a pulsed MW field τMW , it is possible to rotate
the initialised |0〉 of an angle θ = 2π/ωRabi (see Fig. 1.10a), with ωRabi the corresponding Rabi
frequency. The obtained state can be extracted via the projective measurement described above
(i.e. an additional laser readout pulse), leading to a complete Rabi sequence experiment.
Coherent dynamics of the NV electron spin can also be observed in the presence of a external
magnetic field B, that for simplicity we assume here aligned along the z–axis of the Bloch sphere
describing the spin qubit. We can start preparing the spin state in a superposition of the |0〉,
|1〉 eigenstates, by applying a MW π/2 pulse. Then, according to the second term in Eq. 1.47,
the spin will precess with a Ramsey frequency ωRam = gµBB, as in Fig. 1.10b. An experiment
embedding this free evolution of the spin prepared in the |+〉 state, for a time τ, is known as a
Ramsey experiment.
Both Rabi as well as Ramsey oscillatory phenomena decay when the pulse or waiting times
prolongate too much. In particular, when τMW À T∗2 (or equivalently τÀ T∗2 ), the inhomogeneous
decoherence time. We have already introduced in Sect. 1.1.2 the homogeneous decoherence time,
T2. The difference between the two (as well as the reason of their naming) is that T2 is referred
to a single quantum system (and hence qubit), whereas T∗2 describes the dephasing process for an
ensemble of quantum systems, whereby incoherent evolution among the different systems might
contribute to the dephasing occurring in each system singularly, so that T∗2 ≤ T2. Perhaps counter-
intuitively, T∗2 applies not only to ensembles of NV–centres, but also to a single electron spin. The




AX ,χ · ÎX ,χ
)
. so that inhomogeneities here
occur because of couplings with different species, each with its own hyperfine parameter, to a
single quantum system.
In NV–centre experiments, therefore, T∗2 describes the dephasing process observed in Ramsey
experiment. Rabi experiments are ideally subjected to T∗2 as well, however repeated sequences of
strongly–driven evolution has been observed to produce a refocusing effect on the spin, leading to
a quadratic instead of an exponential decay, similar to the quantum Zeno effect [140]. In order
to observe the pure T2 decoherence time, one needs to address the inhomogeneous dephasing
process outlined before. The solution is to apply a Hahn echo sequence, completely equivalent to
the scheme proposed for NMR [134], and outlined in Fig. 1.10c. In this case, after the initialisation
in the |+〉 state, the free evolution for a time τ1 (eventually in absence of any significative external









[140], the effect of the 180° rotation is to reverse the dephasing
dynamics on the electron spin. The assumption behind a Hahn sequence is that, as long as the
contributions from the bath are approximately constant within the timing of a complete sequence,
81 This approximation will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 3.4.
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waiting for a time τ2 ∼ τ1 after application of the π pulse will (almost) compensate the kick on
the electron spin. In the literature, Hahn echo sequences with τ1 6= τ2 are named Hahn peak
experiments, whereas the case τ1 ∼ τ2 goes under the name of Hahn signal experiments [134].
T2 can be extracted from the envelope of the PL obtained out of Hahn signal experiments, when
scaling the free evolution time τ1 ∼ τ2. This will be discussed in detail in Sect. 3.5.2.
We have thus illustrated how it is possible to obtain a well–defined qubit from the electronic
levels of an NV–centre, how to initialise it, address it and coherently manipulate it electro–
optically. Therefore, they can be legitimately adopted as qubits, and in particular quantum
sensors, as we will show in Chap. 3.
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1.6 Author’s contributions to the Chapter
Most of this chapter is my review of established results available in the literature, enriched
by personal observations and on–purpose analyses.
The classification and nomenclature of results and research areas introduced in Sect. 1.2 is
mainly my own.
The setup introduced in Sect. 1.4.4 was designed by dr. J. Silverstone and dr. D. Bonneau,
and manufactured by the Toshiba research unit under supervision from prof. M. Thompson.
The setup assembly (as in Sect. 1.4.4.1) was prepared by dr. R. Santagati and dr. J. Wang
with help from mr. S. Paesani. I performed instead the analysis (and part of the data taking)
reported in Sect. 1.4.4.2–1.4.4.3. Some of the corresponding experimental results and
analyses were published as [141] and [128].
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DEPLOYING NOISE-RESILIENT BUILDING BLOCKS OF A QUANTUM
COMPUTER
2.1 Phase Estimation (PE) algorithms
Since its introduction as an application of the quantum Fourier transform, phase estimation
(PE) procedures have been considered a fundamental building block for quantum technolo-
gies in the broadest sense [5]. The quantum speedup expected by PE over classical counter-
parts [142] withstands as a key advantage in digital quantum computing protocols, such as
prime–factorisation [143] and other computational algebraic number theory applications [144],
partition functions approximation [145], and quantised Markov chain approaches [146]. Moreover,
PE plays also a crucial role for digital quantum simulations of systems either ideal [147], or from
real–world quantum chemistry [148]. Therefore, it is crucial to provide PE schemes that can
cope with realistic implementations, if we are to deliver such numerous promised applications in
NISQ devices.
The goal of phase estimation is, given a unitary operator1 Û and a generic quantum state∣∣ψ〉, to estimate an eigenvalue eiφ of Û within the support of ∣∣ψ〉. An arbitrary ∣∣ψ〉 can in fact be
expanded onto an eigenbasis









where the eigenphase φk ∈ [0,2π) because of the phase periodicity. PE algorithms therefore aim
at inferring φk from measurements on the evolved Û
∣∣ψ〉. In general, and in many realistic cases
of interest [128, 149, 150], PE algorithms accept as input state a generic
∣∣ψ〉, to be progressively
projected onto an eigenstate
∣∣φk〉 along the evolution implemented by Û . However, the required
1I.e. an operator satisfying ÛÛ† = 1̂, and thus preserving the normalisation of the evolved state.
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resources to estimate the corresponding φk can be shown to scale ∼ 1/αk [150], making this
approach impractical to address the whole eigenspectrum of a high-dimensional Hamiltonian.
Therefore, it is often assumed the input state will be prepared close enough to the eigenstate of
interest
∣∣φk〉, such that |αk̃|2 ¿ 1 ∀k̃ 6= k. In this way, outcomes probabilistically inherent any
eigenvector other than
∣∣φk〉 can be neglected, avoiding any deconvolution. Unless otherwise
stated (such as in Sects. 2.1.6.1&2.1.7), in the following we will therefore consider the simplified
case
∣∣ψ〉' ∣∣φk〉, and therefore simplify the notation with ∣∣φ〉≡ ∣∣φk〉, φ≡φk.
Standard PE algorithms work by interfering paths in which either 1̂ or Û is applied to∣∣φ〉, as controlled by an ancillary quantum register(s), (each) prepared as a single-qubit |+〉
state [5]. The following reasons justify the need for a controlled unitary CÛ. First, employing
a single-qubit ancillary register allows to perform easier projective measurements, abstracting
from the dimension of the Hilbert space of Û. More importantly, recursive application of Û can
extract additional information about φ as long as Û commutes with the measurement operation,
and sequential PE methods exploit this property. A destructive measurement on Û
∣∣ψ〉 would
invalidate this, whereas the partial information required for a single measurement can be stored
in an ancillary register. The basic circuit to perform such a measurement is as in Fig. 2.1b, with
control parameters M and θ, where the gates Rz(θ) and H are respectively a rotation of the
ancillary qubit along the z–axis of the Bloch sphere, and the Hadamard gate (see Sect. 1.1.1).
The state evolution across the various steps can thus be written as:
|+〉⊗ |φ〉 CÛ
M











hence the probability to project the control registry on the computational basis state |E〉 with
E ∈ {0,1}, i.e. “observe a datum E”, is conditionally dependent on the exponent M of the unitary




2 if E = 0
1−cos(Mφ−θ)
2 if E = 1
(2.4)
at the end of this single step estimation procedure. P(E|φ; M,θ) is known in general as the
likelihood function, here describing a Bernoulli experiment, as P(1|φ; M,θ)= 1−P(0|φ; M,θ).
2.1.1 Performance metrics
Various protocols have been suggested to exploit the basic measurement operation in Eq. 2.3 to
infer φk. In the following paragraphs, we will compare different PE algorithms. As with every
other algorithm, different figures of merit can be considered when analysing performances.
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• Accuracy of the expected outcome from the estimation procedure E(φ), here quantitatively
given2 by the error δ= |E(φ)−φ| .
• Error probability, ε. If a required tolerance level in the estimate δ̃ is known in advance3,
the probability ε that a PE run provides δ < δ̃ might be preferred as a metric. In cases
of interest, where the PE methodology is non-deterministic, we often provide statistical
information on ε by cumulative results from independent runs.
• Width of the quantum circuit required (w), i.e. the number of quantum registries involved.
At the expense of parallelism, a lower width intuitively favours experimental implementa-
tions4.
• Depth of the quantum circuit required (d), intended as the number of discretised timesteps
undergone by the coherently evolved5 input quantum state. A timestep occurs when at
least one of the quantum registries of the circuit undergoes one quantum gate. Gates that
can be performed in parallel on different qubits thus count as a single timestep.
• Efficiency of the method (η), here loosely defined as the inverse of the number of timesteps
executed, divided by the δ achieved. As many algorithms require to invoke the quantum
circuit more than once (with a measurement operation concluding each of these macrostep),
this figure of merit cannot be replaced by d.
Crucially, we will also compare some algorithms on the basis of their noise resilience. Even
if we do not provide a general formal definition here, we will intuitively use the fact that in
presence of an amount ν of external noise altering the quantum circuit, some of the figures of
merit introduced will depend on the noise as δ(ν), ε(ν), η(ν). The exact form of this dependency in
general depends on the particular source of noise considered, and sometimes also on the specific
experimental implementation. However, restricting to particular cases, we will be able to observe
and compare how severely the noise introduced in controlled conditions can impact some key
algorithm’s performance metrics.
2.1.2 Information theoretic PE
Perhaps the most direct way to infer φ from the likelihood in Eq. 2.4 is a brute–force, randomised
search in [0,2π), performed iterating the basic measurement step of Fig. 2.1b. In absence of a
2we express here δ in terms of an expectation value, to render our wording compatible also with probabilistic PE
methods detailed in the following
3This is for example the case for quantum chemistry applications, where specific accuracies are targeted. See
Sect. 2.3 and Chap.4 for additional information.
4Different quantum computing architectures might be sensitive to this limitation in different ways. Photonic
implementations outlined in this Thesis are particularly susceptible to favouring low width circuits.
5 We stress that the coherence in the quantum state across such timesteps is crucial for the definition of d. As
example, in iterative instances of some algorithms coherence in the quantum state across iterations is not required,
and therefore d applies to the quantum circuit invokd for a single iteration.
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FIGURE 2.1. Quantum circuits for various PE algorithms illustrated in the text. H stands for
the Hadamard gate, Rz are single-qubit rotations and the quantum Fourier Transform (qFT)
is defined in App. Fig. A.1. a The basic circuit for ITPE, KPE, IPEA and RFPE algorithms.
In particular, at step j: i) ITPE has random choices of the parameters (see 2.1.2), ii) KPE
adopts M j = 2 j and θ j = 0, iii) IPEA has M j = 2 j and θ j = 0.0φn− j+2 . . .φn, iv) RFPE chooses
the parameters adaptively according to Eqs. 2.20 and 2.19. b SPEA, fully sequential circuit.
c Generic circuit for multi–round algorithms.
priori information, the search interval can be discretised uniformly in n ∈N0 subintervals, chosen
such that their width satisfies the targeted accuracy 2π/n < δ. A single mode reconstruction from
a signal discrete sampling follows, to that the algorithm is known as Information Theoretic Phase
Estimation [151], ITPE. At each iteration j of ITPE, the control parameters are picked randomly
with M j ∈ {1,2, . . .n−1} and θ j ∈ [0,2π). After J independent experiments, each obtaining outcome
E j, reconstructing the φl = 2πl/n 'φ is possible solving the classical maximisation problem of:
P(E1, . . . ,EJ |l)=
J∏
j=1
P(E j | 2πl/n, M j,θ j) (2.5)
for l, with each term in the product referring to the likelihood function Eq. 2.4. The classical post–
processing required is O (Jn) to process all the probabilities from Eq. 2.5 and retrieve the peak one.
It can be shown via a Chernoff bound argument how s =O (logn) iterations suffice to achieve error
probability ε< 1/2 [151]. The algorithm is optimal in circuit width, as it requires only an extra
ancillary quantum register to perform the whole estimation. However, assuming a non–compiled
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gates at the end of n iterations, each with a maximum depth O (n). This implies the necessity of a
long coherent evolution across the M cascaded Û gates, which makes the algorithm prone to the
impact of noisy implementations, a problem affecting all the PE algorithms reported here. At the
same time, this approach allows to learn φ quadratically faster (δ∼ 2π/n) and with exponentially
fewer measurements, O (logn), than by statistical sampling, where instead δ' 1/pn is expected
after n measurements.
2.1.3 Sequential PE Algorithm
A fully sequential PE algorithm (SPEA) can be obtained adopting the quantum Fourier transform,
qFT [5]. Observing the circuit in Fig. 2.1a, a first crucial difference compared to the method
in Section 2.1.2 is evident: SPEA expands the ancillary qubits in a register embedding as





). Additionally, it is designed as a single-pass algorithm (i.e. J = 1), hence no classical
post-processing of the measurement is required, nor any θ control angle. However, each step




i)+n2)∼ O (T2n ), inclusive of non–compiled6 Û i operations, and n2 gates from the
qFT implementation (see Appendix A.1). These features already put it at a disadvantage for
experimental implementations, as it trades relatively inexpensive classical post-processing with
an increase in costly quantum resources.
In detail, SPEA allocates an ancillary register for each of the n bits in the binary expansion
of the eigenphase φ:
φ= 2π×0.φ1 . . .φn (2.6)
and follows a predetermined schedule to target the accuracy of each single step. Unitary opera-
tions UM =U2m are performed on the register storing the eigenstate ∣∣φ〉, choosing sequentially
m = 0, . . . ,n−1, as controlled by the (m+1)-th ancillary register. The information about the most
significant bits is extracted first. The evolution along the series of CÛM operations therefore
reads:








⊗ . . .⊗|+〉n ⊗ |φ〉 CU
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using the shortened notation |M〉 = |b1b2 . . .bm〉 with {b1b2 . . .bm} the binary expansion of M. If
we assume that the expansion in Eq. 2.6 is exact, then we can write the evolved state in Eq. 2.8
6I.e. the unitary exponentiation is intended to occur in the quantum circuit, instead of pre-computing it classically.
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|0〉+ e2πi 0.φ1...φn |1〉
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qFT†−−−−→ ∣∣φ1 . . .φn〉 (2.9)
so that a measurement in the computational basis for each of the qubits in the ancillary register
retrieves deterministically the n bits of the expansion. That is, O (n) measurements provide the
phase estimate, and these can here be entirely parallelised.
We stress that requiring O (2n) depth and O (n) measurements is not detrimental in terms of
the SPEA algorithm’s efficiency η, when compared to O (Tn) gates required by the ITPE, as they
are compensated by the respective output accuracies δ' 2−n, as opposed to δ' 1/n. However, the
depth of the circuit is often well beyond what can be achieved with current technologies.
2.1.4 Kitaev’s PE algorithm
As a corollary to his approach for solving the Abelian stabilizer problem within a quantum
information context [152], Kitaev developed a PE algorithm (KPEA) that bears his name [5]. The
idea is to use a single ancillary qubit (reducing dramatically w), and perform a measurement
straight after a single controlled gate with the chosen M j. The corresponding circuit would be as
in Fig. 2.1b, with θ j = 0∀ j. A single exponentiation of the unitary and the absence of a qFT† step
contribute to reduce d as in ITPE. In this way, KPEA addresses a major drawback of SPEA that,
whilst deterministic, cannot be split into a series of shorter experiments. The daunting overall
size of the quantum circuit required for fully implementing SPEA is then compromised in favour
of a modified version, where additional classical post-processing and measurements reduce d and
w of the circuit. The exponent M is chosen so that, if we want to obtain φ with n bits of precision,
we perform n iterations where at the j-th iteration we have M j = 2n− j, and the measurement
outcome is used to infer a single bit in the binary expansion of φ (Eq. 2.6) [152, 153]. However,
observing the evolution after a single CÛM j operation in Eq. 2.2, and the likelihood in Eq. 2.4, we










∼ 0.φn− j+1 . . .φn−1φn, (2.10)
so that inferring each bit from a single–shot E according to the rule E = 0 ⇒ φn− j+1 = 0 (and
viceversa) is probabilistic. For each bit φ j ∈ {0,1}, we have a potentially high error rate ε =(
1+ (−1)φ j cos(M jφ)) /2 . Therefore, in order to make the algorithm useful, it is necessary to
repeat each bit estimation for a number of repetitions s [5]. The most intuitive way to use the
statistical information so accrued is to employ a majority voting scheme7, inferring the bit φ j
7 We shall emphasise immediately how majority offers a natural strategy, but it is not optimal: for pairwise
experiments as those outlined in this Chapter, a single bit of information is extracted from s experiment instances.
Actual occurrences of {0,1} in the series of outcomes are disregarded. Bayesian procedures, as it will be discussed
later, substantially avert this strategy by updating estimates after each single (pairwise) measurement, i.e. an online
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according to the outcome observed in a number of instances sE > s/2 out of s repetitions. In an
ideal case with only binomial noise in the measurement, ε→ 0 as soon as ps E ¿ sE − s/2.
A slightly different approach is to choose instead at random θ j ∈ {0,π/2} across the s mea-
surement repetitions per-bit [151]. We call this for simplicity a trigonometric scheme. Using








sinθ j, and therefore
the allotted choices for θ j lead to either:
Psin =
(s0|θ j = 0)− (s1|θ j = 0)
(s|θ j = 0)
,
Pcos =
(s1|θ j =π/2)− (s0|θ j =π/2)
(s|θ j =π/2)
(2.11)
where we labelled e.g. (s0|θ j = 0) the number of measurements with outcome E = 0, when
choosing the control parameter θ j = 0. We can thus use Eqs. 2.11 to estimate each β j := 2 j−1φ'
arctan(Psin/Pcos). After processing all j’s, the bit φ j of the binary expansion of φ can be retrieved
by post–processing the data acquired, using the β j ’s and according to the rule8:
|0.0φn− j+2 . . .φn−1φn −β j|mod 1 < |0.1φn− j+2 . . .φn−1φn −β j|mod 1 ⇐⇒ φ j = 0 (2.12)
and viceversa for the case φ j = 1. As this final processing of the outcomes occurs potentially after
all measurements have been performed, it follows that the part running on the quantum circuit
can be effectively parallelised across copies of the same circuit as in Fig. 2.1b.
A crucial point for KPE is estimating the repetitions s sufficient to render the inference in
Eq. 2.12 reliable. The same Chernoff bound argument used for ITPE suggests s ∼ logn, which
can be further verified in simulations [151], to render negligible the probability of mistakenly
infer any bit φ j. Therefore, a total number of measurements O (n logn) is expected to achieve 2−n
accuracy in the estimate of φ, rendering the overall procedure efficient9.
2.1.4.1 Enhanced KPEA
KPEA is designed to target a single bit at a time, minimising the classical post–processing
required at the cost of a log–factor in the total number of measurements O (n logn). In [151], it
update. Superior performance against majority voting was observed for such ideal cases in [141]. However, in some
experimental setups, such as the photonic ones discussed in this Thesis, experimental outcomes occur naturally in
batches, and the overheads introduced by implementing online updates may outweigh the benefits. In Sect. 3.3.2 we
show how a Bayesian strategy using probabilistic extraction from small batches of experiments can still be beneficial
versus majority voting over larger batches (operational definitions can be found in Appendix B.1). Finally, Bayesian
updates over offline batches of experiments were also suggested as a further improvement in setups where updates
are time consuming [136]. The latter approach was published after the experiments in this Thesis were performed,
hence it is not further investigated here.
8Several slightly different versions of this rule appear in the literature, see [151]. The definition in Eq. 2.12 was
here solely chosen for a more immediate comparison with IPEA in Sect. 2.1.5.
9 From this, it follows also that in KPE, adopting majority voting is a choice equivalent to using the method in
Eqs. 2.11 and 2.12, as long as realistic accuracies are targeted. Indeed, the estimate s ∼ 60 for n = 104 obtained by
the simulations reported in [151] for the trigonometric scheme, satisfies simultaneously the worst–case requirementp
s < s/2 for majority voting.
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was proposed a protocol to reduce this cost to O (n logR n), with R < 5 for practical reasons, by
performing additional classical processing.
The idea is to split the estimation given for KPEA in R rounds. A first round proceeds exactly
like KPEA, throughout n iterations, but performing only s = 1 repetition of the measurement.
Each following round r ≤ R will instead perform nsr repetitions, and at each repetition picking a




In this way, the inference involves several bits in the binary expansion at once. The extracted
data {Esr } are used to compute via multi–bit inference the β j parameters, that enter the same
rule as Eq. 2.12 for computing each φ j. Also this protocol is probabilistic, but it is proven in [151]
that for each given bit, ε<∏r e−csrS, with c a constant and S := |{i}|, providing an enhancement
in the total repetitions required.
We omit in this Thesis the details about the classical multi–bit inference required, to be found
in [151]. The reason being that this multi–round PE approach is surpassed in the enhancement
of the success rate as well as the multi–bit approach, by the algorithms given respectively in
Sect. 2.1.5 and 2.1.6 .
2.1.5 Iterative Phase Estimation Algorithm
The Iterative Phase Estimation Algorithm (IPEA) also uses the circuit in Figure 2.1b, inheriting
the advantages of KPEA in terms of w and d of the quantum circuit required. By combining
the outcomes of successive experiments via a classical inference algorithm [154], it also trades
expensive ancillary quantum channels with additional iterated measurement operations, and
inexpensive classical computational resources. The crucial difference, when compared against
KPEA, is that each bit in the (approximate if needed) finite binary expansion of the eigenphase
φ (Eq. 2.6) is actually estimated in sequential order. In KPEA, the ordering followed when
estimating the φ j ’s can be altered arbitrarily. This is not the case in IPEA [152, 154], as the
outcome E j of each measurement provides a feedback for the control parameter θ j+1 of the
following experiment. IPEA therefore loses the parallelisable approach of KPEA, but using the
information progressively accrued to manipulate the ancillary state within the quantum circuit,
the inference process following Eq. 2.10 becomes deterministic.
As in other PE implementations, IPEA controls the two parameters M and θ according to
a predetermined policy. In order to benefit the inference of the most significant bits by prior
information about φ, the procedure starts from the least significant bit φn [154]. The first iteration
step is performed using θ1 = 0 and M1 = 2n−1, which from Eqs. 2.4 results in P(0)= cos2(π 0.φn).
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FIGURE 2.2. Intuitive representation of the rejection filtering process adopted for the RFPE
algorithm in Sect. 2.1.6. a For each epoch, a starting Gaussian prior P(φ) (dashed orange
curve) is represented by the support of the chosen particles (blue & red dots), each cor-
responding to a tentative φ̄ value. According to the likelihood in Eq. 2.17 and the latest
obtained value E from the measurement, some particles are discarded (red dots). b A
posterior (blue solid curve) is then refit against the remaning particles (blue dots).
Therefore, the last bit is deterministically10 implied from the measurement outcomes:
En = 0 ⇐⇒ φn = 0
En = 1 ⇐⇒ φn = 1. (2.14)
The information obtained by the measurement is transferred to the quantum circuit and deter-
mines the Rz(θ2) rotation, applied to the ancillary qubit, when estimating the more significant
bit φn−1. Therefore, using θ j increases the probability of obtaining the correct phase bit value at
the corresponding iteration. The procedure continues extracting iteratively new bits, that are
progressively more significant. To extract the n bits of the whole binary expansion, the algorithm
requires n iterations of the experiment, where at the j-th iteration we choose:
M j = 2 j−1 (2.15)
θ j = 0.0φn− j+2 . . .φn−1φn. (2.16)
Applying the same reasoning as before, the bit φn− j+1 is exactly determined by the datum E j
obtained via a projective measurement of the ancilla, because the feedback θ j removes the
residual in Eq. 2.10. In conclusion, IPEA is advantageous in terms of the number of total
projective measurements to achieve δ ∼ 2−n, which is reduced to O (n), at the cost of adding a
single–qubit gate to the corresponding quantum circuit (see Fig. 2.1b). However, this additional
cost can be deemed negligible whenever M À 1 and the projective measurement is slower than a
single–qubit operation. This makes IPEA highly advantageous over KPEA in a broad variety of
realistic cases.
10 As long as the binary expansion of φ is exact, see [154].
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2.1.6 Rejection Filtering Phase Estimation (RFPE)
RFPE offers the same simple, intuitive approach of ITPE, combined with the advantages of
sequential feedback introduced in IPEA [82], with which it shares the same quantum circuit setup
(see Fig. 2.1). The fundamental differences in this approach, when compared to more traditional
PE approaches, arise in how measurement data are processed, and used to make decisions
about experimental control parameters. RFPE leverages on Bayesian inference, and stores the
information about φ in a probability distribution P(φ). This prior distribution represents both
the current hypothesis about the correct eigenphase for the injected
∣∣φ〉 as E[P(φ)], as well as the
confidence in the estimate. If the distribution is characterised by its first two moments alone, such
information is provided, respectively, by the mean µ and standard deviation σ of the distribution.
Bayes’ theorem provides the correct way to update such prior beliefs when provided with evidence.
Upon a measurement outcome E, the theorem infers an updated distribution:
P(φ|E; M,θ)= P(E|φ; M,θ)P(φ)∫
P(E|φ; M,θ)P(φ)dφ , (2.17)
where the updated prior distribution P(φ|E; M,θ) is known as the posterior. In both cases we
have now made explicit the dependence upon the experimental parameters M,θ.
In general, the exact update of Eq. 2.17 is unfeasible, because φ is a continuous parameter,
and the most effective distribution P(φ) in reproducing experimental data, inclusive of their
uncertainties, might not be known in advance in a closed analytical form. In a first step, the search
interval is therefore discretised with a set of particles, i.e. hypothetical (and here normalised)
phase values xi ∈ [0,1). These discrete values can be used to represent the prior as P({xi}), and
we will herafter refer to each probability as the weight associated to the particle wi := P(xi). After
each experimental outcome E ∈ {0,1}, a prior update can be obtained through the corresponding
likelihood function:
P(E|xi; M j,θ j)/κ=
cos
2(M jπxi −θ j/2)/κ E = 0
sin2(M jπxi −θ j/2)/κ E = 1,
(2.18)
where κ is a rescaling constant [82], to ensure
∑
i wi = 1. The likelihood intuitively expresses
the probability of datum E to emerge from chosen setup M,θ, if hypothetical eigenphase xi was
correct. As the values of {xi} are not bound to any specific bit of precision, the inference procedure
in RFPE intrinsically acquires information on more than a single bit of φ simultaneously. This
embeds the advantages of the several rounds per–measurement setup invoked by the enhanced
KPEA (2.1.4.1), without the need for a strict policy about the experiment choice.
The discretisation leading to the update formulas of Eq. 2.18 still leaves open the challenge
of an efficient usage of the classical resources required, as the accuracy in the PE outcome will
depend crucially on the density of the particles: δ' E[|xi+1 − xi|]. An approximate estimate here
indicates that a classical memory register of size S ∼ 20δ−1 Bytes is required to store the particles’
locations {xi} and weights {wi} for a naïve uniform distribution. This amounts to several GBs
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for standard precisions required in quantum simulation (see also Sect. 2.3), which would be
unfeasible e.g. in FPGA–run experimental setups [155]. The solution proposed in [82] was to
adopt a rejection filtering protocol, a form of density filtering.
With this approach, at each epoch11 j a host of particles are drawn according to the prior
distribution. After the update as in Eq. 2.18 occurs, particles are discarded with probability
P(E|xi; M j,θ j)/κ, i.e. according to how well each xi was able to predict outcome E, optimising
the parametrisation x among those allowed by the initial prior. The remaining samples model
the posterior: for convenience, this is usually done by fitting12 an updated Gaussian probability
distribution N (µ,σ). This represents the new prior, from which a host of fresh particles is drawn
before a new experiment is performed. Intuitively, in this way a limited number of particles is
constantly refocused near values where the highest likelihood of retrieving the correct eigenphase
occurs, allowing the inference to be performed quickly13, in a memory limited environment.
Similarly to IPEA, a policy to choose the values of M j and θ j for each new experiment is
required, in order to maximise the information gain. In RFPE, this need be extracted at each
epoch from the prior distribution. It has been proven numerically [156, 157] that a near–optimal14
choice is represented by the particle guess heuristics (PGH):
θ j = M j E[P(φ)], (2.19)
M j = d1.25/σe, (2.20)
which does not require any pre–computation.
The intimate dependency on the current posterior elicits that RFPE is an adaptive protocol.
By keeping the cardinality of the particles’ set constant via a posterior resampling, we ensure an
exponential increase in the local density of the discretisation, Indeed, as the learning progresses,
the posterior will retain support on an increasingly smaller subinterval of [0,1), correspondent
to the expected decrease in the width of P(φ) ∝ σ. The full RFPE algorithm is described in
App. Algorithm 3, whereas we refer to [82] for numerical analyses on its stability against the
implemented discretisation, as well as variance reduction strategies.
2.1.6.1 RFPE and simultaneous estimation of different eigenphases
The peculiar approach of iterative algorithms in general, and RFPE in particular, is to patch
together experiments performed on a set of identical quantum states, to learn a single eigenvalue.
This can also be of use to provide a strategy that tackles the more general case provided in Eq. 2.1,
11As an algorithm step processing the available dataset (here, E) is customarily called within the ML community.
A pseudocode is also available as Algorithm 2 in Appendix A.
12In practice, the fitting procedure is replaced by a more efficient computation of the first two moments of the
distribution.
13As the update procedure requires no costly functions, requiring simple operations, see also Appendix 2.
14 The asymptotic optimality result of [156], based on the Cramer-Rao bound, does not apply to RFPE where
choices depend probabilistically upon prior information. However, adopting PGH and a Gaussian distribution, the
PGH approximately saturates the Bayesian Cramer-Rao bound [82]
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where an approximate eigenstate is not known in advance. As stated in Sect. 2.1, if the overlaps
|αk|2 with n eigenstates other than the one of interest are not negligible, then a proper inference
step must address such eigenstates simultaneously. This requires a likelihood function of the
form:




1+ (−1)E cos(Mφk −θ)
2
, (2.21)
to store and update information about all the n eigenvalues simultaneously, but this is of course
intractable for large n.
RFPE offers a natural approach to combat this by truncating the search space. Eq. 2.21 can
be immediately rewritten, by splitting the single contribution of interest P(E|φ; M,θ) isolated
from spurious contributions condensed as P(E|{φk}\φ; M,θ)≤ 1−|αk|2. If the prior is chosen such
that |φ−φk| <σ ∀φk 6=φ, on the ground of preliminary energetic information, the approximate
approach of RFPE will “classically collapse” the prepared state onto
∣∣φ〉, unlike an exact Bayesian
inference procedure [141]. In fact, if an observed datum E corresponds to φ, the inference will
proceed according to Eq. 2.18 as usual. However, if instead the observation refers to a φk 6= φ,





Because of our biased prior, |φk −φ|M À 1, and therefore the evidence for an estimate close
to φ will fluctuate randomly and be negligible in average. The evidence from Eq. 2.22 would
have a net contribution for particles such that |2πx j −φk|M < 2π, but the chosen prior having
P(x j) ∼ 0 for such x j, these contributions are negligible. By penalising hypotheses belonging
to other eigenvalues, the algorithm remains stable even if initial state has support in several
eigenvectors of U .
Therefore, at the cost of not using effectively information from all measurements, RFPE also
provides a viable alternative to knowing an approximate preparation of
∣∣φ〉, replacing it with
approximate a priori knowledge of φ, which is easier to retrieve, especially using approximate
quantum chemistry methods [158, 159]. Also, it circumvents the costly requirement of storing
multiple hypotheses at once to perform the inference in such cases. This particular application
can be seen as an instance of the intrinsic RFPE noise robustness, that will be discussed in
Sect. 2.2.
2.1.7 Time-series PE
Time-series PE (TSPE) was designed specifically to perform noise–robust eigenphase inference
in a multi–eigenvalue scenario [150], such as presented in Eq. 2.1. Therefore, we will expose it
here in this most general context, relaxing the assumption of an (approximate) initial eigenstate
preparation. This latter case can be immediately recovered from what follows. The starting point
15 Because we are assuming M ∼ 1/σ and θ ∼φ
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for TSPE is observing how for a generic input state
∣∣ψ〉, chosen M, phase estimation experiments
will provide information on g(M)=∑Kk αkeiMφk . In order to resolve each single eigenphase, g(M)
must be decomposed in Mmax ≥ K terms. The most natural choice is to define the vector:
~g(M)=∑
k
αkeiMφk~bk = (g(M), g(M+1), . . . g(M+K)) . (2.23)
according to the harmonics ~bk = (1, eiφk , ...eiKφk ). The coefficients for all the possible M values
can then be stored in a matrix with elements BMk = eiMφk . Crucially, within the assumption
Mmax ≥ K , it can be observed that a matrix T = BDB−1 exists [150], with D i j = δi j eiφ j and:
T~bk = eiφk~bk (2.24)
T~g(M)=~g(M+1). (2.25)
It is immediate from Eq. 2.24 that the φk components can be recovered from a diagonalisation of
T. The time shifting property in Eq. 2.25 can instead be used to reconstruct T via an optimisation
problem. To this purpose, in [150] it is suggested to build the Henkel matrices Gai j = g(i+ j+a−
Mmax) with 0≤ i ≤ K −1, 0≤ j ≤ 2Mmax −K and a ∈ {0,1}. Since by construction TG0 =G1, then
T can be found minimising ‖TG0 −G1‖.
Similarly to what discussed in Sect. 2.1.4, in order to estimate ~g(M) from the measurements
at the end of the circuit, in [150] a fixed policy16 for both M,θ is suggested, where at each
j-th step, M = j and θ ∈ {0,π/2}. Additional noise robustness can be obtained by repeating each
measurement s times for each given M. Indeed, given the multi–eigenphase likelihood as in
Eq. 2.21, it is possible to express each element of ~g as:
g(M)=P(0|~φ,~α; M,θ = 0)−P(1|~φ,~α; M,θ = 0)
− iP(0|~φ,~α; M,θ =π/2)+ iP(1|~φ,~α; M,θ =π/2) (2.26)
In order to fully deconvolute ~g(M), it is left to estimate the coefficients ~α= (α1, . . . ,αK ). However
since the set {φk} is known, ~α can be immediately recovered minimising ‖B~α−~g(0)‖.
Also TSPE uses the quantum circuit in Fig. 2.1, so w and d are equivalent to all other iterative
protocols presented in this Chapter. From Eq. 2.26, it can be estimated that the uncertainty in
the estimate of any given φk scales as σk ∝ 1/(Ms1/2) [150], and therefore TSPE is expected to
exhibit learning rate performances similar to RFPE in the single eigenphase case. Finally, in
terms of classical computational overhead, the overall TSPE procedure requires:
1. updating the estimation of ~g after each experiment, which requires a total of O (sMmax)
additions,
2. performing a final minimisation to retrieve T, which has a cost O (K2Mmax), and
16 The authors in [150] do not discuss possible improvements where adaptivity in the choice of M,θ is introduced.
Considering that beside a natural approach towards multi–eigenphase estimation, the main advantage of TSPE over
adaptive methods is classical computational overheads, it is possible that they prefer not to compromise this point.
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δ ε w d η
ITPE O (1/n) <1/2 O (dim[Û]) <O (n) O (n log−1(n)/Tn)
SPEA 2−n 0 O (n+dim[Û]) O (T2n ) O (2n/T2n )
KPEA 2−n < 1/2 O (dim[Û]) <O (2n) O (2n log−1(n)/T2n )
IPEA 2−n 0 O (dim[Û]) <O (2n) O (2n/T2n )
RFPE σ < 1/2 O (dim[Û]) <O (σ−1) O (σ−1/Tdσ−1e)
TABLE 2.1. Synoptic table of the characteristics of the main algorithms for noiseless PE,
namely the accuracy δ, error probability ε, width and depth of the quantum circuit (w and
d), and efficiency η (see also Sect. 2.1.1). n is here the number of algorithm steps concluded
by a measurement. As δ can be made arbitrarily small in all cases, we fix each case to an
arbitrary value, to show the corresponding dependence of other metrics. We remind how for
all probabilistic algorithms with ε 6= 0, we can obtain ε∼ 0 after an appropriate number of
repetitions s.
3. the diagonalisation of the obtained T, which is O (K3).
Considering that only the minor of such overheads depends (linearly) on the number of repeated
experiments s, and the remaining classical costs are O (1) for the single–eigenvalue case, TSPE
can be regarded as advantageous over RFPE whenever a considerable number of repeated
experiments is required to provide the final estimate17. In [150], numerical estimates show that
this advantage becomes evident as soon as s ∼ 1000 .
2.1.8 Multi–round PE strategies
Observing again Fig. 2.1a-b, it appears evident how in all algorithms discussed so far, the output
state from the unitary is discarded, after the projective measurement(s) on the ancillary qubit(s)
has occurred. Iterative procedures like IPEA, RFPE or TSPE often target the eigenphase of a
single eigenstate
∣∣φ〉. Assuming that the cost of (eigen)state preparation is negligible compared
to its evolution under UM , there is no evident reason to recycle such output state, in a fashion
outlined by the circuit of Fig. 2.1c. Indeed, decoherence phenomena would lead to an approximate
eigenstate in output
∣∣φ′〉∼ ∣∣φ〉, that could invalidate any round r for which r > T2/TU (r), where
the cumulative evolution time for the round TU (r) :=∑ri=1 TUmi and T2 is the decoherence time
for the system (see Sect. 1.1.2). Even in an idealised case with no decoherence, increasing the
number of rounds per experiment can be shown to worsen performances for algorithms where an
efficient phase update can occur after each experiment is completed [141, 150].
This conclusion can be subverted, instead, whenever the input state
∣∣ψ〉 is only approximately
prepared as an eigenstate
∣∣φ〉, or has intentionally non-negligible overlaps with a set of K
17 Here we are assuming that a proper Bayesian update is performed after each repeated measurement, instead of
using majority voting to combine subsets of repeated measurements, a hybrid approach discussed hereafter.
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different eigenstates, in a multi–eigenphase estimation scenario. In such cases, additional rounds
are effective in progressively projecting
∣∣ψ〉 onto one state of the eigenbasis, and the PE can
leverage on this to make subsequent rounds more effective. As in this Thesis we do not address
such cases experimentally, we do not discuss this point any further, but the interested reader can
find a more detailed analysis e.g. in [150].
2.2 The impact of noise upon PE algorithms: a preliminary
overview
So far, we have considered PE strategies within a noiseless scenario. However, unavoidable
imperfections in the actual device are expected to lead to errors in the gates’ implementation and
outcomes’ readout. A noise resilient approach is expected to handle such non–ideal circumstances
in the most effective way possible. All probabilistic algorithms based upon a bitwise expansion
like Eq. 2.6 embed an intrinsic, if limited, noise resilience as they acquire information from
repeated measurements. As each bit is inferred from a dedicated projective measurement, a
noisy implementation (whatever the cause) requires to substantially alter the expected likelihood
function in Eq. 2.4, before errors become detectable as a flip in the corresponding bit. However,
these algorithms still suffer from a rigid update policy for M,θ as the estimation progresses,
which takes in no account the observed circuit performances, and might set unrealistic target
accuracy. On the contrary, deterministic algorithms like SPEA and IPEA are not designed to deal
with noisy devices, and the outcome of a single run will immediately become probabilistic, subject
to the level of noise in the experimental implementation. Their usability can still be recovered
adopting the same probabilistic approach of Sect. 2.1.4. In this scenario, the effect of noise is
mitigated by repeating each run a multiple s times to implement a majority voting scheme [154],
adopted also later in Sect. 2.3. Finally, Bayesian algorithms like RFPE are expected to be natively
noise–robust: their update policy being adaptive, they learn from previous outcomes the most
informative experimental choices, and are expected to recover from errors propagating up to the
measurement step. Moreover, they output a well–motivated error estimate [82, 141], and not
only an estimate for the eigenphases.
We will start considering a simple error model, in full generality. Called P the ideal probability
of measuring the most likely datum E with a single experiment, if an error occurs with probability
Pe < 1, the effective success probability is then P ′ = P(1−Pe)+Pe(1−P)≥ P(1−Pe)+Pe/2. If we
attempt to mitigate the impact of errors by repeating the measurement s times and adopting a
majority voting to infer the correct E, we can invoke the Chernoff bound18 so that:
ε= 1−P ′ ≤ e −s2P′ (P ′− 12 )
2
. (2.27)
18Indeed, the necessary assumptions i) P > 1/2, ii) Pe < 1 and iii) P ′ a monotonic function of P are all met.
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FIGURE 2.3. General modelling of noise effects in PE schemes. a Upper bound on error rate
ε (colour coded), when inferring a single bit in a PE experiment, where each run has an
ideal probability of success P > 0.5, and error rate Pe, adopting a majority voting scheme
with s = 500 repetitions. b Analysis of the error probability Pe for any bit in a binary
expansion up to log2(Mmax) bits, the generic circuit–based model of noise, Eq. 2.28, inclusive
of both noisy Hadamard gates and decoherence effects. These are quantified on the x-axis
by the σx and Γ parameters, respectively (see the main text). Here we assume only random
fluctuations to affect the Hadamard gate implementation, i.e. θx ∼ N (0,σx). The curves
represent averages for φ ∈ [0,2π). A dashed red line emphasises the Pe = 0.5 threshold.
It is then immediate how Eq. 2.27 suggests an exponential suppression of errors with repetitions
s, only as long as the success probability is bounded far from random, i.e. P ′ À 1/2. In a noisy
case, as long as Pe ¿ 1, the exponent is approximately 12 (P−1/2)
2
P −O(Pe), and thus we must impose
P −1/2 À 0, as for small Pe. We summarise this behaviour in Fig. 2.3a, as a function of both
Pe and P. We highlight the abrupt “breakdown” transition between a situation where majority
voting substantially suppresses errors, and a regime where the estimate for the correct E from a
set of measurements becomes rapidly unreliable.
Discussing specifically methods relying on binary expansions, we observe how in this last
regime, not only the correctness of the phase estimate is affected, but most importantly also
the use of statistical evidence to infer an error. As ε increases, according to the value of P for
the various bits, some erroneous words of bits might become more likely than others, poten-
tially suggesting unmotivated small error bars. Enhanced KPEA and RFPE are expected to
exhibit additional robustness against these effects, as they use a specific experimental setup
to infer several bits at once. If instead all the bits estimation were affected independently by





. However, one must take into account how the longer evolutions corre-
sponding to ÛM with M ∼ n, and thus to the most precise bits in the expansion, are more subject
to noisy implementations. Hereafter we draft a generic, semi–quantitative understanding of the
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role played by this effect19.
Following [154], we model a noisy PE implementation by altering both the final Hadamard
preparation of the projective measurement, and the (exponentiated) unitary gate (see Fig. 2.1).
First, we replace in Eq. 1.5: Ĥ → Ĥ + R̂x(θx), with θx an “error angle”, normally distributed
with variance σx. For simplicity, we absorb in such error angle any additional imperfections
occurring in the implementation of the feedback angle as θ±σz. Also, we introduce a dephasing
noise in the computational basis with rate Γ per qubit operation. This captures the unavoidably
finite coherence times of many quantum computing implementations (see [82, 154]), inherently
penalising circuits of increasing d. Within this error model, a single application of the circuit in




1− e−σ2x−|φ|MΓ cos(2πM′θx)] (2.28)
where M′ depends on the particular PE algorithm, e.g. M′ = 2 j−n for the j–th bit in an n–bits
IPEA, whereas M′ = M in RFPE. The exponential dependence of ε upon M suggests how the
error rate in the bit estimation will worsen quickly as M ∼ 1/Γ (see Fig. 2.3b). This is exacerbated
by the fact that all iterative PE procedures considered so far achieve an efficient estimation by
scaling M exponentially in the number of epochs: in a realistic device, the exponential scaling
in accuracy is therefore fundamentally limited by Γ, because as ε→ 1/2, measurements in this
regime convey no information, and E(φ) can only be improved via additional statistical sampling
from measurements adopting M < 1/Γ.
Combining observations from the approaches in Fig. 2.3a&b, intuition emerges about potential
impracticalities of non–adaptive PE implementations. Simplistic error mitigation schemes, such
as a majority voting approach, are sufficient to deliver sensible outcomes as long as a well–
characterised device is operated well within its capabilities. For example, within the circuit–
model discussed, one might target an accuracy in φ dictated by preliminary knowledge of noise
parameters (σx,Γ), such that Pe ¿ 1 (see Fig. 2.3a) and errors can be easily mitigated. However,
this is far from ideal: in order to achieve usable δ(φ), it must be expected that quantum devices will
operate as close as possible to the breakdown in Fig. 2.3a. In such conditions, occasional sources
of additional, uncharacterised noise might quickly transition a PE algorithm implementing a
fixed strategy into an unstable regime, with catastrophic degradation in the performance. In
absentia of a confidence level at each epoch of the procedure, the erroneous inference of any single
bit cannot recover, invalidating the rest of the measurements as well as the final output. On the
contrary, adaptive algorithms such as RFPE do not make hard decisions upon the outcome of
single experiments, and therefore they can recover from errors in further runs. Moreover, the
Bayesian inference in Eq. 2.17 is expected to detect when the likelihood function fails to describe
newly observed data, i.e. when M is big enough for flaws in the device to become apparent. At
19 We refer instead to Sect. 2.3.3, and following ones in this chapter, for a more implementation–specific studies
about realistic sources of noise in the device.
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FIGURE 2.4. Experimental IPEA single runs performed on the quantum photonic chip, with
majority voting on an average of ∼ 500 counts per bit. a Binary expansion of the eigenphase
for the test Û , up and including the 44th bit. b IPEA run up to 16 bits, with each represented
as a barchart of normalised counts, with the height of the green (yellow) portion of the
bar proportional to the number of times the j–th measurement is E j = 1 (E j = 0). The
uncertainty due to Poissonian noise affecting each measurement, estimated by the number
of counts obtained, is reported as a greyed area overlapping the bars. The dashed blue line
emphasises the 0.5 intermediate value. c IPEA run as in b, up to 32 bits. d IPEA run as
in b, up to 42 bits. The first bit erroneously estimated (overall 38th) is highlighted by the
arrow. In b–d, IPEA processes least significant bits first, i.e. from right to left.
this point, an adaptive update policy for M will autonomously avoid entering such critical regime.
Instead, in eventual additional epochs it will accrue the eigenphase accuracy polynomially fast
by sampling a recurrent choice of M ∼ 1/Γ, along with a firm estimate in its uncertainty [82].
In conclusion, this preliminary analysis sets some expectations for experiments compar-
ing algorithms employing a rigid policy and ad–hoc error mitigation schemes, versus adaptive
approaches. Early experiments involving rigid PE strategies have evidenced their limitations,
to the point of considering PE impractical in a few quantum computing platforms [160–162].
Expectations that with adaptive approaches this need not be the case were born out in simula-
tion [82], but they had not yet been verified in practice, against a realistic device. We provide
such verification below using an integrated quantum photonic device.
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2.3 Testing PE strategies on a quantum photonic
reconfigurable device
The device described in Sect. 1.4.4 is particularly suited for the task of implementing different PE
strategies. Crucially, it satisfies the fundamental requirement of performing arbitrary two-qubit
controlled unitary operations, and gives access to tomographic measurements upon the control
photon. In particular, the projectors P̂(0,1) on the computational basis of the photonic control
qubit are measured from the statistics of the coincidence counts, as extracted from the device
output (see Fig. 1.5). In photonic experiments, measurements provide probability distributions
rather than single-shot data [136]. A strategy to exploit this can be favourable in cases where
experimental count rates20 are much faster than the reconfiguration rate, even when theoretically
sub-optimal [141]. Here we adopt the customary majority voting method (see Sect. 2.1.4), to
obtain a binary datum value E from the projective measurement statistics.
The reconfigurability and high precision of the silicon photonic device are also key in protocols
that are based upon continuous feedback from the experimental outcomes. In our experimental
setup, classical post–processing of the data obtained, and control of experimental parameter can
be achieved via the interface to a classical computer (Fig. 1.6). In the following, we will focus
experimental tests upon IPEA and RFPE protocols. These are both compatible with the size
of the corresponding available quantum circuit (unlike e.g. SPEA), and offer simultaneously
an exponentially scaling η combined with ε∼ 0 failure probabilities (unlike e.g. ITPE) in ideal
conditions. Moreover, as discussed in Sect. 2.2, they are both intrinsically designed to provide a
degree of robustness against noisy implementations.
As evident from Sect. 2.2, a crucial parameter in the expected noise resilience of the protocols
is the targeted accuracy δ. In order to observe the experimental implementations work in realistic
conditions, in the following we will refer to two different targets, derived from the applicative
realm of quantum chemistry calculations21:
• chemical accuracy, equivalent to 1 kCal/mol ∼ 10−2 eV and
• spectroscopical accuracy, loosely defined as 0.01 kCal/mol ∼ 10−4 eV.
2.3.1 Implementation of the IPEA protocol
Firstly, we intend to demonstrate the actual capability of the photonic device illustrated be-
fore to perform IPEA, representing a more standard approach already tested in a variety of
experiments [162, 165]. In order to provide a realistic testbed, we choose an excitonic molecular
20In all cases presented in this Thesis, hundreds of hertz.
21 In brief, both accuracy targets are somewhat arbitrary. The significance of chemical accuracy is related to a rea-
sonable prediction of molecular properties, given that bond energies are known within that accuracy. Spectroscopic(al)
accuracy is historically related to typical accuracies achievable for vibrational frequencies in spectroscopy, however
standard definitions do not match this understanding. Details about such definitions can be found e.g. in [163, 164].
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Hamiltonian Ĥexc as an example, simplified into a double–well potential problem for an imple-
mentation amenable to the CU(2) chip. The eigenstates of Ĥexc are mapped into the qubit basis








The Ĥexc eigenstate of choice to run PE is its ground state (|−〉 in the computational basis),
acknowledging how this class of states can in principle be prepared more reliably on a quantum
device [159]. Additional notes on the significance and construction of Ûexc are reported in Chap. 4
and Appendix C.2. In our photonic chip, therefore, the reconfigurable gates are used to implement
|−〉 as the input state and ÛMexc is compiled in the controlled unitary portion of the chip.
The binary expansion of the corresponding eigenphase φ̄(|−〉) is reported in Fig. 2.4a with 44
bits of precision22. The aforementioned chemical and spectroscopical accuracy, given the choice
of units in Eq. 2.29, are here respectively equivalent to ∼ 9 and ∼ 16 bits of accuracy in the
eigenphase estimate. Each bit can be extracted implementing the protocol described in Sect. 2.1.5,
with E obtained by projecting onto the computational basis {|0〉 , |1〉} (see Eqs. 2.4 and 2.14)
and majority voting for the most frequent outcome E, when integrating the coincidence counts
obtained in each case for 10 s. In Fig. 2.4b&c we demonstrate how bits in φ̄ can be successfully
extracted in this way, when analysing normalised coincidence counts obtained for both E = 0
and E = 1. In particular, it is possible to observe how in-absentia of decoherence phenomena,
a well–characterised photonic chip can provide most bits reliably even when Poissonian noise
is taken into account. In fact, coincidence counts are expected to be distributed according to a
Poissonian distribution P (nc,E), where nc,E ∝ P(E) is the expected number of coincidence counts
for each E. The variance of P is reported as a shaded area on the histogram bars of Fig. 2.4b-d.
As long as such variance is small compared to the total counts, P(0)' P(1) is prevented by
the measurements, within error, and a majority voted implementation is expected to be accurate.
This is the case for estimates up to 32 bits of precision for the cases shown in the same figure,
as we emphasise plotting also as a dashed line the threshold value Pt(E) = 0.5. Experimental
estimates for almost any bit in Fig. 2.4b-c are all clearly distinguishable from Pt(E), with the
only exception of the 32nd bit in subfigure c. However, this latest case can be understood by
comparing with additional bits in the binary expansion. As the truncation to the 32nd bit is not
exact, the residual unaccounted phase influences the outcome of the first measurement (as the
correction angle θ = 0 for the first step of the algorithm), which we remind corresponds to the last
significant bit in the expansion. However, this imperfection is not sufficient to operate a bit–flip,
and subsequent iterations quickly recover a clear distinction between 0’s and 1’s.
22This truncated expansion is not exact, but sufficient for the scope of this test as it will appear clear in the
following.
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FIGURE 2.5. a RFPE converging to 2πφ0 = 4.8741 rad, i.e. the energy of the dissociated H2
molecule, starting from a prior N (π,π2). Simulations are reported as a blue line, that is the
average performance over 1000 independent runs of RFPE (shaded area: 67.5% credible
interval). Standard IPEA behaviour is given by the dashed black line. Inset: convergence of
the phase estimation to φ0 (red line), where errors are evaluated using the s.d. of the prior
distribution. Error bars are obtained from the standard deviation of the median. b Energies
for the H2 molecular bond at different inter–atomic distances, as computed theoretically
(dashed line) and obtained experimentally using RFPE, after 50 steps (dots). Errors are
smaller than the markers and have been omitted.
2.3.2 Implementation of the RFPE protocol
We also demonstrate preliminarily that RFPE can be successfully implemented on the CU(2)
device. To do so, we use again as an example the ground state |−〉 of the excitonic unitary already
used for IPEA in Eq. 2.29. We set the initial prior distribution as N (π,π2), i.e. a Gaussian
distribution with mean π and variance π2, which approximates a uniform prior. The prior
was then discretised sampling 1000 particles, which is a reliable representation from previous
findings [82]. Finally, the Bayesian update and changes to the controls of the quantum device
required by RFPE can be calculated and fed to the quantum system using an interfaced classical
computer (Fig. 1.5).
In Fig. 2.5a we report the results from a single RFPE run, having an exponentially fast
convergence to the correct eigenphase φ= 4.8741/2π of the eigenstate |−〉. After 50 experiments,
the estimated error is 2.4·10−4 rad, in good agreement with the standard deviation of the posterior
Gaussian distribution (' 4.2·10−4 rad at the same epoch – in the inset of Fig. 2.5a). Importantly,
a rigorous error estimate embedded in the algorithm itself is a feature absent in other PE
techniques, that fail to detect online the errors occurring in non-fault-tolerant devices [82]. An
uncertainty about the estimates, using IPEA, is to rely upon repeated experiments, and then
evaluate the mean and standard deviation of the different eigenphases evaluated. However,
in Fig. 2.5a we can observe how RFPE outperforms IPEA, as soon as the number of repeated
experiments is O (10) (we report the case with 10 repetitions in the plot).
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A more systematic analysis is however required, to show that the results do not depend from
a specific unitary configuration implemented in the chip. This is accomplished in a quantum
simulation applicative scenario, i.e. estimating molecular energies as a control parameter for the
molecular configuration is scanned. Here we pick as an example the well–studied H2 molecule
Hamiltonian Ĥhyd, and the corresponding evolution unitary Û(t)= e−iĤhyd t for a range of atomic
separations between the hydrogen nuclei. Classical theoretical simulations show how this range
captures both the bonded as well as dissociated molecule configurations (Fig. 2.5b, dashed line),
so that the binding energy can be extracted from the scan [148, 162, 166]. In the experiment,
we scanned a set of 18 different exemplary atomic separations, increasing the density of the
sampling close to the bond energy. For each value, we performed a single run of RFPE along
50 iterations to evaluate the eigenphase (thus equivalently to what shown in Fig. 2.5). Each
datapoint is obtained after about 20 mins. As shown in Fig. 2.5b, the estimated energies match
the theoretical values with high precision. The average error for the dataset is 0.72 kCal/mol,
providing a precision higher than chemical accuracy (see pg. 65).
2.3.3 Testing protocols’ resilience against external noise
The main advantage of the Bayesian approach over traditional methods comes from its expected
reliability on non-fault-tolerant devices. Here we investigate experimentally the robustness of
the protocol against three main controllable sources of imperfections: gate errors, decoherence
and losses. A noisy control over the quantum operations, as well as imperfections in the device
fabrication or calibration lead to the well known problem of the infidelity in unitary operations
implemented in quantum hardware. In our specific case, integrated quantum photonic devices
tend to suffer from limitations in the accuracy of the (feedback) control, as implemented by
the TO phase shifters, as well as residual thermal crosstalk (Sect. 1.4.4.2). The precise control
achieved by the electronic phase-shifters driver, along with careful preliminary calibration (see
Sect. 1.4.4.2), allows us to tune the noise affecting the phase gates. To do so, we replace the phases
ϕ̄ that implement the correct Û , with synthetic values ϕ sampled from a Gaussian distribution
ϕ∼N (ϕ̄,σphase). The parameter σphase therefore quantifies a synthetic Gaussian noise in the
phases, which can be interpreted as infidelities in the implemented state preparation and unitary
evolution. In Fig. 1.7b, we simulate in advance the amount of infidelity expected in the device,
according to the value of σphase and assuming an otherwise ideal device.
Fig. 2.6a shows the outcome of both RFPE and IPEA protocols, for 0 < σphase ≤ 0.55 rad,
corresponding to worst-case average state fidelity 94% and gate fidelity 91% expected in the
chip. For each value, a single RFPE run is performed, using 100 epochs (and an equal number of
experiments), with the error of the final estimate extracted from the posterior inferred. On the
contrary, 16-bit IPEA is averaged over 10 independent runs to estimate the error bars, i.e. 160
total experiments per data point. Because of the different number of experiments in the two cases,
the comparison emerging from Fig. 2.6a is intended to show the different robustness against
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FIGURE 2.6. Effects of different experimental noises (pictorially represented on the left) on
PE strategies. For IPEA data, experiments were repeated 10 times with 16-bit accuracy to
evaluate median error and error bars, while the RFPE data were collected from a single run,
after 100 measurements. Error bars for the estimated phase represent in both plots either a
67.5% credible region for RFPE, either a 67.5% confidence interval for IPEA. In the cases
where error bars are smaller than the markers they have been omitted for clarity. Points are
experimental data and dashed lines are simulations averaged over 1000 runs. a Infidelity
of quantum operation. Each of the correct phases ϕ̄i for the phase gates is synthetically
replaced with a Gaussian distributed ϕi ∼N (ϕ̄i,σPhase), where σphase models a noisy phase
implementation. b Decoherence, simulated altering the readout according to the chosen
T2 value, as explained in the main text. c Losses, progressively increased by drifting via
piezoelectric actuators the fibre, coupling the pump to the chip (see Fig. 1.6), starting from
the optimal coupling condition (at the left of the plot). Losses are captured by the inverse
count frequency (averaged for each run), reported on the horizontal axis.
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noise of the two protocols, instead of comparing their η’s. We observe how when σphase ≥ 0.05 rad,
the accuracy for IPEA dramatically decreases. More importantly, error estimates from average
runs become quickly unreliable, as it had been predicted in Sect. 2.2. RFPE, instead, is capable
of providing still a high level of precision in this regime (δ∼ 10−6 rad), where IPEA is broken,
displaying a much higher resilience to noise. In order to see the performance of RFPE substantially
affected, we had to run the protocol with σphase > 0.3 rad, corresponding to operation infidelities
much higher than those achieved through the characterisation outlined in Sect. 1.4.4.2. These
are not only unlikely to occur in a photonic implementation, but likely to be satisfied also in many
other competing quantum computing platforms [167, 168].
Decoherence is a stringent limitation in many quantum computing experiments, and therefore
a crucial effect to explore in PE strategies, even if of negligible importance in quantum photonics.
Therefore, we need to simulate it artificially in our setup, by flattening out the coincidence counts
from the SNSPDs for the Π̂(0) and Π̂(1) projectors, via classical post-processing of the data. A
Poissonian uncertainty is then included in the modified measurements. In agreement with the
model for a depolarising channel (Sect. 1.1.2), we mimicked a decoherence time T2 such that:




where P(D|φ) is the data obtained from the photon coincidence counts for the outcome D ∈ {0,1}.
This alteration is introduced in the output data along with the iterative process, so to affect the
inference for the next experiments. Post–processing data with Eq. 2.3.3, we can simulate the
behaviour of RFPE and IPEA in systems that are prone to this model of decoherence.
The action of this noise model up to T2 = 4 is reported in Fig. 2.6b. IPEA eigenphase estimates
undergo a substantial and sharp deterioration at T2 ∼32, whereas the median error of RFPE
(after 100 steps) decreases only polynomially with 1/T2. By maintaining an error O (10−2) even
in the regime where conventional IPEA is unable to perform successfully, RFPE is confirmed
as a robust choice. In the presence of characterised depolarising noise an optimised value for
M is given by min(d1.25/σe,T2) [82]. The latter statement implies that significantly reduced T2
will inevitably impact on the performance of RFPE significantly. Indeed, RFPE ceases to learn
exponentially quickly when 1/σ∼ T2, yet continues learning at a polynomial rate, unlike IPEA,
as expected from the theoretical analysis in [82].
Finally, losses in the circuit were amplified by progressively drifting the laterally coupled
tapered fiber away from the optimal position, using the piezo–controllers, whilst recording the
average count level at the detectors. The outcome from both algorithms in this scenario is
illustrated in Fig. 2.6c.
For all cases, the mismatch in the experimental data is due to non–reproducible fluctuations
in the coupling and detection efficiency, and additional losses in the setup. The simulations take
into account the characterised residual phase noise in the device, used to extract the error bars
reported in Fig. 2.6a–c.
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Results in this Chapter show the application of precise, controllable integrated photonics
quantum devices to test and compare different quantum algorithms. We experimentally verified
a Bayesian phase estimation algorithm on a fully programmable silicon quantum photonic device
and demonstrated its superior performance in presence of noise. Although making use of a
small-scale unitary (and hence photonic device), more complex future implementations can be
efficiently performed on any scalable quantum architecture.
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2.4 Author’s contributions to the Chapter
Sect. 2.1 is my review of established results available in the literature, enriched by personal
observations and on–purpose analyses.
Sect. 2.2 adapts known results to the specific case of noise impacting on some PE algorithms,
as such it builds upon well–known results, to include minor ad–hoc contributions from me.
Sect. 2.3 mostly reports experimental results and analyses published as [141], by
myself and collaborators at the University of Bristol. I have actively participated to the
writing of the paper, as well as its review process. The seminal idea to test IPEA and RFPE
upon the same device is due to Dr. Santagati & Dr. Wang. Contributions to design, fabrication
and preliminary characterisation of the CU(2) device have already been stated at pg. 46. I
have prepared the simulation code for the IPEA implementation, and written additional code
to interface it with the experiment controls (this is in particular Sect. 2.3.1). Mr. Paesani
has prepared the simulation code for the RFPE implementation, that was interfaced with
the experiment using the same library prepared for IPEA (this is in particular Sect. 2.3.2). I
have been responsible for the characterisation and simulation of noises in the CU(2) device,
proposing in particular the experiment in Fig. 2.6a. Finally, I have participated to the data
collection and analysis of experiments displayed in Figs. 2.4, 2.4b & 2.6.
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QUANTUM DEVICES
Recently, the evolution of data-rich methodologies, driven by increasingly powerful experimental
setups, such as the large hadron collider, has met and exceeded expectations [169, 170]. Machine
learning methodologies have played an essential role in delivering some of the most recent
scientific discoveries, e.g. the detection of the Higgs’ boson [171] and of gravitational waves [172].
Extracting usable knowledge from such huge amounts of data is thus a major scientific chal-
lenge. The automation of scientific discovery has become not just an interesting theoretical and
philosophical problem, but a necessity, given that many experiments are capable of generating
data much faster than they can analyse [173], e.g. the LHC facilities generating ∼150 PB/year
data rates [174]. Machine learning protocols, applied to the analysis of large experimental data
sets, have shown promising results, ranging from classification and (compressed) mapping to
optimisation and decision making [175].
However, solving inverse problems by distilling models from data, without incurring in
excessive over-fitting, withstands as a grand challenge. This challenge is motivated by far
reaching implications in the full automation of the learning process [175–177], yet frustrated
by formal ill-posedness of many inverse problems of interest [178]. Within the specific realm of
physical systems’ modelling, research efforts evolved from optimal parametrisations of a priori
structured models (e.g. for the equations of motion [179]), to graph-based searches for free-form
models from the outcomes of classical physics experiments, by focusing on nontrivial conservation
laws [177, 180]. However, the physical variables algorithmically combined are still based upon
preliminary intuition of the phenomenon or leveraging the parallelism between representation in
artificial neural networks (ANN) and physical modelling [181].
Testing reliably and efficiently quantum systems is essential for the development of quantum
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technologies [182, 183]. Hereafter, we will refer to a set of tasks that specify the steps of the global
testing cycle. In our terminology, we will refer to characterisation as a broad–scope investigation
of the behaviour and response of a device, which often involves adjusting control settings within
reasonable ranges. Once the capabilities of a device have been characterised, it is possible to
perform a verification of whether its components meet the specified requirements. Finally, at
a more abstract level, the device validation involves checking whether it is capable to perform
correctly the tasks it was designed for. We have thus left intact the usual understanding of the
last two tasks, as introduced originally in the computer software community, and adopted instead
a hardware–specific point of view for the first [184]. We synthetically name the three steps as
above “CVV” .
From a modelling perspective, in the characterisation phase we expect a comprehensive
model for the device not to be used (if available at all). As Physics itself is ultimately a modelling
effort, we expect that the systematic characterisation of novel quantum devices will deepen
our understanding of the physics governing them. At the verification level and beyond, instead,
a model for the device is in place and the testing consists of checking if, and to what extent,
this model describes the behaviour of the device. As near term quantum circuits might soon
provide data-throughput in the range of PB per run [185, 186], the challenge of automated
characterisation is likely to become crucial as quantum circuits depth increases. ANNs have
been recently applied to learn efficient representations for quantum states of interest [187, 188],
to perform tomographic quantum state [181] and unitary evolution reconstruction [189], and
to automatically tune quantum devices [190]. Also, supervised learning techniques have been
applied to the automated design of quantum gates [191] and experimental state preparation in
quantum optics [192].
In this chapter, we will discuss two families of methods addressing the open research question
of CVV. First, we will present in Sect. 3.2 Quantum Hamiltonian Learning (QHL), a scalable
solution to the problem of retrieving optimal parameters for a system whose true Hamiltonian is
known to match a certain parametrised model Ĥ0, provided a priori. QHL can also be used to
qualitatively estimate how accurately Ĥ0 reproduces experimental measurements on the system.
QHL therefore satisfies well the requirements to verify and/or validate a quantum device, and
we will demonstrate the efficient usage of QHL to this extent in Sect. 3.3.1 for a nanoscopic
magnetometer. However, in order to provide a thorough characterisation toolset, QHL does not
suffice. To this extent, we introduce in Sect. 3.4 the Quantum Model Learning Agent (QMLA) ,
an approach to automatically construct an approximate model to characterise the behaviour of
a quantum system (Sect. 3.4). We test QMLAs in numerical simulations and we apply it to the
experimental study of a two-qubit model for the open-system dynamics of an electron spin in a
nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centre coupled to its spin bath (Sect. 3.5.1 and following ones), adopting




A complete characterisation of a (sufficiently) isolated quantum system requires to address both
its current state, as well as the dynamics induced by the system itself. The capability to acquire
such information is crucial to certify the developments of novel quantum devices [193, 194].
Quantum state tomography (QST) has provided a golden standard to the task of identify and
validate an unknown quantum state ρ∗, potentially starting from no a priori information. The
key idea is to measure the expectation values for a complete set of observables, assuming that we
have access to enough exact copies of ρ∗ [5, 195]. Once this set of measurements is accomplished,
classical techniques are adopted to reconstruct the density matrix, ranging from linear inversion
and maximum likelihood, to Bayesian inference and penalised risk minimisation [196].
Unfortunately, this formulation encounters a major scaling problem, which is ultimately due
to the intrinsic limitations of reconstructing quantum states with methods that necessarily adopt
classical devices. As the Hilbert space for an n–qubits system scales as d = 2n, the corresponding
density matrix ρ∗ ∈Cd×d, so that the number of entries to estimate will intuitively be O (d2).
This limitation can be mitigated whenever it is possible to make assumptions about ρ∗,
introducing non–trivial a priori information. A few successful approaches focus on states whose
density matrices can be described by a reduced number of entries [194], leveraging upon the
observation that this class of states can cover many cases of physical interest, as discussed at
length in Chap. 4. Compressed quantum tomography (CQT) provides a quadratic advantage over
QST when ρ∗ is a matrix of low–rank r [197, 198]. For example, this is the case when ρ∗ is well
approximated by a pure state, which has r = 1. In these cases, the number of measurements
required by CQT is O (rd logd), which is almost–optimal1. Additionally, CQT is experimentally
amenable, as the measurements required are two–outcome Pauli observables, easy to implement
in several quantum computing architectures [198, 199]. Further improvements are possible
when the states are well approximated by matrix product states of dimension dP < d, which is
generally the case for states prepared in systems whereby nearest–neighbour interactions are
dominant [200]. Some architectures are particularly well–suited for this approach, as e.g. ion
chains have dP ∝ n, so that the scaling in measurements is linear [201]. Polynomial scaling in
the number of measurements as well as in the computational post–processing requirements can
also be achieved when dealing with permutationally invariant states2, or when approximating
ρ∗ as such [194, 202]. These methods have been successfully demonstrated experimentally, e.g.
[203].
Also ML techniques have been invoked to reduce the complexity of tomographic tasks, follow-
ing on the idea that a tomographic reconstruction task for ρ∗ can be posed in terms of quantum
state learning, i.e. predicting the outcome of any available measurement, given a certain experi-
1 This is because an arbitrary rank r matrix has O (rd) independent entries, and therefore in principle O (rd)
observables should suffice for a complete estimation.







/n!, so that a generic
state ρ∗ is permutationally invariant if ρ∗ = ρPI .
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mental setup [188]. Classical machine learning has thus been invoked in QST either to simply
implement the state reconstruction phase [204], or to replace a full–reconstruction approach
with an approximate learning via neural networks [181, 205], as demonstrated also experimen-
tally [206, 207]. Finally, also the link between proper QML and tomography has been recently
investigated via Quantum Boltzmann machines [208].
Even a full–reconstruction of the output state for a quantum device evidently does not exhaust
its characterisation, as this tells us close to nothing about the dynamics actually implemented by
the device [194]. We assumed to prepare only copies of the same output ρ∗, which is true only for
a trivial dynamics. Quantum process tomography (QPT) attempts to address this additional task.
More formally, we now aim to reconstruct the completely–positive linear map M (ρin), describing










i Â i ≤ 1̂. A well–established classification distinguishes
between direct and indirect QPT, whereby in the first case measurements are used to provide
direct information about the underlying process, whereas indirect methods accomplisth QPT via
QST performed upon a set of probe states evolved according to M [193].
Indirect methods, being based upon state tomography, suffer from the same scalability issues.
For example, standard QPT requires to prepare d2 linearly independent probe states, and recon-
struct the corresponding outputs with QST. Therefore, the total number of measurements scales
as O (d4) [5, 209]. Ancilla–assisted process tomography requires instead to prepare entangled
states of an expanded system–ancilla ensemble with d′ ≥ d2 [193]. This overhead is justified
by reducing the characterisation of the quantum process to an approximate quantum state
tomography (hence requiring the capability to prepare a single ρin), in such a larger Hilbert space,
which amounts to perform not less4 than O (4n) measurements [193]. On the contrary, methods
like the direct characterisation of quantum dynamics bypass completely any QST, inferring single
elements of the map M from the outcomes probability distributions of specific ρin states [210].
The overall cost in terms of experiments of these direct methods is also O (4n), but it can be
favourable whenever, in the experimental setup, measurements are more demanding than the
preparation of fiducial probe states.
In order to address the scalability issues, tomography–free methods have been suggested, such
as the randomised benchmarking, which focus on gate–implementations of the system dynamics,
and replace accurate state preparation and measurement with fidelity measures and randomly
chosen gates. Finally, also in the realm of QPT, machine learning methods have played a role in
the process reconstruction algorithmic, both from complete [209] as well as incomplete [211] sets
of tomographic data.
3See also at pg. 8.
4 Further expansion of the Hilbert space can actually lead to corresponding reductions in the number of experi-
ments, see [193].
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In summary, process tomography strategies outlined in this Section address the problem of
the complete characterisation of a quantum process, i.e. assuming no prior knowledge about the
system itself, in terms of the state mapping M , described in Eq. 3.1. However, the information
tomographically acquired about M describes the dynamics as non–accessible, if not for the output
state, evolved at a single snapshot in time. This approach does not match the most common
implementations of quantum devices, which adopt controllable interactions, their duration being
particularly prone to accurate experimental control5. In this way, the more compelling question
of characterising the generator of the dynamics for a quantum system is left open. That is,
if a different evolution time is chosen (e.g. a change in the duration of a pulse occurs), then
performing a new process tomography is required, as the information from previous QPT provides
no bootstrap for the novel characterisation task. Additionally, QPT is limited by serious scalability
issues [212], as the number of input probe states and/or measurements scales exponentially with
the system’s size in qubits, n [193].
3.2 Quantum Hamiltonian Learning via Likelihood Estimation
In this section we discuss a fundamentally different approach called Quantum Hamiltonian
Learning [157, 213, 214], which relaxes some fundamental assumptions of QPT: i) it provides a
hamiltonian description for the full dynamic evolution that the quantum system undergoes; ii) it
assumes some kind of a priori information about the system. The first point elucidates how QHL
learns the generator of the quantum system’s dynamics, assuming a closed system completely
characterised via its Hamiltonian [28]. As it will appear more evident in Sect. 3.4, this limitation
becomes important when the closed-system approximation is not valid. We can now introduce a
more formal:
Definition 3.1. Known a parametrised Hamiltonian model for a system, Ĥ(~x), where ~x =
(x1, x2, . . . , xN ) ∈ RN the array of system parameters to characterise, a Quantum Hamiltonian
Learning method aims to provide the optimal set of parameters ~x0 to describe the system’s
dynamics ∀ξ experimental control setting and ∀τ ∈ [0,τmax] evolution times6.
Therefore, when applicable, QHL tools infer the parameters of a Hamiltonian, as an inverse
problem given the outcomes of experiments with control setting ξ and evolution time τ. In the
following of this Chapter, we will often assume for simplicity that the only controllable parameter
available in experiments is the time τ. This assumption can be immediately generalised [212], and
for example in Sect. 3.4 we include explicitly as control setting the probe state, so that ξ :
∣∣ψ〉 ,τ.
Crucially, the Hamiltonian model assumed as a priori information renders superfluous to perform
experiments ∀τ ∈ R+, as it is expected that the information extracted from experiments at a
sampled set {τi} will provide sufficient knowledge to predict the system’s behaviour at τ ∉ {τi}, as
5E.g. see Fig. 1.10 for exemplary sequences with NV–centres.
6An overview of the dynamics for a quantum system has been provided in Sect. 1.1.1.
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long as τmax ∼maxi{τi} [157]. The cutoff time τmax therefore introduces in the QHL protocol what
can be practically achieved experimentally. In a machine learning wording, therefore, the inverse
problem is solved optimising~x over the training set of times {τi}, and using~x0 to meaningfully
predict over a potentially much larger test set of evolution times.
The additional flexibility in terms of evolution time that QHL allows over QPT methods
comes at the expense of imposing the Hamiltonian parametrisation Ĥ(~x) as known in advance.
However, this can be a reasonable assumption for many experimental systems, where theory or
preliminary characterisation have provided an initial model, including all and only those terms
that are expected from the physics of the system [212]. Also, we will normally assume that the
parametrisation chosen is an efficient representation of Ĥ∗, or more formally, we define:
Definition 3.2. A parametrisation Ĥ(~x)≡∑i xi ĥi in the single operators ĥi as non–degenerate,
iff any two parameters xi, x j are uncorrelated;
and assume Ĥ(~x) to be non–degenerate unless stated otherwise. Degeneracies can be im-
mediately identified via linear algebra in treatable cases7. Avoiding degeneracies in QHL can
significantly simplify the task of learning an appropriate~x0, and will be discussed later on.
A first approach to QHL is known as Classical Likelihood Estimation (CLE) . First introduced
in [213], CLE combines an adaptive Bayesian inference procedure with a machine learning
method and efficient heuristics, in order to appropriately design experiments acting on the
quantum system to characterise. CLE stores all information about the parameters in a prior prob-
ability distribution P(~x). The latter captures how confident we are in a certain parametrisation~x
representing the optimal~x0. Formally, the information updated progressively by CLE, through
a series of experimental outcomes D := {D i}, can then be represented as a posterior distribution
P(~x|D), having a variance σ(P(~x)). Each epoch of the CLE protocol is composed of four main steps,
which are iterated until σ(P(~x)) either converges, or shrinks below a target threshold a priori
defined. A flowchart for CLE8 is provided in Fig. 3.4.
1. The prior distribution P(~x) leads to adaptively choosing the experimental setting (here τ)
adopted for the next iteration.
2. The (closed) quantum system is prepared and evolved according to Ĥ:
a) An appropriate initial probe state
∣∣ψ〉 is prepared as the input state, chosen such that
its evolution under Ĥ is informative.
b) The system undergoes the unitary evolution exp
(−iĤ(~x∗)τ), dictated by the Hamilto-
nian Ĥ for the chosen time τ and true parametrisation~x∗.
7See Appendix C.4 for some examples.
8 The flowchart therein describes CLE applied to magnetometry purposes, as discussed later in Sect. 3.3.1.
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3. A projective measurement upon the basis set {|D〉} is performed on the evolved system, to
obtain an outcome D with probability given by the likelihood function:
L (D|~x∗;τ)= ∣∣〈D∣∣exp(−iĤ(~x∗)τ)∣∣ψ〉∣∣2 (3.2)
4. The probability distribution P(~x) of the Hamiltonian parameters is updated adopting a
simulator:
a) The simulator performs experiments with evolution exp
(−iĤ(~x)τ) as in steps 1–3, for
the generic parametrised Hamiltonian Ĥ(~x). In this way the corresponding likelihood
L (D|~x,τ) can be estimated. L (D|~x,τ) represents the probability of obtaining outcome
D, when~x is chosen as parameter
b) In order to obtain the posterior distribution, we invoke Bayes’ rule:
P ′(~x|D)= L (D|~x;τ)P(~x)
P(D)
, (3.3)
where P(~x) is given by the prior at the corresponding epoch, whilst P(D) is a normali-
sation factor.
The adaptivity invoked for step 1 is not strictly necessary, as in principle it is possible to extract
information also offline, i.e. from a set of data D already obtained. However, this affects the
efficiency of the protocol [213], as in this case it is not granted that experiments are performed
at the most informative times9. Therefore, as already seen in Sect. 2.1.6 for Bayesian methods
adopted for QPE purposes, also QHL natively adapts the experiment design at each epoch.
We remark how the probe state
∣∣ψ〉 (step 2) is not adaptive in CLE. By informative, we mean
that
∣∣ψ〉 must undergo a meaningful evolution under Ĥ, e.g. it could be a state orthogonal to the
Hilbert subspace spanned by the Hamiltonian eigenstates. As the evolution in step 2.b occurs in
the quantum system, it is of no concern regarding scalability.
The projective measurements in step 3 usually involve the computational basis for the system,
e.g. {|0〉 , |1〉} for a single qubit. Therefore, in the following we will often contract L0(~x,τ) :=
L (0|~x,τ). An efficient comparison of the likelihoods in Eq. 3.2 with those obtained for trial
parametrisations in step 4.a is crucial for a successful learning of~x0. However, as detailed in
[214], this evaluation might be numerically unstable for large systems and addressing this issue
requires substantial modifications of the protocol.
Step 4 is at the core of CLE, and elicits how this protocol formulates the characterisation
problem in terms of a quantum simulation task: the retrieval of the optimal parametrisation~x0 ∼
~x∗ is obtained by recursive simulation of trial values. In CLE, a classical simulator implements
the evolution exp
(−iĤ(~x)τ), but quantum devices might represent the only scalable choice in
general. Indeed, for a general Ĥ with no evident tensor structure, calculating this evolution is
9See also the discussion in Sect. 3.2.2.
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expected not to be efficient on a classical computer [157, 160]. A few examples will be given in
the following Chap. 4. Therefore, with the growing size of the system to characterise, unless
an analytical model renders the evolution classically tractable [213], CLE does not provide
an efficient solution10. In such cases, in order to make the overall inference process scalable,
Quantum Likelihood Estimation (QLE) has been proposed [157, 214], whereby step 4.a can be
run on a quantum simulator, addressing the scalability due to quantum simulation purposes.
QLE has been first demonstrated experimentally by our group in [215] for the characterisation of
Rabi oscillations in a diamond NV–centre, and used in this chapter in Sect. 3.5.3.
Storing the updated knowledge about the parametrisation ~x as the posterior distribution
P ′(~x|D) leads to a convenient feature of Bayesian methods: embedding a well–motivated uncer-
tainty about the estimate~x0. Once a certain credibility level κ has been established as satisfactory,
one can immediately introduce:
Definition 3.3. The credible region with level κ for the distribution P ′(~x) is the minimal volume




Credible regions are the Bayesian equivalent of frequentist confidence regions, signifying the
multi–dimensional interval within we believe~x∗ to lie, with a confidence level of κ. Therefore
they will be consistently adopted in the following as the best uncertainty metric that can be
provided for the outcome of the likelihood estimation procedure.
Finally, if we assume the outcomes {D i} obtained at the end of various experiments to be













which summarises a complete inference process in CLE/QLE. All implementations so far invoke
a classical co–processor to perform the calculation in step 4.b, so that QHL can be also considered
a hybrid quantum protocol. The circuit for both QHL protocols is outlined in Fig. 3.1.
3.2.1 The prior representation problem and the SMC approximation
The Bayesian inference invoked to update the belief about a certain Hamiltonian parametrisation
~x immediately poses two major computational problems: how to efficiently and reliably store,
and update, the prior distribution P(~x). In general, the parameters are continuous, as recalled in
Def. 3.1: a direct, exact experimental estimation of the normalisation factor in Eq. 3.4 is thus out
of reach, as this would imply infinite experiments per chosen time τ, to compute the likelihood
10 Even if unsuitable for large scale applications, we will apply effectively CLE for the results presented in
Sect. 3.3.1 and Sect. 3.4, that refer to systems composed by only a few qubits.
11 We hereby intend the usual definition of statistical independence. In particular, to obtain Eq. 3.4 we need to
invoke L ({D i}|~x; {τi})=
∏
i L (D i |~x;τi).
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FIGURE 3.1. Logical circuits for CLE and QLE, where the simulator is intended to be
respectively a classical and a quantum simulator. Ĥ∗ is the Hamiltonian of the system to
characterise, and Ĥ(~x) its parametrisation. Other symbols are explained in Sect. 3.2.
LD(~x′;τ) throughout the integration range. The problem is equivalent to what already seen in
Sect. 2.1.6.
In simple cases where the likelihood function is analytical, one might attempt an exact
update of L [57, 212]. However a closed form for the likelihood might often be unavailable, so
that extracting information about the best estimate~x0, after D data have been collected, would





and this can be computationally intensive to compute at each single step in an online experiment.
An efficient solution to this problem has been proposed since the introduction of CLE, and
consists in the adoption of approximate Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods [213]. Within
this approximation, the parameter space is discretised as a set of M particles (see Fig. 3.2a),
i.e. discrete parameter values {~xm} sampled from the prior distribution P(~x), that can thus be





each with a weight proportional to the estimated value of P(~xm). This approach leads immediately
12 In general, no proof of convexity for the problem in Eq. 3.5 can be given. Several counterexamples are known
instead: already the single–parameter estimation problem illustrated in Sect. 3.3.1 for magnetometry is highly non–
convex due to phase periodicities [135], and the situation exacerbates when multiple parameters are involved [216].
However, this does not preclude that some special cases might well be convex.
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FIGURE 3.2. The SMC approximation and LWR resampling, across different steps of the
inference process for a bivariate prior P(~x)≡ P(x1, x2). Horizontal axes report an arbitrary
range of values for each parameter xi, whereas the prior is reported on the vertical axis.
a The initial prior as a discretised uniform multidimensional distribution (SMC). b The
posterior after a certain number of update steps, with support on the same particles used
in a. c The updated discretised representation of the posterior in b just after a (LWR)
resampling event.















L (D|~xm;τ) wm, (3.8)
which can be readily computed from the set of outcomes obtained from the corresponding M
experiments. In terms of cost of the outlined inference procedure, this can be split in the cost
of each likelihood estimation, times the number of particles involved, times the number of
epochs required for the algorithm to converge to the final estimate ~x0. In order to estimate
the likelihoods, and therefore the correct weights w∗m, within accuracy ε≤
∑
m |wm −w∗m|/M by
statistical sampling, O (1/ε2) estimations are required. SMC methods require M ∝ poly[dim(~x)]
[217]. The scaling of dim(~x with the system’s size n is unknown in general [157], however it is
expected to be subexponential in many cases of interest to quantum simulation (see also Chap. 4).
We are thus left with the number of necessary epochs: it has been shown how efficient choices for
the experimental parameters14 can provide an exponentially fast learning rate of the parameter
values~x0 [157, 212, 213]. Therefore we can conclude that the overall procedure is efficient, as
long as exponential precision in the estimate of LD(~x;τ) is not required, i.e. as long as
P(D) ∈O (1/poly(n)) (3.9)
for a random set of particles.
13Here reported for the single step case, equivalently to Eq. 3.3, but it can be immediately generalised to a
cumulative case.
14 See Sect. 3.2.2.
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Now that QHL scalability has been partially addressed, an additional remark about its
practicality is due. So far, we assumed the particle positions {~xm} to be held constant throughout
the inference process. If we consider a simple single parameter x case estimation, starting from a
uniform prior with support in the interval of width ∆= xmax − xmin, then we need approximately
M ∝∆/σ̃(x) particles, if we are to ensure a final uncertainty σ(x). In this way, for highly accurate
estimations, the memory usage by the classical co–processor might quickly become beyond the
range provided by fast experimental control equipment15, e.g. FPGAs. Importantly, this simplistic
approach is not necessary, as with the progression of the inference across epochs, the updated prior
approximation will have support on only a few of particles. This is exemplified in Fig. 3.2b, where
we assumed that a Gaussian approximation for the posterior holds well. Indeed, a successful
learning process has wm ∝ P(~xm)→ 0 for most of the initial particles, as the latter ones have been
ruled out by measurements so far, and therefore storing their locations and weights provides
little information.
This inefficiency can be addressed with resampling methods. These sample from the updated
posterior new particles, as soon as their weights signify that the effective size (
∑
m w2m) has
fallen below a user-defined threshold (tresample). In particular, in this Thesis we rely on the
Liu-West resampler (LWR), following implementations in [155]. A resampler essentially allows to
switch between the density–based and weights–based representation of the information from the
updated posterior distribution. It thus extends the approach already seen with particle filtering
methods in Sect. 2.1.6. Typical SMC update events in the learning process act on the weights
according to Eq. 3.7, leaving intact the locations of the particles. However, when a resampling
occurs, it resets the information stored in the {w′m} making them uniform, at the same transferring
the information from the previous set {wm} in the density of the new particle locations {~x′m} (see
Fig. 3.2c). Additionally, LWR allows the user to tune how much the particle positions can be
modified at each resampling event (via the a parameter), essentially compromising between the
learning rate and the robustness to noisy inferences. In the Appendix we provide flowcharts for
both a typical SMC update16 and LWR, respectively in Figs. 3.4 & A.2.
The definition of a credible region (Def. 3.3) can be immediately and efficiently ported into the
SMC approximation. Chosen κ, it is enough to identify the subset of particles X ≡ {~xm}κ, whose
weights satisfy
∑
X wm ≥ κ. The particles are usually selected starting from those with highest
weight [155]. Then, the credible region is given by the minimum–volume enclosing ellipsoid17
with covariance matrix Σ, which satisfies:
(~xm −~x0)TΣ−1(~xm −~x0)≤ 1, ∀~xm ∈ X . (3.10)
15 As we will see for a typical magnetometry case in Sect. 3.3.1, state–of–art uncertainties for the estimation of
magnetic fields with quantum sensors would lead to GBs of particles’ storage in memory.
16As employed in the MFL experimental protocol
17 This can be practically found e.g. via the Khachiyan algorithm [218].
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3.2.2 Efficient time heuristics
As aforementioned, an efficient inference process depends crucially from the choice of appropriate
experimental controls at each epoch of the algorithm, in order to perform maximally informative
experiments. We first give an intuitive explanation about this, using a simple, single–parameter
Hamiltonian:
Ĥrz(x)= x σ̂z2 , (3.11)
with a probe state
∣∣ψ〉 := |+〉 and a measurement basis {|D〉} := {|+〉 , |−〉}. This case was studied in
detail in [156, 213].
For this study case, we have again τ as the only experimental control parameter, and therefore
choosing an experimental setup ξ here amounts to choosing an evolution time τi at epoch i. In
Fig. 3.3 we exemplify the intimate relationship between τ and the uncertainty in the parameter
estimate, as represented for example by the standard deviation σi :=σ({xm}i) of the discretised
set of particles. In the figure we report the oscillatory behaviour of L+(x;τ) with τ for the
true value here chosen arbitrarily x∗ = 2, along with a set of different representative values
{xm} ∈ [2,2.5]= [x∗, x∗+σ({xm})].













Figure 3.3: The intuition behind the Particle Guess Heuristic (PGH), for the paradigm case
Ĥrz, where the optimality of PGH can be proven analytically. The vertical axis represents the
likelihood L0(x;τ) of obtaining D = 0 at time τ. Evolution calculated from trial values x at regular
distances |x− x∗| ≤ σ/2 = 0.25 from the true value x∗ are represented with fading colours for
higher distances. The green vertical line is in correspondence of τ= 1/σ.
Now, the inference process outlined in Sect. 3.2 will essentially distinguish among tentative
values xm, according to how well the likelihoods L+(xm;τ) reproduce the correct one, for the
chosen experimental setup τ. In Fig. 3.3 we highlight with vertical lines three different values
(τ1,τ2,τ3) = (0.1/σi,1/σi,3/σi), respectively in red, green and orange. In correspondence of τ1,
we can see how L+(x∗;τ) ∼ L+(xm;τ)∀m, so that highly accurate likelihood evaluations are
required to distinguish the performance of the particles chosen. In other words, the choice of τ1
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is too conservative, as the confidence interval about x∗ stored in the prior is already too tight
to be effectively distinguished for such early times. On the contrary, choosing τ3 would lead to
ambiguous outcomes, as due to the periodicities in the dynamics, L+(x∗;τ) is accidentally better
reproduced by particles which do not minimise |xm − x∗|. In this case, we do not have enough
prior information to perform meaningful experiments for such long times. Finally, evolution times
τ∼ 1/σi appear instead an effective compromise choice, whereby the likelihoods of the various
particles are well distinguished but do not lead to ambiguity in the results.
The intuitive reasoning behind Fig. 3.3 is that as the inference learns the parameters with
shrinking uncertainty, longer evolution times are required to distinguish values closer in the







L (D|~x;τ) QL(~x∗,~x0(D,τ)) (3.13)
QL(~x∗,~x0(D,τ)) :=
∥∥~x∗−~x0(D,τ))∥∥2 (3.14)
respectively the risk of the estimator18 P(~x)
D,τ−−→~x0 , and the quadratic loss against the correct
value~x∗, capturing the estimate error. All expressions refer to a single update step. The Bayes
risk therefore is an averaged risk of how erroneous the estimate~x0 will be, after an update is
performed with control τ, obtaining datum D. Loss functions other than Eq. 3.14 are possible,
the main advantage of QL being that adopting it, the trace of the posterior’s covariance matrix
equates the Bayes risk [156].
The Bayesian strategy is to minimise the objective function given by Eq. 3.12, considering
that under reasonable regularity conditions for P(~x), at any given epoch the Bayesian estimator
gives~x0 ≡ E[P ′(~x|D;τ)], i.e. the expectation value of the posterior [157]. A first lower bound, in
full generality for the single–parameter model in Eq. 3.11, is provided by the application of the
Cramer–Rao bound19, obtaining for the risk of performing an update with time τ [213]:
r(P(x), x∗,τ)≥ 1/τ2. (3.15)
However, this lower bound has been highlighted to be loose for few exemplary characterisation
cases and most importantly, does not provide a clear indication for the choice of an optimal
τ. A more meaningful bound can be introduced by invoking more stringent assumptions and
18 Here the estimator is the function that infers~x0(D,τ), i.e. the estimate of the parameter from the dataset D,τ
(hence this dependence of the estimate~x0 has been made explicit in Eqs. 3.12–3.14.), in full generality.
19 The Cramer–Rao bound states how the estimator’s variance must obey σ2(~x0) ≥ 1/I (~x), with I the Fisher
information. Since we adopted the loss function in Eq. 3.13, we remind that we can immediately replace σ2(~x0) =
r(P(~x),~x∗,τ). In general, I (~x) ≡−∑D L (D|~x,τ)(∇~x log(L (D|~x,τ)) ·∇T~x log(L (D|~x,τ))), which for this simple 1D case
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particularly, that the posterior is well approximated by a normal distribution20. In this case, the
integral from Eq. 3.12 can be expressed analytically in closed form as an oscillatory function (in
τ), which is lower bounded by the envelope [156]:
(1−τ2σ2e−τ2σ2)σ2 ≤ r(P ′(x), x∗,τ) (3.16)
after an update starting from prior P(x), characterised by the variance σ2 ≡ σ2(P ′(x)) (for a







which corresponds to the choice τ= 1/σ, that is thus the optimal experiment design. This proves
formally the intuitive observations at the start of the section. Importantly, comparing Eqs. 3.15
and 3.17 ensures that under an online, locally optimal strategy for the experiment design, the
risk is expected to shrink exponentially with a constant factor of ∼ 0.6. This is the fundamental
reason behind the exponentially fast learning rates of the parameters, displayed by simulated
and experimental cases shown below.
In multi–dimensional parametrisations, the strategy leading to the optimal experiment design
for τ in [156] becomes analytically too convoluted. However, numerical studies highlight how
exponentially reducing risks are observed for several study–cases, when choosing τ∼ 1/‖Σ (P(~x))‖,
i.e. the inverse of the norm21 of the covariance matrix for the estimate of ~x0 [157, 213]. This
observation is rendered in a computationally efficient particle guess heuristic (PGH), given by:
τ∼ 1‖~x1 −~x2‖
(3.18)
with~x1 6=~x2 two particles sampled from P(~x).
3.3 Efficient magnetometry with NV-centres
In Sect. 1.5 we have briefly commented about the potentiality of single electron spins in NV–
centres as nano–resolution electromagnetic sensors. However, delivering high sensitivity NV-
magnetometers required so far high–contrast, single–shot measurements available only at
cryogenic temperatures. This constitutes a major obstacle to real-world applications [135, 139],
or prior knowledge of correlations existing in the estimated signal [219]. In this chapter we
discuss how the QHL protocol introduced in Sect. 3.2 (and following) can be applied to single-spin
magnetometers down to the one-photon readout level already at room temperature, achieving an
optimal sensitivity scaling.
20 This is guaranteed asymptotically, but might not be the case in early stages of the learning, nor for multi–modal
distributions.
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In this section we will deal mainly with DC-magnetometry in NV–centres, which relies
especially upon Ramsey interferometry (see Sect. 1.5 and Fig. 3.5e–h). For an external magnetic
field ~B perpendicular to the electron spin magnetic moment, we have that the frequency of
the Larmor precession fB = γB/2π depends upon the magnetic field intensity, and the electron
gyromagnetic ratio γ ≈ 2π×28 MHz/mT [220] Therefore, for a chosen precession time τ, the
initially prepared |+〉 state evolves accruing a relative phase φ= 2π fBτ between the eigenstates.
This phase can be detected by a projective measurement in the σ̂z eigenbasis of the electron spin,
after the final π/2-pulse of the Ramsey sequence. B can be thus inferred from the frequency of
the fringes observed by varying τ, and at each precession time estimating φ.
The absolute precision η̄2 for a magnetometer22 takes into account the attained error in the
estimate, σ(Best), once a sensing time T̄ is elapsed:
η̄2 =σ2(Best)T̄. (3.19)
Therefore, this figure of merit captures the rate at which Best is improved. The intrinsic cost of
the procedure amounts to the total phase accumulation time T :=∑Ni τi, which is the sum of every
precession time τi used [221–223]. The scaling of the precision is fundamentally limited by the
decoherence timescale T∗2 , which for an NV–centre is due to homogeneous broadening [224].
An ideal quantum sensor, controlled by an optimal sensing protocol, is expected to achieve the
Heisenberg limit23 (HL), eventually saturating at a lower precision controlled by the sensor’s T∗2 .
However, experimental implementations introduce unavoidable overheads, required to initialise
and readout the sensor, and computationally process the outcomes. All these overheads contribute
to increase the sensing time required to achieve a certain σ(Best), so that the precision saturates
well above the HL.
In particular, each estimate of φ is affected by quantum projection noise, when performing
the projective measurement on the σz-basis, impacting on the readout process [40] independently
from experimental conditions. In addition, at cryogenic temperatures, the optical transitions
addressed in the Ramsey experiment (see also Fig. 3.5e&h) are spin–selective, so that in the
optical readout operation, negligible photoluminescence is emitted when the electron is in the
ms =−1 state, and readout is possible with high–fidelity from a single Ramsey sequence [135], up
to photon collection and detection efficiencies. At room temperature, instead, optical transitions
are thermally broadened, and the contrast in observed PL from (non)radiative decay, after exciting
different states of the ground triplet, is reduced to ≈ 35% (Fig. 3.5h, refer for details to Sect. 1.5).
Overcoming these sources of uncertainty is usually obtained by repeating the Ramsey sequence
a large number M of times, so that sufficient statistics is accrued from the collected photons.
This approach, however, introduces large overheads that impact on the achievable sensitivity.
In particular, in those instances where cryogenic temperatures are not practical, such as in
22 In the following, we will also adopt the nomenclature sensitivity, for η̄.
23 A thorough discussion of the HL limit can be found in [56], in this Thesis we provide a qualitative understanding
of it in Appendix B.2.
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biological applications [23, 225], final sensitivities achievable are several orders of magnitude
worse.
The choice of the sensing protocol is also crucial in contributing to the sensor performances.
Naïve methods using a fixed sensing τ f throughout the procedure do not provide optimal sensitiv-
ity, nor dynamic range24. For example, due to the periodicity of the fringes, any strategy adopting
a fixed τ f will be intrinsically bound to sensing within an interval of width 2π/γB. Methods
adopting an equally spaced grid of τ’s (such as Fourier–transform based methods), instead, are
often too conservative in choosing a new time to perform experiments, as suggested by Eq. 3.17. A
suboptimal update of evolution times bound these methods to the classical standard measurement
sensitivity (SMS), as it will be shown in detail later on. These limitations have been overcome
adapting phase estimation protocols [21, 22, 56, 57, 226, 227], with successful experimental
demonstrations surpassing the SMS [135, 150, 222, 228, 229] . Some of these methods require
adaptivity in the measurement basis (see Chap. 2), in order to reduce the M at which they are
stable [135, 136, 230].
However, these approaches require computationally intensive updates of the corresponding
probability distributions [56, 57], so that computational overheads become dominant in limiting
their sensitivity. Approximate machine learning techniques, such as those described in Sect. 2.1.6
and 3.2.1, suggest an appealing alternative, that could be embedded in a computationally efficient
sensing protocol [82, 141]. Nevertheless, all sensing algorithms listed so far do not offer any
ad–hoc solution to mitigate the effect of noisy measurements, with Bayesian–inspired methods
relying simply on their intrinsic noise robustness properties [57, 82]. In the following section, we
intend to demonstrate how the CLE procedure – described in detail in Sect. 3.2 and following
– can provide an effective subroutine for multi–parameter quantum sensing with Heisenberg–
limited scaling of sensitivity, flexible noise–modelling, and reduced computational overheads.
Therefore, the resulting sensing protocol will be named Magnetic Field Learning (MFL). The
protocol flowchart can be found in Fig. 3.4, explained in detail in the following Section. We will
show how all features as above can be accomplished in NV–centre magnetometry, without the
need for cryogenic setups, nor adaptation of measurement bases25.
3.3.1 Demonstrating efficient magnetometry via CLE: Magnetic Field
Learning
General QHL algorithms have been introduced in Sect. 3.2. These can be readily applied to a sim-
ple instance of magnetometry with Ramsey sequences, by introducing the relevant Hamiltonian26:
24 The dynamic range for a sensor is defined as the largest interval [0,Bmax], wherein the value of B can be sensed
unambiguously.
25 This, as well as ad–hoc noise modelling, are the ultimate reasons why we favour CLE over RFPE in designing
the MFL.
26 In Eq. 3.20, B refers to the magnetic field component parallel to the NV–centres’ symmetry axes. However, the
MFL protocol could in principle be expanded to detect arbitrary orientated magnetic fields as a multi–parameter
estimation.
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Ĥ(B)=ωB σ̂z/2= γB σ̂z/2. (3.20)
Therefore, estimating ωB ≡ 2π fB alone suffices to learn the value of B. The recursive steps of
MFL, composing each epoch and represented in Fig. 3.5(a-d), are equivalent to those outlined at
pg. 78. More specifically:
1. The experimental setting is here the phase accumulation time τi for the next Ramsey
sequence, estimated from PGH as τi ' 1/σi−1, where σ2i−1 is the uncertainty embedded
in the prior P(~xi−1). By choosing each τi inversely proportional to the uncertainty in the
last updated estimate of B, τ’s are expected to increase exponentially if MFL achieves
HL–scaling in sensitivity [231].
2. The NV–centre is always prepared in a probe state
∣∣ψ〉= |+〉, and evolved according to a
Ramsey sequence - Fig. 3.5(e-h).
3. A projective measurement is performed on the {|0〉 , |1〉} computational basis. The corre-
sponding photo-luminescence count is then used to extract the outcome D, as in Fig. 3.5(i).
In cases with limited readout fidelity, D might be extracted adopting different strategies.
E.g. the projective measurement could be repeated M times and D inferred from majority
voting, or by a weighted binomial sampling. Evidences detailed later suggest how choosing
M À 1 is suboptimal in many cases27.
4. The prior is updated using Bayes’ rule, and invoking SMC methods as a practical and
computationally efficient strategy (see Sect. 3.2.1).
Importantly, a quantum sensor is invoked in steps 2 & 3 alone, whereas a simulator is required
by all other steps.
We tested MFL on a large data set of ∼ 60,000 Ramsey interferometry sequences28 from
three different NV–centres, labelled α, β and ε (see Table 3.1). The final readout from sequences,
each evolving the spin for a different accumulation time, can be combined into a Ramsey fringe
(Fig. 3.5i). As explained in Sect. 1.5, fringes might report29 outcomes that are averaged across
several independent sequences with the same τ, to increase the contrast and offer less noisy
readout. The results offer a benchmark for the performance of MFL mainly when compared with
standard FFT methods, but also against former QPE algorithms. All results from the application
of MFL are representative behaviour, averaged over R =1000 independent protocol runs (unless
otherwise stated).
27 A demo notebook exemplifying this particular point was made available at: https://figshare.com/s/
740209b49b2522ad211a, adopting the Python library written on purpose and available therein. Also, refer to the
footnote at pg. 52 for a discussion about the optimality of majority voting.
28 A sequence is intended as a single sequential implementation of the gates manipulating the NV electron spin,
see also Fig. 1.10b.
29 This will be explicitly mentioned wherever it is the case.
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FIGURE 3.4. Flowchart for the MFL protocol. The legend in the lower box explains the
colour–coding for the operations. Symbols and subroutines are defined in the main text (for
details about Resample also see Appendix Fig. A.2 and about ChangeDetect, Algorithm 4).
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Experiments were performed using a confocal set-up, at room temperature, with an external
magnetic field of ≈450 G, parallel to the NV–centre axis30, giving a Zeeman shift of ωB [220, 222].
The Ramsey interferometry experiments reported here use the ms = 0 and ms =−1 electronic
sublevels (Fig. 3.5f&h) of a few different 12C isotopically purified diamond samples. For each
Ramsey sequence (Fig. 3.5e), laser pulses for initialisation and readout have a wavelength of
532 nm, and the PL signal is detected with an avalanche photodiode (APD) for 350 ns.
The data processing was performed with a customised Python library, built upon open–source
packages [232], and in particular QInfer [155]. As a model for the likelihood describing the
Ramsey fringes collected from an NV sensor with dephasing time T∗2 , we use the function
31:
L (0|B,T∗2 ;τ)= exp
(−τ/T∗2 )cos2(γBτ/2)+ [1−exp(−τ/T∗2 )]/2. (3.21)
In Eq. 3.21, T∗2 can be considered either a known parameter, or T
∗
2 =∞ whenever T∗2 À τmax.
The various parameters of the MFL protocol, and in particular the number of particles Nprt, a
and tresample of the SMC, can be optimised for a certain setup prior to the sensing operation,
without adding to the sensing time overheads. For the results shown in this section, we adopted
an optimised resampling threshold tresample = 0.5 and smoothing parameter a = 0.9. The role
of these parameters is made evident in Fig. 3.4 & Appendix Fig. A.2. By SMC, P(B) can be
accurately represented at any epoch, whilst using Nprt ≤ 1500 particles.




α1 α 120 18500 20 52 - T−0.99±0.02 (-)
α2 115 18500 20 710 - T−0.97±0.03 (-)
β1 β 67 30000 100 8.3 16 - (-)
ε1 ε 1 20275 20 58 - - ( T−0.73±0.03 → T−1.0±0.02)
ε2 1 8876 200 6.0 64 T−0.91±0.03 (-)
ε3 1 44000 20 10→ 550 - - (-)
TABLE 3.1. Synoptic view of the experimental data sets and NV–centres used for Sect. 3.3.1.
Representative MFL (absolute) precision scalings η (η̄) are also reported.
As a first test, we analyse the learning of Best by estimating its associated uncertainty,
σ(Best), i.e. the variance of P(~x), against MFL epochs. For this purpose, we use the dataset α1,
with 120 fringes all obtained with M = 18500 sequences. As this test was run offline, at every MFL
epoch we replace the adaptively chosen τi ' 1/σi−1, with the experimental τ minimising (|τ−τi|).
Figure 3.6a shows σ(Best) decreasing exponentially, until about 50 epochs are reached. After this
30 This intensity leads to hyperpolarisation of the NV–centre, preventing deconvolution of different frequency
responses from the magnetometry signal [132].
31 Modelling of the decay of Ramsey fringes, as well other experiment where no refocussing techniques are employed,
employs in general a stretched exponential factor exp
(−τ/T∗2 )p. According to the lineshape of the NV defect resonance
when probed with optical light, one assumes p = 1,2 for idealised cases [233]. Here we found phenomenologically
an excellent agreement of the decays with p = 1 and adopted it, also to match the theoretical investigation for QHL
purposes performed in [213].
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D
FIGURE 3.5. An MFL algorithm epoch, along with a Ramsey sequence and readout. a An
experimental phase accumulation time τi is chosen, according to the uncertainty encoded in
the prior Pi−1. b M Ramsey sequences of duration τi are implemented. Permanent magnets
generate a B-field driving the precession. A confocal setup focuses coherent light on the
NV–centre site. MW pulses are generated via planar Cu wires fabricated on the surface
of the bulk diamond sample. c The outcome D from the Ramsey sequences is measured. d
An update of the prior Pi−1 → Pi occurs, leading to a novel τi+1. e The NV spin vector is
initialised with laser light, rotated with MW pulses, and, using a second laser pulse, readout
from photoluminescence (PL) with an avalanche photodiode (APD). f MW manipulation
occurs between the ms = 0 and ms = −1 states, encoding (|0〉 and |1〉), respectively, see
also Sect. 1.5). g Visualisation of the effect of MW rotations and Larmor precession on the
electronic spin state. h Optical detection via the pump-and-probe PL mechanism described
in Sect. 1.5. i A representative PL fringe (theory plotted as dashed line) with orange
data-points representing the number of detected photons for M = 8.
point, the precession times τ selected by MFL saturate at the highest available experimental
time τmax = 10µs for the sequences labelled as α1. As a consequence, further reduction of σ(Best)
occurs polynomially fast, by accumulating statistics for times τ∼ τmax.
The sensitivity η of a magnetometer can be obtained simplifying Eq. 3.19:
η2 = δB2 =σ2(Best)T, (3.22)
so that only the total phase accumulation time T is taken into account (when neglecting
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FIGURE 3.6. Experimental results showing the scaling in uncertainty and precision. Lines
represent median values, and performance within the 68.27% percentile range is shown as
shaded areas. a Estimated uncertainty σ(Best) against epoch number; data from one sample
run is shown as blue circles. In the inset, a Lorentzian fit (FFT) and a Gaussian fit (MFL)
providing σ(ωest) in the Ramsey frequency at the end of a typical protocol run. b The scaling
of precision with total phase accumulation time T, excluding all overheads. Density plots
are single runs, and as a blue dashed line the LSF to the data, representing a typical MFL
performance. Results from FFT are as a grey dashed curve. In green and violet, the scaling
for phase estimation algorithms from Refs. [222, 228], respectively. The HL-scaling (T−1) is
omitted as non distinguishable from typical MFL performance. The inset shows normalised
PL in an experimental Ramsey fringe, with a 20 ns sampling rate, up to τmax ∼ 0.14 T∗2 .
Super–imposed, a LSF with a decaying sinusoid (blue dashed line).
overheads). In Fig. 3.6b we plot how η2 scales with T, for each epoch, again for the α1 set.
η2 ∝ T−0.99±0.02 for MFL (the error is estimated from a bootstrapping procedure32) thus over-
lapping with HL scaling (that is ∝ T−1). Processing the dataset with FFT, instead, η2 ∝ T0 is
quickly approached, i.e. the SMS. Here, where overheads are neglected, the scaling reported for
previous QPE methods behaves in a manner that is qualitatively comparable to MFL, however
the additional post-processing required becomes evident when analysing η̄ (see Appendix Fig.B.1).
As aforementioned, the learning rate slows when τi ≥ τmax are chosen by the PGH. This
slowdown is an interesting feature, and can be observed by plotting either the σ(Best) or the η
scalings (shown in Fig. 3.6a&b respectively). We stress how the latter case has τmax ¿ T∗2 , i.e.
the maximum accumulation–time budget is met well before any deocherence can be observed.
In this situation, when times generated by the PGH exceed the τmax limit, an accumulation of
data-points with τ' τmax occurs, and we observe η2 ∝ 1/
√
τmaxT . To verify this, in Fig. 3.7b the
scaling of σ(Best) is plotted alongside the ratio τ/τmax, using instead sequences drawn from the
32 In particular, the bootstrapping here involves a sampling, with replacement, from the available sets in each
dataset used – Table 3.1. Each resample generates a sample of cardinality here chosen to be 1000, and MFL is run
on each sample independently. The median scaling performances for each sample are collected in an approximate
population (which is thus of size 1000), and the standard deviation from this approximate population of scaling
performances is provided as the precision scaling error.
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set ε1. Evidently, as soon as a typical run meets the τ≥ τmax condition, σ(Best) plateaus, which in
turn saturates the increase in τ.
FIGURE 3.7. Analysis of the behaviour of the PGH for datasets ε1,2 as in Table D.1, chosen
such that T∗2 À τmax or T∗2 ' τmax (reported in the plots in darker and brighter colours,
respectively). a, Renormalised photon counts along two different Ramsey experiments with
the same NV–centre (scatter plots). The different frequencies of the fringes originate from
different magnetic field intensities (' 58 µT and ' 6 µT ). Superimposed a least-square fit
(dashed lines), adopting the oscillatory function with depolarising noise as in Eq. 3.21. b,
Estimated uncertainty σ(Best) and ratio between PGH-generated time and τmax as available
from the first dataset, plotted against each epoch of the MFL algorithm. A majority voting
method is adopted, under the hypothesis that T∗2 À τmax. Solid lines are median values
calculated over 1000 independent runs, whereas shaded areas are 68.27% percentile ranges
centred around the median. Superimposed as a scatter plot, a sample of times generated by
the PGH during an representative run. c, Same as in b, for the case where T∗2 ' τmax. No
majority voting is in place, and data from the experiment are extracted probabilistically
from the experimentally estimated likelihoods.
Note, this artefact deriving from the artificial choice of a maximum time budget τmax is
equivalent to the phenomenon exhibited in correspondence of dephasing noise [213], reducing the
contrast in the fringes from a Ramsey sequence (see red–coloured data in Fig. 3.7a). We can prove
numerically this statement with Fig. 3.7c. Here, experimental datapoints are from the set ε2,
where τmax = 100µs ' 1.6 T∗2 (estimated from a least-squares fit). Also, to approximately preserve
the number of periods in the Ramsey fringes of this and α1 datasets, we reduced B =6µT. Now,
these data display an evident decay. Majority voting schemes tend to hide this, especially for high
numbers repetitions, hence they are here removed and replaced with probabilistic extraction of
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the datum D at each epoch, from the experimentally estimated likelihood (see Appendix B.1).
By not leveraging upon the majority voting scheme, we are using less effectively33 the infor-
mation available in L (B;τ): this produces a slower scaling of σ(Best). Indeed, with this readout
processing, the extraction of each D is equivalent to the one from single-shot measurements
from a setup with comparable readout fidelity. Hence, the same binomial uncertainty affects
each D obtained. This is why the information accumulated about L (B;τ), by combining M À 1
sequences, is not made completely available by the bipartite sampling of D to the inference
process. Now that decoherence effects are important, σ(Best) plateaus already when τ' T∗2 in
average. Nevertheless, important statistical fluctuations in τ are still possible within a single run
(see Fig. 3.7c). A corresponding plateau can be observed also for the precision scaling: η2 ∝ 1/T∗2
(omitted for brevity).
Finally, we discuss the frequency resolution of MFL and FFT methods in the inset of Fig. 3.6(a).
In both cases, the estimation is halted when the maximum time budget τmax is reached. Because of
the different nature of the two estimation procedures, the fits are performed against two different
distributions: a Gaussian and a Lorentzian. When τ∼ τmax, we find that σ(Best) is ∼ 40 times
smaller for MFL. In order to have a meaningful comparison, we allowed for approximately similar
T to be cumulated for both MFL and FFT procotols. Therefore, in this case FFT adopts 500 equally
spaced datapoints in the interval [0,τmax], hence TFFT = 2.5 ms, whereas the representative MFL
run has T ' 2.2 ms after analysing 250 datapoints. In the inset of Fig. 3.6, we pick a random
subset from α1 as example (Table 3.1). Then, we perform FFT using all the available 500 τi once,
obtaining the final estimate shown in the Figure.
3.3.2 Resource efficient magnetometry with MFL and noise modelling
For a true measure of absolute sensitivity, experimental and computational overheads must be
accounted for into the total running time T̄, as in Eq. 3.19. In this experiment, for an MFL epoch
using a single Ramsey sequence these overheads are:
• the time τcomp spent to obtain the next experiment with the chosen algorithm (for MFL ∼
0.4µs per step, per particle on a single-core machine),
• the initialisation and readout times (i.e. two laser pulses for τlas ∼ 3µs in total),
• the τwait relaxation time (1µs),
• the TTL pulse τTTL duration, to enable the photodetector (20 ns)
• the MW control pulses, which last τMW ∼ 50 ns.
Communication times τcomm are instead not considered here. As the overheads listed are for
each sequence, we need to analyse how statistics is accrued from a number of sequences M. The
33 It must be emphasised how this is true here only because M À 1 sequences were already combined in a
single fringe, from where single binary data D are extracted. However, explained in the following Section, offline
accumulating many sequences before an update is performed can be a very inefficient choice in itself, see also [234].
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dataset ε1 comprises Ramsey sequences for precession times increasing from τ1 to τ500 in steps of
20 ns. For each τi, 20275 sequences were performed, and data were stored such that the results
from each individual sequence could be retrieved34. It was thus possible to run MFL against
data belonging to different fringes, each obtained combining a fixed numbers of sequences M ≥ 8.
It is noteworthy that when combining an increasing number M of sequences, the number of
luminescent photons used to infer the readout at each epoch increases linearly (nphot ∝ M). Due
to collection efficiencies, on average we detect one photon per M ' 8 sequences (raw counts are
displayed for this case in Fig. 3.5i).





(Mτi +τcompi )+NeM(τlas +τwait +τTTL +τMW ) (3.23)
after Nexp epochs, each using data extracted from M combined sequences.
FIGURE 3.8. Compensation of noise in MFL. a, The precession frequency ω is estimated
from the set ε1, using M = 8 ⇒ nphot = 1 average photons collected per step. In violet the
result using the likelihood model 35 in Eq. 3.21. In blue, results from the modified likelihood
Eq. 3.24. Shaded areas here represent the median ∼ 68.27 % credible interval provided
intrinsically by MFL at each epoch, averaged over 1000 runs. b Gaussian fit over the
posterior learnt after 150 epochs, for a representative MFL run and the two cases in a.
Other cases with different nphot (in the legend) are also displayed (compare with Fig. 3.9).
The Gaussian fit for nphot = 1 was truncated to visualise better the remaining cases.
Quantum projection noise and readout infidelities pose a severe challenge against a successful
usage of room temperature set-ups. As the readout fidelity decreases along with the fringes’
contrast, it is particularly important to address these shortcomings when M is reduced. Here,
at first we rely upon the intrinsic noise–robustness of Bayesian methods, adapting the SMC





subsets of data from ε1 could be selected and combined to construct fringes comprised of
M sequences.
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for each datum (Appendix B.1). However, when nphot < 4, readout infidelities and losses become
the dominant noise mechanisms, such that our model likelihood L cannot describe effectively
outcomes extracted from smaller batches of experiments. This failure is exemplified in Fig. 3.8a,
where adopting L as in Eq. 3.21 and incorporating only Poissonian noise sources36, the true
value of ω (as a dashed line) isn’t retrieved within σ(Best). More in detail, our model L assumes
implicitly binomially distributed D ∈ {0,1}. However, the readout fidelities37 ξ0 and ξ1, respectively
for the |0〉 and |1〉 states, are asymmetric due to photon losses. In particular, using the raw data
in Fig. 3.5i for nphot = 1, we obtain that ξ1 ' 0.54 when assuming ξ0 ∼ 1. The corresponding
unbalance in output probabilities conflicts with our strict Poissonian modelling assumption
and therefore, CLE noise robustness alone does not suffice to protect against such “poisoned”
modelling [155].
We now intend to demonstrate that the obstacle preventing MFL to succeed lies exclusively
in the incorrect model, and not in any fundamental limitation of the approach. To this extent, we
adopt a modified likelihood:
L ′(1|~x,τ)= ξL (1|~x,τ) (3.24)
where ξ ∈ [0,1], L ′(0|~x,τ) = 1−L ′(1|~x,τ). When ξ = 1, the usual L ′(0|~x,τ) = L (0|~x;τ) can be
recovered. We also improve our initial estimate for ξ, by a preliminary CLE run38 with M = 20275,
ω is assumed known, and~x = {ξ} is the only free parameter. Such numerically optimised outcome
(ξ = 0.72) is then adopted as a fixed parameter in MFL runs using L ′(B). The likelihood in
Eq. 3.24 expands ad–hoc the original model, to incorporate possible photon losses with the
additional parameter ξ. This might either be user–tuned, preliminary learnt in a characterisation
experiment, or learnt simultaneously with~x. We chose the second strategy here, having observed
losses to be constant in the setup, within the timing of the magnetometry experiment.
The effectiveness of this noise modelling procedure is reported in Fig. 3.8, emphasising how
the final estimate for ω is greatly improved, and is now well compatible with the target value ω∗.
Intuitively, with this approach measurement outcomes D = 0 are not trusted by the inference
process, as they might be spurious reads due to losses. By potentially discarding informative
experiments, the learning rate slows down, but a correct behaviour and estimates are restored.
Finally, we combined all results so far using Fig. 3.9 to display the scaling of η̄ with T̄ when
using different nphot per epoch (and up to 250 epochs). Plots using a lower nphot are characterised
by an initially increasing precision (along with the phase accumulation time, because τi ∝ 1/σi−1),
followed by a HL–scaling, before the saturation discussed before occurs. Increasing nphot reduces
the range of epochs where a slower learning occurs. However, this advantage during the initial
stages of the learning39 is compensated by worse absolute sensitivities upon convergence. Indeed,
36 By invoking the binomial sampling of each extracted datum, as outlined in Appendix B.1.
37 Taking all sources of noise and loss into account.
38 In principle, it is also possible to estimate ξ using a multi-parameter inference model as in Sect. 3.3.3.
39 Along with the consequent higher precision scaling, that increases from T̄−0.73 for nphot = 4 to Heisenberg
limited for nphot ≥ 20, see the inset of Fig. 3.9b.
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experimental overheads increase approximately linearly with nphot, as emerging from Eq. 3.23.
Notably, once the particles positions start collapsing towards a valid estimate of B, an exponential
decrease in uncertainties occurs, as shown by Fig. 3.9b.
In the nphot ' 1 case, the final σ(Best)' 0.45µT after 500 epochs, and T̄ ' 18 ms, that is η̄'
60 nTs1/2. In the nphot = 20 case, after ∼ 150 epochs we have σ(Best)' 0.3µT, and T̄ ' 78 ms. The
precision scaling in the latter case is essentially Heisenberg limited, with a final sensitivity η̄'
84 nTs1/2 and 12.8 Hz repetition rates. This analysis has a favourable comparison against former
results leveraging upon cryogenic setups [135]. Also, we find a consistent overlap with HL scaling
for the scaling in η (from linear least squares fitting) for update rates up to 13 Hz. We stress that
approximate Bayesian inference methods, as described in Sect. 3.2, keep computational overheads
low. In turn, this favourable characteristic plays a crucial role in the precision performances.
FIGURE 3.9. Experimental results for scaling of absolute precision. Lines represent median
values, and performance within the 68.27% percentile range is shown as shaded areas.
a The representative scaling of precision η̄2, inclusive of overheads, plotted against total
running time T̄. Cases with different nphot (hence M, see main text) are colour–coded. Each
protocol run for nphot > 1 comprises N = 150 epochs, and only Poissonian noise is modelled
in the likelihood function. For nphot = 1, each run comprises N = 500 epochs and the model
is in Eq. 3.24. b Final η2 and scaling exponent α for the absolute precision (inset), η2 ∝ T−α,
displayed for a set of different nphot analysed. The red dashed line attempts a fit of the
obtained datapoints with a power–law having nphot as independent variable.
3.3.3 Multi–parameter estimation in MFL
Former sensing algorithms encountered a consistent degradation of the sensitivity, as soon as
the procedure invoked times τi À T∗2 , where no information can be retrieved and sensing time
is essentially wasted, as observed e.g. in [222]. By learning T∗2 , we can ensure adaptively that
all τi ≤ T∗2 , guaranteeing a worst–case SMS scaling for η, when the sensing becomes limited by
decoherence.
Estimating T∗2 simultaneously with B might be beneficial for unstable systems, and can be
achieved in a multi-parameter~x = {B,T∗2 } learning strategy [97, 235]. MFL inherits the multi-
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parameter estimation capabilities outlined for QHL methods. Here, we capture the uncertainty in
the joint probability distribution P(ω,T∗2 ) by a normalised covariance matrix Σ, and as discussed
in Sect. 3.2.2, we pick τ∼ 1/∥∥Σ(P(ω/w,T∗2 /t2))∥∥F . The parameters w = γmaxB:P(B) 6=0 B and t2 =
minT∗2 :P(T∗2 )6=0 T
∗
2 are introduced to render ‖Σ‖F dimensionless, with P the prior at epoch N = 100,
when both parameters start to be learnt simultaneously. In particular, we use here w = γ 11µT
and t2 = 20.2µs. A simultaneous learning of both parameters can incur an initial slow learning
period, due to shorter τi being initially most useful in estimating ω (and thus B), whilst longer
precession times are better for an estimation of T∗2 . In order to address this limitation, we start
MFL by estimating B alone, and at epoch40 N = 100 a simultaneous learning of T∗2 is introduced.
Figure 3.10 shows the outcome of a multi–parameter learning with MFL, using the β1 data
set41. The generalised uncertainty scales exponentially with the number of epochs, even if it can
be observed a faster learning rate for B than for T∗2 . Interestingly, the estimate of T
∗
2 from MFL
(3.10a) does not match the one from a (non-weighted least-square) fit to the decaying sinusoid
shown in 3.10d. Such discrepancy is due to a preferential choice of τi < T∗2 via the PGH, so that
the corresponding T∗2 estimate weights as more informative the data-points at shorter time scales.
On the other hand, the fit estimates a shorter T∗2 because it mediates equally over all data-points,
inclusive of those where almost no residual fringe contrast is visible.
3.3.4 Applications in magnetic field tracking
In a typical sensing experiments we expect a varying strength of the magnetic field with time (see
Sect. 1.5). The Bayesian inference process is conceived to detect conflicting experimental like-
lihoods P(E|~x) and prior information, adjusting the latter on–line. Therefore, it is possible to
leverage upon our protocol processing speed and adaptivity to achieve a successful tracking of
time-varying magnetic fields. Introducing minor controls in the Bayesian inference procedure42,
MFL not only accounts for a fluctuating B, but it can detect also stepwise changes that invalidate
the credibility region, as estimated a-posteriori at any given epoch. Here, we test an algorithm
that tracks a Bset-field using the ε3 dataset, where Bset was experimentally modulated by chang-
ing the position of the permanent magnet (see Fig 3.5b). No data recording is performed as the
magnet position is adjusted, so that transitions in B are stepwise (with changes up to ≈ 30-fold),
each intensity staying stable for a period of 100−1000 ms. The corresponding experimental
dataset might well represent actual applicative scenarios. An example is the raster scan of
magnetic nanoparticles functionalising a surface [224], as sketched in Fig. 3.11a.
40 Chosen empirically.
41 Which has τmax > T∗2 .
42 This scenario is sufficiently demanding, that it requires the standard CLE inference to be modified ad–hoc
with additional heuristics. The latter ones are needed to detect when the sensed quantity has changed enough to
(almost) completely invalidate the posterior at a certain epoch. CLE would naturally react to these changes, but
without triggering immediately a resample event, it would first attempt Bayesian inference steps. These are not
useful, because after a stepwise change, the new B has little support on the posterior, and a more aggressive update
needs to be performed. Details of the modified inference procedure are provided as pseudo-code in Appendix 4.
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FIGURE 3.10. a Simultaneous estimate of magnetic field B (purple solid line) and deco-
herence time T∗2 (green solid line) for a single run. Simultaneous estimation occurs only
for epochs higher than 100. Dashed lines are a LSF to experimental datapoints in (d). b
Uncertainty in simultaneous estimates of B and T∗2 , represented as ‖Σ‖F, against epoch
number. The median performance is shown as a solid line, with a shaded area representing
the 68.27% percentile range. c 68.27% credible region at epoch 100 (green) and 500 (blue)
for ω and (scaled, inverse) T∗2 . The smaller area of the region at epoch 500 indicates an
improved estimate for both parameters. d Renormalised experimental PL data for a Ramsey
fringe with τmax > T∗2 , along with a LSF and an MFL-learned decay function.
Results are shown in Fig. 3.11b–c. MFL detects when the latest data become non-representative
of the posterior distribution, and via a complete resampling increases the uncertainty, σ(Best).
After approximately 10 epochs (observe the inset in Fig. 3.11c), the estimate converges to the
new value set for B. In the case of FFT, new data-points are simply, cumulatively added to the
dataset. FFT has performances similar to those in Fig. 3.6 during intervals where B is held
constant. However, FFT estimates B from the prominent peak in the spectrum, i.e. the value
observed for the longest, not the most recent times, failing to track changes as they occur. The
analysis in Fig. 3.11c also emphasises the high dynamic range Bmax/σ(Best) achievable with the
protocol, that for this dataset is as high as 12300. Figure 3.11(b) splits T̄ per epoch (≈ 10 ms)
into the different computational and experimental contributions. The computational overhead
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is τcomp ' 0.21 ms, whereas experimental routines add τexp =16.28 ms and the average phase
accumulation time is τ=0.41 ms. These estimates point to the computational efficiency of MFL
as one of its strengths.
FIGURE 3.11. Magnetic field tracking. a, Pictorial representation of an NV–centre positioned
at the end of a scanning microscope tip, scanning the magnetic field B in the proximity
of a molecule absorbed on a substrate. b Itemisation of the contributions to the average
running time T̄ taken into account in (c): the precession time τ, computational (τcomp) and
experimental (τexp) overheads . c Experimental demonstration of (offline) magnetic field
tracking (here M = 4000). The intensity of B is reported in red bars . The solid golden
line represents typical performances of MFL, whereas shaded areas represent the usual
∼68.27% percentile range. For comparison, a dashed purple line indicates an FFT protocol
applied cumulatively to all data available up to time T̄, with the corresponding uncertainty
from a Lorentzian fit as a shaded area of the same colour. Results using less than 10
data-points are omitted for FFT. d, Simulation of tracking a chirped sinusoidal magnetic
field, with no experimental overhead and Poissonian noise alone (i.e. high-fidelity readout).
The frequency ω is linearly increased after each update step. e Numerical study of MFL
performance in tracking sinusoidally time-dependent magnetic fields B(τ)=ω(τ)/γ, under
ideal conditions (T∗2 =∞, τexp = 0). The y-axis gives the nmsω (see main text) in the Ramsey
frequency estimate, against the peak speed at which B changes along each simulated
Ramsey sequence (maxdω(τ)/dτ). The blue dashed line refers to the case including only
binomial noise in L (B;τ), while the green line is the case with limited readout fidelity
(ξ= 0.88), as defined in [234]. A non-tracking strategy is reported for comparison as a red
dashed line.
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Figure 3.11d–e shows numerical results for the tracking of an A.C. oscillating field B(τ) =
ω(τ)/γ, with ω(τ) =ω0 +wcos(ντ), constant ν and w ¿ω0, so that the dynamic component has
increasing frequency. As a figure of merit for the tracking, we adopt a time-dependent normalised
squared error nmsω := E[ωest(τ)−ω(τ)]2/ω20 =
∑N
i (ωest(τi)−ω(τi))2/(Nω20). nmsω is thus an average
of the estimate error across all epochs. We obtain that average estimates differ for less than 3%
from the actual value, for dynamic components up to 18µT/ms.
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3.4 Characterising an (almost) blackbox quantum device: the
model learning agent
So far, by adopting QHL we always assumed a model Hamiltonian Ĥ(~x), pre-selected in advance43,
to be trusted as the most appropriate in describing the system. Whenever knowledge of such
a model is limited or uncertain, QHL can only flag an unsuccessful learning attempt by a non–
shrinking uncertainty of the posterior distribution44. At this point, improving the model is left to
ad-hoc modifications from the user [130, 215], or to the application of ANNs for inferring it, from
a pre–established set of local terms [236].
We can make this point more clear with an example. Assuming that two quantum systems
(labelled 1,2) can be described via a non–transverse Ising chain interaction such as ĤIs := j12σ̂z1σ̂z2,
QHL can give us information on the parameter j12 governing the interaction. However, it is





2 corresponds to a best approximation to the real system.
In this section, we describe how a Quantum Model Learning Agent (QMLA) can provide
approximate, automated solutions to the inverse problem of characterising a quantum system, by
inferring a Hamiltonian which is not provided by the user, nor necessarily known in advance.
Therefore, QMLA is capable of relaxing the requirement of QHL for additional a priori information,
when compared to QPT. At the same time, as it will be made more clear in the following, QMLA
still attempts to learn the generator of the dynamics, an approach that we discussed already in
Sect. 3.2 as advantageous for the efficient and complete characterisation of controllable quantum
devices, which are key to digital and analogue quantum technologies [237, 238]. We define our
method as a learning agent [12], because it uses its cumulative knowledge not only to decide
which experiments to perform on the quantum system under study, but it is also capable of
generating new models to be tested from a library of primitives, ĥp. In brief, QMLA combines a
model search through a tree-like graph, and a systematic evaluation of models’ performances.
The performances are evaluated and compared in a Bayesian inference framework, using the
outcomes from experiments designed by the agent as a feedback. The scheme for a macrostep in
QMLA is shown in Fig. 3.12a–d. In the following, we present in detail each phase.
QMLA grows dynamically a structural Directed Acyclic Graph (sDAG) 45 , whose nodes are
each representative of a candidate Hamiltonian Ĥi (Fig. 3.12a). The learning process thus involves
a search through the sDAG, for the Hamiltonian that optimises the simulation of the target
system Ĥ′. In the realm of automated experiment interpretation, this is reminiscent of the graphic
43See Def. 3.1.
44This behaviour follows from Sect. 3.2.2, and will be shown in Figs. 3.13 & 3.14.
45 A DAG is a graph with directed edges, embedding no cycle - i.e. any path whereby following the directionality of
the edges, A → B → . . .→ A occurs, with A,B generic nodes in the graph. As it will be more evident from the following,
in particular the sDAG is essentially a tree, with one minor exception: considering the way the QMLA generates new
models, in most cases the sDAG has more than one initial root node (even if likely only one will be left active by the
time the second layer of the sDAG is generated). Hence we prefer using the more general definition of DAG.
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FIGURE 3.12. Schematic representation of a learning macrostep for QMLA. a Starting from a
prior tree-like structure inclusive of all the test models already explored, b each model Ĥi(~xi)
proposed within the latest spawned layer undergoes a cycle of n QHL epochs, using probe
states |ψ〉 from a set of random probes. Upon convergence, each model instance stores an
updated parametrisation Ĥi(~x′i), along with a set of results Di = {D}i from the experiments
performed on the system. c The different models are compared in pairs {i j} using Bayes
factors B, and the results stored as a comparative DAG. d The Bayes factors values are used
to select the best models and remove those with less predictive power according to collapse
and prune moves. A spawn move generates a new tree layer if appropriate, expanding the
QMLA prior ahead of a new macrostep. e Schematics of a generic QHL instance. QMLA
chooses random probe states |ψ〉sys and adaptive evolution times t for both the system and
the simulator. In order to study the effect of the environment, the probes and dynamics of
the simulator are extended accordingly (see main text). A projective measurement traces
out the environment subspace and returns a binary outcome D for the Bayesian update.
f Spawn rules in this work generate new nodes in layer L, by the inheritance from layer
L−1 of the champion model Ĥi(~xi). A single term parametrised by xi+k is added, composing
operators from the set of primitives {ĥp} up to dimension nL = nL−1. If the models already
explored saturated all those compatible with the constraints of dimension and spawn rules,
then nL = nL−1 +1, and the inherited model: Ĥi(~xi)⊗ Î.
searches in [180, 216], and more in general, of Bayesian classification trees [239, 240]. However,
unlike these former approaches, here all nodes themselves are representative classification
labels46, entertained by the learning process. Introducing one only category of nodes simplifies
46 Bayesian classification trees expand upon Classification and Regression Trees (CARTs). In the latter ones, the
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the visualisation of the sDAG. Leveraging the graphic structure, the search occurs in layers,
whereby each layer µ includes models characterised by the same Hilbert space dimension nµ,
and the same cardinality of parameters dim(~x).
3.4.1 The QMLA protocol
The pseudocode for the QMLA protocol is given in Algorithm 1 (we refer to Lines therein in the
following text), whereas its subroutines can be found in Appendix A.4, Algorithms 5&6. The
backbone of QMLA is to perform QHL, for each explored model Ĥi(~xi), for a variable number
of epochs Nexpi until convergence (Lines 23-26), obtaining cumulatively a set of observed data
D j from the quantum system, and updating the parameters ~xi accordingly (Fig. 3.12b,e and
Lines 30-31). When launching QHL instances47, we assume that the QMLA is able to access
key experimental controls in the system to characterise: the evolution time τ and the initially
prepared probe state |ψ〉sys. As in QHL, we also require access to a trusted (quantum) simulator to
(efficiently) test trial Hamiltonians forms Ĥi and parametrisations~xi [157, 213, 215]. However, so
far we focused on characterising a closed system, entirely described by its full Hamiltonian Ĥ∗glo,
on a Hilbert space Hglo, by preparing input (and measuring output) states:
∣∣ψ〉glo, in (out) ∈Hglo.
This need not be the case for characterising an unknown quantum system, that might be open
and therefore affected by the contribution of an environment in Henv, so that the effective
Hamiltonian can be written as [28]:
Ĥ∗glo = Ĥ∗sys + Ĥ∗env + Ĥ∗int, (3.25)
with Ĥ∗int describing the interaction between system and environment.
In order to address this more general task, we introduce the following approach. First, in the
rest of this Chapter we assume that we are able to prepare states
∣∣ψ〉sys in the quantum system
independently from its environment, so that input states are separable, of the form:∣∣ψ〉glo, in = ∣∣ψ〉sys ⊗ ∣∣φ〉env . (3.26)
In general, the probe state will be a function of both the model instance tested and of the current
epoch:
∣∣ψ(Ĥ j, e)〉glo, in (Line 24). In most cases, the environment will not be directly accessible48,
so that likelihood functions as in Eq. 3.2 are in general not achievable, and a preliminary partial
tree is explored according to observations represented at each leaf, whose outcome guides the branching. In discrete
classification trees, the closest to QMLA, the final outcome classifies the observed “system” into one of a set of labels,
dependent upon the tree path traversed [239]. The final label retrieved is reminiscent of QMLA’s suggesting the most
likely Hamiltonian model. Bayesian CARTs add tree–building capabilities, by adjusting the partition probabilities for
the predictor variables [240], a feature which has similarities with the tree–growing described later on for the QMLA.
However, there are also substantial differences with Bayesian CARTs: the graphical model of QMLA represents
candidate labels as nodes, and embeds the probabilistic inference for classification in an additional tree structure, so
that edges in CARTs and QMLA have completely different meanings.
47 Refer to Sect. 3.2.
48 And in particular, this will be the case for the experimental implementation of QMLA discussed starting from
Sect. 3.5.1.
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trace over the environmental degrees of freedom needs to be taken into account. The likelihood




∣∣trenv [ρglo(τ)]∣∣D〉sys , (3.27)





the global density matrix evolved under each Ĥ∗glo.
As the algorithm progresses, the credible region for the parameters, starting from a suitable
prior distribution, will be reduced in volume V [155] (Lines 21 & 27). An efficient way to halt
the QHL subroutine for Ĥ j is to assign N
exp
j dynamically, by checking periodically for saturation
in the reduction of Vj, as a signature of a converged Hamiltonian learning instance (Line 23
referring to the Algorithm in Appendix A.4). Once all models for the latest entertained layer
have converged, a consolidation phase starts (Fig. 3.12c & Lines 32-35). In order to preserve the
Bayesian framework in our protocol, we adopt here for a meaningful pairwise (Ĥi, Ĥ j) comparison
between models the Bayes factor (BF):
Bi j = exp
[
`(Di j|Ĥi)−`(Di j|Ĥ j)
]
, (3.29)









is the cumulative log-likelihood49. BFs are known to be a statistically robust measure for com-
paring the predictive power of different models, whilst favourably weighting less structure to
limit overfitting [241]. Eq. 3.30 captures such predictive power of the model, cumulatively for
each datum D ∈Di j, the tested dataset. Intuitively, overfitting is mitigated because the training
dataset Di j is equal for both models in Eq. 3.29: a more complex model must train a higher
number of parameters with the same abundance of data. BFs have been successfully used in
the context of resolving multi–modal distributions in [216]. The resulting Bi j are stored as a
comparative Directed Acyclic Graph (cDAG) representation across the same nodes, where the
edges’ directionality maps the sign of Bi j −1, pointing towards the model favoured by statistical
evidence (Fig. 3.12c & Line 35). If all BFs composing the graph were computed using the same
dataset, i.e. D=Di j∀(i, j), generating a DAG would be immediately granted by Eq. 3.29. This is
not necessarily the case when Di j 6=D jk, which is most likely to happen if we run an independent
instance of QHL per model. However, as we expect the graph to converge to a DAG as soon
as enough statistical evidence is collected (i.e. once dim(Di j) À 1 ∀(i, j), as this should make
49 The reason to adopt a logarithmic likelihood is here that likelihoods are prone to numerical instabilities as the
number of sample measurement grows [155], so that adopting a log-difference instead of a ratio can help reducing
artefacts.
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differences across datasets negligible), we explicitly exclude cycles of ambiguous interpretation
in the graph, by removing the edge which minimises |B−1| for each accidental cycle. Performing
this step and comparing systematically all model pairs leads naturally to the selection of a layer
champion, corresponding to the node with highest indegree (Line 36).
An exploration stage follows, whereby a new layer (µ+1) is generated (Lines 14-18). Generat-
ing layers that progressively increase the complexity of the models entertained is a key feature of
QMLA, as it affects directly the interpretability of the models. Indeed, we have already introduced
recent works that aimed at the characterisation of e.g. quantum states via NN [80, 181, 187]. This
strategy, when targeting an ideally black–box quantum device, has the limitation of employing
implicitly dimensionality reduction schemes, to map the interactions characterising the system
onto the possibly smaller set of weights between the neurons within the NN50.
Now these kinds of mapping, if effective, are hard to be checked against intuition (or more
quantitative predictors) that a human researcher might have or acquire about a system. As
worries arise for the impact of artificial intelligence in the crisis of reproducibility affecting
science [243], our intention is here to design an automated protocol bootstrapping the human
characterisation process of a system, rather than replacing it. In a sense, a model learnt by
a device to reproduce another device’s behaviour, that cannot be used to distillate general
properties nor understanding of the first, advances us from an “untrusted black box” to a “trusted
one”, without ultimately solving the characterisation problem. Therefore, we decided in favour
of a protocol exploring models constructed from a reduced set of primitives, that are easily
interpretable, and namely single–qubit Pauli operators σ̂α ∈ SP , i.e. α ∈ {1, x, y, z} with σ̂1 ≡ 1̂.
In fact, it is known that any n–dimensional Hamiltonian can be written as the sum of tensor


















σ̂iα⊗ σ̂ jβ⊗ . . .⊗ σ̂nν
)
, (3.31)
with Latin indices labelling the i–th subsystem on which operator σi acts. A generic layer µ can
then be interpreted as encompassing potentially all truncations of Eq. 3.31, that include exactly
µ terms (if the sDAG started with a root encompassing one term models). Most importantly,
k–sparse, row–computable Hamiltonians51 Hkspa have been shown to admit a decomposition of
the form in Eq. 3.31, with at most O (k2) terms [245, 246]. The class Hkspa is surprisingly wide,
as it covers the cases of electronic Hamiltonians in quantum chemistry52, as well as lattice model
50 The closest equivalent of this approach, within our Bayesian framework, would be to assume the dynamics of
the quantum system to be entirely described via the special unitary group SU(n), with n known, or lower–bounded
via the adoption of a dimensional witness [242]. Then, QMLA would be posed the task to learn which elements of the
generator basis (e.g. the set Γn of generalised Gell-Mann complex n×n matrices γn) to include in the model, and with
which parameters. That is, QMLA shall explore among subsets Γ′n ∈Γn models of the form
∑
γ̂i∈Γ′n g i γ̂i for the best
Hamiltonian to reproduce measurements on the system. In this way, the new layer µ+1 would simply e.g. include an
additional γn from the set.
51 That is, Hamiltonians whose matrix has at most k non–zero elements per row or column, the locations of said
elements being retrievable with an efficient classical algorithm.
52 See Chap. 4.
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Hamiltonians (such as Ising and Heisenberg lattices [160]). In all these cases, we can thus expect
the depth of the ideal sDAG to grow polynomially in k, independently from the size of the system
n, an observation which is key in estimating the worst case scaling of QMLA.
In general, we assume n not known in advance, even if dimensional witnesses might bootstrap
the guess for the root model(s) of the sDAG. Therefore, QMLA is designed to preferentially intro-
duce models Ĥ j in the spawned layer (µ+1) that embed additional terms as linear combinations
of appropriate tensor products of primitives ĥi ∈SP (see Fig. 3.12f), exploring the same Hilbert
space dimension nµ as the consolidated layer µ. However, if µ has saturated the maximum
number of independent operators allowed by nµ (Line 18, can be replaced by user-defined rules),
QMLA will generate a layer where nµ+1 = nµ+1. Now, even if we admit the system Hamiltonian
Ĥ∗ ∈Hkcomp, the exploration phase is still affected by a major scalability issue: if the nodes of the
ideal sDAG might scale polynomially, this is not true for a sDAG that explores brute–force also
other potentially valid models. This is most easily seen by studying a specific case, e.g. truncating
the expansion in Eq. 3.31 to only include pairwise interactions, i.e. the first non–trivial terms,
and also the most crucial for a wide variety of systems (see Chap. 1 & 4). The number of all




, i.e. the sDAG depth grows
combinatorially with the system’s size. Additionally, also the maximum width of the DAG grows





This intractability is well known in the field of structure learning via graphical models, and the
most direct way to deal with it is the introduction of a greedy exploration phase [12, 247, 248].
That is, local optimisation is favoured against global optimisation, to keep the size of the global
search DAG manageable.
In QMLA, the greediness in the search is imposed via the inheritance rule here adopted as
the spawn rule R (Line 15&18): all models in layer (µ+1) expand upon the Hamiltonian form
of their common parent node53, that is the champion node in µ (Fig. 3.12a&f). This greediness
dramatically reduces the global number of models considered in the exploration. Adopting again



















when the inheritance rule is adopted. The huge improvement exemplified in Eq. 3.32 is clearly
not enough to make QMLA tractable already for relatively small instances, and highlights
the discrepancy between the expected polynomial scaling of terms and a search through a
53 Eventually, after a dimensional matching if nµ+1 6= nµ. E.g. terms with the operator σ̂1z will be interpreted as
σ̂1z ⊗ Î2.
54 These estimates are intended as worst cases, because they describe the situation where: i) the correct model is
the most complex one (so that the sTree construction is not halted, until all available models have been explored, see
below), and ii) a priori information is completely absent, so that the tree root attempts the characterisation starting
from the hypothesis that all the qubits in the system are isolated, which is not the case e.g. when bootstrapping the
exploration with a dimensional witness.
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combinatorially growing models’ space, which evidently goes beyond the hypothesis of Ĥ∗ ∈
Hkcomp. However, the inheritance rule becomes a powerful heuristic, when combined with a
priori knowledge about the system to characterise: we exemplify this with a particular case.
A reasonable hypothesis is to take into account only (as first) nearest neighbours interactions,
and assume that the index labelling is representative of neighbouring conditions. In this case,





=O (n2). One can use the last layer of the learnt DAG to then
progressively explore alternative hypotheses like index inversions, or longer–range interactions,
without incurring straightforward in the intractable scaling as in Eq. 3.32.
Now that issues in the scaling of the sDAG nodes have been discussed, we are left with
the scaling of the number of edges in the cDAG. If we were to compare each model Ĥi against
all others explored, the cDAG would be a complete graph, whereby the number of edges, each
corresponding to a costly BF calculation, grows combinatorially with the sDAG depth [249]. In
order to avoid generating overall a complete graph, the nodes within a layer form complete
subgraphs of the cDAG (Lines 32-35), but the comparison among different layers occur in the
QMLA only via their respective champions (Fig. 3.12 & Lines 40-43). In this way, all nodes other
than the champion node for a given layer are essentially discarded from the learning process, as
they stop being compared with any other competitive model (Lines 37-39). Additionally, if the
comparison between the parent champion and a child champion Ĥc leads to Bpc À 1, a collapse
rule reallocates the subtree rooted at Ĥc (if any) to Ĥp as a parent node, discarding the whole
layer of Ĥc (Lines 494-45). This collapse rule also aims at mitigating overfitting that might arise
from the greediness introduced with the inheritance rule, as terms provisionally inherited might
prove superfluous once the model is expanded, and would be discarded invoking a new instance
of the inheritance rule after the collapse, against the new parent node Ĥp. Inheritance rules
can be seen as an extreme pruning rule for all the other nodes in µ (Fig. 3.12d), similarly to
what adopted for a graphical model exploration in [216]. Therefore, another way to mitigate the
greediness of the approach is to discard only those particularly unsuccessful models Ĥr, that
have: Br j < b , ∀ j in the same layer and b a user–defined threshold (Line 39). Intuitively, this
kind of stratagems increases the explorative nature of the QMLA, along with the likelihood of
approximating the global optimum, at the expense of the overall cost of the procedure.
A collapse event also offers naturally a termination condition for the growth of the sTree,
because it signifies that more complex models are not justified by a better predictive power, given
the observed dataset D. One might terminate the protocol after a single collapse, again in favour
of cost–saving local optima, or after a certain number of collapse events has been recorded, to
prolongate the exploration55.
In conclusion, the cumulative knowledge of the QMLA is represented as a multi-layer DAG
(see Fig.3.12c), combining a sDAG tracking the generative process of new models and a cDAG
55This latter option should be favoured whenever Nexp nor Nprt are chosen adaptively, because intuitively models
with a lower dim(~x) will learn quicker a suitable parametrisation~x0, as we show for simulations in Fig. 3.14a
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that embeds the information about how effective a given model is in replicating the experimental
dataset, compared to neighbouring nodes in the cDAG. The efficiency in the QMLA’s exploration
of the models’ space is intrinsically dependent from the extent to which an approximate solution
to the characterisation problem can be deemed acceptable, and therefore how greedy towards local
optimisation are the choices performed at each generation stage in the process. This trade–off
resembles the limitations in the accuracy of the predictions that can be attained via graphical
classification modelling [12, 247], versus their human interpretability [239].
Algorithm 1: Quantum Model Learning Agent (QMLA) protocol. Subroutines
Converged, BfBatchUpdate, DAGupdate, FindChampion, CollapseLayer in Appendix A.4.
1: Input: {ĥk}, a set of primitives, i.e. operators used to construct each instance Ĥ(~x).
2: Input: a set of spawn rules R dictating the construction of each successive layer
3: Input: user defined thresholds bc,b f ,be > 1 to trigger pruning operations
4: Input: user defined ε, Nmin, Nmax to check convergence in parametrisations learning
5: Input: user defined maximum allowed Hilbert space dimension nmax and sTree depth dmax
6: Input: a heuristic f : dim[~x]→ Nprt, the number of particles to be used in the QHL
instance [213, 215].
7: Input: a prior distribution F∼ P(~x) ∀Ĥ(~x) initialised model.
8: Input: The resampling parameters ares and tres.
9: n ← 1, d ← 0 . initialise the spawned Hilbert space dimension and explored sTree depth
10: {Ĥi}T ←∅ . initialise the explored models as the empty set
11: function QMLA ({ĥk},R,F, f ,b f ,ares,tres,nmax,dmax) :
12: while n < nmax and d < dmax:
13: d ← d+1
14: if {Ĥi}n \{Ĥi}T 6=∅: . check not all available models for n have been explored
15: {Ĥi}µ←R(d,n, {ĥk}) . populate new layer µ with all applicable models
16: else:
17: n ← n+1
18: {Ĥi}µ←R(d,n, {ĥk}) . otherwise explore higher dimensional models
19: foreach Ĥi(~xi) ∈µ := {Ĥi}µ:
20: Nprt ← f (dim[~xi]) . assign an appropriate Nprt for the QHL subroutine
21: ~s ← (V (Fi(~xi))) . initialise uncertainties’ array according to prior volume
22: e ← 1
23: while Converged (~s,ε, Nmax, Nmin) is False:
24: do prepare |D〉sys . prepare the probe state
25: . call QHL to obtain posterior P ′(~x)
26: do QHL ( |D〉sys , Ĥi(~xi), Nprt, Nexp = 1,Fi,ares,tres ) → De(τe),P ′i
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30: Di = {De(τe)}i . record the dataset D for i–th model
31: ~x∗i ← E[P ′i(~x)] . extract an estimate~x∗ from the posterior P ′(~x)
32: foreach Ĥi(~x∗i ), Ĥ j(~x
∗
j ) ∈µ, with j > i: . each couple of models in layer µ
33: . obtain Bayes Factor Bi j updating the learnt parametrisations
34: Bi j ← BfBatchUpdate (Ĥi(~xi), Ĥ j(~x j),Di,D j,P ′i(~xi),P ′j(~x j), f )
35: cDAG ← DAGupdate (cDAG, Bi j) . add directed edges of weight Bi j
36: Ĥµ← FindChampion (cDAG ∩µ, bc) . identify layer champion
37: foreach Ĥk ∈µ\ Ĥµ: . activate intra-layer pruning rule(s) for sTree
38: remove (Ĥµ−1, Ĥk) from sTree . champion rule, can be replaced by
39: (remove (Ĥµ−1, Ĥk) from sTree iff Bµk > b f . flooring rule)
40: . activate inter-layer comparison against µ’s parent layer
41: (Ĥi, Ĥ j)← (Ĥµ−1, Ĥµ)
42: Bi j ← BfBatchUpdate (Ĥi(~xi), Ĥ j(~x j),Di,D j,P ′i(~xi),P ′j(~x j), f )
43: cDAG ← DAGupdate (cDAG, Bi j)
44: . check if any layer in the sTree is collapsable
45: sTree, cDAG ← CollapseLayer (sTree, cDAG, be)
46: end while
47: Ĥ0 ← FindChampion (sTree ∩ {Ĥλ}, cDAG) . identify the tree champion
48: return Ĥ0
49: end function
50: Output: the most successful model Ĥ0 in describing the cumulative set of observations {Di}
∀i ∈ sTree, according to the Bayes factors {Bi j} stored in the cDAG.
3.5 Experimental CVV of NV-centres and their environment via
Hahn-echo sequences
In this section, we provide extensive testing of the QMLA procedure against an experimental
case, to check the behaviour of the protocol in a realistic case. We complement the analysis with
contextual simulations of equivalent models, in an ideal case, to highlight crucial differences.
A first observation of how inaccurate models affect the outcome of a QHL procedure occurred
during the experimental demonstration of CLE and QLE, obtained in our group [215]. In this
experiment, the scope was to analyse Rabi oscillations56, to extract an estimated Rabi frequency
ω0 as a characterisation and verification task for a negatively–charged NV-centre electron spin.
The progress of the CLE learning procedure against experimental data is shown in Fig. 3.13. Here,
we choose to display as a figure of merit the s.d. of the posterior distribution σ(ω). For a single–
parameter case, we remind how σ2(ω) equates the Bayes risk at each update, and σ2(ω)∝V [P(ω)],
56 Introduced in Sect. 1.5.
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Epoch
FIGURE 3.13. Observed saturation in the reduction of the uncertainty σ(ω), for a single–
parameter experimental QHL instance. Here ω is the Rabi frequency obtained via QHL
from experimental Rabi oscillations (Sect. 1.5), measured with the electron spin of an
NV–centre [215]. Uncertainty data from a single experimental run as dots, linear fit of the
data at epochs 1−35 as a solid blue line, and at epochs 36−50 as a dashed line.
the volume of the distribution. It appears evident how the exponential suppression of the risk
expected from Eq. 3.17 plateaus after a certain number of experiments. This artefact is a signature
of the inaccuracy of the model introduced to interpret the data57, here given by the Hamiltonian
ĤRabi ≡ fRabiσ̂x/2, with fRabi the Rabi frequency. Overcoming this limitation was possible in [215],
by adopting a phenomenological time–dependent Hamiltonian to model the observed chirp in the
Rabi frequency. However, this ad–hoc approach does not investigate any further the form of the
effective Hamiltonian (thus ultimately the nature of the interaction with the bath), and reduces
to verify the effectiveness of the chirped Hamiltonian modelling.
Motivated by these preliminary results, achieved for QHL by approximating the NV–centre as
an isolated system, we decided to use QMLA to learn the fundamental terms of the Hamiltonian
describing the same NV–centre system (Sect. 1.5), now interacting with the surrounding nuclei
of its spin-bath. In particular, we use a bulk diamond sample, with a 14N defect in the carbon
lattice. Therefore, we expect the main interaction for the electron spin (here the system) to occur
with the 14N donor nucleus, and surrounding 13C atoms [131, 132], that can be considered the
environment, or spin bath, for the system. These system–bath interactions are all known to be
well described by hyperfine terms, according to the Hamiltonian Ĥnv, as introduced in Eq. 1.47.
The main research question that we address in this section is thus if QMLA can identify an
appropriate form of the hyperfine interaction automatically, using the greedy search introduced
in Sect. 3.4, through Hamiltonians expanded according to the general form in Eq. 3.31, and
access to a class of experiments addressing the NV–centre. We start by discussing the terms in
Ĥnv. Within the QMLA framework, this amounts to an analysis of what constitutes preliminary
information about the system’s dynamics, and what instead we aim to learn automatically.
57 The same effect will be later observed in Fig. 3.16b.
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The isolated electron–spin dynamics is captured by the first two terms. Here, we choose
to omit the zero-field splitting (∆gsŜ2z), as this provides a constant shift on the fine electron
states, not contributing directly to the interaction which is our main interest to study. Moreover,
the zero–field splitting is in the GHz range (Sect. 1.5), so that its dynamics can be averaged
out, in the ms timescales of the experiments in this section, by adopting the rotating frame
of ∆gsŜ2z . For a well–characterised NV–centre setup, and a wide range of experiments
58, it is
customary to assume the external magnetic field well aligned perpendicular to the z–axis of the
electron spin, so that only the term γeBzŜz is retained [250, 251]. However, this presupposes
a characterisation which is the task of QMLA, and therefore we will keep also terms on the
(x, y)–axes when exploring the sDAG of trial Hamiltonians.
The crucial term, as anticipated, is the hyperfine interaction between the electron spin, and
the nuclear spin of each atom species X at lattice site ζ [131]. As per Eq. 1.47, this interaction is
described in terms of the electron (nuclei) spin operators59 Ŝsys (Îenv). In order to avoid including




AX ,χ · ÎX ,χ→ Ŝ ·A · Î (3.33)
that is, all nuclear contributions to the electron spin dynamics are mapped onto a single environ-
mental qubit. Eq. 3.33 retains the original hyperfine term, whilst conveniently requiring a lower
computation time in classical simulators61 and splitting the evaluation of dim(ξ) into a separate
learning problem (see Sect. 3.5.1). These advantages come at the cost of introducing finite–size
effects in the bath, that will be discussed in Sect. 3.5.2 and more in detail with Appendix B.4.
Finally, we expand the term on the left of Eq. 3.33 as62:
Ŝ ·A · Î' A∥Ŝz Îz + A⊥(Ŝx Îx + Ŝy Î y)+ Axz(Ŝz Îx + Ŝx Îz) (3.34)
' A∥Ŝz Îz + A⊥(Ŝx Îx + Ŝy Î y) (3.35)
' A∥Ŝz Îz (3.36)
with A∥ (A⊥) the (non)axial parameters [252], and Aικ the off–diagonal parameters of the
hyperfine tensor. The latter are often neglected [133, 250] as in Eq. 3.35, because A is diagonal
in the point–dipole approximation [253]. The off–diagonal term appearing in Eq. 3.34 describes
nuclear spins coupled along the principal axis of the NV defect, which is expected to be the
strongest coupling due to the system’s symmetry [251]. Finally, Eq. 3.36 is a further simplification
58E.g. in Ramsey interferometry, studied in detail with Sects. 3.3.1 and following. Interferometric protocols are
explained in Sect. 1.5.
59 In the following we will omit the “sys, env” notation wherever evident, to simplify the expressions.
60 Note how the correlations among the {AX ,χ} parameters here would not arise if we had access to the full output∣∣ψ〉glo,out, because the various {ÎX ,χ} act upon different subspaces. However, the effect of each site upon the traced–out
final ρsys,out depends only on the hyperfine parameter characterising the corresponding interaction.
61 As all simulations will involve not more than 2 qubits, instead of the ∼ 15 estimated later to actually compose
the nuclear bath.
62 Tensor product symbols omitted for clarity.
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including only the axial contribution, obtained by invoking the 0th order approximation of the
Floquet theory [250, 251], also known as the secular approximation [254].
Finally, we decide here to drop completely the bath dynamics per se, i.e. both the precession
in the external magnetic field (γnB · Î) and the contributions from the quadrupole splitting
(PI2z). Again, the aim of this first QMLA application is to characterise the system via a suitable
bath model, rather than the opposite63. Therefore, it is reasonable to adopt here the a priori
approximation64 of a stationary bath, when decoupled from the system. A stationary bath is a
typical working–hypothesis adopted in the realm of open quantum systems to be valid within the
relaxation timescale of the system [28]. Also, for PI2z similar considerations to those outlined for



































Ŝi ⊗ 1̂+ Ŝi ⊗ Î i





Ŝi ⊗ 1̂+ Ŝi ⊗ Î i





Ŝi ⊗ 1̂+ Ŝi ⊗ Î i
)+∑i j∈{xy,xz,yz} (Ŝi ⊗ Î j) Sx,y,zYx,y,zTxy,xz,yz
Table 3.2: List of all models explored in the QMLA implementation, along with the corresponding
number of qubits and the abbreviation used in the main text. Greek indices here do not include
the case of the identity, 1̂.
We observe how dropping some terms from the usual form of the Hamiltonian is here a
fundamental step in ensuring that QMLA is implemented efficiently, compromising against its
immediate interpretability. As the first, the decomposition in Eq. 3.31 ensures that some of
the terms would lead to degeneracies65 in the Hamiltonian, as e.g. Ŝ2z ∈SP . These limitations
can be addressed by clustering methods (see the footnote at pg. 126), at the cost of introducing
additional computational overheads to the procedure. Moreover, including degenerate terms
increases the cardinality of the parametrisation dim(~x), thus demanding more particles to make
the learning stable66 without introducing any advantage in the modelling. Such degeneracies
are easy to verify in the models of Sects. 3.5.1 & 3.5.3 which have n = 2, therefore we deemed
appropriate to remove degenerate terms a priori. Importantly, in systems with n big enough to
63This will be instead the scope of Sect. 3.5.2.
64 This approximation will be confirmed also a posteriori, from the excellent agreement with experimental datasets
for the NV–centre studied, as well as from observations about the behaviour of V [P(~x)] during the learning, Fig. 3.16b.
65 Now intended strictly in the meaning of Def. 3.2.
66See Sect. 3.2. The number of particles is crucial in the photonic implementation outlined hereafter in Sect. 3.5.3.
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render intractable the linear algebra of the corresponding matrices, an a priori guess for Ĥ0 is
not expected to be available, and this preliminary check would play no role.
In conclusion, our brief analysis of the system’s expected Hamiltonian suggests how different
experiments might highlight terms, that can be safely neglected otherwise, by invoking some of
the various approximations introduced. Therefore, the corresponding characterisation of the NV–
centre and surrounding nuclear spins, using QMLA, is a study case of non–trivial interpretation.
In the following sections, we will test the capabilities of the protocol to automatically build a
model Ĥ0 for the experimental dynamics of the system, using a single environmental ancillary
qubit. In Table 3.2 we list all the model instances that can be generated according to methodology
described in Sect. 3.4, and the a priori information discussed in this Section, along with a brief
naming convention adopted for each instance, to ease the reporting of the results hereafter. Also,
we will discuss how Ĥ0 provides insight about which, among the contributions to Eq. 3.34, suffice
to provide a statistically motivated model.
3.5.1 QMLA with a classical trusted simulator
In a first test of QMLA, we decided to adopt Hahn peak experiments67, and analyse them invoking
a classical device as the trusted simulator for each CLE instance. The choice of the experiment
typology is due to our focus on modelling hyperfine interactions. In Rabi and Ramsey interfer-
ometry experiments, the action of the nuclear environment amounts essentially to decoherence
phenomena and chirping in the Rabi (Ramsey) frequency. However, both cases are known to admit
excellent phenomenological descriptions68, making a first–principle analysis less compelling.
On the contrary, data from Hahn peak experiments stress the role of the spin bath in the fast
decoherence occurring when τ1 6= τ2, as well as the particular contribution of weaker terms in
Eq. 3.34. The latter are emphasised when τ1 ∼ τ2, in correspondence of the peaks in the data,
because then the Hahn sequence protects against drifts along the Bloch sphere equator of the
evolved electron state
∣∣ψ〉′sys (see Fig. 1.10). Indeed, such drifts are primarily due to the Ŝz Îz,
if assuming negligible off–diagonal terms in the A tensor. A typical experimental outcome of a
Hahn peak sequence is displayed in Fig. 3.16d, and used for the results in this section. The plot
shows the expectation value P0 ≡ P(0
∣∣∣H∗glo;τ) for the electron spin to be in |0〉sys at the end of
the Hahn sequence69, against evolution times τ. As described in Sect. 1.5, P0 can be efficiently
extracted from the normalised photoluminescence (PL) signal recorded from the NV–center.
67 The operations on the NV electron spin for each of the experiments quoted in this section, along with the
required control sequences, are illustrated in Sect. 1.5. We refer there for all definitions and notation.
68 See in particular Sect. 3.3.1 for the dephasing time, and [215] for chirping.
69 Refer to Eq. 3.27. For all the experiments in this chapter, we assume no experimental control over any of the
nuclear spins. Therefore, the final measurement involving exclusively the electron spin corresponds effectively to
tracing out the evolved
∣∣φ〉′env. The unknown true Hamiltonian for the combined syste–environment, H∗glo generically
described in Eq. 3.25, is here believed to be approximated by Ĥnv.
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As a simulator, here we invoke a classical device, and specifically the BlueCrystal cluster70
(BCc), running an implementation of QMLA in Python language, using an Anaconda installation,
customised with several free-software packages [232] to perform efficient linear algebra oper-
ations (including evolution of quantum states), statistical inference, task parallelisation, and
plotting.
Before moving to the analysis of experimental data obtained from the NV–setup, described in
Sect. 1.5 , we first perform a sanity check, testing that the QMLA methodology can retrieve a










)+ A∥Ŝz Îz, (3.37)
when searching through a tree generating (potentially) all models listed in Table 3.2. Sx,y,zYx,y,z
was chosen, because it is representative of the experimental case, by corresponding to a model
inclusive of the electron spin precession in external fields, as well as the hyperfine interaction
approximated according to Eq. 3.35. Note, it allows to verify both underfit as well as overfit71
in the model Ĥ0 learnt by QMLA, compared with Ĥ∗test, because according to the growth rules
imposed for the sTree, Sx,y,zYx,y,z is going to be generated at layer 6, independently72 from the
performances of models belonging to layers 1−5. In order to collect sufficient statistics also for the
deepest layers in the cTree, for this implementation of QMLA we do not include the termination
rule outlined before, and we let the protocol exhaust all available layers in each run.
The choice of the probe state to dial before the evolution,
∣∣ψ〉glo, in, plays here a crucial role
(see Sect. 3.4). In simulations, we have complete access over both the system and its environment,
so that we can in principle choose
∣∣ψ〉glo, in optimally. However, preparing with high–fidelity the
global system of an NV–centre and its surrounding spins in an arbitrary state is challenging
(see Sect. 1.5 and 4.5.4). In order to test how these experimental limitations can impact upon the
success of the protocol, we run the simulations with a set of different probes, labelled according
to:
|+r〉 ≡ |+〉sys ⊗
∣∣ψ〉env (3.38)
|++〉 ≡ |+〉sys ⊗|+〉env (3.39)
|rr〉 ≡ ∣∣ψ〉sys ⊗ ∣∣ψ〉env , (3.40)
where we adopted the two–qubits approximation in Eq. 3.37, ‘sys’ refers to the NV electron




70 This is provided by the University of Bristol as a remote computing service. Here in particular we refer to the
phase 3 unit. The simulations were run parallelising CLE instances on BCc’s base blades, each provided with “16 x 2.6
GHz SandyBridge cores, 4GB/core and a 1TB SATA disk” [255].
71 We here intend intuitively as underfitting models, those lacking some terms that are instead present in the true
Ĥ∗ (known with certainty in a simulation). Therefore, named µ∗ the layer including Ĥ∗, overfitting models belong to
layers ν<µ∗, closer to the root of the sTree. On the contrary, overfitting models will include terms absent in Ĥ∗, and
occur in layers ν>µ∗.
72 This is made evident by Fig. 3.18.
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to be a random 1–qubit state. |+r〉 closely mimics the likely outcome of the initial preparation
sequence for Hahn peak experiments in Fig. 1.10: only the electron spin is fully addressed and
prepared constantly as |+〉 to keep a simple experimental setup, whereas surrounding nuclear
spins are expected to be randomly distributed [254]. |rr〉 assumes that arbitrary preparation73 of
the electron state is available, thus removing any bias towards those terms in the Hamiltonian,
to which a |+〉sys system probe is particularly sensitive. In this way, |rr〉 provides a benchmark
for a QMLA protocol run under ideal conditions. Finally, |++〉 is motivated by both numerical
and experimental reasons. The first is the observation that running QHL over probes that are
varied continuously appear to consistently reduce the learning rate of the parameters74. On the
contrary, the choice of a static probe is a worst–case during the sTree exploration, as it biases the
model learning towards some instances.
We emphasise that measurement–induced backaction to prepare nuclear spin states (Sect. 1.5)
can lead inadvertently to polarisation of both 13C [254, 256] as well as the host 14N nuclear
spins [250]. E.g. using a Ramsey–type sequence can efficiently polarise the 14N spin as |↑〉
conditionally on P0, as long as the free–evolution time is carefully chosen as τF ' π/A∥, which
is O (µs ) [250]. In our experiment, the free evolution times τ1,τ2 are changed across a range of
few µs, so that a consistent polarisation across different epochs should not be expected. However,
this could occur instead for experiments addressing a single 13C nuclear spin in weak external
magnetic fields: the optimal τF to map the electron state on the nuclear state is O (ms ) for this
system [254]. Therefore, along evolution times of few µs, the environmental spins might be
prepared in a constant
∣∣φ〉env, ∀e epochs. The |++〉 probe is therefore intended to investigate the
behaviour of QMLA in such instances.
The essential figures of merit for this simulated test are intended to verify independently:
1. The learning of a correct parametrisation~x ≡ (~ω, ~A) for Ĥ∗test – i.e. validate the single CLE
instances, and particularly the one for Sx,y,zYx,y,z;
2. The successful retrieval of the correct model Sx,y,zYx,y,z – i.e. validate QMLA overall.
As described in Sect. 3.2, the signature of a successful QHL run is given by an exponential
reduction of the estimated uncertainty for the values of each parameter, which in turn can be









for a significative subset of models generated in the
sTree. In particular, we report beside the correct one, a slightly underfitting model, Sx,y,zYx,y,
and two models including superfluous terms, Sx,y,zYx,y,zTxz and Sx,y,zYx,y,zTxy,xz,yz. All models




during the epochs of the respective QHL instances,
however it is interesting to highlight two behaviours. Simpler models benefit initially from a
reduced number of parameters to learn, and therefore their learning rate is higher. However,
73 This amounts to have access to arbitrary MW signal generators.
74 Results omitted for brevity.
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a b
FIGURE 3.14. Simulated testing of QMLA. Shadowed areas represent the 68.27% credible
region. a Volume of the posterior for the selected subset of models explored by QMLA, plotted
at each epoch of the corresponding QHL instance in the sTree. Volumes are estimated from
the SMC approximation, Eq. 3.10. b Quadratic loss QL(~x) for the correct model Sx,y,zYx,y,z,
chosen as the target of the simulated QMLA run, at each of the epochs as in a.
underfitting models eventually saturate (in this case for epochs beyond 600), once the limits in
the form of the Hamiltonian overcome any further parameter optimisation. Saturation is not
observed, instead, for the correct nor overfitting models, as they are both capable of reproducing
appropriately the true system dynamics. As a simulated test, here we have certainty about the
correct model along with its parametrisations, therefore we can also check that~x is being learned
exponentially fast. Therefore, we display QL(~x) in Fig. 3.14b for the correct model75 Sx,y,zYx,y,z.
From the same plot, we observe the appearance of a slowdown in the learning rate, due to a cap
in the longest available evolution time that can be requested from the quantum system. This
artefact has been discussed at length at pg. 94. Here, we imposed a cap at 3τmax ' 14µs, in order
to provide simulations with a consistent advantage compared to the experimental test76, but at
the same time not unrealistically benefiting from an unlimited decoherence time.
The overall QMLA performance in simulations is instead extracted running 100 independent
instances of QMLA, each leading to the generation of a single cDAG similar to the one displayed
in Fig. 3.16a. Spawning the corresponding sTree is non–deterministic: according to the times
chosen via the heuristic, and the outcomes of the measurements D j, the computed Bi j can differ
in various QMLA instances, leading to slightly different sTrees as well. This aleatory behaviour
is emphasised in Fig. 3.18a, where we report a cumulative cDAG. Here, the colour of each edge
(i, j) maps the median Bi j obtained across the runs, whereas the edge thickness is proportional
75 One might extend the definition of QL(~x) for an overfitting model Ĥ, by imposing that any term in Ĥ,
parametrised by xi , that does not appear in Ĥ∗ must satisfy xi = 0. On the contrary, , there is no equivalent
definition of a single metric such as QL(~x) for underfitting models. The value of the parameters for terms that are
actually present in Ĥ∗ may be altered, as an artefact of invoking a wrong Hamiltonian in the first instance [155].
Therefore, here we decide to adopt QL(~x) only when we know that Ĥ = Ĥ∗.
76 Compare for example with experimental data displayed in Fig. 3.16d.
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a b
FIGURE 3.15. Experimental QMLA with NV–centres. The cases referring to the various
probe states (Eqs. 3.38-3.40) are colour–coded in the legends, reporting both numerical
simulations (Sim.) as well as using experimental Hahn peak datasets from the NV–centre
(Exp.). a Instances won per model, out of 100 independent QMLA runs, displayed in per-
centage. Only the 6 most successful (overall) models are reported. b Number of QMLA runs
that would be accepted as correct (in percentage), against the chosen threshold level for
the coefficient of determination R2. The value of R2 is obtained comparing the dynamics
predicted by the model identified as correct via QMLA, against the simulated (experimental)
data, similarly to Fig. 3.16d.
to the frequency with which that edge has been generated. Therefore, nodes connected via thin
edges represent models that are generated less frequently, and hence their exploration is not
favoured statistically. Also, the colour–scale highlights how statistically significant a comparison
is, with light–blue corresponding to the least decisive comparisons, and viceversa.
The final models suggested as the best in reproducing the data via QMLA are summarised
in Fig. 3.15a, for the various
∣∣ψ〉glo,in introduced in Eqs. 3.38–3.40. We can observe how in
simulations, both |+r〉 as well as |rr〉 lead to success rates respectively above 55% and 60%, with
a final information gain77 I > 2.5 in both cases. Overfitting is limited to models including a
single term not present in the correct Ĥ∗, such as Sx,y,zYx,y,zTxz. Simpler models with a single
hyperfine term are instead not represented in the histogram for simulations with such probes.
On the contrary, a simplistic |++〉 probe state is not sufficient to distinguish among some of the
models and leads to consistent underfitting. This limitation is shown analytically for some of the
Ĥ j in Appendix C.4. Finally, we adopt an alternative, frequentist metric to further comment on




in correspondence of a linearly spaced set of evolution times {τi} ∈ [0,τmax], compared with the
predicted dataset adopting the learnt champion model,
{
P(0
∣∣∣H0glo;τi)}. In Fig. 3.15b, we display
77 We remind that in this case, I = S′−S0, the difference between the Shannon entropy at the end of the learning
S′ =−∑i pi log pi (with i the model index and pi its likelihood), and its corresponding start value S0. At the beginning,
we pick pi = 1/Nm, the inverse of the maximum number of permissible models in the tree (Nm), as we assume no bias
towards any of the models that can be generated.
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how many of the champion models obtained in QMLA would be accepted, if we established the
threshold R2 value reported on the x–axis. Two observations are interesting. First, QMLA is
much more efficient than a naïve strategy, attempting to simply achieve high values of R2 > 0.9.
The latter invalidates a vast majority of runs that identified instead the correct model. Second,
the behaviour for different probes is somewhat counter–intuitive. From Fig. 3.15a we noticed how
choosing a less biased probe such as |+r〉 is advantageous over |++〉 in retrieving the correct model.
However, in Fig. 3.15b it also appears how a static probe leads to a higher learning rate, and
therefore to achieving a better agreement of the learnt models with the dataset. We believe this
enhanced performance to occur because of an artefact: the training of QHL instances is facilitated
by optimising over a single probe
∣∣φ〉glo,in, rather than a set of probe states. This artefact was
mitigated in simulations by adopting a finite set of random states, here with dim({|r〉i}) = 20.
Then, at each epoch the experiment is performed using one of the states |r〉i in a rota (refer also
to Fig. 3.12e).
Now that we have gained insight in the performances of QMLA in controlled simulations, a
meaningful discussion of the protocol’s behaviour when operated using realistic experimental
data is possible. The learning is performed offline over the Hahn peak dataset in Fig. 3.16d (red
dots), with a τmax ' 4µs. Each datapoint is affected by the noise sources already discussed in
Sect. 3.3.2, here mitigated by adopting M = 1000000. Even if a proper error bar for each datapoint
cannot be precisely estimated here78, the fluctuations in P0 – when the signal is completely
decohered – make evident how for times τ ∼ τmax, the maximum error in the normalised PL
signal could be as high as ∆P0 ∼ 0.1.
We start commenting the differences in Fig. 3.15a with simulated cases. Interestingly, QMLA
is highly successful in discarding one–qubit models, that are never retrieved as the best model in
any of the 100 independent runs (see Appendix Fig. B.3 & B.4 for a complete list). Sx,y,zYx,y,z is
found as the champion model by the QMLA search in a clear majority of the cases (> 30%), but
this is less evident than simulated cases. Indeed, the average information gain out of the search
is here I ' 1.15. Competitive underfitting models appear among the sTree champions, and in
particular Sx,y,zYz and Sx,y,zYy. There are several possible explanations for this. Eq. 3.35 can be
well approximated via the secular approximation as Eq. 3.36, which justifies the appearance of
Sx,y,zYz as a likely champion model. At the same time, residual polarisation of the nuclear spins
might instead lead to selecting Sx,y,zYy, as for simulations with |++〉. Finally, QMLA converging
to Hamiltonians with transverse hyperfine terms Sx,y,zYx,y,zTαβ is of uncertain interpretation:
QMLA could either be sensitive to the small off–diagonal hyperfine contributions, or these finds
might be an artefact of slight overfitting, as already observed in simulations adopting |+r〉 probe
states.
Additional information can be extracted from Fig. 3.16. In subfigure a, we report an exemplary
search through the cDAG, here leading to Ĥ0 ≡ Sx,y,zYz being selected as the final champion
78 A precise estimate was not possible because only the averaged outputs were recorded in this experiment, instead
of the PL signal out of each sequence, as was done e.g. in the MFL experiments.
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FIGURE 3.16. Experimental QMLA with NV–centres and a classical simulator. a The output
cDAG at the end of a single QMLA run. Hamiltonian models are represented as dots (with
labels referring to Table 3.2). The model selected by the run is colour–coded in yellow. Edges
colours represent the corresponding Bi j as from the legend at the bottom. b Evolution across
epochs of the median particles’ volumes V (P[~x]) for a selection of models. c Evolution across
epochs of the agreement, as estimated by the R2, between the entire experimental dataset
in (d) and predicted values for P0(τ) by each colour–coded model, with parametrisation
E[~x], at epoch e. d Experimental datapoints obtained performing a Hahn–peak sequence as
described in the main text (red dots). Values predicted by the median learnt parametrisation,
for the most successful model (see Fig. 3.15), are as a solid violet line. Shadowed areas
in (b&d), and error bars in (c) represent the 68.27% credible region, as obtained upon
completion of 100 independent QMLA runs.
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model. In this case, where the learning is performed against the experimental dataset, it appears
evident how Bi j are very significative when comparing the simplest models, but get progressively
less clear, as soon as the search moves through to terms including at least a hyperfine terms.
Even if BĤ0,Ĥ j À 1, ∀Ĥ j spawned from Ĥ0, the evidence is not enough to completely collapse
the layer. The same is true in other cases, such as Sx,y,z, where the corresponding layer is worse
than both the parent and child layers. Observing the volumes for a subset of models in Fig. 3.16b,
we observe how the exponentially fast learning of the parameters proceeds across all epochs
for all models more complex than Sx,y,zYz. Too simple models, such as Sy,z, have a very poor
learning rate and their V (P(~x)) saturates quickly. Models effective such as Sx,y,zYz, instead,
register mostly a slowdown in the learning rate, eventually saturating at the final epochs in our
range. As there is no such sign e.g. for Sx,y,zYx,y,z, more than an artefact due to the bounds in
τmax we interpret this as a sign of Sx,y,zYz not being completely sufficient to capture the actual
Ĥ∗.
An analysis complementary to the one regarding the volumes concerns the times suggested
by the heuristics, to perform a meaningful experiment at each epoch. In Sect. 3.2.2 we have
introduced the PGH as an effective solution to the problem of identifying an appropriate τi to
evolve the system at each experimental step. However, performing QMLA, the speedup in the
learning rate for simpler models must be taken into account, when performing comparisons
across layers in the cDAG. We exemplify the different learning rates in Fig. 3.17a, containing
the distribution of PGH generated times, for the model champions in the same exemplary run
displayed in Fig. 3.16a. Evidently, when learning a single parameter the maximum number of
epochs allocated here (Nexp = 750) is sufficient to saturate the experimental τmax available, but
this is not the case for the models with the highest number of parameters. Such a behaviour can
exacerbate the bias towards simpler models when calculating edges in the cDAG: as each Bi j
descends from Di j (see Sect. 3.4), the more complex model will be exposed to a range of evolution
times that it did not get the chance to be trained upon. In a machine learning wording, the two
models compared will have dramatically different training and test sets, which is expected to
lead to poor performances. A way to address this is to assign a variable number of epochs, as
described in Sect. 3.4, however this was impractical with our implementation79. Therefore, we
prefer here instead to partially lift the PGH approach in the experiment choice. That is, after the
training adopting PGH for Nexp epochs, we include an additional training phase with linearly
spaced times in [τNexp ,τmax], for a total of Nexp
′
epochs, before starting the consolidation phase.
The new distribution of times for an exemplary run, for layer–champion models, is reported in
Fig. 3.17b.
In Fig. 3.16c–d we analyse instead the performances of the learnt models, in reproducing
the experimental datasets. Subfigure c shows how the learning progresses across epochs, with
79 This is because the access to the BCp3 cluster requires to have an accurate estimate for the running time of each
task queued for execution. A dynamic allocation of Nexp would render it difficult to predict in advance the running
time, with corresponding jobs being terminated before completion.
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FIGURE 3.17. Experimental QMLA with NV–centres. We report the distributions of evo-
lution times, along a total of Nexp = 750 epochs, as generated by the PGH approach alone
(a), or adjusted via a linearly spaced additional training phase (b), see also main text. The
model instances for each case are shown in each legend.
R2 improving substantially for trial Ĥ j instances, that are highly successful among searches.
The poor performances of models unsuccessful in reducing the prior volume V (P(~x)) is here
confirmed by a poor final fit with the experimental data. Even if the values of R2 after the
learning is performed might not appear high, they are to be put in context of a highly non–linear
optimisation process. Fig. 3.16d makes this evident, by plotting the evolution of the predicted
P0(Ĥ0,τ) for the most successful model out of QMLA searches with NV–centre data, Sx,y,zYx,y,z.
A vast majority of experimental points lie within the 68.27% credible region, and the remaining
ones are still reasonably well approximated. It also appears evident how the decohered portion of
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the Hahn peak data is actually contributing the most in reducing the final R2. The challenge
in reproducing correctly the noisy dynamics for times close to τmax appears also from the plot
in Fig. 3.15b, as a vast majority of runs gets rapidly invalidated as soon as the threshold R2 is
increased, regardless of the champion model chosen. Such failure in using fit performances alone
to infer an appropriate model shows qualitatively the superiority of our approach.
Finally, in Fig. 3.18b we report the cumulative cDAGs obtained averaging 100 independent
QMLA instances, using the same experimental dataset discussed above. Comparing with the
simulated run adopting
∣∣ψ〉glo,in ≡ |+r〉 in subfig. a, we highlight how the BFs obtained for
the earliest singe–qubit layers generated are less pronounced. At the same time, the stronger
preference towards hyperfine models that include the Yz term can be interpreted both as Eq. 3.36
providing a reasonable approximation of the dynamics, as well as the bias introduced by possibly
imperfect preparation of the probe states |+r〉. Finally, if overfitting appears reliably ruled out
in the simulated case, as the chosen Sx,y,zYx,y,z has no outgoing edges, in Fig. 3.18b we observe
instead how the comparison against Sx,y,zYx,y,zTxz tends to be less stable, which might point
again to the various degrees of approximation in Eq. 3.34. Details about the numerical stability
in the values of the BFs retrieved by QMLA for this experimental run is reported in Appendix
Fig. B.4.
For brevity, we skip a discussion about the values retrieved for the chosen parametrisation
(~ω, ~A) in Eq. 3.37. This is because retrieving parameter values belongs to the exquisite realm of
QHL, already discussed at length, and also the mapping in Eq. 3.33 renders (~ω, ~A) less immediate
to interpret.
3.5.2 Environment characterisation via hyperparametrised QMLA
The analysis so far has focused on mapping the action of the NV–centre environment upon a
2–qubit Hamiltonian, retrieving the most effective model Ĥ0, in reproducing the experimental
statistical evidence. This approach has left aside a more in–depth study of the bath, which was
mapped onto a single environmental qubit. Such an approximation is valid for the rapid dynamics
of the fast decay in Hahn peak experiments, however the effects of a finite–size bath are expected
to be evident80 at the longer times probed by Hahn signal experiments [28, 134]. Therefore,
we now intend to investigate how to implement an automated characterisation of Hahn signal
experiments, based upon the QMLA principles, and in particular we aim to learn the number of
nuclear spins in the environment ns, coupled to the NV electron spin. The experimental dataset
used for this analysis is reported in Fig. 3.19b.
A straightforward extension of QMLA to characterise in detail the bath, via the full set
of parameters
(
{~ω}X ,χ, {~A}X ,χ
)
, thus dropping the approximation in Eq. 3.33, however, poses
challenges. First, the number of interacting nuclear spins has been estimated to be potentially in
the order of 1000s, via a priori knowledge of NV–centre devices [134]. QMLA requires a complete
80 This point is discussed more in detail in Appendix B.4.
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a b
FIGURE 3.18. cDAG searches in QMLA, displayed as average cDAGS obtained from 100
independent instances of QMLA. For each edge (i, j), the thickness is proportional to the
number of times Bi j has been estimated across the 100 runs. Colour–coded and legended
in the bar at the bottom, the median value of Bi j, obtained averaging all Bayes factors at
the end of each QMLA instance, where (i, j) had been generated in the cDAG. Additional
details in the main text. a QMLA run with simulated data of a typical Hahn peak sequence,
adopting the probe state |+r〉. b QMLA run against experimental NV–centre data, and the
same probe in the simulator.
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quantum evolution81 of the (simulated) global system, to accurately learn its dynamics. When
adopting the BCp3 classical simulator of Sect. 3.5.1, this limits effectively the practicality to
about ten–qubit systems. Even if further experimental studies have highlighted how only a very
small fraction (∼10) of those sites can be observed interact with the NV electron spin [131], using
this information would defy the purpose of an automated characterisation of the bath structure.
In order to address the classical simulability issue posed by CLE, in this Section we decide
to move from generating models out of the Pauli primitive set (Eq. 3.31), in full generality, to
a dedicated analytical approach. The idea is that, once an interpretable model for the system
has been suggested via the QMLA approach described so far, one can bootstrap further analyses,
leveraging upon the information already obtained about the system. Using the approach in
Sect. 3.5.1, we have confirmed how the NV–centre dynamics is effectively described via the
hyperfine interaction with a spin bath. For Hahn-signal experiments within such a system, an
analytical model is known [134], describing the hyperfine coupling of the electronic spin to each
χth nuclear spin, as a combined two–qubit system Ĥe−χ, physically equivalent to each contribution
in Eq. 3.33. The unitary evolution originated from Ĥe−χ can be analytically solved [257] to retrieve












sin2(ω0 τ/2)sin2(ωχ τ/2), (3.42)
with B0 the external magnetic field and ω0(χ) the (bare) Larmor frequency.
Qualitatively, Eq. 3.42 describes how the ground state of Ĥe−χ precesses at a rate ω0, whereas
the excited states incur in a splitting ωχ. In free evolution, after the initial π/2 pulse of the
Hahn sequence, the nuclear and electron spin become progressively more entangled at a rate
dictated by the hyperfine interaction, getting maximally correlated at times τ∝π/A [250]. When
the two spins get disentangled again, revivals can be observed in the experimental Hahn-echo





interpreted respectively as beatings among the modulation frequencies at different sites ωχ, and
re-synchronisation when τ= 2π/ω0.
By adopting Eq. 3.42, we obtain a huge computational advantage in estimating each likelihood,
as the scaling of corresponding overheads with the bath size ns is now linear and not exponential.
Nevertheless, the parameter space is still of dimension O (10ns), and in addition, the sets of
parameters {Bχ} and {ωχ} are highly correlated, as it is evident from the shape of Eq. 3.41. This
breaks the QHL hypothesis that at any given point the prior distribution is unimodal82, a problem
81 In particular, we here refer to the step exponentiating test Hamiltonians, as in Eq. 3.2.
82 I have made available a tutorial in Python discussing how multimodal prior distributions can under-
mine the performance of QHL, and how clustering methods can recover this, see https://figshare.com/s/
5721438de7c307947ea9.
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a b
FIGURE 3.19. a Outcome of Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (MHA) sampling from a distribu-
tion proportional to the absolute log-likelihood |`(nc)|, with nc the number of environmental
spins included in the model from Eq. 3.41 [253]. Exemplary steps out of a single MHA run
up to 10000 steps are displayed. Inset Detail of the distribution behaviour for nc ≤ 20. A
dash-dotted black line indicates the fit of the logistic mock function to the output sample
from MHA. b Normalised PL response for a Hahn-signal experiment, against evolution
time τ1 = τ2 (see Sect. 1.5 ). Red dots represent experimental data, whereas the green line
is the expected PL obtained from a representative hyperparametrized model with nc = 20
(Eq.3.42), whose parameters are the average outcome of 100 independent QHL runs. Esti-
mates for the decoherence time T2 via a peak-fitting algorithm run either on experimental
data or the simulated model are also reported and colour coded correspondingly.
recently highlighted in [216]. Therefore, if each likelihood can now be estimated efficiently, the
optimisation problem solved by SMC is still too challenging.
We solve these shortcomings via an ad–hoc method: a hyperparametrisation of the problem,
whereby we replace the learning task for the sets {Bχ}, {ωχ} with learning the moments of
the corresponding normal distributions N (B∗,σB) and N (ω0 +δω,σω), from where a tentative
number ns,i of B∗ and ωχ are drawn. In this way, for each tentative ns,i a CLE instance can be
performed against a reduced (hyper)parameter set: ~x := {B0,B∗,σB,ω0,δω,σω}. Inferring ns is
then left to a Metropolis–Hastings procedure [247], that approximates the distribution of P(ns).
At each algorithm (macro)step i, a new tentative ns,i is sampled, and CLE is performed along
Nexp epochs. The probability of accepting ns,i as representative of the distribution is taken as the
Bayes factor Bi,i−1(D), with D the cumulative set of experimental data collected throughout all
past epochs. In this way, higher values of ns can be considered if they are statistically motivated
by a better reproduction of the data. We stress how this hyperparametrised model learning can
still be formalised within the general framework of QMLA. Indeed, the only crucial difference is
that primitives are here pseudospins, and are combined via multiplication in Eq. 3.41. Therefore,
we can represent the search along an sTree which embeds a single model of tentative dimension
ns,i ≡ dim[{χ}] per layer. The sTree is thus a chain here, and only inter–layer comparisons
are operated. As the hyperparametrisation introduces additional probabilistic behaviour via
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the sampling of P(ns), we also increase the resilience to local minima in the sTree search by
effectively allowing jumps across layers, instead of moving progressively to higher ns,i+1, as well
as reconsidering layers previously discarded. Indeed, the decision of which layer to entertain
next depends solely upon the current P(ns). Finally, the crucial information is not stored in which
node corresponds to the most successful model after a number of steps, but rather in the P(ns)
distribution.
In Fig. 3.19a we show the progressive outcome of this hyperparametrised QMLA, up to 10000
algorithm (macro)steps. In the inset, we emphasise how the approximated distribution starts
to plateau for ns ∼ 15, so that for this system, there is no compelling evidence to consider many
additional spins in the bath. Interestingly, our estimate is well below the number of nuclear sites
employed in initial simulations of Hahn-echo experiments with NV-centres [134], but agrees in
order of magnitude with the number of 13C nuclei in the so–called first-shell, that is known to be
hyperpolarizable [258]. For completeness, we also show in Fig. 3.19b the expected normalised
PL signal Pr0, estimated from the model in Eq. 3.41, with ns = 20, and the hyperparameters
as learnt after 400 CLE epochs. Simulated data accurately reproduce experimental findings,
including the revival peak positions, allowing an independent estimate of the decoherence time
for this system (T2 = 81±3.9 µs) from the envelope of the revived PL signals.
3.5.3 QMLA with a photonic chip as trusted quantum simulators
In the last sections, we have demonstrated how QMLA can retrieve crucial information about
the Hamiltonian describing an (open) system dynamics, starting from realistic experimental
data, and in particular an NV–centre in bulk diamond. However, so far the trusted simulator
in Fig. 3.12e was a classical device, whereby each trial evolution Ĥ j can be implemented with
arbitrary83 fidelity. Also, as discussed at length in 3.2, CLE suffers from intrinsic scalability
issues, as the implementation of the generic unitary exp
(−iĤ j t) is not efficient in a classical
device. Therefore, in the same spirit of [215] for QHL, in this section we intend to show that
QMLA is indeed feasible within a realistic, non–error–corrected quantum simulator, and in
particular a photonic device.
Specifically, we adopt here a quantum photonic chip to demonstrate a QMLA protocol im-
plementation, invoking QLE instances. The platform is thus similar to Chap. 2, however it is
immediate to note how the chip used in Sect. 2.3.1 being capable of dialling an arbitrary Û ∈
CU(2), it is insufficient to implement even the reduced mapping proposed for Hahn peak experi-
ments in Eq. 3.33, which describes a 2–qubits system (including the nuclear spin). We therefore
needed an upgrade of the photonic chip, which is illustrated in the rendering of Fig. 3.20a. This
device can prepare arbitrary states and dial arbitrary Û ∈ CU(4), it will therefore be labelled
“CU(4) chip” hereafter. Beside the components already outlined for the CU(2) chip, we notice
83 As long as the precision of the 64–bit computational architecture employed allows. A more detailed study about
the limitations imposed on the current software implementing QMLA is in preparation as [259].
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Prepare probe state Controlled-U Erase path-info
FIGURE 3.20. A rendering of the photonic chip, employed here an experimental QMLA
implementation with a quantum simulator (b). Photons pairs generated on chip path-encode
the control qubit (signal photon, blue) and the target ququart (idler, red). Coincidence events
are collected by superconducting single photon detectors off chip, after frequency-filtering
(not shown). Operations available with the reconfigurable device are reported, with the
corresponding parts colour coded. Thermo-optic phase shifters are reported in gold. Coupling
into and off chip is achieved by grating couplers.
as the most obvious difference that the target registry is now expanded as a ququart. A trivial
mapping can be shown between 2–qubit and 1–ququart states and operations , so that introducing
a ququart–based target registry is here an effective way to expand the operational Hilbert space,
while at the same time preserving the entanglement–based scheme already adopted in Chap. 2.
The most crucial operation in the photonic chip is to retrieve the L (D|Ĥ j,τ) in Eq. 3.27,
for each probe state
∣∣ψ〉glo,in and tentative model Ĥ j. The preparation of random probe states∣∣ψ〉glo,in and evolution according to a random 2–qubit unitary exp(−iĤ jτ) can be achieved in
the CU(4) chip, by means of the decomposition first formalised in [260], and used for the design
of the chip in Fig. 3.20. Beside a characterisation equivalent to what already illustrated for
the CU(2) chip in Chap. 1.4.4.2, in this case we also estimated the fidelity in state and unitary
implementation via a full process tomography performed on the chip. Key results, detailed in
Appendix Fig. D.2, show that fidelities well above 90% in most cases can be expected, so that





∣∣trenv [ρglo(τ)]∣∣D〉sys is obtained via the entanglement based scheme proposed in
[261], and already implemented for QHL purposes with a photonic chip in [215].
With our quantum photonic implementation, the evaluation of the likelihood for each
parametrisation (i.e. particle), for each model requires about 5 s , which is about 3 orders of mag-
nitude slower than the corresponding implementation on a classical simulator. Therefore, in order
to keep the total run–time of QMLA reasonable, we had to reduce consistently Nprt = dim({~x}),
Nexp as well as the maximum number of models entertained. We adopted a simplified tree
embedding a single model per layer for the search, i.e. a tree with a branching factor of 1. The
models selected are listed in the legend of Fig. 3.21a, and do not include any models embedding
transverse terms for simplicity. In order to improve the resilience against the less decisive Bi j
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expected from reduced Nprt, Nexp, we also replaced the efficient intra–layer and inter–layer
model comparisons with a complete cDAG, so that all pairwise comparisons are computed. Finally,
in order to reduce the contribution from degeneracies in the parameters84, we bootstrap the
prior for the hyperfine parameters A (whenever present in the model), leveraging upon prelim-
inary knowledge about the NV–centre physics [253, 262]. In particular, we choose at epoch 0:
P(A⊥,x) = P(A⊥,y) = P(A∥) = N (Ã,σA), with Ã = 2.5 MHz and σA = 0.3 MHz In this way, the
residual multi–modality of the prior does not pose a major issue to the learning, because within
the support of each prior, the distribution can be well approximated by a Gaussian.
The results for an exemplary run are outlined as logarithmic radar plots85 in Fig. 3.21 . Here
we report each computed pairwise Bi j, by colour-coding each Ĥi model as an inner polygon, and
reporting at the edge of the outer black polygon the Ĥ j model for reference. The distance from the





whenever Ĥi is statistically favoured in the search, it verifies log
(
Bi j
)> 0 and the corresponding
radar vertex lies outside the circle of radius Bi j = 1.
Fig. 3.21b shows the values for each Bi j at epoch 1. All vertices being close to the circle of
radius 1, no model has been learnt as a better description of the experimental Hahn peak dataset.
Fig. 3.21c shows instead the progress of QMLA after 30 epochs of QHL for each model, and an
equal number of Bayes factor updates, see Sect. 3.4. Now, a polygon encompassing all others
clearly emerges as the one referred to Sx,y,zY x, y, z, matching the findings obtained in Sect. 3.16
with a classical simulator.
3.6 Discussion and final remarks
The scope of this chapter was to exemplify how techniques enhanced by machine learning can
provide an effective solution to the problem of CVV in NISQ devices. We first summarised the
peculiarities of the QHL approach to verify a parametrised Hamiltonian model, and characterise
the value of its parameters, briefly discussing how it can be advantageous in situations whereby
standard tomographic methods are not suitable.
We then proceeded to demonstrate how an efficient implementation of QHL can greatly
enhance the performances of a quantum sensor in terms of sensitivity and responsivity. In
particular, we addressed magnetometry with NV–centres as the application of choice, validating
their deployment as room–temperature magnetometers. We achieved this by overcoming the
limitations of a noisy readout via the adaptive data–processing techniques offered by QHL,
84 We remind that even if we excluded explicit degeneracies in the Ĥ j models, by restricting to Eq. 3.33, experi-
mental data used as a training set are generated by the NV–centre Ĥ∗. In Sect. 3.5.2, we estimated that Ĥ∗ describes
the interaction with O (10) sites in the nuclear spins environment, each with a different A, see also [131]. Therefore,
when mapping Ĥ∗ onto an effective 2–qubit model, the beatings among these different contributions are equivalent to
degeneracies in the model.
85 The choice of a radar plot is here deemed more appropriate, compared to the tree-plots adopted in Figs. 3.18. This
is because the graph search leads here to a complete cDAG storing each Bi j computed, making a graph visualisation
difficult to interpret.
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FIGURE 3.21. Experimental results of QMLA implemented on a photonic chip, here em-
ployed as a quantum simulator (a). Bi j for all pairs of models entertained in the QMLA
run are represented as a logarithmic radar-plot: at the beginning (b) and end (c) of the
run. logBi j is plotted for model i (colour coded) versus model j (labelled on the vertex). For
reference, the case logBi j = 0 where the two models are equivalent is indicated by an inner
grey polygon. In pairwise comparisons, the model at the vertex of a radius is thus favoured
by statistical evidence against all those models lying within the inner polygon.
and focusing upon optimising the related computational overheads. We named the resulting
protocol Magnetic Field Learning, MFL. Its performances are comparable to other protocols in
low thermal–noise cryogenic environments[135].
Additionally, we showed how MFL naturally provides multi–parameter estimation in a
quantum sensor, as well as allowing tracking of dynamic phenomena with high repetition
rates. Multi–parameter estimation has a crucial importance in the broader context of quantum
metrology, as genuine quantum effects may arise from simultaneous estimation of multiple
parameters, e.g. in quantum state estimation [263]. Combined with the high–sensitivity room–
temperature performances, these capabilities might pave the way for important applications
ranging from the biological to the material science realms.
Finally, we extended the possibilities of automated characterisation, by proposing a novel
protocol, the Quantum Model Learning Agent (QMLA), with the intent to a priori suggest a
Hamiltonian model for a quantum system, statistically well motivated. When introducing QMLA,
we aimed to learn more than a matrix representing the map for a quantum system dynamics, but
rather an approximate, full decomposition in its fundamental terms. This format is vital to let a
human user formulating insights on the physics governing the system dynamics [264], as every
component of the Hamiltonian corresponds to a specific interaction. QMLA approaches this task
as a data–centric method, developing trial models from limited prior knowledge, i.e. only a set of
primitive operators, and growth rules to graphically explore the models’ space.
The method is naturally designed to grant flexibility in compromising between the amount of
prior knowledge provided, and the corresponding computational cost of the protocol. Intuitively, a
higher degree of prior knowledge provides a faster, more reproducible convergence to a suggested
model, yet at the same time, it introduces biases which may prevent the search from considering
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more appropriate models.
We have tested QMLA’s robustness and capability to learn the form of the Hamiltonian
describing an actual physical system, i.e. the hyperfine Ĥ∗nv of an NV-centre coupled to its
environment. The experimental training data-sets, Hahn-echo sequences, embedded realistic
measurement uncertainties for a bulk diamond NV–setup, such as Poissonian noise, losses, and a
finite decoherence time. We further implemented the protocol also adopting a non–error–corrected
quantum optical simulator, and training it to learn successfully the key terms of Ĥ∗nv. We also
investigated thoroughly the impact on QMLA, of accessing only a limited subset of possible trial
states that can be prepared as input for the system. For example, in experimental scenarios
this might be due to limitations of the setup, or non–i.i.d. sources of noise. We have shown
how biases in the probe states adopted can favour some models, altering the outcome of QMLA,
but in all instances considered, such disruption is limited and the protocol is still capable of
identifying fundamental components of Ĥ∗nv. Adopting solely Hahn peak datasets, QMLA was also
capable of inferring meaningful values for the hyperfine parameters, that are usually estimated
with completely different setups, or via computationally intensive ab-initio calculations of the
NV-centre structure.
The model obtained gives a physical explanation of the NV–centre dynamics occurring at
evolution times τ ¿ T2, but the approximate 2–qubits model inferred does not explain the
system’s behaviour and revivals occurring at longer timescales, investigated via Hahn signal
experiments. In order to address this case, we adapt our method to use the characterisation
outcome gathered with Hahn peak datasets, as evidence to adopt an analytical growth rule,
making computationally feasible a modelling of the environment including up to 100 additional
spins. We run a probabilistic version of QMLA, based upon the Metropolis–Hastings approach, to
train against experimental Hahn signal datasets. In this way, we gather evidence of the presence
of weakly coupled impurities (in this case, 13C spins) in the bath, alongside the host 14N atom.
The results reproduce exceptionally well the observed revivals and T2 for the NV–system, when
considering ∼ 15 additional spins, and therefore an extensive, first–principle analysis of this case
via QMLA would require an efficient 15–qubits simulator, which was unfortunately beyond our
current capacity.
In summary, QHL (with MFL as a particular case) and QMLA methodologies have the
potential to become invaluable tools for characterise, verify and validate new devices, or provide
automatically more faithful and reliable models for systems currently under study, giving direct
insights about their physics.
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3.7 Author’s contributions to to the Chapter
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suggestions from dr. Wiebe and Granade.
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and control, data collection and analysis was performed by me, leveraging also upon some
libraries shared by dr. J. Adcock.
Preliminary results from this Section have been accepted for oral contributions
at QTML 2019 (SK) and the Symposium on the Science of Light 2019 in Erlangen




QUANTUM CHEMISTRY WITH QUANTUM SIMULATORS
The development of the field of quantum simulation originated from a crucial observation: when
adopting conventional classical methods, the resources required to simulate a quantum me-
chanical system scale intractably with its size. The seminal idea to adopt quantum devices
in order to tackle this problem is due to Feynman [267], but it was only formalised in the fol-
lowing decades with the appearance of a series of algorithms dedicated to the specific field of
quantum simulation [148, 268, 269]. These were followed by a plethora of experimental demon-
strations [160, 162, 165, 166, 270–275], attempting to show the feasibility of these approaches to
provide meaningful results in actual devices.
The variety in approaches led to the introduction of some nomenclature to categorise them.
The most fundamental distinction is perhaps between “analogue” and “digital” quantum sim-
ulators [59]. The first category captures special purpose devices, whose controllable dynamics
mimics the behaviour of the quantum system to be simulated, whereas the second describes
general–purpose quantum computers dedicated to simulation tasks (see also Chap. 1 ). Another
crucial classification separates methods addressing properties at equilibrium (i.e. concerned with
computing stable states) from those describing and simulating the time evolution of the quantum
system in conditions of interest [276].
In this Chapter, we will mostly deal with the eigenproblem, i.e. the analysis of eigenspectra
in a Hamiltonian framework1. This particular problem is of paramount importance, because
an efficient eigensolver has a range of applications, ranging from material science [276] and
biology [277, 278] to data science and information retrieval [279]. Here, we highlight in particular
those belonging to the exquisite realm of quantum chemistry, like the modelling of many–body
interactions in electronic systems [187, 280], or the understanding of reaction rates and light-
1For the reason to adopt this framework, see below Sect. 4.1.2.
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harvesting transfer processes. The latter, in particular, require a characterisation of the system’s
excited states [281, 282].
Solving the eigenproblem in the most general case is believed to be hard not only for classi-
cal, but also for quantum computers [148], as it would imply a collapse in complexity classes,
QMA=BQP [283]. This applies as well to worst–case quantum chemistry models [284]. However
the latter finding does not preclude successful applications of quantum simulators, as several
chemical configurations of practical interest are believed to fall within a subset of lesser com-
plexity [269, 276, 285]. This conjecture is supported by empirical observations, described in
Sect. 4.3.2. Therefore, in this chapter we will focus on strategies to extract the ground state,
and in some cases the full eigenspectrum, of some instances of interest where quantum comput-
ers are expected to enable scalable solutions [148, 268]. The importance of addressing excited
states with quantum methods is not only driven by the realm of applications, but also by the
investigation of quantum advantages. Indeed, the complexity of an eigenproblem is known for
quantum systems to depend not only on the corresponding Hamiltonian, but also on the class of
states addressed. For example, ground states can be prepared efficiently with classical methods
in weakly interacting Hamiltonians, but this is often not true for the corresponding excited
states [286, 287].
The chapter is organised as follows. At first, the application of PE–inspired methods is
briefly discussed, drawing on conclusions achieved in Chap. 2. Then, we will review techniques
traditionally employed to address ground–states (in particular variational methods), and see
how they can be extended to the whole eigenspectrum. We will then expose a novel, intrinsically
quantum strategy to prepare excited states in realistic quantum systems, that we have recently
introduced [128]. In conclusion, we will provide an outlook of additional methods that stemmed
from our idea, providing various improvements in achieving the same goal.
4.1 Mapping quantum chemistry Hamiltonians onto a quantum
computer
We have outlined how a quantum device may offer a more natural testbed for the simulation of
chemical structures and processes, when compared to its classical counterpart. However, prob-
lems in the realm of quantum chemistry often require non–trivial mapping operations, before
they can be addressed with a quantum simulator. Indeed, some instances of such problems that
might benefit the most from quantum simulators2, namely the electronic structure problem,
and quantum lattice models [159, 160, 276], are formulated as many–body molecular wavefunc-
tions [148], whereas digital quantum simulators operate on qubits. A convenient way to map
one framework to the other is thus required. A summary of the various steps providing such
mapping is presented in Fig. 4.1. In the following sections we will introduce in some detail only
2See also Chap. 3.
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FIGURE 4.1. Summary of steps and techniques to map quantum chemistry problems onto
quantum simulators. Operations to perform various steps of the mapping are in coloured
rectangular squares, with those introducing approximations in orange, the other steps in
green. In dashed rectangular frames the techniques proposed to solve the corresponding
mapped problems. Abbreviations are introduced in the text.
techniques that rely upon a 2nd quantised Hamiltonian, hence neglecting those methods natively
designed to address models that invoke solely the Born–Oppenheimer approximation (e.g. the
Rear-Space-Real-Time dynamics (RSRT) in [288]).
4.1.1 Spin–orbital configurations and qubit states
In order to describe this in further detail, we will pick a specific example covering most cases
in the remaining of this chapter: the electronic structure problem in molecules. This can be
described in full generality by an N-electron wavefunction ΦN . A well–known approach in
quantum chemistry is to express ΦN as a sum over determinants [289, 290], i.e. products of
single–particle wavefunctions:











ab + . . . (4.1)
Here, eachΨ=∏n≤Ni χi is a determinant involving simultaneously n single–electron spin–orbitals:
each χ(~r,σ)=ψ(~r)α(σ) is the product of a spatial orbital depending on the electron position3 and
3 The spatial wavefunctions are solution of the fermionic Hamiltonian of the electrons moving in the Coulomb
potential, within the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, and usually further approximated by Hartree-Fock calcula-
tions [159]. In the latter case they are therefore approximated as non–interacting.
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the spin state represented by σ ∈ {↑,↓}. The number of superscripts of Ψ customarily represents
the number of electrons occupying excited (virtual) orbitals [289], starting from the corresponding
occupied (hole) orbitals identified by the subscript. In this way, the first term in the expansion,
Eq. 4.1, corresponds to the ground state, the second to single-excited states, etc. We omit terms
higher than doubly–excited configurations.
In principle, an exact calculation should include all unique ordered sets of virtual spin




abc, . . .}. However excellent
approximations can be obtained by using instead a finite set of K spin orbitals {χi} [289], i.e.




determinants4. If all such determinants are used, the corresponding calculation is named a full
configuration interaction (FCI) [276].
The most intuitive choice of the basis–set {χi} is the occupation number basis: we map the
state of the N–electron system as a tensor product of K = N single–electron spin orbitals [290], in
a Fock–space representation { f0, f1, f2, . . . fK } whereby the occupation of each orbital χp is labelled
by the corresponding bit fp ∈ {0,1}. This direct representation also offers an immediate mapping
onto the quantum simulator, by interpreting the binary string above as the corresponding N–qubit
state:
|Q〉 = |q0q1q2 . . . qK 〉 , with:
qp = fp (4.2)
This implies that the occupancy of an orbital can be immediately inferred from single qubit
measurements, being a local information in this basis [276]. Even if intuitive to adopt, and
advantageous in terms of the size of controlled operations required by the corresponding quantum
circuit [148], compact representations are often preferred. These reduce the number of qubits
required by the circuit at the expense of increasing the cardinality of the basis–set {χi}, such as
the STO–3G (used for simulations in this chapter ), 6–31G and cc-pVTZ bases [148, 164, 291, 292].
4.1.2 The mapping of Hamiltonians
Once a basis–set and eventually a certain (sub)set of determinants has been chosen to represent
the states of the molecular system, we are left with finding a representation of the interactions
between electrons, and therefore of the molecular system’s dynamics, that can be suitably
implemented on a digital quantum simulator. Even if a number of proposals have addressed
the quantum simulation of Hamiltonians directly in their first–quantised form [159], in this
Thesis we shall focus upon the more practical choice of second–quantisation. Hamiltonians
describing the interaction among N–body systems, including at most two–particle interactions,
can be constructed in the most general way by combining creation and annihilation operators
4The 2 factor resulting from considering the spin in counting the orbitals.
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with hpq and hpqrs overlap integrals, that are pre–computed classically and depend upon the
basis–set chosen to represent the quantum states [159]. The second–quantised Hamiltonian
reported in Eq. 4.3 is particle–conserving5 but at the same time it is evidently not expressed
in terms of operators acting on qubits. In order to have a form implementable in a quantum
simulator, we are still required to choose a suitable mapping, which will impact crucially on the
final performances of the algorithm. The most intuitive mapping can be inferred from the usage
of the occupation number basis, and rewriting the creation and annihilation operators in terms of
qubit raising and lowering operators [148]:
a†p → σ̂+p
ap → σ̂−p (4.4)
with p the generic index of a spin–orbital (qubit), and the σ̂± notation introduced in Chap. 1.
However, the corresponding operators would not obey the fermionic commutation relations that
are valid for the original operators [276]. In order to address this limitation, various mappings
have been proposed, but the ones mostly used in the community are currently the Jordan–
Wigner and Bravyi–Kitaev mappings [159, 293, 294]. Each of them has peculiar advantages and
disadvantages [293], however recent studies have emphasised the substantial savings in circuit
depth offered by the Bravyi–Kitaev choice for molecules of size close to intractable [294].
The Jordan–Wigner transformation has been both historically proposed6 [295], and also






















so that fermionic anti–commutation rules are preserved, as expected for an appropriate repre-
sentation of fermionic models in qubits. Observing Eq. 4.5, it appears evident how σ̂± operators
still act on a single qubit, thus preserving the locality of the occupation information across the
evolution. At the same time, the additional σ̂z operators act non–locally on the parity of the
occupancy [276], in order to preserve anti–commutation relations. This approach has a major
drawback, as k–local interactions7 are introduced, with k scaling linearly with the mapped
system’s size. This is detrimental to the intended quantum simulation in two ways. First, it
5 Indeed each term has as many annihilation as creation operators.
6 Even if outside of the proper realm of quantum simulation.
7 A k–local term in the Hamiltonian being defined as a Hermitian matrix, acting on not more than k qubits at
once.
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introduces a O (N) overhead in depth of the circuit, per electronic operator, for an N–electron sys-
tem [294]. Additionally, further steps in the mapping8 request a control precision in the gates that
scales exponentially in k, ultimately making the Jordan-Wigner approach non–scalable [276, 293].
The Bravyi–Kitaev mapping addresses this shortcoming by adopting a different basis for
the states, and dropping the simplicity of a local orbital occupation information [285, 296, 297],
as well as the local parity information invoked by other mappings [276, 294]. The simple rule




fp if p is even∑
i≤p f i (mod 2) if p is odd and log(p+1) ∈N0∑
i=p−1,p f i (mod 2) otherwise.
(4.6)
It is now evident that excluding even–indexed qubits, the others store delocalised information
about the parity and occupation of the other orbitals. Therefore, the transformation leads to some
subsets of qubits with particular significance for each index p [285, 294]:
1. the update set U(p), i.e. the set of qubits that depend on the occupation state of orbital p,
2. the parity set P(p), i.e. the set of qubits that are required to determine the parity of the
p-th orbital (so all qubits indexed j < p),
3. the flip set F(p), whose qubits determine whether qp = fp or not,
4. the remainder set R(p)= P(p)\ F(p), defined as a set complement.
















































with D(p)= P(p) if p is even, and D(p)= R(p) if p is odd (identity operators are here omitted for
simplicity). The fundamental property that emerges from Eq. 4.7 is that in order to simulate
each fermionic operation, the qubit operations required act on a limited subset of the global space
spanned by the chosen basis. We do not write here explicitly the sets U(p),P(p),F(p) and R(p),
however, it can be formally proven that the cardinality of these sets scales as O (log N) [285, 296].
Therefore, the scaling of this transformation is quite advantageous over the Jordan-Wigner one,
8 See Sect. 4.1.3.
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and the advantage is preserved also when additional steps to make the mapping operational9 are
considered [294].
4.1.3 Gadgetisation
A generic physical Hamiltonian is expected to exhibit long–range couplings involving more than
two subsystems at once [298]. However, this behaviour is normally restricted to exotic condensed
matter systems, and for fermionic Hamiltonians describing electrons moving in a lattice of nuclei,
two–body Hamiltonians such as the second quantised form in Eq. 4.3 were found to be an excellent
approximation to the corresponding many–body problem [299].
A broad class covering many cases of physical interest is given by k–local Hamiltonians Hkloc
10 (with fixed k), which e.g. arise naturally from lattice Hamiltonians with nearest–neighbours
interactions [300]. Several important cases in the quantum chemistry realm are even more
restrictive, as they can be naturally cast into 2–local Hamiltonians, like the aforementioned
electronic many–body problem. Unfortunately, this property is not retained once mapped onto
digital quantum simulators adopting e.g. the Jordan–Wigner or Bravyi–Kitaev transformations
(Sect. 4.1.2), so that the input of the quantum simulation will generally be a k–local Ĥ.
Indeed, digital quantum simulators architectures are usually confined to 2–local programmable
couplings among the simulator qubits, and the corresponding mismatch with the system (mapped)
Hamiltonian must then be addressed. This is of particular importance when a Bravyi-Kitaev
mapping is adopted, because the additional couplings between qubits introduced by the transfor-
mation depend upon the state of other qubits (see Eq. 4.7). The standard approach to make such
interactions experimentally manageable is known as [276]:
Definition 4.1. Gadgetisation, the class of methods that render a k–local Hamiltonian Ĥsys,
acting upon n qubits in total, with a 2–local gadget Hamiltonian Ĥgad, that acts on an expanded
basis of n+a ancillary qubits.
In order to avoid a full construction of Ĥgad, perturbative methods are the usual choice to
perform an approximate construction [283]. Because of the systems and mapping chosen for the
simulation and experimental results of this chapter (Sect. 4.5 and following), gadgetisation will
here play no role. Therefore, we will skip further details.
4.1.4 Trotterisation
In order to have an efficient, reliable quantum simulator to analyse the dynamics of a Hamiltonian
system, one must consider a simulation algorithm for e−iĤt, as introduced in Chap. 1. Here we
9 See Sect. 4.1.3.
10I.e. a Hamiltonian that can be expressed as the sum of polynomially many l Hermitian terms, that describe
k–local interactions. It must be emphasised that if Ĥ ∈Hkloc, then Ĥ is also d–sparse, with d = 2k l. This immediately
connects with the case discussed at pg. 107.
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additionally make some specific statements that apply to the realm of quantum chemistry. In
particular, we observe that for Ĥ of the form in Eq. 4.3, describing a system of n spin orbitals, at
most n8+o(1) primitive sequential exponentiations are required [33].
However, empiric evidence has shown how low–order Trotter decompositions might actu-
ally have a less demanding scaling O (n5.5), that can be further improved with more involved
methods [167]. In conclusion, the literature supports the efficient trotterisation of the unitary
evolution required by VQE protocols, a result that will be used in Sect. 4.4.2 to estimate the
overall complexity of our variational method.
4.2 Quantum eigensolvers with PE-based strategies
Given an approximate eigenstate, the quantum phase estimation (QPE) algorithm can effi-
ciently estimate the corresponding eigenvalue, this being experimentally demonstrated with
various quantum systems, such as nuclear magnetic resonance, photonic and superconducting
systems [162, 166, 273]. The potentiality of this approach, and various specific algorithms imple-
menting it, have already been discussed at length in Chap. 2. Here, therefore, we will limit the
discussion to some considerations of interest within the realm of quantum simulation.
The most important point is that QPE embeds no state preparation subroutine, i.e. the
eigenstate, whose eigenvalue is to be estimated, is intended as a given input. This poses a severe
problem, as for a Hamiltonian with unknown spectrum, it is likely that the eigenstates are
unknown as well. A first approach is to use classically scalable quantum chemistry approxi-
mations, to provide an initial guess to the QPE algorithm. Indeed, given an input state |Ψ〉
having sufficient overlap with a targeted eigenstate
∣∣Ψ̄〉, QPE is known to be able to collapse the
estimate to the appropriate eigenvalue with high success rate11. Additionally, one might employ
QPE strategies to provide simultaneous estimation of various eigenvalues simultaneously, if the
input state is in a superposition of few eigenstates12. Therefore, a simplistic solution would be
to adopt Hartree-Fock approximated wavefunctions |ΨHF〉 as the input state [289]. It has been
demonstrated that this approach works well when searching for the ground state in the limit of




∣∣ΨHF〉2 ∼ 0 already for the ground state, and the approximation is worse for
excited states [289]. The same applies to highly–excited states of even small molecules.
4.2.1 Adiabatic state preparation
A more systematic approach to address this limitation, as long as ground states alone are of
concern, introduces the adiabatic state preparation (ASP) [148, 159, 276]. ASP relies on the
adiabatic theorem:
11 See Chap. 2.
12See Sect. 2.1.6.1.
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Theorem 4.1. If the ground state |Ψ〉g,0 of a Hamiltonian Ĥ0 undergoes evolution whilst Ĥ0 is
changed to another Ĥ1 “slowly enough”, then it will evolve into the ground state of the new Ĥ1,
|Ψ〉g,1.
In practice, this is usually done by adopting a parametrisation of the initial Hamiltonian,
capable of expressing the target one. The most immediate example is a linear interpolation [301]:
Ĥ(s)= A(s)Ĥ0 +B(s)Ĥ1, (4.8)
where it is customary to consider a normalised parameter s ∈ [0,1], with Ĥ(0)= Ĥ0 and Ĥ(1)= Ĥ1.
The rapidity in time t of the change is thus governed by how quickly s
t→tmax−−−−−→ 1. The figure of
merit is tmax/∆Ege, i.e. the ratio between the longest evolution time available and the energy gap
of the ground and 1st excited state [276].
The rate at which s is changed is key to an effective and efficient preparation of |Ψ〉g,1. In
ideally noiseless conditions, under a unitary evolution, knowing the path F : t → s is sufficient to




the adiabatic theorem ensures that any path will prepare |Ψ〉g,1 exactly, so that path optimisation
plays an important role only when e.g. experimental constraints limit the available duration of
coherent evolution [159]. We exemplify the importance of the duration in time of the adiabatic
schedule in Appendix C.3, adopting for simplicity a linear adiabatic schedule like in Eq. 4.8.
The potential requirement for long coherent evolution and deep circuits, in order to prepare
the input states for QPE, are a major obstacle against widespread adoption of ASP in near-term
implementations on quantum computers. The adoption of more complex adiabatic schedules,
enriching the simple scheme of Eq. 4.8 to include multiple parameters and non–linear functions,
has been proposed to mitigate such issues [159, 302]. However, for large molecules, the classical
cost of optimising such schemes against the available decoherence time in the quantum simulator
might prove non–trivial. Indeed, the preliminary path optimisation is usually performed on
classical devices, with the fidelity against |Ψ〉g,1 as the objective function. Whenever the size or
features of the quantum system prevent finding an effective adiabatic path within the approxima-
tions that make it possible to classically simulate such system, ASP cannot be used to bootstrap
the quantum simulation.
4.3 Variational approaches to Quantum eigensolvers
Variational quantum eigensolvers (VQE) have proposed a hybridisation of quantum and classical
approaches, in order to deliver hardware-agnostic quantum chemistry protocols with a reduced
depth of the quantum circuit, as well as of the daunting overheads to implement traditional error–
corrections schemes [159, 160, 162, 303–305]. The shortcomings of noisy protocols affect many
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QPE eigensolvers, limiting crucially their applicability in NISQ devices, as it appeared evident
in recent experimental results, where gate fidelity and decoherence phenomena play a major
role [162]. The VQE strategy is inspired by the same principle already discussed in Chapters 2–
3, whereby experimentally demanding quantum computational resources are systematically
replaced by inexpensive classical counterparts. Specifically, in Chap. 2 we have seen how this
approach can improve the noise resilience of QPE, and hence of its applicative scenarios, such as
quantum chemistry.
Here, we discuss how this strategy can be successfully employed leveraging upon the vari-
ational principle (see below Sect. 4.3.1). In detail, each VQE protocol has two fundamental
components: the preparation of probe states that are evolved according to the Hamiltonian Ĥ
of interest, and the estimation of the energy of such probe states. Therefore, like PE-based
strategies, also VQE relies on the possibility to implement efficiently unitary evolution Û op-
erators, related to Ĥ, in the quantum circuit13. Provided such components, the eigenproblem
can then be addressed as a (variational) optimisation problem in terms of the energy as a figure
of merit. The optimisation schedule is performed on a classical co–processor [160], according
to an algorithm of choice. Exemplary optimisation methods successfully implemented can thus
range from simplistic gradient descent [160, 275], to Nelder-Mead [159, 160], classical Gaussian–
approximated Bayesian [306], dividing rectangles algorithms [307], and swarm optimisers [128].
As the energy landscape of high-dimensional Hamiltonians is expected to be rich in local minima,
global minimisation algorithms are recommended [159].
As optimisation schedules rely on sampling for the energy estimation, they are expected to
provide quadratically less precise estimates than QPE for the same number of measurements. At
the same time, the sampling approach grants unique robustness to certain error classes [162, 308].
In the following we analyse in depth each of these aspects.
4.3.1 Energy estimation and the variational principle
A long known strategy to render the eigenproblem as an optimisation problem is the Rayleygh-
Ritz quotient method [292]. This is based upon the variational theorem:
Theorem 4.2. Called~θ the set of real parameters that describe the generic state
∣∣∣Ψ(~θ)〉 (e.g. via
the decomposition in an orthonormal basis for the system), the variational theorem states that if
λg is the eigenvalue for the ground state |Ψ〉g, described by the set of parameters~θg, then:〈
Ψ(~θ)
∣∣∣Ĥ∣∣∣Ψ(~θ)〉 := 〈Ĥ〉~θ ≥ 〈Ψ(~θg)∣∣∣Ĥ∣∣∣Ψ(~θg)〉 :=λg, ∀~θ. (4.10)
Leveraging upon the variational theorem, the quotient method reduces the problem of finding
the ground state of Ĥ and its energy to identifying the approximate ~θ which minimises the






13 Refer to Sect. 4.1.4.
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Here, VQE simply replaces the classical device with a quantum circuit, when estimating each〈
Ĥ
〉
~θ, until the optimisation schedule chosen converges to the minimum.
Taken a normalised quantum state |Ψ〉, in principle a quantum circuit can efficiently provide




Ψ := 〈Ψ|Ô|Ψ〉 (see also Chap. 3). VQE




Ψ. In practice, for an efficient
implementation, it is additionally required that Ĥ can be decomposed into a polynomial number
of local operators Ĥ = ∑α pαĥα. The locality prevents complex architectural requirements for
the quantum device, whilst the polynomial scaling avoids issues concerning the scalability of
VQE [159, 160, 162]. This holds for a wide variety of Hamiltonians describing physical systems14,
and hereafter we will always assume it verified by the system of interest. If these conditions are
satisfied, and eventually invoking an appropriate gadgetisation (Sect. 4.1.3), one can decompose



















with σ̂α ∈ {Î, σ̂x, σ̂y, σ̂z} and roman indices identifying the qubits in the quantum simulator.
The decomposition in Eq. 4.11 can be fundamental for the practicality of VQE, as estimating
〈 ·〉Ψ is usually achieved without invoking any entangling gate as it is customary in other QC
applications [309, 310]. Therefore, expectation values are extracted by measurements of the
output, and Eq. 4.11 ensures that this can be accomplished with a number of single–qubit
measurements that is O (poly(n)) [311].
4.3.2 Probe state parametrisation
We are now left with the problem of generating trial states
∣∣∣Ψ(~θ)〉 entering the optimisation
procedure. This is far from a trivial problem, as it requires compromising the capability to “explore”
a sufficient portion of the Hilbert space spanned by the eigenbasis of Ĥ, with the efficiency of
the variational search. Indeed, a search occurring across a substantial sampling of the Hilbert
space is out of reach already for modest-sized systems, even adopting a quantum device, as it
encounters an exponential wall in the size of~θ required to describe the corresponding states. For
example, the wavefunction of N = 100 interacting electrons requires dim(~θ)∼ 10150 [312], making
the corresponding minimisation unfeasible. This limitation, stated in the introduction to this
chapter, has been formalised by the proof that the problem of finding the ground state for an
arbitrary k–local Hamiltonian, with k ≥ 2, is in general QMA–complete [283].
Fortunately, as premised in the introduction to this Chapter, several results point out that
such an exhaustive search might be unneeded in many cases of interest. From an information
theoretical point of view, the set of states that can be practically prepared in an ideal quantum
device does not differ dramatically from those realistically accessible to a class of well–behaved
14See the introduction of this chapter, as well as Sect. 4.1.3. For example, Hermitian operators can always be
expressed as a linear combination of tensor products of Pauli matrices (see Eq. 3.31).
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Hamiltonians [300]. In particular, assuming a time–dependent, k–local Hamiltonian Ĥph with
a finite bound to the strength of any of its interaction terms and k independent from n, we
may consider physical only those states that are the outcome of fiducial states evolved by Ĥph
within a time, that is at most polynomial in the number of particles involved n. Crucially,
the assumptions on Ĥph capture those Hamiltonians that can be efficiently mapped onto a
quantum device provided with a universal set of one and two–qubit gates [300], along with model
Hamiltonians for ensembles of spins in many–body systems [160]. Here, imposing a limited
duration to the time evolution is key in avoiding, and thus not contradicting, the worst–case
result of QMA–completeness cited above.
However, the most generic quantum chemistry models (e.g. those obtained via density func-
tional theory) are known to require k ∝ log(n) [293], when the fermionic problem is mapped
onto a qubit system (see Sect. 4.1.2). Therefore, the result in [300] cannot be directly invoked to
postulate an efficient eigenstate preparation on a quantum device. In such cases, the promise for
quantum computers to provide an advantage as eigensolvers is debated in terms of algorithmic
efficiency [313], and relies on empirical considerations.
First, the limited evolution time argument, cited above, captured quantitatively the intuitive
observation that real quantum systems occurring in nature collapse in a state of minimal energy
on fast timescales [276]. Therefore, they do not appear affected by the consequences of a search
through an exponentially growing Hilbert space.
Additionally, VQE methods rely on efficient parametrisations, known as ansätze, to prepare
test states in the quantum circuit, as elicited in the following. These ansätze have proven highly
successful in describing the eigenstates of several systems in quantum chemistry simulations
running on classical hardware [159]. At the same time, they are designed to easily extend
to explore states that are hard to prepare classically [314], which makes them a promising
candidate to show a clear advantage using quantum simulators. Different types of ansätze have
been proposed for the variational search. Whenever possible, an ansatz leverages upon pre-
existing knowledge available about the system of interest to simplify the parametrisation [292].
The ASP outlined in Sect. 4.2.1 can itself be considered a single–parameter15 ansatz, and it has
been therefore considered for adoption also in VQE protocols [159].
Coupled–cluster (CC) approaches are a long–known way to express wavefunctions of interest
in the quantum chemistry community. CC methods traditionally employ a reference state |Ψ〉0,
chosen among those easy to classically compute for practical reasons, such as Hartree-Fock
solutions [315]. Works targeting a QC scenario, instead, tend to propose
|Ψ〉0 = |00. . .0〉 (4.12)
on the same ground of easy accessibility, here intended for a quantum device [159, 160]. Once a
15 The only parameter actively regulated in the quantum circuit being indeed the evolution time t. Additional
parameters describing the path in terms of t are used only by the classical computing schedule, and hence are not
considered here.
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reference state is chosen, CC uses such reference to explore other states close to |Ψ〉0. The shape
introduced in Eq. 4.12 suggests to introduce the ideas of CC in terms of qubit flips [159], i.e. the
proximity of a target state
∣∣Ψ̄〉 to |Ψ〉0 might be intended as the number of qubits F that must be
flipped in order to express
∣∣Ψ̄〉. All states with F = 1 can then be parametrised as:∣∣∣Ψ̄CC(~θ)〉1 =∑p1 θp1σ̂+p1 |Ψ〉0 , (4.13)
with p1 labelling which qubit has been flipped. This parametrisation is known as the configu-
ration interaction (CI) 16. One might expand the reasoning to any number of spin–flips, thus


















possible combinations of f indices, each with elements p1, . . . pf . The
number of operations required to express a target state F flips away thus grows combinatorially
with F: a solution to this issue is to truncate the summation in Eq. 4.14 to small F (and thus
f ). CI has another significant disadvantage: the energy of states expressed by the truncation
is not a monotone function of f , so that approximate CI’s lack of extensivity [314]. Also, it is of
reduced interest to us, because the ansatz for a truncated f is already classically efficient, so that
a quantum simulator offers no advantage in this phase [159].
The traditional CC (TCC) approach solves the extensivity problem by employing exponentiated










|Ψ〉0 ≡ eT̂ |Ψ〉0 , (4.15)
to compare with the corresponding CI case in Eq. 4.13. A crucial advantage of TCC consists in
the expansion being finite, as it can be seen by expanding to higher orders and using the Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) commutator to evaluate a generic
〈
Ψ̄
∣∣Ĥ∣∣Ψ̄〉TCC,1 for a two–body Ĥ in
closed form [315]. Unfortunately, even if applied successfully to other scenarios, TCC–generated
states suffer from not being variationally bound to the ground state energy [314]. Not respecting
the variational theorem thus makes TCC not applicable to VQE.
The most intuitive solution to reinstate a variational bound is to renormalise the expectation
values for the energy obtained as
〈
Ψ̄
∣∣Ĥ∣∣Ψ̄〉TCC,1, using the normalisation factor 〈Ψ|eT̂† eT̂ |Ψ〉0.
In this approach, known as Variational Coupled Cluster (VCC), the normalisation factor does
not truncate naturally via BCH, making it computationally expensive to estimate [316]. Also, it
requires the implementation of non–unitary evolution on the final quantum simulator, which
is highly non–trivial and normally requires significant overheads (see e.g. [317] for a photonic
implementation).
16 Not to confuse with the FCI introduced before for Hamiltonian mappings.
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A better solution is offered by modifying the ansatz in Eq. 4.15 to introduce unitary oper-









for the first order expansion, and so on. The ansatz in Eq. 4.16 is known as unitary coupled cluster
(UCC). The benefit of dealing with unitary operators, and therefore to generate variationally
bound states, has one major drawback: the BCH series has no natural truncation, and therefore
infinite terms should be ideally considered [314]. However, several studies noted empirically
how already a truncation to the second order offers a sufficient approximation for many cases of
interest [159, 314, 315], so that the scaling in the parameters required by the state preparation is
in worst–case: dim(~θ)∼O (n2)∼O (N4), i.e. quadratic in the size of the mapped quantum system
n, and quartic in the number of orbitals N [161]. In practice, the number of parameters required
for an appropriate ansatz does not scale with N (if ‖Ĥ‖ is held constant), but rather with the
molecular properties of the system under consideration, such that far better scaling than this
might be achievable [161, 318]. In conclusion, UCC can be used effectively in the context of VQE.
To improve the flexibility of the UCC ansatz, recent ideas have emphasised how, if the
reference state in Eq. 4.12 is a natural output from a quantum simulator initialisation, it is
also true that the starting state of a variational procedure |Ψ〉 could have been generated via an
adiabatic bootstrap, or other guesses from classical methods, and not necessarily be a separable
state [292]. In this regard, one can extend the ansatz correspondingly, to add flexibility, including













again restricting to the first order for simplicity. The construction in Eq. 4.17 introduces a slight
overhead in the parameter scaling, dim(~θ)∼O (4n2), but it makes evident how CC ansätze can
explore states hard to prepare classically, as now |Φ〉 can in principle be an arbitrarily entangled
state [159]. The generalisation of Eq. 4.17 can be written in a more compact fashion as:∣∣∣Ψ̄(~θ)〉
UCC
= eT−T† |Φ〉 , (4.18)
where T = T1 +T2 +·· · is the cluster operator, whose term T1 = i∑p1,αθαp1σ̂αp1 consists of single
excitations away from the reference state, T2 consists of double excitations etc. with T ≈ T1 +T2
a valid approximation (see above).
In conclusion, UCC methods offer an efficient parametrisation of states of interest in the
field of quantum chemistry. The UCC ansätze can also be mapped efficiently onto a quantum
computer, as they prepare states according to unitary operators (see Eqs. 4.16, 4.17) that can be
conveniently trotterised.
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4.3.2.1 Parametrised probe states in molecular simulations
Moving back now to the molecular problem described by Eq. 4.3, once chosen a reference |Ψ〉0
state, the description in terms of qubit–flips operated before translates into transitions between




















An essential point which captures the flexibility of Â(~θ) is which orbitals, labelled with the roman
subscripts, are allowed to be evaluated in Eq. 4.19.
The most straightforward approach is to include all and only those terms that are included also
in the original second quantised Ĥ(~θ). This would preserve the symmetries of the original problem,
as no interactions among arbitrary orbitals are introduced, and is known as a Parametrised
Hamiltonian (PH) ansatz. However, one might desire additional terms to be included, eventually
breaking the symmetry of the original problem, in order to allow a more efficient variational
search, or to introduce resilience to symmetry–breaking noises17, at the cost of searching through
a wider parameter space (i.e. dim(~θ) increases).
4.3.3 VQE beyond ground-state estimation
QPE methods can be natively extended to excited states (Sect. 4.2), even if this is not true for
their state–preparation protocols (Sect. 4.2.1). On the contrary, extending variational methods to
target excited states is less direct. The two main directions investigated so far are to introduce
linear response methods, or to rely on spectral folding18.
A linear response methodology is effective in preserving the advantages of VQE in terms of
circuit depth, yet it requires additional sampling measurements and cannot refine approximate
excited states [149, 308].
The Folded Spectrum (FS) method is also a variational search for the state |Ψ̄〉, minimising
the energy folded around an energy shift ε, as in the modified eigenproblem [160, 319, 320]:
(Ĥ−ε)2|Ψ〉 = (E −ε)2|Ψ〉, (4.20)
so that the solution is expected to be the eigenstate closest in energy to the chosen ε [319]. The
choice of the specific classical optimisation schedule is again here completely independent (see
Sect. 4.3). Unfortunately, the effectiveness of FS methods is known to rely heavily on the choice
of ε, as values that are legitimate in principle can lead to highly non–convex folded energetic
landscapes [319, 320]. Therefore, global optimisation methods are necessary to escape the local
minima, corresponding to superpositions of excited eigenstates. Another limitation known in
the FS literature is the quadratic increase in the number of terms of the effective Hamiltonian,
17 This will be discussed in Sect. 4.6 and following.
18See also Sect. 4.7 for a survey of additional recent developments.
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due in turn to the squaring of the relevant operator (Ĥ − ε)2 [319, 320]. This overhead might
be worsened in pragmatic implementations of the procedure in a quantum device, as classical
matrix multiplications involved in Eq. 4.20 are replaced by cascading trotterised Ĥ, so that more
generally a polynomial increase in the cost of a single probe–state evaluation is expected, when
FS is compared with standard VQE.
4.4 A Witness-Assisted Variational EigenSolver
In this section, we intend to present a novel method capable of targeting natively also excited
states and energies, that like variational methods embeds a parametrised state–preparation
routine, and yet does not require preliminary knowledge of the energetic landscape like the FS
method [128]. We named this method witness-assisted variational eigenspectra solver (WAVES),
as its cornerstone is the introduction of an “eigenstate witness”.
As already outlined in the Introduction to this chapter, we cannot expect WAVES to provide
an efficient solution to the broadest classes of eigenproblems, but to be applicable to the same
cases of interest for which efficient Hilbert–space parametrisations are known from quantum
chemistry (Sect. 4.3.2). Crucially, the advantages of WAVES made possible the first successful
experimental search for excited states on a quantum device (Sect. 4.5.4), anticipating similar
results later accomplished with other methods [149].
4.4.1 The WAVES protocol
The approach proposed here is divided into three main steps (see Fig. 4.2A):
1. an ansatz-based variational search for the ground state,
2. a witness-assisted variational search for excited states, starting with an initial guess
obtained from the ground state reference as outlined below, and
3. IPEA for the accurate energy estimate of the eigenstates found.
The quantum logic circuits for WAVES are shown in Fig. 4.2b and Fig. 4.2c. The variational
search proceeds by preparing trial states |Ψ〉T in the target register, according to the ansatz and
reference state |Φ〉 (similarly to Sect. 4.3.2), and setting the control qubit to |+〉C (Fig. 4.2b). Trial







∣∣λ j〉=λ j ∣∣λ j〉. The combined state |+〉C ⊗|Ψ〉T is then evolved through a controlled
unitary (CÛ) operation which embeds the unitary Û = e−iĤt for the evolution of |Ψ〉T according
to the Hamiltonian Ĥ, for a time t. The emerging control qubit state ρC =TrT (ρ) is then analysed
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FIGURE 4.2. The WAVES protocol. a Flowchart describing the macrosteps of the protocol.
b The quantum circuit invoked to estimate Fobj(~θ) for each trial state |Ψ〉T . Â(~θ) is the
parametrised ansatz employed. In ground state searches, Êp0 = Î (i.e. no perturbation
is applied) and Fobj = E + TS. For excited state searches, Fobj = S, and the aprioristic
perturbation Êpi is applied (see the main text for details). c Scheme for the quantum
circuit performing the iterative phase estimation algorithm (IPEA) in WAVES (see also
Sect. 2.1.5 for details).~θe i refers to the parametrisation retrieved for the i–th eigenstate.
The different colour coding in b and c is reminiscent of the different frequencies of the
photons in the control (blue) and target (red) registries with our setup. d The intuition
behind WAVES visualised in the energy diagram, with initial guesses for excited states,
variational refinement using the witness, and IPEA projection on the eigenvalues.
by single-qubit state tomography, from which is possible to calculate the von Neumann entropy19
S (ρT )=S (ρC), as well as an energy estimator E =−Arg[〈Ψ|e−iĤt|Ψ〉T ]/t, evaluated using the
off-diagonal elements of ρC. As an approximation of S , it is also possible to adopt the linear
entropy
S= 1−P = 1−Tr[ρ2C] , (4.22)
19 We remind that S (ρ)≡−ρ log(ρ).
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Named P the purity of the reduced density matrix of the control qubit.
Measuring the entropy S enables us to variationally target excited states, and not only the
ground state, because S behaves as an eigenstate witness. In particular, for almost any t, S is








1+cos(∑ j,k |λ j|2|λk|2|λ j −λk|t)]
2
(4.24)
for reasonably short t and maximum energy gap max j,k
∣∣λ j −λk∣∣. Details of the derivation for
both boundaries is provided in Appendix C.1. Using these results, it can be seen that the linear
entropy exhibits a local minimum (S= 0) if the target state is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian,
and it is bounded by well–behaved functions in an ε–neighbourhood about such optimal points,
which justifies its adoption in the variational protocol.
The variationally optimal ground state simultaneously minimises the entropy S(ρC) (being
an eigenstate) and the energy estimate E (because of the variational principle). Therefore, we
have mapped the ground state retrieval into an optimisation problem, that adopts a physically
motivated Fobj combining these two figures of merit20. Multiple choices could here be possible,
but we focus on a two parameters, linear objective function case:
Fobj(P ,E )= AE +TS∼ AE −TP = AE −T Tr[ρ2C], (4.25)
with A,T ∈R+, and the approximation neglects constants. In the remaining of this chapter, the
free parameter
• A = 1 for ground–state searches, to ease the interpretation of Fobj in terms of a free energy,
with T the only parameter trading off between energy and entropy optimisation,
• whereas A = 0 for excited–state searches, so that energy is effectively not used in such
cases.
and T was also fixed to values optimised via noiseless numerical simulations. However, both
A,T may be left as additional parameters to learn during the optimisation, running an adaptive
version of the WAVES algorithm.
The key feature of our approach is therefore the optimisation of Fobj of the form in Eq. 4.25,
to variationally find a parametrisation for the input state that makes it as close as possible to an
eigenstate, prior to refining this guess with QPE. Similarly to methods introduced in previous
chapters, we call an epoch each iteration leading to an estimation of Fobj. Defined an initial
20 As outlined in Sect. 4.3, limiting the optimisation to E alone is possible as long as ground states are of concern,
however we stress in Sect. 4.6 how introducing S can improve the overall noise resilience of the protocol.
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reference state |Φ〉 and a complex ~θ describing the ansatz-based state preparation Â(~θ) , i.e.
|Ψ〉T = Â(~θ)|Φ〉, we can now detail the phases of our algorithm as follows (refer to Fig. 4.2):
1. Variationally search for the state parameters~θg that minimize the objective function Fobj,
thus obtaining the unitary for the ground state Âg = Â(~θg).
2. Construct a unitary for an approximate ith target excited state via Êpi Â(~θg), with Êpi a
system dependent perturbation. Variationally search for the~θe i that minimises Fobj = S (i.e.
choose A = 0 in Eq. 4.25) obtaining the unitary for the target excited state Âe i = Êpi Â(~θe i ).
3. Using Âg for the ground state or {Âe i } for the excited ones in the state preparation, perform
the IPEA which further projects each state onto the closest eigenstate and refines the
energy estimate.
Using IPEA as the last step of the algorithm, as we will see in more detail in Sect. 4.4.2, is
not crucial for the efficiency of WAVES, but it provides a quadratic speedup in achieving the
same eigenvalue accuracy ε, which might prove practical in some circumstances. Perhaps most
importantly, QPE protocols provide a projector21 onto the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian , which
cannot be achieved in general through a polynomial sized variational ansatz [321], a fundamental
assumption for the overall scalability of WAVES. IPEA could be replaced potentially by any of
the QPE protocols discussed in Chap. 2, inheriting the related properties. In particular, RFPE22
could be an interesting choice to increase the noise resilience of the overall WAVES algorithm,
yet this replacement has not been investigated any further in this Thesis.
On the contrary, relying on a variational first step provides outcomes of easier interpretation23
in situations where the initial input state |Φ〉 has consistent overlaps with several eigenstates.
In this way, WAVES addresses the state preparation problem in QPE on a non–fault tolerant
quantum computer, beyond what can be achieved for ground–state preparation via adiabatic
schemes (Sect. 4.2.1).
4.4.2 Complexity analysis of the WAVES protocol
The computational complexity of the WAVES protocol in finding eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian
is essentially captured by the number of controlled unitary operations required to converge to
the optimal parametrisation ~θ. This is dependent on several factors: the ansatz Â(~θ) adopted,
the prior information used for the initial guess~θ0, the proximity in the parameter space of other
eigenstates24 and finally the optimisation method used.
21 Note how IPEA, as well as other iterative QPE methods do not obtain a projected eigenstate as an output state
of the quantum circuit, but still provide a mapping of such a projection as the list of applied gates and corresponding
outcomes.
22Sect. 2.1.6.
23 The difficulty of this scenario for QPE algorithms was discussed in Sect. 2.1.6.1.
24The role of some of these factors will appear more clear with the numerical analyses in Sect. 4.5.3.
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As the first three factors are highly system–specific, we focus initially on achieving a generic
understanding of the scaling of resources required by WAVES with the size of the system.
Simulated and experimental results shown in this Chapter are obtained via a particle–swarm
optimisation method25. At each iteration Fobj is measured for a swarm of trial states (particles),
each corresponding to a randomly sampled ~θ from a prior distribution. The outcome of the
measurement is used to infer a posterior with lower mean Fobj (see also Appendix Algorithm 7).
It is thus interesting to provide the complexity of the protocol for such a swarm optimisation.
This is provided by the following:
Theorem 4.3. Let Ĥ ∈ C2n×2n be Hermitian and assume that, after k ∈ {1, . . . , Niter} epochs, the
trial state is |Ψ〉T (k), expanded as in Eq. 4.21. We introduce a particle swarm Ξ(k) := {~θ j} of
constant size Nξ, i.e. dim(Ξ(k))= Nξ ∀k. Also assume that prior information and the physics of the
problem bound the variance of the particles to a finite value: max~φ∈Ξ(k) ‖~φ−E~θ∈Ξ(k)(~θ)‖max ≤ xmax.
Finally, we define: {ε2µ(k)} ({ε
4
Σ(k)}) as the tolerance in the (variance of the) trace of the covariance
matrix of the sample mean, and Γ := maxk(xmax(k)/εµ(k), x2max(k)/ε2Σ(k)). Then, the number of
applications of controlled e−iĤt, for [0,π/(2‖Ĥ‖)) 3 t ∈ Θ(‖Ĥ‖−1), required by a particle swarm

















where δ is the maximum error in the evaluation of Fob j allowed.
We omit the demonstration, which can be found in [128] along with equivalent theorems for
the complexity of gradient–based methods. The above theorem implies that the cardinality of the
parametrisation dim(~θ) represents a fundamental contribution to the scaling of the WAVES cost
per iteration. Indeed, the term ‖Ĥ‖2 depends on the nature of the problem and mink
∑
i |αi(k)|4
on the quality of the ansatz: some cases of interest are known to perform well in practice [322],
but it is beyond the scope of this Thesis to discuss in full generality the scaling of these terms
with n. The quadratic dependence on Γ/δ is instead specific to the optimisation schedule chosen.
Finally, the effective number of particles and iterations required Nξ, Niter can be intuitively
expected to grow with dim(~θ) (as well as prior knowledge about the solution). Direct swarm
methods have only been successfully applied to a parameter space of not more than few hundreds
of independent variables, however it must be stressed how algorithmic improvements have been
developed to extend such performances to thousands of variables with only polynomial26 increase
in Nξ, Niter [217, 323].
The main research problem that the application of WAVES relies upon is thus an appropriate
ansatz, a problem discussed already in Sect. 4.1. In other words, the efficiency of WAVES is
strictly dependent upon the conjecture of a polynomial scaling dim(~θ) ∝ nα in the number of
25 See Algorithm 7.
26Empirically observed for a set of test functions in large multimodal optimisation [323].
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spin-orbitals, for physically relevant systems [148, 159, 161, 187, 269, 303, 324]. Again, the idea
is that the subspace of interest to capture the essential phenomena of the quantum system
investigated involves only a handful of the available orbitals (often named the active component
of the system [324]).
A problem closely related to the choice of the ansatz is the choice of the excitation oper-
ators Êpi used to target excited states (see Fig. 4.2a,b). An intuitive approach relies on the
observation that interacting many-body Hamiltonians can often be decomposed into Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂ ,
where Ĥ0 = ∑i εi â†i âi is the dominant one-particle term and V̂ can be considered a perturba-
tion term describing the interactions [308, 325]. A first approximation for V̂ is provided by a
sequence of Hartree-Fock single–excitation operators â†i â j, each with a corresponding unitary
Êp = exp
[
π/2(â†i â j − â†j âi)
]
, similarly to the approach discussed in Sect. 4.3.2 for the preparation
of states within a UCC ansatz. Whenever an increase in accuracy is required (e.g. for hard
instances where electron correlations are strong enough), excitation operators can be readily
computed for a set of chemical systems of interest [308], using advanced methods such as
multi-configuration self-consistent-field (MCSCF) approximations [326].
The QPE algorithm phase adds a simpler contribution 1/ε to Eq. 4.26, in absentia of any
trotterisation [327]. Previous work by Wecker et al [161] highlighted how VQE requires a number




Hermitian Ĥ = ∑ j h jĤ j and h j ∈ R. This is the origin of the quadratic speedup obtained by
invoking QPE protocols as the final step of the algorithm, once the guesses all have a major
overlap with a single eigenstate27.
In realistic implementations, a trotterisation28 or linear–combination step should also be
taken into account [328, 329], introducing an overhead of O (n5.5), to be multiplied by the above
costs. The preliminary conclusion is thus that WAVES is efficient for all those cases where VQE
is efficient, as it requires e−iĤt to be efficiently simulatable, the norm of the Hamiltonian to be
bounded, a constant precision in the estimation outcomes, and a polynomial dependence of the
ansatz and optimisation schedule parameters from the size of the system. It must be stressed
how even for classes of systems of interest, this latter dependence is an open problem in VQE,
and only empirical evidence of it has been provided so far for selected test cases [159–161].
4.5 Testing the WAVES protocol
In the following paragraphs, we test the behaviour of our protocol. We first introduce two classes
of different systems that can be mapped onto the quantum simulator. We then perform both
numerical simulations, and a full algorithm run on a photonic quantum simulator. Finally, we
investigate the noise resilience exhibited by WAVES against both experimental sources of noise,
as well as imperfect ansätze. A discussion of the outcomes concludes this section.
27Excluding degeneracies, that are discussed within detailed numerical simulations in Sect. 4.5.3).
28See Sect. 4.1.4.
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H2 (4 qubit) 13 15 110 3 |1100〉
H+3 (6 qubit) 60 66 462 15 |111000〉
H3 (6 qubit) 112 114 N.A. 15 |110000〉
H4 (8 qubit) 181 185 N.A. 22 |11110000〉
TABLE 4.1. Ansätze used for numerical simulations, along with the corresponding molecular
systems investigated, and the cardinality of their parametrisation - dim(~θ). Further details
are in Sect. 4.5.1. Finally, dim({Êpi }) is the cardinality of the set of excitation operators, and
|Φ〉 the initial fiducial state.
4.5.1 Molecular Hydrogen test case
As a standard testbed for the performances of WAVES, we have used ground and excited elec-
tronic states of molecular Hydrogen systems H2, H(+)3 , and H4 in a STO-3G basis, using the
Jordan-Wigner representation (see Sect. 4.1.2). These represent 4-, 6-, and 8-qubit Hamiltonians
respectively.
In our investigations we looked mainly at two different ansätze Â(~θ), see Table 4.1. First,
we utilised the PH ansatz, with the parameters ~θ := {ti j}∪ {ti jkl} allowing for the variational
searches. In some cases highlighting the limitations of the simple PH parametrisation, we also
tested an unrestricted UCC–derived ansatz (UCCSD) , allowing transitions among many more
orbitals, compared to those restricted by the corresponding original Ĥ(Hx) (refer to Sect. 4.3.2.1).
In all cases, the reference state |Φ〉 on which Â(~θ) acts is taken to be the Hartree-Fock state with
the correct number of electrons. Finally, below we will refer synthetically to the single terms Â i









making implicit the dependence of Â(~θ) upon the evolution time t, as it is here a fixed parameter
(see Appendix C.2.1).
Similarly, the approximate excitation operators used are defined in this basis as:
Ê i j = exp
[π
2
(a†i a j −a†jai)
]
(4.28)
where we take i ( j) to index the (un)occupied orbitals of the Hartree-Fock reference state. Note
how the set of Ê adopted does not depend upon the Â(~θ) chosen, nor they are modified anyhow by
the guessed~θ at any given point of the search.
4.5.2 Excitonic Hamiltonians test case
In Sect. 4.3 we have emphasised how many systems of interest in quantum chemistry, such
as the electronic structure in molecules (Sect. 4.5.1) or spin lattice models, are represented
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by interacting fermions. Nevertheless, interesting cases are offered by systems of interacting
quantum particles and quasi-particles that are not fermions. It is thus interesting to approach
more general systems, that might be crucial to perform quantum simulations in a variety of fields
ranging from physics to chemistry, biology and materials science.
As one such example, here we show a bosonic Hamiltonian Ĥ, later adopted for the experimen-
tal demonstration of WAVES (Sect. 4.5.4). Mapping the resulting evolution e−iĤt onto a quantum
computer is a non–trivial task, because there is not a simple analogue of the transformations
that map electronic occupation numbers to qubits (Sect. 4.1). In principle, it is possible to invoke
broad–scope simulation methods that express Ĥ as a sum of (at most) O(n6) one–sparse matrices,
provided that Ĥ does not contain interactions higher than two-body [159, 166]. However, the
circuit depth and overheads in qubits demanded by such methods29 makes them impractical for
present day experiments.
Notwithstanding this open challenge, we select to experimentally demonstrate our WAVES
approach via a 2×2 double–well potential Hamiltonian, offering a simple description for the
coupled system of two Chlorophyll units in the 18-mer ring of the LHII complex, as found in the
light harvesting complexes of purple bacteria [330]. This is a bosonic Hamiltonian, that for a







where α= 1.46 eV is the energy of the exciton on one of the Chlorophyll units and β= 0.037 eV
represents the dipole–dipole interaction between the excitons. The qubit representation of this
two-state Hamiltonian is obtained using compact mapping [159] and is
Ĥqubit =αÎ +βσ̂x (4.30)
where Î and σ̂x are the usual Pauli matrices in the computational basis. Finally, we pick Ĥ′ =
Ĥ−`Î redefining the set of eigenvalues by an offset `' 1.24 eV to ensure better performances of
our algorithm30.
The energy estimation in WAVES adopts the form:
E =−Arg[〈Ψ|e−iĤt|Ψ〉C]/t (4.31)
t must then be chosen to prevent the 2π periodicity of the Arg function from folding the eigenval-
ues. This is a limitation already known from IPEA, where t is usually chosen small enough to
avoid cases where the eigenvalues are estimated mod 2π (Sect. 2.1.5).
However, in the WAVES protocol additional boundaries for t emerge from considerations about
the P estimator (and ultimately S as an eigenstate witness). The span in purity within the
29Ultimately based upon a coherent implementation of a graph colouring method
30Additional remarks can be found in Appendix C.2.
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accessible Hilbert space dominated the choice31 of the evolution time t = 26, as described in
Appendix C.2.1.
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FIGURE 4.3. Numerical simulations for molecular–Hydrogen Hamiltonians. The
cases studied refer to molecular Hydrogen systems (H2, H+3 , H3, H4) with the full
parametrised-Hamiltonian ansatz. (a) Ground state variational search. (b) Variational
search for the targeted subspace of degenerate excited states. On the x-axis we refer to the
cumulative number of trial states probed, i.e. particles in the swarm times variational steps.
For ease of comparison, the x-axis origin has been shifted in (A) for the various cases to have
equivalent fidelity for the average initial guess. Dashed lines report average fidelities with
the shaded areas indicating a 67.5% confidence interval. The average fidelities achieved by
the particle swarm optimisation for both ground and excited states, are calculated for 100
independent runs of WAVES. In all simulations a binomial noise model has been taken into
account. Insets: bar-charts summarising final fidelities obtained by each search. The fidelity
of 0.99 is highlighted by the dashed black line.
4.5.3 Simulated performances
We start the tests of the WAVES algorithm with a set of numerical simulations using the
standard cases introduced in Sect. 4.5.1, i.e. modest–sized fermionic Hamiltonians. The scope is to
investigate the capability of WAVES to detect different eigenstates for systems of dimensionality
as high as 8 qubits. Interestingly, these examples exhibit several degeneracies in the spectrum,
providing insight into the behaviour of our approach in such cases. We will not report for brevity
the details of the analyses for the H3 and H4 systems (as they offer no additional insight about
the performance of WAVES, compared with cases shown here).
31 The paragraph might suggest that preliminary knowledge of λg,λe is thus required in order to choose an
appropriate t. However, a rough estimate ∆max À (λe−λg) would be already a satisfactory bootstrap for the procedure,
which might then be refined after observing a reduced span in P covered by the trial states used in the search.
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The simulations of the WAVES algorithm are performed at a logical circuit level32. Uncer-
tainty from binomial noise is nevertheless taken into account for tomographies of the control qubit
(conceptually equivalent to the Poissonian noise model for a photonic setup, see Sect. 2.3.1). The
level of noise chosen in these simulations is consistent with the experimental implementation33
of WAVES (Sect. 4.5.4). The variational protocol proceeds as described in Fig. 4.2, with Fobj
optimised via the particle swarm method aforementioned. For the molecules H2, H+3 , H3 and H4,
we increased the number of particles to 8, 16, 30 and 50 respectively, which follows approximately
linearly the number of parameters involved in the corresponding “parametrised Hamiltonian”
ansatz (see Table 4.1).






















































































FIGURE 4.4. Convergence of the WAVES algorithm to a subspace of excited states in the
case of the H2 STO-3g (a-b, upper row) and H+3 STO-3g (c-d, lower row). On the left (a&c)
we report simulations averaged over 100 runs of the algorithm, adopting the standard PH
ansatz. On the right (b&d, emphasized by fainter colors), the algorithm is run with identical
parameters, but adopting a truncated version of the same ansatz (refer to Algorithm 8).
Respectively 2 and 6 operators were truncated in cases b&d.
For each system, we first variationally optimise the parametrization~θ provided by one of the
ansätze in Table 4.1, optimising~θg for the ground state. In this step, no a-prioristic knowledge
is assumed available, so that the initial guess is provided by the reference state: Â(~θ0) |Φ〉 ≡ |Φ〉
(see also Table 4.1). The swarm of particles is drawn from an initial Gaussian distribution
32Specifically, we mean that the simulations are implementation–agnostic, and therefore, the gates employed do
not take into account e.g. trotterisation schemes, or a limited gate–set, nor gate infidelities.
33 In brief, it considers 1500 measurement repetitions, for each control qubit tomography
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N (0,σin) for each θi, with σin À maxi{|θi|} but otherwise arbitrary. This justifies different
average initial overlaps with the targeted state |Ψ〉g, here known from direct diagonalisation of
the Hamiltonian. Precisely, |〈Φ|Ψ〉g|2 is in the range 0.7−0.8 for H2 and H+3 , but as low as 0.2 for
both H3 and H4. WAVES demonstrates the capability to greatly improve even poor initial guesses,
achieving fidelities higher than 95% with |Ψ〉g . Whenever a better initial overlap bootstrapped
the variational search, final fidelities are in excess of 99% (see Fig. 4.3a). Even if the limited
amount of cases available cannot be used to draw general conclusions, it is worth noting that
from the inset of the same figure, there appears to be no clear trend instead, with the growing
dimension of the systems.
A more compelling case is given when WAVES attempts to learn a target excited state
∣∣Ψ̄〉, by
applying a set of different excitation operators of the form Êp to the ground state parametrization
Â(~θg) |Φ〉. Indeed, this variational search is the main novelty of the protocol. For this second
phase, the initial set of swarm particles was initially drawn from a Gaussian distribution centred
around θi g for each parameter θi, with an initial standard deviation equal to maxi{|θi|}. When
targeting a subspace of degenerate excited states, we replace the fidelity F = |〈Ψ|Ψ̄〉|2 for the












∣∣Ψ̄k〉 is a basis of Ē. In the following, therefore, we will refer to each set of degenerate
excited states as the excited subspace E that they span. We also assume for the scope of this work
that QPE up to 32 bits of accuracy will refine the eigenvalue estimate provided by the first step
of the WAVES protocol. Therefore, we choose to ignore energy differences smaller than 10−9 Ha '
3·10−8 eV, and consider eigenstates differing by smaller gaps degenerate, as these would be not
distinguishable under spectroscopical accuracy34. Finally, we remind the adoption of the simpler
form Fobj ≡−P ≡ S−1 for excited state searches.
In Fig. 4.5a we report a summary of the results for excited state searches in the H2 system
(whereas exemplary runs are detailed in Fig. 4.4a), using 3 different excitation operators Êp j ,
and measuring projectors onto all the 9 non-degenerate excited subspaces that characterize
the corresponding Hamiltonian. The set of Êp j is expected to provide access to a portion of the
spectrum with most of its support lying onto low–energy excited states, and a limited support onto
higher energy excited states. We notice how the optimisation leads to a final fidelity F with one
of the excited subspace(s) exceeding 99%+ in all cases (colour-coded in the figure). In particular,
Êp3 produces an initial guess that is a superposition of eigenstates belonging to the 1
st and 4th
excited subspaces. This is a highly non-trivial case: because of the initial standard deviation
adopted in the algorithm, the initial swarm of particles spans fidelities that are as low as 0.5 with
34See Sect. 2.3.
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FIGURE 4.5. Synopsis of numerical simulations of excited states searches for the molecules
H2 and H+3 , adopting the full PH ansatz (a&c). Results for the synthetically reduced ansatz
are in the inset outlined in light gray (b&d, axis labels not shown as they are are the same
of a&c). On one horizontal axis are reported the non-degenerate subspaces spanned by
the eigenstates of the corresponding Hamiltonian (‘Ei ’), which are 9 for H2 and 23 for H+3 .
On the other axis are the 3 different excitation operators of the form Êp tested. Height
of the histogram with coordinates {i, j} corresponds to the relative frequency with which
the swarm of particles collapses onto the i-th excited subspace, when Êp j is adopted in the
second phase of the search. We accept the swarm has collapsed onto subspace Ei, whenever
the corresponding projector
∏̂
i exhibits the highest overlap with the estimate |Ψ〉 at the
end of the search (see Eq. 4.32). Fidelities reported for a certain Ei and Êp j are calculated
averaging the final fidelity achieved by all and only those algorithm runs, where the swarm
had collapsed onto Ei. The bottom-right bar legend explicates the colour coding.
either subspace. Performing IPEA directly with this initial guess would perform poorly35. WAVES
35 This can be qualitatively inferred observing the analysis presented in Fig. 2.3. Additionally, as emphasised in
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FS (λ favouring lower eigenstate)
FS (λ as per PH)
WAVES (PH ansatz)
FIGURE 4.6. Behaviour comparison of the first part of WAVES, and an equivalent imple-
mentation of the Folded Spectrum (FS) method, when applied to the initial guess provided
by the Êp3 excitation operator for the H2 system. FS simulations were run adopting two
different values of the energy shift λ, colour-coded as in the legend. The fidelity reported is
with the 4th excited subspace (F4). We remark how all cases for both WAVES and FS imple-
mentation that converge to states with F4 ' 0 have F1 > 0.99 (not displayed). Therefore, the
convergence can be considered successful, even if towards a different excited subspace (the
1st). In all simulations, binomial noise was included (see Sect. 4.5.3). Ansätze in the legend
refer to Table 4.1.
instead refines the initial guess detecting 87% of the times the 4th subspace. This preferential
collapse approximately matches what expected from the initial guess |Ψ0〉 = Êp3 Â(~θg) |Φ〉, that
has 0.78 overlap with the 4th subspace.
The variational search in WAVES introduces advantages against the standard FS method36.
In particular, the original number of terms is retained and there is no user–defined parameter
playing a decisive role such as the shift parameter λ [159, 160]. It is interesting to observe how
these advantages can become evident already for systems as simple as the H2 molecule, see
Fig. 4.6. The comparison shows how the FS optimisation finds states with poor overlap with
any true eigenstate if an accidentally problematic choice for λ is adopted, without providing any
metric signalling the failed convergence. In this case, the choice for λ is reasonably dictated
by the excitation operators derived by the PH ansatz (Table 4.1), but this points to an energy
in between the E3 and E4 excited subspaces. Therefore, in order to proof–test the result of a
single run, whenever the energy spectrum is not known in advance, FS methods shall require
scanning different energy shifts, a strategy that can prove ill–posed whenever the energy gaps
are expected to be small compared to the noise in the device. Additionally, already in Fig. 4.6 the
Appendix B.3, adopting a Folded Spectrum method would also be of little help in this case, if insufficient information
about the energy spectrum is available.
36Introduced in Sect. 4.3.3.
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FIGURE 4.7. Comparison between different ansätze adopted in the search for excited
states in the H+3 system. In both figures, the excitation operator is Êp3 , and the fidelity
plotted against Ē4. In a, we report the average results from 100 runs of the first part of
the WAVES protocol adopting the PH ansatz in the H+3 system and t = 10 in Eq. 4.27. The
average entropy for the final estimate is S>0.12. In b an equivalent optimisation adopts
the unrestricted UCCSD ansatz from Table 4.1, but the same swarm-optimisation of the
Algorithm 7. The average entropy for the final estimate is S<0.02.
faster convergence of WAVES appears clear, due to the more convenient parametrisation of the
problem not requiring an increase of the necessary terms.
The results for the H+3 molecule require additional effort, as they highlight the importance of
the ansatz. This system is described by a bigger Hilbert space, with 23 non-degenerate excited
subspaces. For brevity, we select but 3 different excitation operators Êp1−3 , and compare the
results with equivalent cases for the system H2. In particular, Êp3 produces an initial guess
that is a superposition of eigenstates belonging to 7 different excited subspaces. The initial |Ψ0〉
has the most support (and hence overlap) on the 4th excited-subspace. In this case, the simple
PH ansatz does not suffice to successfully converge to a single excited subspace - see Fig. 4.7a.
However, in the same figure, a plot of the variational optimisation can provide a crucial sanity
check of the eigenstate search, recalling Eq. 4.23 and the significance of the eigenstate witness
S. A poor convergence rate for S→ 1, and its consistent degradation in single runs. when the
evolution time t is increased flag a failure of the protocol37, : either the ansatz has to be enriched,
or the initial guess perturbed, for WAVES to achieve a successful convergence to a single
∣∣Ψ̄〉 or
Ē.
We remark how a successful variational search for H+3 can be immediately recovered via the
adoption of a more accurate ansatz (the UCCSD in Table 4.1). This is shown in Fig. 4.7b, where a
clear convergence of S to its optimal value occurs. Comparing Figs. 4.7a and b, a difference can be
37 As it can be seen by comparison with Eq. 4.24. The role of increasing t, along with the boundaries imposed by the
adopted Fobj, is exemplified in Appendix C.2.1. However, we assumed to operate within a regime where trotterisation
errors and decoherence phenomena are negligible, so that they are not expected to degrade the outcome quality, when
t is increased.
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noticed in the 67.5% confidence intervals, for both F and S, at “step 0”. This is due to attributing
the same initial uncertainty to each variational parameter θi for both ansätze, but dim~θ for the
unrestricted UCCSD being about 8 times larger than the standard PH case.
Hence the prior guess spans a bigger portion of the Hilbert space. The final outcomes for
all Êp1−3 , adopting the extended UCCSD ansatz, are synthetically shown in Fig. 4.5c. The
optimisation leads to a final fidelity F with one of the excited subspace(s) exceeding 99%+, in
each case where the initial guess accurately targets a single excited subspace. For the excitation
operator Ep3 , the preferential collapse of the particle swarm into either of the subspaces 4,7 and
23 follows well what expected from the initial overlaps of |Ψ0〉.
Finally, Figs. 4.3a-b summarise the final average outcomes of simulated variational searches
with the WAVES approach for both the ground state, and exemplary excited states. Note that the
second (IPEA) part of WAVES is not shown in the Figure, and therefore the final fidelities can be
made higher38, an option that is absent in previous VQE implementations. In Table 4.2, instead,
we list synthetically the behaviour observed for the various scenarios investigated, according to
the crucial figures of merit39: i) whether the ansatz adopted allows the variational search towards
the targeted Ē, and ii) how accurate it is, the initial guess provided by the excitation operator Êp.
|Ψ0〉
Êp,Â(~θ)−−−−−→ Ei, Ē |Ψ0〉 6
Êp,Â(~θ)−−−−−→ Ei, Ē
∀Ei 6= Ē :
〈Ψe|∏̂Ei |Ψe〉¿ 〈Ψe|∏̂Ē |Ψe〉 X(convergence to Ē) -
∃ Ei 6= Ē :
〈Ψ0|∏̂Ei |Ψ0〉 ' 〈Ψ0|∏̂Ē |Ψ0〉 X(convergence to either Ē, Ei) 7(no convergence to any Ei)
TABLE 4.2. List of possible situations occurring in numerical simulations, when WAVES
is performed with different ansätze and excitation operators, targeting a certain excited
subspace Ē from an initial guess |Ψ0〉, using the ansatz Â(~θ) and the excitation operator Êp.
To simplify readability, we use the notation: |Ψe〉 = Êp Â(~θg) |Ψ0〉 and ∏̂ as in Eq. 4.32. A
generic excited subspace, other than the targeted, is indicated as Ei. The case with outcome
“-” cannot occur (see main text).
4.5.4 Experimental demonstration
The experimental demonstration of WAVES was performed on the same two-qubit silicon quan-
tum photonic processor, already described in Sect. 1.4.4 and 1.4.4.2. We refer there for details
concerning the fabrication and preliminary characterisation of the device. Also in this case, the
38IPEA would further project the states prepared by the optimal~θ into the eigenstate with the highest overlap.
39 The case not reported in the Table would contradict the condition imposed about |Ψe〉: if 〈Ψe|∏̂Ē |Ψe〉 ∼ 1, then
states prepared by Êp Â(~θg) |Ψ0〉 must lie approximately in Ē.
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WAVES algorithm, including the control of quantum gates, the data collection and real-time
analysis, was automated interfacing the classical computer with the quantum photonic chip.
More in detail, CÛ operations are achieved also for this experiment with the entanglement
based scheme introduced in Sect. 1.4.3. When implementing WAVES, the state preparation and
unitary implementation are obtained respectively via the pre–compiled decompositions:
Â = eiφa eiφbσ̂z/2eiφcσ̂y/2
Û = eiφcσ̂z/2eiφdσ̂y/2eiφeσ̂z/2 (4.33)
where the labels φi for the phases refer to the thermal phase shifters in Fig. 1.5. We remind
that also in this case, no dedicated trotterised decomposition40 into multiple two-qubit gates was
performed. Finally, the single-qubit operations available for the control qubit allow both for the
tomography required to estimate P (and thus S and Fobj), as well as to perform the projective
measurements needed by IPEA 2.3.1.
We used the quantum photonic chip to implement WAVES for calculating the eigenspectrum
of the simplified exciton transfer Hamiltonian introduced in Sect. 4.5.2. We remark that such
simplified model is not intended to provide an accurate description of the corresponding system,
yet it serves as a useful demonstration and test for our algorithm. The minimisation of the
objective function was performed again adopting the particle-swarm method41. Finally, for this
Hamiltonian the perturbing unitary for the excited state corresponds to
Êp = eiπσ̂z/2. (4.34)
We first describe the experimental results of the WAVES approach for the ground and
excited state variational searches. In Figs. 4.8a-b we report colour-coded evolution of the swarm,
achieving rapid convergence of the particle distribution towards the expected eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian: the ground state |−〉 and the first excited state |+〉. For the ground state search,
pessimistically assuming no pre-existing knowledge about the Ĥ exc, the prior is initialized to
span uniformly the sub-section of the Hilbert space identified by the ansatz. For the excited state,
instead, the search is initialized with the guessed state obtained by applying Êp (Eq. 4.34) to the
ground state.
As shown in Figs. 4.8c-d, Fobj converges in 10-13 search steps to either eigenvalue. Figs. 4.8e-
f report the fidelities with the ground and excited states: 99.48± 0.28% and 99.95± 0.05%
respectively, as obtained from the mean of the particles distribution. All uncertainties are given
by the variance of the posterior distributions: a well motivated error bar is among the amenable
features deriving from the adoption of a swarm optimization method. Experimental fidelities were
obtained evolving the dialled input state |Φ〉 in a classical simulator, reproducing the photonic
circuit in Fig. 1.5, according to the experimentally retrieved optimal phases ~̄φ. The simulator
logical circuit is equivalent to the scheme in Fig. 4.2b.
40 As defined in Eq. 1.8 and further commented in Sect. 4.1.4.
41As outlined in Sect. 4.4.2, and provided as pseudocode Algorithm 7.
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FIGURE 4.8. Experimental results for the variational search in WAVES. A Hamilto-
nian representing a single-exciton transfer between two chlorophyll units is implemented
on the silicon quantum photonic device for an experimental test of the protocol. (a) and (b)
Colour-coded evolution of the particle swarm for the WAVES search of the ground state (|−〉)
and excited state (|+〉) shown on the Bloch spheres. Different colours correspond to different
steps of the search protocol. For the ground and the excited state searches we report in:
(c) and (d) the evolution of Fobj; (e) and (f) the fidelity (F = |〈Ψ|Ψ̄〉|2) versus search steps,
converging to a final value of 99.48±0.28% and 99.95±0.05% respectively. Error bars are
given by the variance of the particles’ distribution and the uncertainty originated from
photon Poissonian noise. Dashed lines are numerical simulations of the performance of the
algorithm, averaged over 1000 runs, with shaded areas representing a 67.5 % confidence
interval. Insets: behaviour close to convergence.
The successful convergence of |Ψ〉T →
∣∣Ψ̄〉 is achieved by optimizing the Fobj function. In
particular, for the ground state search we used a small value of T42 in Fobj, while for the excited
42 T = 1.25, as optimised via preliminary numerical simulations.
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a b
FIGURE 4.9. Experimental results for the IPEA–based refinement in WAVES. IPEA
is performed on the converged final variational estimate obtained after the search outlined
in Fig. 4.8 for the excitonic Hamiltonian. As a bar plot, normalised photon coincidences used
to calculate the 32 IPEA-estimated bits of the eigenphase are reported for both the ground
(a) and excited state (b). The theoretical bit value is reported above each bar. Uncertainties
arising from Poissonian noise are reported as shaded areas on the bars.
state case we used Fobj ≡−P (recall Sect. 4.4.1). Closer to convergence, we notice fluctuations in
the estimate of Fobj, that might be interpreted as residual thermal cross-talk (see Sect. 1.4.4.2).
Nevertheless, the algorithm rapidly succeeds to retrieve the correct eigenvalues, indicating
robustness against this kind of noise.
After the variational search, the final step consists in improving the accuracy via IPEA, see
Fig. 4.2. In our implementation we took advantage of the circuit reconfigurability, mapping each
Û2
k
directly into the chip parameters. However, in universal quantum computers, Ûk can be
efficiently achieved without classical pre-compilation by cascading k copies of Û [162]. The IPEA
estimated the binary fraction expansion of the eigenphase ϕ(mod 2π) for both the ground and
excited state energies up to 32 bits (i.e. a precision of 2.9×10−9 eV). The normalized photon counts
are reported in Figs. 4.9a-b for all the 32 bits. Such precision is higher than what is typically
achievable by spectroscopic methods (Sect. 2.3.
4.6 Noise resilience of the WAVES variational search
In the light of this Thesis’ point of view, a major question left unanswered so far about the
WAVES approach is its resilience to various noises, or more in general, imperfect implementation.
Inspired by the experimental implementation outlined in Sect. 4.5.4, we discuss two main sources
of noise, expected to play a major role in affecting the estimators E and P :
• Poissonian noise arising from coincidence events counts;
• Infidelity in the gates implementation43, affecting both the state preparation and the CÛ
43Such infidielities, for the photonic circuit considered, arise mainly from uncertainty in the phases implemented
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implementation.
The effect of these noises upon QPE algorithms (and therefore the last phase of WAVES) has
already been discussed in detail in Chap 2, and therefore here we are left with investigating
the resilience of the variational search alone. In general, variational methods exhibit an in-
trinsic resilience to infidelities in the state preparation phase, such that it is customary the
following [159]:
Definition 4.2. Named Â(~θ) the ansatz for preparing trial states |Ψ〉T in a variational problem,
we call variationally suppressible all those noise sources leading to an altered Â′(~θ) such that
∃~ξ :
∥∥∥Â(~θ)− Â′(~θ+~ξ)∥∥∥< ε, for arbitrary ε ∈R+.
Notice that Def. 4.2 does not imply any knowledge about the nature of the noise, as it relies
on the fact that the variational procedure will converge to~θ+~ξ as the optimal parametrisation,
compensating the infidelity in the ansatz. A counterexample to such benign cases is given by
errors that break the symmetry of the ansatz [159], preventing any correction ~ξ to satisfy the
condition in Def. 4.2. These cases are expected to exhibit a behaviour similar to what observed for
ansätze that are not sufficiently flexible44.
A different situation arises when infidelities affect the unitary evolution Û = exp{−iĤt}→
Û ′ = exp{−iĤ′t}. In this case, a basic noise characterisation leads us to introduce an additional:
Definition 4.3. Named F̄obj the optimal objective function in a noiseless variational problem,
we call algorithmically suppressible all those noise sources leading to a zero–mean additive white
noise perturbed Fobj(t).
The reason to invoke a white noise is that this can be naturally filtered out by any optimisation
schedules that do not rely on hard choices for the update of~θ. In this way, fluctuations in Fobj(t)
due to gate infidelities when implementing Û ′ can be statistically suppressed and rendered
negligible. Such cases, can therefore be dealt with by choosing an appropriate algorithm for the
optimisation, and for instance, swarm methods as those adopted here are known to be particularly
well suited for compensating white noise in the estimators [331]. On the contrary, systematic
non–zero–mean alterations in Fobj(t) will almost certainly lead the variational procedure to
identify an incorrect~θ′, which for example might correspond to the eigenstate parametrisation of
a consistently different Hamiltonian Ĥ′.
Now that this preliminary discussion is in place, we can move to two different kinds of test.
A first one investigates realistic noise sources in the photonic implementation, testing to what
extent they are suppressible in WAVES, according to the two correction processes identified by
by the thermo-optical phase shifters on chip, see Fig. 2.6. Potentially, they might also be due to imperfect fabrication
of the chip, e.g. unbalanced MMI’s or DCp’s, however the preliminary characterisation found such imperfections
negligible.
44As discussed in Sect. 4.5.3 and more systematically below.
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Defs. 4.2 and 4.3. Then, we move on to address the simulation of errors partially breaking the
ansatz symmetries.






FIGURE 4.10. Numerical simulations of the variational ground-state search robustness
for the bosonic 1-qubit Ĥ against imperfect phase implementation, using Fobj or E alone.
Infidelities in the gate implementation are modelled as Gaussian noise in the phase shifting
components of the photonic circuit. Average fidelities with the true eigenstate F|−〉 (solid
lines) along with 67.5% confidence intervals (shaded areas) are reported after algorithm’s
convergence.
4.6.1 Resilience to experimentally realistic noises
In this section we try not only to answer the question of what degree of an imperfect photonic
implementation could be tolerated by WAVES, but also understanding if the proposed objective
function Fobj (Eq. 4.25) provides any advantage (or disadvantage) in the robustness of the search.
Therefore, we compare it to a variational search based upon the energy estimator E alone (and
thus equivalent to standard VQE, Sect. 4.3).
Data from 100 averaged numerical simulations, running the variational search for the bosonic
Hamiltonian (Eq. 4.30) in both cases, are reported in Fig. 4.10 for different degrees of uncertainty
in the phases implemented on the photonic chip. This is done replacing each correct phase
ϕ̄i – required to manipulate the target qubit45 – with a synthetic value ϕ, sampled from a
Gaussian distribution ϕi ∼ N (ϕ̄i,σϕ), equivalently to what already discussed in Sect. 1.4.4.3.
As σϕ increases, the behaviour of the simulated physical circuit deviates from the ideal case. In
this scenario, adopting the objective function Fobj appears a consistently more robust strategy
than using E alone as an estimator: a difference that increases with the level of uncertainty
in the implemented phase. In particular, already for σϕ ' 0.14 the final fidelity achieved in the
45 Phases involved in the control register have been excluded from this simulation.
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search with E alone falls below F|−〉 = 95%, whereas Fobj keeps providing accurate ground state
estimates.
We finally remark how this same noise model was applied to infer the expected simulated
performances of the circuit, reported as dashed lines in Fig. 4.8c-f, and assuming σϕ ' 0.012 rad,
in agreement with the device characterization data. The noise model was capable of reproducing
quite accurately the experimental findings within statistical error, with slight discrepancies likely
to be explained by uncharacterized residual thermal cross-talk between the phase shifters (not
taken into account in the model). This leads to systematic errors in the implemented phases, that
cannot be suppressed naturally by WAVES.
4.6.2 Synthetically reduced ansätze
Noises breaking the symmetry of an ansatz prevent it from preparing variationally optimal states,
as these would fall out of the Hilbert subspace spanned by the ansatz itself [159]. In this sense,
the impact of such noises can be analysed equivalently by synthetically truncating an ansatz
otherwise sufficient to learn the targeted eigenstates. At the same time, this approach addresses
one of the arguments often levied against variational methods, i.e. that they strongly rely on the
accuracy of the ansatz chosen for the variational state preparation. Indeed, for correlated and
complex quantum systems one expects the ansätze obtained via classical approximation methods
to become poor46.
In Sect. 4.5.3 we presented and discussed simulations mostly obtained with a standard PH
ansatz, expected to achieve a reasonable accuracy in describing weakly correlated systems. Here
we compare such results with a truncated ansatz Â′, obtained after a gradual removal of those
terms in the PH ansatz, corresponding to the smallest values |θg|. Such terms are expected
to contribute the least in the preparation of
∣∣Ψ̄〉. A more detailed breakdown of the procedure
is reported in Algorithm 8, and a synthetic description of the ansatz obtained can be found in
Table 4.1. Â′ thus simulates those cases where only limited knowledge on the physical system is
available.
The results are summarised for both ground and exemplary excited state searches of the
hydrogen molecules in Fig. 4.11 a&b, respectively, adopting the natural initial guess Â(~θ0)|Φ〉 ≡
|Φ〉. For all the cases investigated, the variational search in WAVES is able to consistently identify
both the ground and targeted excited states. Fidelities of approximately 95% are achieved, even
for cases where the initial guess retained only small overlap with the targeted excited state and
the incomplete ansatz reduces the accuracy in the state preparation.
Additional details are presented in Figs. 4.4 b&d, 4.5 b&d, for excited states searches in the
H2 and H+3 systems, to be compared with (a&c) in the same figures for a standard PH ansatz.
The truncated ansatz leads to a consistent degradation in the fidelity, and its uncertainty, of the
final estimate. Also, the poorer initial guess provided by the restricted ansatz penalises the rate
46See Sect. 4.3.2
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FIGURE 4.11. Numerical simulations of WAVES adopting the synthetically truncated PH
ansatz, and searching eigenstates of the molecular Hydrogen systems (H2, H+3 , H3, H4). (A)
Ground state search. (B) Search targeting a degenerate subspace using a perturbation Êpi .
The average fidelities achieved by the particle swarm optimization are calculated for 100
independent runs of WAVES. Dashed lines are average fidelities. Shaded areas indicate
67.5% confidence intervals. The x-axis reports cumulative numbers of trial states probed
(number of particles times variational steps). For ease of comparison, steps have been
counted only after an equivalent fidelity had been achieved. All projective measurements
are here inclusive of a binomial noise model in the simulations.
of convergence. Nevertheless, the algorithm detects most excited subspaces with high fidelity,
proving unaffected by slight inaccuracies in the ansätze. In addition, the reduced accuracy and
overlap with the targeted eigenstate of this synthetic ansatz diminish the tendency of WAVES to
collapse into the closest excited subspace, as evidenced by the different frequencies with which the
swarm collapses into either one of the excited subspaces Ei (Fig. 4.5b&d). A worst–case scenario
is displayed in Fig. 4.4d (corresponding to H+3 and ‘Exc. 2’). Here, we intentionally removed from
Â′ operators that are fundamental for a successful search of the Hilbert space, in proximity of the
targeted Ei. This situation cannot be completely recovered by WAVES, so that an impoverished
|Ψ0〉, a slower convergence, and suboptimal fidelity F ' 96% are observed.
4.7 Discussion and final remarks
We have introduced the concept of eigenstate witness and used it to develop a witness-assisted
variational eigenspectra solver (WAVES). The tests provided show how the WAVES protocol,
introduced in Sect. 4.4, is able to consistently find variationally both the ground and excited
states of physical Hamiltonians with high fidelities (' 99% in average) in simulations as well
as experimental implementations. The variational step serves as a state preparation stage for a
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QPE refinement, and the enhanced approximation of the target eigenstates provided leads to
a higher success probability in estimating the corresponding eigenvalue via QPE, which grows
exponentially with the system’s size N. This, in turn, reduces the overall cost of solving the
eigenproblem. Adopting QPE is fundamental to achieve the projection onto the eigenvectors,
thus addressing the shortcomings of a polynomial-sized ansatz that would not suffice to achieve
accurate estimates of the eigenvalues. In WAVES experiments, eigenvalue estimates beyond
spectroscopic accuracy47 were demonstrated using IPEA, in addition to the variational search.
Careful choices for the QPE procedure48 may also provide means to learn exponentially quickly
one of the eigenvalues belonging to almost-degenerate eigenstates. These might originate in
complex systems of increasing size, where the energy gaps and/or the distance in the Hilbert
space could be indistinguishable, within the experimental precision provided by variational
methods.
WAVES offers key improvements over previous protocols. First, it proposes a genuine quan-
tum method, in contrast to quantum-classical linear response methods (LR) [308] or the FS
approach [160]. LR methods do not require non-linear optimisation schedules, but this may limit
their accuracy, and both rely upon no final eigenstate projection phase49, unlike WAVES, being
ultimately bound by the accuracy of the variational ansatz. Importantly, the eigenstate witness
provides an independent test of the protocol’s success, detecting failure cases of convergence to
local optima that do not represent a single eigenstate nor excited subspace, as shown in Sect. 4.6,
and increasing the robustness against moderate sources of noise (Sect. 4.6.1). Also, WAVES
retains the original norm, spectrum, and number of terms in the Hamiltonian O(n4), nor it
depends upon an energy shift parameter, unlike FS methods50. Finally, WAVES does not require
lengthy adiabatic preparation [148, 159, 273], outlined for alternative methods in Sect. 4.2.1,
and demands the availability of projectors at the end of the evolution only for the control qubit,
whereas traditional VQE implementations need to measure arbitrary output qubits (Sect. 4.3.1).
These advantages come at the cost of controlling the evolution of the target register with
an ancillary qubit, which is avoidable in previous VQE proposals and can pose issues to some
quantum hardware architectures [332]. Also, in WAVES, the ability to find specific eigenstates
relies on the quality of the excitation operators51. Further optimisation on the objective function,
e.g. including the use of an energy penalty, can in principle overcome some of these limitations.
In terms of resource costs, the insets of Fig. 4.3 show empirically how the final fidelities
achieved by WAVES variational searches do not decrease (within errors tolerance) when increas-
ing the size of the Hilbert space. The discrepancy in the final fidelities, achieved for the various
47 We name it an accuracy of 32–bits, because the outcomes with 32–bits of precision were checked against the true
eigenvalues of the test Ĥ, obtained via direct numerical diagonalisation.
48See Sect. 2.1.6.1.
49 We are here excluding the availability of ancillary qubits and controlled operations that would make QPE
possible, as avoiding these is the major reason supporting the adoption of LR and FS, see below.
50See Sect. 4.5.3, and more in detail Fig. 4.6, as well as Appendix B.3.
51See Eq. 4.28.
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cases, shall not be misinterpreted as a fundamental limit deriving from the quality of the initial
guess provided to WAVES. Indeed, it is worth mentioning that in order to simulate realistic
experimental conditions for near-term WAVES implementations, beside a noise model in the
control-qubit tomography, we restricted the number of particles to keep execution times for the
protocol within reasonable limits for state-of-art photonic implementations52.
Although these study cases do not imply scalability of the approach, they provide an encour-
aging result53. This intuition has been formalised better in Thm. 4.3, which suggests that to keep
constant the algorithm performances with the dimensionality of the problem, a sub-exponential
increase in number of particles54 Nξ and iterations Niter is enough, provided that a polynomial
parametrisation such as those listed in Table 4.1 applies. In particular, adopting a UCC ansatz
and low–order trotterisation, WAVES is expected to run in times that scale as O(Mn5.5), with n
the number of spin-orbitals and M the number of variational parameters, comparing well with
the estimates reported in [329] for the Nitrogenase case, a system notoriously hard to simulate
on classical hardware.
We remind the reader how WAVES, nor any other quantum method, cannot efficiently
prepare eigenstates of a generic Hamiltonian, as this would imply a highly unlikely collapse in
computational hierarchies [283]. As long as specific polynomial ansätze are instead of concern,
the number of variational parameters, along with those describing the optimisation schedule,
required to achieve chemical accuracy will likely require additional empirical studies to be
precisely estimated. In full generality, it can still be stated how the use of QPE protocols will
still provide a quadratic speed-up compared to standard VQE, when estimating the energy of
an eigenstate within a chosen precision. Such advantages might prove relevant when targeting
chemical accuracies, and beyond [161].
By introducing new objective functions for variational algorithms, WAVES opened the way to
the investigation of new methods for computing full Hamiltonian spectra. Recent works have
indeed proposed:
• the use of imaginary time evolution and shallow swap tests [333], further reducing circuit
depth at the cost of additional measurements;
• variational quantum deflation algorithms, that penalise the overlap with lower–lying eigen-
states to address a k–th eigenstate [332, 334], leveraging upon eigenstate orthogonality
properties, at the extra cost of requiring the sequential solution of the eigenspectrum;
52 E.g. the longest 8 qubit simulations converged after performing only about 500 single-qubit tomographies when
adopting 20 particles in the swarm optimization performed over more than 400 parameters. In comparison with
∼100 tomographies required by our experimental proof of concept (where 8 particles in the swarm optimized over 2
parameters, see Sect. 4.5.4).
53 A similar numerical approach for the empirical estimate of scaling in VQE approaches was followed by [307].
54As long as swarm–methods are of concern.
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• hybrid quantum–classical methods, improving the outcomes obtained with a quantum
device where only active orbitals are mapped (Sect. 4.4.2) by adding additional, low–rank
contributions via perturbative methods [324];
• hybrid adiabatic and variational approaches, where the tuning of Ĥ is performed simulta-
neously with a variational search [335] to reduce the length of the adiabatic preparation.
The limitations of the WAVES protocol in terms of ancillary control qubits, emphasised by
part of the literature following–up our work [332, 333], are in our opinion outweighed by the
benefits of WAVES. This is particularly true as long as a compiled photonic implementation is of
concern, whose extremely long decoherence times grant full control over the evolution time t to the
experimenter, and high–fidelity CU operations are readily available via entanglement schemes.
Nevertheless, alternative approaches might be beneficial to different hardware implementations
characterised by lower gate fidelity, but higher operations rate, which more than justifies leaving
the quest for eigensolvers on quantum devices an open research question.
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4.8 Author’s contributions to the Chapter
Sects. 4.1–4.3 is my review of established results available in the literature, enriched by
personal observations and on–purpose analyses.
The WAVES protocol in Sect. 4.4 was initially suggested by dr. Santagati and dr. Wang. I
have participated to the design of the algorithm from its infancy, suggesting e.g. the objective
function form in Eq.4.25. The analysis of the complexity of the protocol in Sect. 4.4.2 was
mostly due to dr. Nathan Wiebe.
The cases in Sect. 4.5.1 & 4.5.2 were proposed and preliminary modelled by dr. Jarrod
McClean, and prof. David Tew and Mr. Sam Morley-Short, respectively. A first simulated
implementation of the protocol was performed by mr. Paesani. I have then played a leading
role in modifying the original algorithm, adding also the capability to search for excited
states. All the simulations and analyses reported in Sect. 4.5.3 and the whole of Sect. 4.6
were performed by me.
Contributions to design, fabrication and preliminary characterisation of the CU(2) device
have already been stated at pg. 1.6. I implemented the interface of my simulation code
with the experiment control, leading to the results in Sect. 4.5.4. The data collection for
the variational part of WAVES was performed mostly by dr. Santagati, Wang and Paesani,
whereas the data collection of the IPEA part was performed equally by all of us. The four of
us contributed also equally to the data analysis.
Finally, I had a major contribution to the final preparation of the manuscript and the related
review process, that was published as [128].
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To conclude this Thesis, we will hereby report some final remarks about the results accom-
plished along the research chapters. At the same time, an outlook for future developments is
provided, in the belief that protocols and experiments here initiated will provide the basis for
more ambitious demonstrations of the practicality of noisy intermediate quantum devices.
We start by observing how Bayesian approaches and techniques inspired by Machine Learning
remarkably lowered the requirements for the implementation of routine protocols on pre-fault-
tolerant quantum devices. In particular, in Chap. 2 and Sect. 3.4 we observed this respectively
for QPE and CVV routines.
A thorough investigation of the advantages introduced by the RFPE protocol suggested how
the impracticality of QPE in noisy quantum platforms55 might be removed altogether (as long
as the system Hilbert space can be mapped on the device’s), without the need for demanding
advances in the experimental setup.
The development of devices outperforming their classical counterparts introduces naturally
the problem of their CVV. Our approach to the problem was based upon a potentially scalable
solution, QHL, recently proposed. QHL assumes an aprioristic Hamiltonian model for the system
to characterise. After demonstrating it experimentally, we considered the problem of characteris-
ing a black–box quantum device, i.e. removing the assumption of a specific model being known
for it in advance. We proposed a protocol, QMLA, that can be readily implemented for many
quantum systems of interest, using either classical or dedicated quantum simulators. The search
for a suitable model in QMLA implemented in this Thesis is mainly deterministic, however
probabilistic implementations are already being investigated56 to extend QMLA’s capabilities,
particularly in terms of resilience to local optima.
In this Thesis it was also demonstrated how QMLA can be flexibly adapted to extend the
characterisation from the quantum system to its environment. The approach developed in
particular along Sects. 3.5.1 & 3.5.2 is again based upon a Hamiltonian picture. However, future
works shall address the analysis of long-time dynamics governed by decoherence process, by
describing it more in terms of its Lindbladian57. Studying the environment of a quantum system
55 As recently observed e.g. in [162].
56 Results are in preparation as [259].
57 I have been among the initiators of this improvement, that is currently being developed by collaborators at the
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is of crucial importance, because any source of noise can ultimately be modelled as system–
environment interactions58, and standard strategies to cope with such noisy effects involve the
design of carefully crafted control sequences to compensate for said interactions59. Therefore, if
preliminary CVV is essential to operate an ideal (but unknown) quantum device, it becomes even
more essential when dealing with non–error–corrected devices, and we envisage how methods
like QMLA could be embedded as a step of an optimal quantum control strategy.
CVV approaches also led to the investigation of enhanced quantum sensing protocols, MFL,
developed and tested experimentally in Sect. 3.3.1 for magnetometry with an NV–centre system.
Adopting MFL, record sensitivities were achieved in room–temperature conditions, operating at
extremely low SNR. The latter had previously confined such sensitivities to the realm of cryogenic
setups. Even if MFL was demonstrated here offline, an online implementation is already under
preparation60. Our methods would be particularly effective in applications where single-spin
sensing is desired for nano-scale resolution, but cryogenic conditions are prohibitive, such as
biological sensing and in new nano-MRI applications [336, 337]. Also, MFL might be used in
conjunction with single-shot readout [139], faster communication, and dynamical decoupling
techniques [338, 339] and adaptive measurement bases [135], to push further the possibilities in
terms of achievable sensitivity, which is of particular interest when tracking dynamical processes
occurring within fast timescales [224, 336, 340].
Again in the realm of applications, we investigated with Chap. 4 the adoption of quantum
simulators to address the eigenproblem in Quantum Chemistry systems. We developed an
algorithm, WAVES, which is in principle amenable to short circuit depths [327] and leverages
upon VQE methods, known to exhibit error robustness61. In this way, we enabled near-term
experiments with the eigenproblem62 on non-fault tolerant machines, as demonstrated in Sect.
4.5.4.
The plethora of developments following the publication of WAVES [128] and dedicated to
expanding the capabilities of (variational) eigensolvers and their usability in NISQ devices
demonstrated the interest and effort of the community. At the same time, it must be emhasised
how most of the proposals listed in Sect. 4.7 have been only addressed theoretically and in
numerical simulations. The only exceptions are represented by the linear response and quantum
subspace method [149, 308], as well as its generalisations [280], and error–mitigation schemes
specifically designed for VQE [341, 342]. In our interpretation, this shows how an exhaustive
investigation of realistic experimental noise and limitations in NISQ devices must often rely
University of Bristol, with the outcome in preparation as [259].
58 A formal discussion of noise in quantum devices is in Sect. 1.1.2, whereas a discussions of system–environment
interactions for a specific system of our interest, NV–centres, are in Sect. 1.5 and 3.5.2.
59Examples of this approach quoted in this Thesis can be found e.g. in [58, 191, 212].
60 This demonstration is led by our collaborators at the University of Ulm, and mr. Timo Joas in particular.
61 Additional robustness was added by modifying ad–hoc some of the VQE routines, e.g. adopting particle swarm
methods. Details are provided in Sect. 4.4.2.
62 We recall how previous VQE experimental implementations only targeted the ground state problem.
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upon the actual implementation of the designed algorithm, to avoid gaps between error models
considered during the algorithm design and what the quantum platform of choice might offer.
With WAVES63 we have attempted this approach in a joint theoretical and experimental effort.
This leads us to a crucial observation. Throughout Chaps. 2–4, we have experimentally tested
different noise–resilient approaches in photonic and/or NV–centre implementations. However, the
implications of said approaches extend to other quantum information processing platforms. Su-
perconducting qubits and ion traps devices might benefit as well from the enhanced performance
and noise resilience of adaptive algorithms. To quote but few examples, MFL could be well applied
to other sensing platforms where noise has been a limiting factor. QMLA could be extended to
the characterisation and verification of systems other than single NV-centres. According to the
system size, either classical simulator (via CLE) or integrated controllable quantum simulators
of adequate size (via QLE) could be adopted. Possible experiments with larger–scale photonic
devices may involve e.g. studying coupled NV-centres dynamics, electron spin qubits in Silicon64,
or analyse offline data from platforms accessed remotely such as the IBM Quantum Experience.
In conclusion, we recognise how approaches alternative to those outlined in this Thesis might
be beneficial to different hardware implementations of quantum devices, with characteristics
other than the photonic chips at the core of experiments reported here. This leaves the quest
for optimal usage of pre–threshold quantum devices an open research question. Nevertheless,
we believe that our work has suggested realistic new routes for practical and useful quantum
information processing in the near future.
63 As well as with MFL and QMLA.
64 This possibility is currently being investigated using a classical supercomputer instead, by leveraging upon the
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A.1 The QFT gate and its complexity
In the main text, we have stated that the computational complexity of performing a qFT operation
is O (n2), with n the number of qubits in the system.
This is immediate when observing Fig. A.1, as the number of elementary one and two–qubit
gates involved is:
∑
n[(n+1)+ (n)+ . . .+2+1]+n = Tn +n/2, i.e. the sum of the triangular number
Tn, plus n/2 SWAP operations [5]. The latter ones, not displayed in the picture, reverse the order
of the qubits, i.e. they perform:










FIGURE A.1. The circuit for the Quantum Fourier Transform. H are Hadamard gates (see




Rz(2π/2k+1) (see Eq. 1.7). The SWAP gate performing the
final mirroring in the qubit order is not displayed for better clarity as in [5].
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A.2 Pseudo–algorithms for PE applications
Algorithm 2: Bayesian update via Rejection Filtering
Algorithm 3: Rejection Filtering Phase Estimation (RFPE)
Input: Initial prior distribution N (µ0,σ0), total number of experiments NSteps, number of
particles NPart, scale κE.
Output: the phase estimation µ and its uncertainty σ.
µ=µ0, σ=σ0. . Initialize the mean µ and variance σ of the distribution.
for i ∈ 1→ NSteps do
M = d1.25/σe, θ ∼N (µ,σ). . Get approx. optimal parameters M and θ via PGH
Get data E from the experiment using parameters M and θ.




A.3. ALGORITHMS FOR HAMILTONIAN LEARNING
A.3 Algorithms for Hamiltonian Learning
FIGURE A.2. Flowchart for the QHL resampler. Legend is in the lower box. Components
invoking memory storage are colour–coded.
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Algorithm 4: MFL algorithm with stepwise change detection
Input : An initial prior distribution F∼ P(~x) over models.
Input (additional) : pset . rate parameter, i.e. how many epochs must occur before a
RESAMPLE call
Input (additional) : tset . parameter adjusting the frequency of posterior-reset events
function ESTIMATEADAPTIVE (n, πini, N, a (the resampling parameter), tresample (the
resample threshold), OPTIMIZE, UTIL, nguesses, GUESSEXPERIMENT):
wi ← 1/Nprt
draw each ωi independently from πini
lset ← 0 . initialise the reset counter
lres ← 0 . initialise the resampling counter
initialise~x = [x̄1, ..., x̄N ]




i w2i < Nprttres: . if the effective sample size is below the threshold
if |e−lset| ≥ pset OR ∑i w2i < Nprttset: . if a reset occurred too recently or the
discretised posterior has sufficient support
{wi}, {xi}← RESAMPLE( {wi}, {xi},a ) . resample as usual
lres ← e . store last resampling event
else: . reset the procedure
P ′(~x)←F
wi ← 1/Nprt
draw each ωi independently from F





x̄i ← MEAN ({wi}, {xi}) . append the new estimate from the mean
end for
end function
Output:~x, storing the instantaneous values of the unknown parameter
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A.4 Algorithms for the Quantum Model Learning Agent
Algorithm 5: Routines used in Bayesian inference. See also Algorithm 1 for reference.
Subroutines QHL, Update can be found as pseudocode in [213].
function Converged (~σ,ε, Nmax, Nmin):
if dim[~σ]> Nmax: . stop the learning if the max number of epochs has been reached
return True
else if dim[~σ]> Nmin: . as soon as a reasonable number of epochs has been processed
~e ← (1,2, ...Nmin) . initialise a vector of progressive observations
~σ′ ←~σ(dim[~σ]−Nmin, ...,dim[~σ])
LSQ (y=~σ′, x =~e , “ax + c”) . perform a linear LSQ on the uncertainties ~σ′
if a < ε: . if the multi-parameter estimate is converging (within fluctuations)




return False . in all other cases keep processing new data
function BfBatchUpdate (Ĥi(~xi), Ĥ j(~x j),Di,D j,P ′i(~xi),P
′
j(~x j), f ):
. merge system’s observations D retrieved at experimental times {τ}
Di j ←Di ∪D j := {De(τe)}i ∪ {De(τe)} j
for k in (i, j): . for each model in (i, j), batch update using the learnt parametrization
Nprt ← f (dim[~xk]) . assign a proper number of particles Nprt
do sample Nprt particles {~xα} and weights {~wα} from P ′k
`(Di j|Ĥk)← 0 . reset the cumulative log-likelihood
for De(te) in Di j:
. perform a QHL update of P ′k using datum De(te)
P ′k(~xk) ← Update ({~wα}, {~xα},De,τe)
~x∗k ← E[P ′k(~xk)]
. update the log-likelihood `(Di j|Ĥk)








Bi j ← exp
[
`(Di j|Ĥi)−`(Di j|Ĥ j)
]





Algorithm 6: Routines used in graphical modelling. See also Algorithm 1 for reference.
The subroutine FindChampion is provided in full generality, to cover such cases where
interlayer comparisons are provided not only among their respective layer champions - not
reported in main text.
function DAGupdate (cDAG, Bi j):
if Bi j > 1: . edges point towards the statistically favored model
add (Ĥ j, Ĥi) with w ji := w[(Ĥ j, Ĥi)]=Bi j to cDAG
else:
add (Ĥi, Ĥ j) with wi j := w[(Ĥi, Ĥ j)]= 1/Bi j to cDAG
. the edge weights w are assigned according to the value of B
return cDAG . returns the input cDAG with the additional directed edge
end function
function FindLayerChampion (cDAG, bc):
foreach Ĥi in cDAG: . for each model included in the input cDAG
Si ← 0 . initialize the model score S
foreach (Ĥi, Ĥ j) in cDAG: . for each edge included in the input cDAG
if wi j > bc:
S j ← S j +1
Ĥ ≡ Ĥi 3: Si =maxk({Sk})
foreach Ĥi in cDAG:
if ∃P := ((Ĥi, Ĥ j), (Ĥ j, Ĥk), ..., (Ĥn, Ĥi)) ∈ cDAG . a loop P within cDAG
. the loop is cut at its least statistically significative edge
remove from cDAG: (Ĥ j, Ĥk) 3: B jk =min(n,m)∈P {Bnm}
return Ĥ . return the champion model given the evidence stored in cDAG
end function
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function CollapseLayer (sTree, cDAG, be):
foreach λ ∈ sTree: . check for any layer λ
Bup ←mincDAG(wk j | Ĥl ∈λ)
Bdown ←mincDAG(wkl | Ĥk ∈λ+1)
if Bup > be and Bdown > be: . apply collapse rules
foreach Ĥk ∈λ+1:
remove (Ĥλ, Ĥk) from sTree . remove edges to child layer
add (Ĥλ−1, Ĥk) to sTree . reassign child layer to parent champion
foreach Ĥl ∈λ:
remove (Ĥλ−1, Ĥl) from sTree . remove edges with parent’s champion
remove (Ĥλ, Ĥk) or (Ĥk, Ĥλ) from cDAG . clean the cDAG
Ĥ j ← Ĥλ−1 and Ĥk ← Ĥλ+1
B jk ← BfBatchUpdate(Ĥ j(~x j), Ĥk(~xk),D j,Dk,P ′j,P ′k, f ) . compute BFs
cDAG ← DAGupdate (cDAG, B jk ) . populate cDAG with reassigned edges
end function
function FindChampion (sTree, cDAG):
foreach Ĥi in sTree: . for each model within the (residual) sTree
Si ← 0 . initialise the model score S
foreach Ĥi in sTree:
foreach Ĥ j in sTree, with j > i: . for each other layer champion
if (Ĥi, Ĥ j) ∉ cDAG and (Ĥ j, Ĥi) ∉ cDAG: . avoid recomputing BFs
Bi j ← BfBatchUpdate(Ĥ j(~xi), Ĥk(~x j),D i,D j,F ′i ,F ′j, f ) . compute BFs
cDAG ← DAGupdate (cDAG, Bi j ) . populate the cDAG with new edges
if (Ĥi, Ĥ j) ∈ cDAG:
else:
Si ← Si +1
Ĥ0 ≡ Ĥi 3: Si =maxk({Sk}) . Ĥ0 is the model with highest indegree




A.5 The Swarm Optimisation Algorithm for variational
searches
Algorithm 7: Swarm optimization algorithm
Data: Random set of N particles, characterized by the set of parameters Ξ := {~θi}, sampled
uniformly from the parameters’ space
initialization of parameters: a,b, threshold(s), S;
while convergence not achieved do
foreach ~θi ∈Ξ do
(Q) evaluate control qubit purity (P );
(Q) evaluate energy estimator (E );
calculate Fobj(θ′)=−aP +bE ;
end
calculate µ′Fob j = 〈Fobj(~θi)〉Ξ ;
if |µ′Fob j −µFob j| < threshold for objective function then
convergence achieved (via Fobj) ;
else
µFob j ←µ′Fob j;
end
find the subset Ξ′ := {~θ′i}⊂ {~θi} of the S particles with lowest Fobj;
if Fobj is adaptive then
adjust a ∝|〈P 〉Ξ′ −〈P 〉Ξ| and b ∝|〈E 〉Ξ′ −〈E 〉Ξ| ;
normalize {a,b} ;
end
calculate (weighted) mean µθ′ := 〈~θ′i〉Ξ′ for the Θ′ subset parameters;
calculate (weighted) variance σ2
θ′ := 〈(~θ′i)2〉Ξ′ −〈~θ′i〉2Ξ′ for the Ξ′ subset parameters;
if σθ′ < threshold for particle dispersion then
convergence achieved (via σθ′) ;
end




Result: µθ′ is the output best estimate for the optimal parameters, and σθ′ the error
estimate.
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Algorithm 8: Protocol for the synthetic truncation of the ansatz
Data: Parametrized ansatz Â(~θ)≡∑i∈I (θi Â i), excitation operator Êpτ and targeted excited
eigenstate |Ψτ〉, threshold F̃0 for the initial guess
obtain from WAVES optimal parameters for the ground state Âg = Â(~θg), minimizing
Fobj =−aP +bE ;
calculate |Ψ0〉 = Êpτ Âg |Φ〉 ;
initialize I ′ = I ;
while |〈Ψ0|Ψτ〉|2 ≥ F̃0 do
find ι: θgι =mini({|θg i |}) ;
I ′ ← I ′− ι ;
Â′g =
∑
i∈I (θg i Â i) ;
calculate |Ψ0〉 = Êpτ Â′g |Φ〉 ;
end





B.1 Extracting binary outcomes from a likelihood signal
In cases when M > 1, the datum E extracted is obtained by majority voting the single outcomes
from M sequences. I.e. E is chosen according to the most frequent outcome, knowing in advance
the average and maximum PL counts (n̄, nmax), and comparing with the photon number readout
after an experiment, n. If n > n̄, the outcome is set to |1〉, and |0〉 otherwise. A probabilistic
extraction, which is more robust to noisy readouts (particularly when decoherence effects are
important), samples the outcome from the set {|0〉, |1〉}, with probabilities P ∝ {1−n/nmax,n/nmax}.
As each extraction is affected by Poissonian noise, repeating the procedure at the same datapoint
is a natural way to reproduce the Poissonian noise in the measurement.
B.2 Qualitative reasoning supporting the Heisenberg–limit
The HL can be retrieved from the phase-number uncertainty principle, for an eigenphase φ being
estimated using a single mode optical field with number operator n̂ [56]:
∆φ∆n ≥ 1/2 =⇒ ∆φ≥ 1/N (B.1)
as it can be inferred from the ∆n ≤ N/2 relationship, with N the upper bound for n̂, i.e. N
represents the number of identical physical systems available. A more detailed analysis shows
how the bound from Eq. B.1 is actually loose, and ∆φ≥π/N, which is known as the Heisenberg
limit (HL) for the achievable uncertainty ∆φ. From this bound descends immediately the concept
of HL-scaling, which quantifies instead how ∆φ scales with an increase in the available N, and
this is expected to be ∝ 1/N.
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FIGURE B.1. A simulation of the non–adaptive QPE protocol (demonstrated experimentally
in [135]) absolute precision, achievable with an NV–centre setup having the same charac-
teristics as observed in Sect. 3.3.1. Performances are averaged over 1000 independent runs
of the QPE protocol.
However, in Chap. 3, we made use instead of a different metric, the total evolution time
T. The equivalence with the bound in Eq. B.1 is due to the following reasoning. Adopting a
phase gate as in Eq. 1.7, each gate application accrues a phase given by eiφ. Hence, if provided
with N maximum photons, the difference between the minimum and maximum number of
gates application (and powers of eiφ) is N. When estimating the phase as the single parameter
for a Hamiltonian Ĥφ = φĤ, a corresponding boundary for the powers of eiφ is provided by
[−λmaxT,−λminT], whose width is |∆λ|T, with T the total evolution time. In [56], it was noted
how this equivalence leads to the formulation:
π
N
∼ π|∆λ|T ≥∆φ (B.2)
which leads also to the HL-scaling ∝ 1/T invoked in the main text.
B.3 Comparison of WAVES and the FS method
The folded spectrum (FS) method performs variational searches after folding the energy landscape
by a shift ε, so that the modified eigenvalue equation reads [319]:
(Ĥ−ε)2 |Ψ〉 = (E −ε)2 |Ψ〉 (B.3)
and an energy minimisation leads to the eigenstate with the smallest eigenvalue satisfying λi ≥ ε.
In this paragraph we comment the results of applying FS to find excited states when applying
the excitation operator Êp3 to the reference state of the H2 systems, adopting a PH ansatz. We
recall that Êp3 provides an initial guess state with good overlaps on both the 1
st and 4th excited
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subspaces: F2 ' 0.39 and F4 ' 0.61 respectively. For a WAVES variational search, a majority
of times the final state collapses on the 4th excited subspace, and in the remaining on the 1st,
always with high fidelity. This two-fold convergence averaged for 100 runs is reported in blue in
Fig.4.6.
In order to implement FS, a value for the energy shift ε is required. A natural choice is to
employ the energy of the initial guess state provided by Êp3 applied to the PH parametrized
ground state: |Ψ3〉 ≡ Êp3 Â(~θg)|Φ〉. Now, the energy of this trial state lies in between the two
eigenvalues, corresponding to the excited subspaces with which we have consistent initial overlap.
This makes them close in the folded spectrum and may become accidentally degenerate because
of the initial uncertainty assigned to the set of parameters σθg . If it is chosen ε' 〈|Ψ3|Ĥ |Ψ3〉
in this way, the FS search in a minority of cases converges with high fidelity to the 4th excited
subspace, but most of the time converges to local minima in the folded spectrum. We remind
that to have a fair comparison with the simulated runs of WAVES, here we adopted the same
swarm Algorithm 7. These correspond to superpositions of eigenstates belonging to the different
excited subspaces involved. In conclusion, the final excited states estimates are poor, though still
resembling the two-fold behavior exhibited by WAVES (the results are shown in Fig. 4.6, in red).
These limitations in the adoption of FS are known from the literature, including the original
work [319].
In order to check the correct performance of the Folded Spectrum, we artificially reduced the
value of ε to be slightly bigger than the eigenvalue of the 1st excited state. In this case, the FS
search collapses consistently on the first excited subspace all the times, with a fidelity equivalent
to that obtained with WAVES (see Fig. 4.6, in yellow). It is still possible to observe a slowdown
in the convergence, requiring about twice the number of trial states with an equivalent choice
of parameters. This poorer convergence rate is an expected effect, due to the squaring of the
relevant operator (Ĥ−ε)2.
B.4 Finite-size effects of the nuclear spins bath in experimental
QMLA
A well-established modelling of decoherence effects in open quantum systems involves the
introduction of indirect measurements occurring on the quantum system, when operations occur
that effectively trace out environmental degrees of freedom, which have become correlated with
the system state [28]. In the main paper we have systematically considered models inclusive
of Hamiltonian terms of the form
∑
i Ŝi ⊗ B̂i, with Ŝ, B̂ system and bath operators respectively,
which is a standard interaction term leading to system-bath correlations [28, 343].
In the theoretical framework of open quantum systems, it is customary to model decoherence
phenomena introducing a bath of nenv spins [343], or harmonic oscillators [344]. The reason to
adopt a bath of interacting systems is to ensure an irreversible decoherence, as usually observed
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in real physical systems. The most direct way to see this is to invoke Poincaré recurrence
theorem. Assuming the state of the global quantum system starts as a separable state |Ψ(0)〉 =∣∣ψ〉sys ⊗ ∣∣φ〉env , the theorem states that a time ∃ t̃, such that the evolved state |〈Ψ(0)|Ψ(t̃)〉|2 ∼ 1,
provided that the global system has a finite eigenspectrum of energies {En}. An immediate
consequence is that at times O (τ̃) (known as Poincaré recurrence times [28]), the global state
can become separable again, thus leading to revivals in the coherence of the system state. If we
consider the simplest possible interaction term:∑
b
|b〉sys 〈b|sys ⊗ B̂b, (B.4)
with B̂ a generic operator acting on the bath and {|b〉} an orthonormal basis for the system, then









[28]. Now the decay of these overlaps, as well as their recurrence times, depends on the size of
the bath, as a richer dynamics corresponding to a higher-dimensional bath will tend to increase
the recurrence times at which Mb,b′(t) returns non-negligible. In real systems, it is empirically
observed a decay Mb,b′(t)∝ exp[−Γbb′ t], in agreement with what can be predicted under Marko-
vian assumptions. More generally, it can be proven that the recurrence times t̃ for the global
system scale combinatorially with the bath size nenv [343]. Hence the necessity in simulations to
increase the bath size for a system with a discrete spectrum, in order not to observe revivals as
an artefact of the finite size of the bath. This is equivalent to the known behaviour in artificial
quantum simulators characterised by finite-size effects in the bath degrees of freedom (e.g. ion
trap simulators).
In Sect. 3.5.2, we have shown how the size of the bath can be inferred from Hahn signal
experiments. In the main paper, instead, we have investigated open quantum systems dynamics
making use of a single additional qubit treated as an environmental qubit, in order to match
the maximum bath dimension attainable with our quantum photonic simulator. However, this
leads inevitably to finite-size effects in the system dynamics, as shown in Fig. B.2. The learning
procedure can parameterize the model Ĥ opportunely to reproduce the initial decay, but being
interaction terms in the Hamiltonian time-independent, a single environmental spin will produce
Poincaré recurrence times short enough to be observed in the simulations of the reduced system
dynamics. The standard way to deal with these effects is to introduce phenomenological decay
terms exp[−Γ(t)] in the model Hamiltonian [213, 265], to reproduce the observed decay. This
is not done here, as it would invalidate the attempt to learn the open system dynamics as an
interaction with environmental qubits, preserving a time-independent model Ĥ.
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FIGURE B.2. On the left, we display the median log–likelihood obtained upon convergence
of hyperparametrised QHL runs (Sect. 3.5.2), for different numbers nc of environmental
spins. On the right, predicted normalised PL for experimental data (red dots) as well as
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FIGURE B.3. Distributions of the computed Bayes Factor for each model in the sTree (dis-
played in the legend of each frame), compared with the reference model SxyzY xyz: positive
BFs are in favour of the latter. The results are cumulative across the 100 independent QMLA
runs. Models not displayed did not have any direct edges connecting them to SxyzY xyz in
any of the sTree’s. The probe used is |rr〉.
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FIGURE B.4. Distributions of the computed Bayes Factor for each model in the sTree (dis-
played in the legend of each frame), compared with the reference model SxyzY xyz: positive
BFs are in favour of the latter. The results are cumulative across the 100 independent QMLA
runs. Models not displayed did not have any direct edges connecting them to SxyzY xyz in





C.1 Purity as an eigenstate witness
This paragraph intends to justify the adoption of Fob j introduced for WAVES, and demonstrate
that it can be actually adopted as an eigenstate witness.
Proof. We start with the evolved state after application of the cÛ operation:
|0〉 ∣∣ψ〉+|1〉 e−iĤt ∣∣ψ〉p
2
. (C.1)




































This expression is closely related to the participation ratio. In particular, is Tr(ρ2)= 1 ⇐⇒
α j = 0, as long as (λ j−λk)t 6= 0 mod 2π. Most times t will grant this condition, and for each such
t > 0, a purity P = 1 =⇒ ∣∣ψ〉 is an eigenstate. 













is thus upper bounded by a function which decreases with the mean eigenvalue
difference |λ j −λk|. From Eqs. C.3 & C.4 follows that a purity maximisation over sufficiently
long t maximises also the participation ratio. Thus, P is upper and lower bounded by sensible
measures of the eigenstate support.
C.2 Details about the excitonic unitary
In many quantum simulation applications the natural choice of zero–energy results in Hamiltoni-
ans where the total energy is orders of magnitude larger than the energy differences relevant to
the phenomena under investigation. This is particularly true, for example, for reaction energies
in quantum chemistry and is also the case for the excitonic Hamiltonian in Eq. 4.30, where we
are interested in the difference between the ground and excited state 2β¿ α. Because IPEA
requires a bitwise readout of the eigenvalue of each state of interest, any shift ` that reduces
the magnitude of the corresponding energy increases the precision that can be obtained with a
given length in the IPEA binary expansion. In practice, a reasonable choice for ` may be obtained,
for example, from a mean-field calculation, which can be performed efficiently on a classical
computer. In other words, such an algorithm directly estimates the correlation energy rather than
the ground state energy. In order to mimic a realistic problem where mean-field theory provides
a rather poor guess for the exact eigenvalues, we selected `' 1.24 eV, as mentioned in Sect. 4.5.2,
for displacing the eigenvalues λ′ =λ−` .
C.2.1 Appropriate choice of evolution t for WAVES
We are now interested in choosing an evolution time t, leading to a lower bound far from 1 in
Eq. C.3, for the purity P spanned by all possible trial states. This is important for the WAVES
protocol, considering that eigenstate searches are (jointly) driven by P . The global range of purity
values will thus depend upon ΛM t = max j,k |λ j −λk|t, whereas the minimum purity observed
when searching the Hilbert space between two generic eigenstates will depend upon their energy
difference ΛM t =min j,k |λ j −λk|t, i.e. on the degeneracy of the eigenspectrum.
If purity were to span a small range of values in the Hilbert subspace searched, a higher
accuracy in the measurements would be required in turn, in order to make eigenstate witnesses
sufficiently robust against experimental noise. This could be achieved, for example, via an
increase in the number of measurements to obtain each data-point. Therefore, t shall be chosen
big enough to keep the number of measurements as small as possible. At the same time, it is
important to satisfy the requirement to invoke Jensen’s inequality for P to be a sensible measure
of the eigenstates’ support.
Considering the additional boundaries for t in WAVES, in Fig. C.1a, we plot the minimum
value that P assumes within the Hilbert space searched in the experiment, against t within the
interval [0,ΛM]. Considering such boundaries, we decided to pick an arbitrary integer value of
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t = 26. Having an integer value of t simplifies the interpretation of results. This choice provides a
considerable span in purity (' 0.35), see Fig. C.1b. At the same time, it is reasonably far from the
boundary value ΛM that occurs for Ĥexc at t ' 41, thus mimicking a situation where the span in
purity for the system investigated was not pushed to an optimum: a poor initial estimate for the
eigenvalues may overestimate ΛM . It is also easy to verify that 26(λg −λe) 6= 0 mod 2π, therefore
our choice satisfies all the conditions stated for t.
We can also easily check that t = 26 does not pose issues in the analysis of the eigenspectrum.
Adopting again Ĥexc, in Fig. C.1b we show that the estimators arg(e−iλ
′ t) for both eigenvalues lie
well within the interval [−π,π] (even assuming approximate estimates of ±0.2 eV).
We emphasise how the arbitrariness in preliminary choices for the parameters involved in the
WAVES algorithm, within the boundaries allowed by most general considerations, are specifically
intended to illustrate the robustness of the algorithm itself against poor estimates available a
priori for the eigenvalues of the system investigated, which play a major role in choosing sensible
parameters. The eigenvalues of Ĥexc are readily extracted from the eigenvalues λ̃i provided by
IPEA through back transformation as λi = `+ (2nπ+ λ̃i)/t, where n ∈N0 depends upon the value
chosen for t and λ̃i = 2pφ̃i =−2π[arg(e−oλ′i t/(2π))].
In Sect. 4.5.4 we obtained with IPEA the eigenphases φ{e,g} leading to: λ̃g = 1.409090274 eV
and λ̃e = 0.527694267 eV. In our case, n = 1 and λg = 1.423375969 eV, λe = 1.497867682 eV. Both
estimates are in perfect agreement with direct diagonalisation, beyond the targeted precision
(10−9 eV).
a b
FIGURE C.1. Choice of evolution t to determine the experimental Ûexc a Span in the purity
P , within the interval t ∈ [0,ΛM] for Ĥexc (solid blue line). b Plot of the scaled eigenphases
for the ground (orange) and excited (blue) states of Ĥexc, computed from the estimator
λ̃′ =−arg(e−iλ′ t). In all cases, the dashed red line indicates the choice made for both QPEA
and WAVES experiment: t = 26.
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C.3 Adiabatic State Preparation
In order to visualise the role of time in adiabatic ground state preparation, we report in Fig. C.2










with ε capturing the intensity of the perturbation over the target Hamiltonian Ĥ1. To preserve the
simplicity of the example, we adopt a linear adiabatic schedule like in Eq. 4.8, with A(s)= t/tmax.
When varying tmax, it is evident observing Fig. C.2 how, as soon as the condition in Eq. 4.9 is not





FIGURE C.2. Simulation of adiabatic ground state preparation with a linear schedule. s and
t are defined in Eq. 4.8 and 4.9. The final fidelity F = | ∣∣Ψ〉〈Ψ̄g,1∣∣ |2 is reported as averaged
out of 1000 independent simulations, for the two different chosen tmax colour–coded in the
legend.
C.4 Degeneracies in Hamiltonian models and dynamics
When discussing QHL and even more crucially QMLA strategies in the main text, we raised
the issue of degeneracies in the chosen Hamiltonian model. This wording was adopted for two
different situations, that we make more clear in the following.
Some degeneracies are intrinsic in the chosen model. A trivial example is provided by defining
a model e.g. as Ĥ(a,b)= aσ̂x+bσ̂x to learn a true model Ĥ∗(α)=ασ̂x. The model is fully legitimate,
however when attempting to learn it via QHL, the expected shrinking of the covariance matrix
1Here intended as its overlap with
∣∣Ψ̄g,1〉.
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Σ will not occur because of highly correlated (a,b): as long as (a+b)'α the predicted evolution
|〈ψ∣∣e−iĤ∗τ∣∣ψ〉 |2 will satisfy the measurement for any given probe state ∣∣ψ〉.
More subtle degeneracies might instead occur because of the choice in the probe state
∣∣ψ〉,
leading to undistinguishable L (D|~x;τ). A first example is given by choosing an eigenstate of
Ĥ∗ as the probe state. In this case, L (D|~x;τ)= 1∀(~x,τ) and experiments are non informative in
learning a specific parameter value.
A less evident case might instead lead to experiments not informative in learning a specific
model. We give a case of immediate applicability to the analyses of Sect. 3.4. Let us choose two
models given by:
Ĥ∗1 = aσ̂x ⊗ 1̂+bσ̂y ⊗ 1̂+ cσ̂z ⊗ 1̂+dσ̂y ⊗ σ̂y (C.7)
Ĥ∗2 = aσ̂x ⊗ 1̂+bσ̂y ⊗ 1̂+ cσ̂z ⊗ 1̂+dσ̂z ⊗ σ̂z (C.8)
(we have omitted pedices identifying the subspaces for the 2-qubit). It can be verified that
the two models are distinguishable per se. However, if we choose as a probe state |++〉, the
probabilities in the two cases read (we omit τ for simplicity):
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 (C.9)
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 (C.10)
Observing the two Equations, it is evident that as long as b = c, experiments performed on
the system with the probe state |++〉 will not be able to distinguish between the models Ĥ∗1 , Ĥ∗2 ,





D.1 Simulation of an MZI
We report typical simulations and experimental results from the fabrication1 of a fundamental
building block in photonic circuits: a Mach-Zender interferometer (MZI). We investigated a set of
different lengths and unbalances (∆L) of the interferometer arms’ lengths, as reported in Table
D.1, along with the various Free Spectral Ranges (FSR) expected from the group index ng, as
obtained via Lumerical MODE.
∆L (µm) FSR (nm) (numerical) FSR (nm) (experimental)
30 19.05385042 NA
100 5.716155127 5.80
180 3.175641737 3.16 height
Table D.1: List of different ∆L investigated for the MZIs in Sect. D.1.
Using Lumerical INTERCONNECT and the SiEPIC library we also simulate the MZIs
designed in detail, as reported in Fig. D.1. Simulations of the FSR compare well with what can
be obtained from the spectral response. In particular, we adopt the steps below:
• We plot the MZI spectrum, and correct for any baseline with a low-order polynomial (usually
a 5th order polynomial)
• We then adopt the findpeaks function embedded in Matlab to identify the wavelengths at
which destructive interference occurs and thys the FSR, as highlighted in Fig. D.1a.
1 In this section, as performed by Applied Nanotools Inc. which is based on direct-write 100 keV electron beam




• Using the known value of ∆L for the MZI, we can use the FSR estimate (i.e. the spacing
between peaks) to obtain a first guess of the group index, and hence of one fit parameter in
the analytical MZI response function.
• A Taylor expansion in the proximity of one of the peaks is then adopted to find the intial
guess for remaining fit parameters of the MZI response function [94].
A comparison of the final fit with the experimental data is shown in Fig. D.1b, showing a good











FIGURE D.1. a Layout of the MZI fabricated and analysed in Sect. D.1, as obtained from
the Klayout software, with ∆L ' 180µm. b Spectral response simulated via SiEPIC and
Lumerical Interconnect for the MZI in (a). c The peak finding phase of the protocol for the
analysis of experimental data collected from the MZI, with in d the final fit of the MZI
spectrum. Further details in the main text.
D.2 Qudit tomographies with the CU(4) chip
We here verify experimentally the reliability of the CU(4) chip, in dialling the appropriate states
and evolution unitaries to act as a reliable quantum simulator, for the QMLA implementation
described in Sect. 3.5.3. To do so, we report here the outcome of qudit state tomographies
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performed with the CU(4) chip, reconstructing the output state ρout from the target registry at
the end of the evolution. We performed this test with 50 different test unitaries2, however for
brevity we report in Fig. D.2c only the case for:
Ûtest =

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
 (D.1)
In particular, in Fig. D.2a&b we report detailed tomography outcomes of a random chosen
input state: |θ〉 ≡ ∣∣0,1/p2 ,0, i/p2 〉, obtaining a final fidelity F(|θ〉)> 0.99. In Fig. D.2 we report
instead the obtained fidelities for all the tested 15 probe states (again labelled by Greek letters),













FIGURE D.2. State tomographies for selected probe states, adopting the CU(4) photonic chip
introduced in Sect. 3.5.3. In particular, in: a simulated and b experimentally reconstructed
ρout, when implementing Ûtest (Eq. D.1) to evolve the probe state |θ〉 (see Appendix D.2). c
Fidelity for 15 test states




D.3 Low–power reconfigurability for cryogenic photonics
The practicality of the quantum devices employed in delivering successful protocols has been
mostly based upon designing and testing noise–resilient approaches in the data processing. In
this way, it was possible to avoid quantum circuits with width and depth too high to be handled
within current photonic technological limits, or the demand for a cryogenic environment when
using solid–state quantum sensors.
However, software developments alone are likely not enough to push the application bound-
aries of quantum technologies in many cases of interest. In this Chapter, we pick a specific
technological challenge: the reconfigurability of photonic devices in a cryogenic environment,
discussing the investigation of possible routes to address it. As we have described in Sect. 1.4,
and then observed in practice for the experiments described adopting both the CU(2) and CU(4)
chips in Chaps. 2–3, the possibility to reconfigure the photonic circuit is key, in deploying a
scalable photonic architecture for LOQC as well as digital quantum simulation. A brief review of
technologies investigated to date, and details about the thermo–optical (TO) phase–shifters used
for all photonic experiments so far, were provided in Sect. 1.4.1.
TO phase–shifters are limited to operate in the range of MHz [92, 345]. This can be a
severe limitation in several applications. In LOQC, the feedforward scheme requires high–speed
reconfiguration, to avoid incurring in unacceptable losses when employing on–purpose delay
lines[92, 95]. High–speed reconfigurability is also a necessary requirement for classical photonic
processors, recently pursued as a promising route towards achieving lower power and higher
speed data processing, when compared to their electronic counterparts (e.g. [346, 347]).
A perhaps even stronger limitation appears when considering cryogenic operation scenarios,
required either by efficient superconducting classical processors [345], or by the monolithic
integration of SNSPDs in the quantum photonics realm3. It is known that the TO coefficient
rapidly drops below 10−5 K−1 at temperatures below 50 K [348]. This might be (at least partially)
compensated by the corresponding decrease in the specific heat coefficient [100], however, even if
allowing for room–temperature power consumptions, TO heaters are no scalable approach in a
cryogenic environment. We make this claim more evident, by considering the power consumption
of the smaller photonic chip in this Thesis, the CU(2) in Fig. 1.5. As a study case, we pick
the ground state search operated in Sect. 4.5.4, and keep track of the chip active time, i.e. the
time during which at least one of the heaters on–chip was activated to perform a certain phase
shift. The plots visualising this are in Fig. D.3. In order to have a reference for the chip power
consumption, we consider the ICEoxford™ DryIce®, a commercial closed–loop cryostat cooled
via a 4He gas circuit4. At the time of writing, this system is among the commercially available
cryostats with highest cooling power in continuous–mode operation5 (Wcnt ∼ 300 mW) at 1 K
3 A discussion is provided in 1.4.2.
4 I have personally contributed to the installation and preliminary characterisation of this setup for the University
of Bristol
5 In brief, the cryostat has a limited 4He reservoir, that can undergo a complete expansion and compression cycle
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FIGURE D.3. a Estimated instantaneous power consumption of the CU(2) chip, during the
variational search experiment shown in Fig. 4.8a. b Completion of the same experiment as
in (a), estimated from
∣∣〈Ψ∣∣Ψ̄〉∣∣2, with |Ψi〉 the best estimate of the target eigenstate ∣∣Ψ̄〉, at
the i–th step, rescaled to the interval [0%,100%].
temperature. Observing Fig. D.3a, it is immediate to conclude that, by relying on TO effects
that require O ( mW) power for a full 2π–shift, the number of heaters on a photonic chip cannot
be scaled much further, whilst working in continuous. In single–shot mode, heat sources up to
Wsng ∼ 700 mW can be installed, but only for experiment durations below about 30 mins, which
does not satisfy experimental requirements (see Fig. D.3b). Now, quantum photonic chips with
∼ 8× the heaters in the CU(2) are being designed and operated [349], so that replicating those
experiments in a cryostat is already challenging, even allowing for incremental optimisations in
the TO power efficiency.
Therefore, as already mentioned in Sect. 1.4.1, electro–optic (EO) modulators offer a much
more attractive solution to the problem of modulating the output signal from a photonic circuit
at high–speed [94]. In photonic platforms providing strong χ(2) nonlinearities (Sect. 1.4.1), this
approach is rather straightforward, as it is possible to rely on the strong Pockels effect, whereby
an applied electric field ~E changes the refractive index of the material by ∆n = re f f
∣∣∣~E∣∣∣. More in
detail, as the Pockels effect usually occurs in anisotropic materials, it is described by a change in
within a single “clock”. The maximum heat that can be absorbed by the 4He circulated within this cycle gives the
cooling power in continuous–mode. When this limit is overcome, the temperature at the sample stage Tsample will
not increase immediately. However, after a ∆τ, enough non–condensed 4He (that has extracted the additional heat)
will accumulate in the reservoir, heat will start dissipating within the cryostat, and Tsample will rise sharply. The
single–shot mode of operation is within the ∆τ window, with heat sources exceeding the cryostat’s Wcnt.
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with r i j the 18 significant Pockels coefficients6, and each ∆(1/n2)i refers to a change in the






where R is known as the Pockels tensor. Therefore, a different EO response is expected according
to the mutual geometry of the applied field ~E and the crystallographic axes of the material
[350, 351].
EO modulation in SOI platforms poses more intricacies, as here electro–optic phenomena are
dominated by the χ(3)–related Kerr effect, which unfortunately is weak in silicon [129]. Additional
challenges arise when considering SOI quantum photonics, as for a satisfactory modulation
several performances should be targeted simultaneously:
i CMOS–compatibility, or compatibility with industrial–scale fabrication technologies for
integrated photonic devices;
ii device footprint;
iii losses and noise introduced by the modulator;
iv power consumption;
v speed / bandwidth;
vi low temperature (1−4 K) operability.
Standard EO modulators in silicon photonics leverage upon the plasma dispersion effect:
altering the concentration7 of free charges in Si it is possible to modulate the material refractive
index n [94, 129]. Unfortunately, already at room temperature these EO modulators are known
to introduce important additional noise and losses in the device [92, 129]. This latter drawback
is made worse when moving to lower operating temperatures, because the carrier freeze–out
imposes higher concentrations of dopants in the Si WG, which in turns lead to higher losses
and lower bandwidth [352, 353]. All–optical modulation, if a promising candidate for classical
6 From purely geometric considerations, one could introduce 81 coefficients r i jk, however from symmetry consid-
erations for the impermeability tensor, it is immediate to conclude that only 18 are non–zero [350].
7 Either via carrier accumulation, injection or depletion [129].
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photonic devices [101, 354], is impractical in the realm of quantum photonics, where filtering out
on–demand signals from an additional bright pump is possible in principle, but technologically
difficult (refer also to Sect. 1.4.2).
The failure of χ(3)–based approaches to deliver a suitable modulation of n in Si has pushed for
solutions that introduce a χ(2) effect in SOI platforms, which can be achieved in several different
ways. As χ(2) = 0 is due to the centro–symmetric structure of Si crystals, a possibility is to break
such symmetry, by either strain or strong electrical fields [92]. If the CMOS compatibility of the
first approach is yet to be proven, such an implementation has already been demonstrated with
satisfactory bandwidth, limited to few GHz [355]; however, the latter still requires improvements,
as it introduces additional losses as high as ∼ 0.2 dB per modulator.
Finally, a more radical and direct approach is to hybridise the SOI platform8 by introducing
materials that natively exhibit strong non–linearities (e.g. they have χ(2) 6= 0) [92]. To achieve
this, it is not necessary to completely replace the material of the WG: as emphasised by the
simulations in Fig. 1.2, the confinement of the propagated light mode within the WG is high,
but not perfect. Therefore, by depositing other materials in the proximity of the Silicon WG,
where the evanescent field is not yet negligible, modulation of the effective refractive index is
still possible. This is the approach pursued in the next sections of this Chapter.
A natural choice for such a hybrid material was offered by LiNbO3. However, even if already
widely adopted in the field of classical communication, its widespread adoption has been hindered
by the lack of a credible CMOS–compatible process to integrate it in SOI, a problem affecting also
lead zirconate titanate (PZT) modulators, that exhibit even stronger Pockels effect [356]. Finally,
polymeric materials have also been considered a promising candidate, because of their strong
Pockels effect, however none of such candidates is cryo–compatible [353, 356].
D.4 Characterising vibration levels in a cryogenic setup
This section is dedicated to projects and experiments ongoing, that involve setups working at
cryogenic temperatures. In particular, I report data concerning the characterisation of vibrations
for a recently closed-loop He-cooled commercial cryostat from ICEOxford®, and a Lakeshore®open–
loop cryogenic probe station.
The quantification and optimisation of vibrations on the setup sample holder is a crucial
task. The role of vibration in photonic experiments essentially resides in the vertical coupling
of coherent light from external sources, into (and out of) the chip, via fibre-arrays as described
in Sect. 1.4.2. This can be an important source of noise in cryogenic setups, due to mechanical
vibration from pumping and cooling systems potentially coupling to the setup. As on a single
chip it is often possible to couple to several structures of interest, it is a preferred option to leave
8 Of course, the most obvious approach is to simply replace Si WGs with another material. Even if this is an active




the fibre-array floating, instead of glueing it upon a specific structure. In this way, it is possible
to reconfigure the fibre-array location with cryogenic-compatible positioners. We report here to
successfully tested strategies to check vibration levels in such equipment.
A preliminary analysis, can be performed via commercially-available MEMS accelerometers,
mounted directly upon the sample stage. In our case, the accelerometer is capable of providing
reliable data for temperatures as low as −50 ◦C , on all 3 -axes and down to frequencies of ∼ 200
Hz. I installed and interfaced the device with Arduino, and wrote from scratch the python code
for control and datalogging, as well as Mathematica code for noise-filtering and data analysis. In
Fig. D.4a we report raw data collected from the accelerometer, shown in Subfig. (b). The z axis is
well distinguishable because of the gravity ~g detection. with all the instrumentation required for
sub-K operation connected9. It is immediately evident how the low-frequency component from
the compressors is actually providing the spikes with biggest magnitude in (de)accelerations of
the sample stage.
According to this evidence, we processed acceleration data by filtering out high frequency
noise and double-integrating the residual components, allowing a quantitative estimation of the
maximum relative displacements experienced by the accelerometer. The results are reported as
frequency histograms (2D and 1D) in Fig. D.4c-d. The last one refers to vertical axis displacements,
with values that are not expected to alter anyhow the coupling of light in and off chip. On
the contrary, an un-optimised mounting for the cryo-cooler-heads leads evidently in Fig. D.4c
to in-plane vibrations that are comparable with the GC spot size, which has a diameter of
approximately 5µm, e.g. in the case of the CU(4) chip. This emphasises the importance of
adopting appropriate vibration decoupling when working with cryogenic setups.
9 Acceleration was tracked also with all pumps and compressors in the setup off, to record the background
(omitted), which was barely detectable by the accelerometer.
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FIGURE D.4. Characterisation of vibrations in a cryogenic setup. a Raw acceleration data
at −50 ◦C, with the cryostat setup fully operations, from the MEMS accelerometer, shown
in b mounted on the sample plate, hosted in the stage at temperature 4 K (on the right). c
Post–processed data about the absolute displacement of the sample stage, with colour–coded
the number of displacement events per each value on the X-Y plane. d Same as in (c) for the
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